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ABSTRACT
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Professor

This dissertation
renewal policy-making

approximately

the establis~~ent

as a municipal

and political

system necessary

projects ana programs and to achieve
local governing body.
constraints
available

industrial

of

function
city of

It examines the development

administrative,

within the local politcal

governmental

a declining

50,000 residents.

of the technical,

David A. Booth

describes

in Holyoke, Massachusetts,

to

The research

capacities

to plan renewal

their approval by the
focusses on the

imposed on the range of policy objectives

tc renewal officials

of oecision-making

and advocates

by the city's legislative

by the politics
body, the

Board of Alde~men.
Following

the establishment

in 1955, Holyoke's

involvement

in renewal policy-making

marked by lengthy and debilitating

v

of a Local Public Agency

political

conflicts.

was

Its first Urban Renewal plan was defeated by the municipal
legislative

body and later revived and adopted ten years

after the process began.
1973.

Nevertheless,

Another plan was defeated

the city's renewal

in

"outputs" during

the period included a Model Cities program with a
substantial
industrial

housing improvement component,
redevelopment

new housing construction,
Community

a smoll

plan, and a clearance

project for

as well as two Master Plans, a

Renewal Program study, and a variety of other

planning-related

activities.

The core of the research consists of a series of
case studies of the planning and plan-approval

processes

relevant to the city's three major renewal proposals.
Objective of each study is the identification

The

of the key

factors relevant to the city's policy decision on the
renewal proposal in question.

The inquiry

conEider matters of policy implementation,
~f th~ renewal decisions

The principal

or the "outcomes"

made by the municipality.

sources of the data were intervi.ews,

press accountz, public documents,

records of public meetings,

and the files of various public agencies.
open-ended

does not

Forty-five

interviews were conducted with thirty-nine

persons who were either participants
or informed observers of them.

vi

in the process examined

The principal
categories.

findings of the research fall into two

First, the city developed considerably

technical and administrative

greater

capacity to plan renewal

projects and to carry out other related functions of urban
planning.

Early reliance on appointed commissioners

for

renewal planning leadership gave way during the period
examined to the guidance of staff professionals

and the

executive leadership of the Mayor.
Second, significant constraints were imposed on the
range of renewal policy alternatives

available to renewal

advocates by the politics of plan-approval
Aldermen.

by the Board of

politica~ power relative to renewal policy-making

was found divided between two segments of the community
differentiated

in terms of socioeconomic

cultural characteristics.

and political

These two segments of the

community, labeled the "Managerials" and the "\~orkers,"
were represented

in the Board of Aldermen in approximate

parity, although the proportions were never precise and
were SUbject to variations over time.

When reneva L

proposals were perceived to represent the interests of the
Managerials

and were opposed by persons of the Worker

segment who would be affected adversely by the projects,
t.heresul ts ~lere "crystallization"

of the issues with the

underlying social cleavage of the community and intense
class-based political conflict.
vii

In both such cases, the

plans were rejected, or delayed extensively,
Board of Aldermen.
identification

By contrast, proposals

by the

lacking such

with the social cleavage were adopted

without conflict or delay.
It is concluded that the division of political
power in Holyoke makes it necessary
in the future, Community

for local renewal

Development)

(or,

planning officials

to select policy objectives which avoid excessive negative
reaction from persons adversely affected,

provided those

persons have adequate political representation
city's policy-making

institutions.

viii
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION:

I

PURPOSES,

OBJECTIVES,

The Housing and Community
signed by President

AND METHODS

Development

Act of 1974,

Gerald R. Ford in August as one of his

first major acts in office, combined

Urban R~ne~al with

Model Cities and eight o t.har related urban development.
programs

into a block grant to be administered
l

new "special revenue sharing"

format.

which had been on the Congressional
years, delegated

ject.s,

The legislation,

agenda for several

to the local governments

and responsibility

for thc planning

under the

gre~ter autono~y

a~d execution

of pro-

as well as a merger of the physical orientation

Urban Rerievra ; ·..lith r.he social rehabilitation

of

focus on the

-lC.t.
2
Mooe
1 1es progr1ffi.
The errphs.sLs on local control reflected
l'.dministration'sapproach
nature of the relationship

to the sensitive

"Better Communities

of Federally'-

Although that Administration's

ct," proposed

later replaced by a compromise
the rhetoric accompanying

issue of the

between Federal and local offi-

cials in the planning and administration
sponsored local programs.

the Nixon

in January,

bill substituted

1973, wac;
by Congress

the Nixon bili. reflected

ascending mood which underlay the 1974 act.

t:he

Jmnes 'r. ~ynn,

Secretary of the Departr.1entof Housing and Urban Develop"1ent
]

2

(HUD) , proclaimed

that the proposed

Act would

. take the Federal Government out of the business
of dictating the operation of urban renewal, model
cities, and certain other red-tape ridden Federal
progran:s.
Instead, the new Act will provide the resources
and place the responsibility for co~~unity development where it properly belongs -3 with elected
officials closest to the people.
Adoption

of the revenue-sharing

the local governments

had developed

format presumed that

sufficient

capacity to

plan and carry out renewal and other community
projects with relatively
ministrators.

by Federal ad-

The support for the proposal expressed

various organizations
planning

little supervision

development

profession

of municipal

officials

and the city

reflected their agreement.

to the problems with the old categorical

by

4

In addition

grant format

usually cited in support of adoption of the new approach-bureaucratic
eAcessive

delays,

red-tape,

Federal intervention

authorities

lack of coordination,
-- the demand by local

for greater responsibility

program derived

in large measure

ience they had accumulated

and control of the

from the years of experBy the

in the r-enewaL field.

late 1960's, ~rban Renewal programs
municipalities

and

had become common in

of all sizes throughout

the nation.

The ntun-

ber of projects approved passec the 2,000 mark in 1968,
with over 900 municipalities
of projects

involved.

increased only marginally

nlli~er in the planning

Although

the number

after 1968, and the

stage fell from 450 in 1958 to forty-

3

two at the end of June, 1973, the number of localities
t~cipating
reaching

in the program continued

990 by mid-1973.

par-

to rise gradually,

Among those 990 localities

were

all but three of the fifty-six cities with populations
250,000

(94%), 204 of the 340 cities with populations

tween 50,000 and 250,000
(or other

"urban places")

between

25,000 and 50,000

had not been

end of 1954, only eighty-seven
the planning

the $500 million authorized

50

(38%).

impressive.

By the
beyond

and only $377 million of

had been approved by the Housing

(HHFA) for a total of 278 projects,

most of which were still being planned.6
noted urban housing authority

According

to

Charles Abrams, the first

five years of the Title I program produced

"..•almost

nothing to show for all the fanfare •..." and neither the
cities nor the slums within them were beir.g renewed.7
The widespread

conclusion

that the redevelopment

program was failing to fulfill its initial promise
the appointment

in 1953 of a presidential

study the problem and make recommendations
changes.
Government

5

the rate

projects had proceeded

stage of execution,

and Home Finance Agency

be-

(60%), and 195 of the 520 cities

In the early years of the program, however,
of local participation

over

President Eisenhower's

Advisory

led to

commission

to

for legislative
committee

on

Housing Policies and Programs produced what one

observer called an "astonishingly

bold document.,,8

The

4

Committee

focussed a great deal of its attention

recognized

on the

problem of the lack of adequate planning

city in most cities.
profession

remained

At mid-century,

the city planning

in its early stage of development,

groliing gradually but still lacking a secure place
political

structures

of most cities.9

American City Planning

in the

Mel Scott, whose

Since 1890, published

stands as the pre-eminent
fession, summarized

capa-

in 1969,

history of the planning

pro-

the situation as follows:

The relatively primitive state of the planning
pro9ram i.ndozens of cities, the lack of any conception among councilmen and executives of city
planning as a process carried on systematically with
the cooperation of all departments, the absence of
fi.rm municipal policies concerning housing, planning,
and community development -- all these conditions
foredoomed the larger redevelopment effort throughoutout the nation to a limping pace.IO
Accordingly,
late the development
localities.

the ~dvisory Committee

sought to stimu-

of greater planning capacity

It assumed

in the

that the most likely source of lnoti-

vation for such local political change would be the desire
of the localities

to take advantage of the possibilities

afforded by the Federal program, especially

if it were amen-

ded to broaden its scope and loosen its connection
housing.

The preference

with sltuu

of the city planning profession

for

a more broadly defined program than that authorized

under

Title I had been made clear prior to the enactment

of that

0
11
1eg~01sat~on.
In view of the weaknesses

perceived

to have marked

5
the redevelopment

program

a more fa or able reception
by Congress.

to date, this pe~spective
by the Committee

of the Advisory Committee

!1drrOWer concept of slum clearance

conception

with

of urban re-

Under the heading of "Urban Renewal,"

in conjunction

rehabilitation

with more vigorous employment

progrfu~ would necessitate
greater local planning
tate such responses,

of

of funds

re-use.12

to be expended for non-residential
It was anticipated

the amend-

of salvageable

building codes, and allowed a limited proportion

governments

the

favored by city planners and local elected

ed Title I program encouraged
structures

and replaced

and redevelopment

the more flexible and comprehensive

officials.

and ultimately

The Housing Act of 1954 adopted most of the

recommenda~ions

vitalization

gained

that the broadened
and encourage

capabilities.

Urban Renewal

the development

of

To assure and facili-

the 1954 Act imposed on the local

seeking Federal funds for housing,

Urban Renewa~

or other related programs a series of preparatory
tions tied together in a new document
Program for Community

Improvement.

obliga-

known as the Workable

To be eligible

for such

funds, the localities were required

to submit to the HHF~

for certification,

for biennial

recertifi-

"Workable Program" documents

consisting

and to re-submit

cations thereafter,
of seven parts:

(1) evidence of adequate ~uilding

code enforcement procedures,
plan,

(3) neighborhood

(2) a comprehensive

analyses,

codes and

community

(4) a plan for administ.ra-

6

tive organization
functions,
capacity

capable of carrying

out the planning

(5) a plan showing adequacy of local financial

to support renewal activities,

location of residents
activities,
planning

and businesses

displaced

by program

and (7) a plan for citizen partici?ation

and administration

The Workable
cipalities

(6) a plan for re-

in

13

of renewal projects.

Program was intended to induce the muni-

to upgrade

their planning capabilities

broaden and deepen their understanding

and to

of the complex prob-

lems of urban growth and decline which the housing and renewal programs were designed

Ideally,

the

comprehensl.ve plan, or "master plan," would comprise

the

community's

to alleviate.

initial analysis of its problems and prospects

and generate publi~ consideration
objectives,

of long-range

goals and

as well as a strategy to achieve those aims.14

subsequently,

Urban Renewal projects would have to conform

with the objectives

established

in the comprehensive

and would comprise strategic means of implementation
plan.

plan
of the

The impetus to achieve such a rational and orderly

sequence of events would be the availability

of Federal

funds for renewa L projects, planned and approved
and certified by the HHFA as consonant
jectives of the comprehensive
the Federal

locally

with the stated ob-

plan and with the purposes of

legislation.

Whether these new provisions

contributed

significant-

ly to the subsequent growth of the program is uncertain,

but

/

7

Lhe number of localities

involved and the number of pro-

jects approved

steadily and rapidly thereafter.

increased

By 1960, nearly $1.9 billion had been allocated
Urban Renewal projects,

of which forty-one were completed

and 444 were in the execution

stage.

years of the more urban-oriented
Federal expenditures

the Section 701 planning

Administrations,

increased

at a fast-

Similar patterns of growth marked
assistance

and certifications

applications.

Democratic

the $7 billion mark for 2,038 pro-

jects by the end of 1968.

missions

During the eight

for Urban Renewal

er rate, and surpassed

for 838

program and the sub-

of local Workable Program

By the end of 1968, more than $191 million

had been approved for 4,634 planni~g assistance
and 3500 Workable Programs had been certified,

projects,
of which

lned ac t.i~ve. 15
1 ,851 rema~ne

During this periOd, Urban Renewal was transformed
from an uncharted
relatively

and uncertain

program undertaken

by a

small number of cities to a commonplace,

if not

always routine, endeavor of nearly all larger cities and
most of those of medium size.

In this transition

from the

"innovative" to the "mature" stage of the program, 16
hundreds of local governments which previously
equipped, unprepared,
prerequisites

unaware, or othen~ise

had been ill-

lacking in the

of renewal activity had effected the necessary

expansion of the scope of their activities
complex but promising new progr~n.

to undertake

the

8

The Dissertation
This dissertation

examines

the institutionalization

of the renewal planning

function in one such locality,

Holyoke, Massachusetts,

an aging industrial

Northeast

by the kinds of problems

characterized

city of the

the Urban Renewal program had been designed.
concern of the research

Th~ principal

i.sthe impact on Holyoke's

cal system that resulted

ment, from its beginnings

of Community

political

Develop-

to the new format at the end of 1974.
structure

none had existed before, endured a lengthy

struggle over its first proposed project,

other attempts

saw

fail for a variety of reasons, attained a

Model Cities program and designed
Renewal components,

Urban

gained a cor.~endation

of Nayors for "...innovative

commun~ty development

A product of nineteenth
t.own development,

into it substantial

and eventually

from the U. S. Conference
.
'"
lmag~nat~ve

in

in the field in the late 1950's

During that period, Holyoke created a planning
where virtually

politi-

from the city's participation

Urban Renewal and related antecedents

through the changeover

for which

and

programs. ,,17

century New England mill

Holyoke had passed its economic

zenith by

the First World War and by the 1950's had become deeply
mired in the types of problems which Urban Renewal was
intended to address -- economic decline, aging and deteriorating housing and other structures,

outmoded land-uses,

and

9

spreading

blight.

in Chapter

~IO

These problems are considered

which examines Holyoke's

ic, and political

history

in order to describe

or "political environment,"
introduced

including

the setting,

The remainder of this

first the previous

renewal policy-making,

demograph-

into which renewal planning was

in the late 1950's.

chapter examines

economic,

more fully

literature

of local

and finally the research design,

the theoretical

approach employed and the methods

utilized.
Previous Studies
The Urban Renewal program has generated
academic

literature

ment policies
consequences
weaknesses,

equalled by few, if any, other govern-

in the United States.

Assessments

its cost-effectiveness

scientists,

and social impacts, have

policy-making

sociologists,

and others concerned with urban

problems and policies.lS

The local politics of renewal

has been considered

and the case study approach.
summarizes

of the

of the program, of its relative strengths and

been rendered by a number of economists,
political

a volume of

from both the comparative

The remainder of this section

the findings of these studies.

The most notable of the comparative
which levels of renewal expenditures
measures of social, economic,
of the communities,

analyses,

in

were compared with

and political characteristics

are those of Hawley

(1963),19 Clark

10

(196S) ,20 and Aiken and Alford
studies found higher

(1970) .21

Each of these

levels of renewal outputs associated

with lower socio-economic

status, or "heterogeneous"

cities, those characterized

by lower levels of income and

education,

more mdnufacturing

Northeast,

Nayor-Coune'l

employment,

government,

location

in the

and greater age.

The

principal. concern of illl three stucies, however, was the
relationship

between

levels of output and the distribution

of communi ty powe r and in this respect Hawley I s conclusions
differed markedly
Aiken and Alford.

from those of both Clark and the team of
Hawley concluded

of renewal outputs associated

that the higher levels

with lower-status

were a function of greater concentration

cities

of co~~unity

power

while each of the other two studies found gredter decentralization of power in the same types of cities.
for this wide variation

in findings, which pertained

marily to differences

in assumptions

sufficiently

to the objectives

relevant

project to warrant close attention
It should be noted, however,
team of Aiken and Alford recognizec
planning and execution requires
or stable and extensive

The reasons

and methods,

are not

of this research

here.
that both Clark and the
that successful

renewal

"integrative mechanisrns,,22

"interorganizational

networks,,23

to link the various centers of power in political
charac'terized by decentralized

pri-

commun i,ty powe r ,

the limitations of the comparative

approach,

systems
Because of

the authors

11

were unable to offer more than speculation

regarding

the

nature of these linkages or the reasons

for the positive

association

community

found between decentralized

power

and renewal outputs.
Regardless

of the relative distribution

power, the processes

by which the integration,

of community
or coordina-

tion, of the various centers of power and authority
political

in a

system is achieved are of great significance

the consequences

of Urban Renewal or Con~unity

for

Development.

A numoer of case studies of local renewal policy-making
have contributed

valuable

and determinants

of the political

velopment of coordinated

insights regarding

integration,

structures

of these studies,

however, impede synthesis and condensation
conclusions

support

The wide variations

aims, and perspectives

into a set of discrete

or the de-

of political

required for success' in the field.24
in the purposes,

the conditions

of their findings

of hypotheses.

To give

an adequate account of each of these studies would exceed,
by far, the limits of practicality
purposes of this disseration.
cussion of the principal

or necessity

Therefore,

for the

only a brief dis-

findings and insights considered

relevant to the study of Holyoke is presented here.

Further

references are made to these studies as deemed appropriate
in the ensuing

chapters.

The findings of the case studies can be organized
around three principal

themes:

(1) strong and effective

12

political

leadership,

the local governing

from either the chief executive

body or the chief administrator

planning agency, or both;
lationships

(2) the role conceptions

to local politics and politicians

fessional planners and the non-professional
commissioners;

and

(3) the relationships

groups and other local institutions

of

of the
and re-

of the pro-

planning

of citizens'

to the policy-making

processes.
(1)

In his classic

Dahl described
and Development

study of decision-making

in New Haven,

the vital roles played by Mayor Richard Lee
Administrator

ment of that city's massive

Edwin Logue in the achieve-

inner city redevelopment
25

pro-

gram planned and carried out in the 1950'5.

The combina-

tion of Lee's skills in creating a broad-based

structure of

support for the program among Aldermen,

interest group

leaders, and the general public, and Logue's masterful
direction of the venture with the solid backing of Lee's redevelopment

coalition,

virtually

set a standard of perfor-

mance for emulation by renewal proponents

in other cities.

In Newark, Kaplan found the political and administrative skills of Housing Authority

Director Louis Danzig,

coupled with the support of the Mayor for his effor·ts, the
key to that city's early successes with Urban Renewal.26
Here the pre-existence
bureaucracy

of a politically

capable of expanding

well-established

its scope of activities

into those made possible by the Title I program,

facilitated

J.3

the development

of a bureaucratic-dominant

power for Urban Renewal able to exclude
the planning process and to overwhelm

structure of

"outsiders"

opposition

plans.

Citing these and other studies of renewal

making,

Stinchcombe

concluded

political

in Toledo purported

Her stu d y

"reformed"

coordination

power required

renewal planning and execution.
pertaining

0f

to demonstrate

tal effects of the city's
of political

policy-

leadership

the formal fragmentation

r ia..
,27 ,
ch arac t.eer
t i,c0 f mo sc ca.ti.ea
al planning

to its

that the key to success in

the field was strong and effective
capable of overcoming

from

of authority
Urb an Renew-

the detrimen-

institutions

on the

for successful

Although her conclusions

to the effects of reformism were less than com-

pelling, her research did show the chaotic consequences
uncoordinated

political

power and authority

of effective

leadership.

in the absence

In a secondary essay, Bellush and Hausknecht
the significance

of the "executive-centered

exemplified by the New Haven experience,

of

stressed

coalition"

best

and gave special

attention to the role of the chief administrator

of the

planning agency whom they called the "renewal entrepreneur. ,;28
They noted that the local planning agency acts as the
trustee of public authority at a critical
the public ar.dprivate

junction point of

spheres of the local economy.

quently, they argued, the role of chief administrator
that agency calls for entrepreneurial

Conseof

skills comparable

to

14

those of the top levels of management

of private business

institutions.
Although
significance

not all of the case studies focused on the

of political

none contradicted

this thesis .

lacking, as in Chicago's
controversy

and administrative

leadership,

\~hen such leadership was

public housing

site selection

studied by Ileyerson and Banfield, 29 O~ the

Urban Renewal efforts of East St. Louis assessed by Judd
and Mendelson,30

the consequences

usually were costly for

the renewal proponents.
(2)

The relationship

of city planning to local politics

and the role conceptions

of planners were the central

concerns of several studies and important
in many others.
processes

Altshuler's

in Hinneapolis

lems which confronted

secondary issues

study of city planning

and St. Paul focused on the prob-

"generalist"

planners

to formulate and gain sUt'port for long-range
goa 1s an d

0

in their efforts
community

.
.
i
bj· ec t.Lve
s 111
the compre h'en si.ve p Lann
amnng

p.rocess.31

He found that III.enthe planners avoided contact with
interest groups and other non-professionals

the result was

plans without

support, and that when they did try to involve

the comm~nity

in the goal-setting

processes

they got very

little response -- with the except.Lon of conflicts
other agencies ever "territoriality,"
the Mi.nneapolis traffic engineers.
level of frustration,

w.i,

th

such as occurred with

Besides a generally

one of the temptations

high

of the exper-
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ience for the Minneapolis
cratic participation
process,

planners,

who had sought demo-

of the community

~as to seek to enhance

by adopting what Altshuler

in the planning

their claim to legitimacy

called the "ideal of technical

rationality."
The shortcomings
cal rationality,"
of involvement

of the role conception

combined with concomitant

in local politics,

bitterly by Judd and Mendelson

of "techni-

renunciation

were attacked almost

in their study of Urban

Renewal and Model Cities in East St. Louis.

The authors

stressed the failures of the planners in that city to advance either social or physical
of their unwillingness
the potentially
tics.

themselves

realm of politics,
and politicians,

circumstances

and

of local poli-

as professionals

the planners

outside

the

remained aloof from politics

and as a result gained neither

of City Hall nor any meaningful

relationships

hood or other interest groups.

The consequence,

Mendelson concluded,

because

to engage in the give-and-take

compromising

Regarding

renewal objectives

the support

with neighborJudd and

was "...that planning went on and on

in East st. Louis with few tangible results. ,,32
The study of the politics of site selection

for a

public housing project in Chicago by Meyerson

and Banfield

also showed the consequences

division

between planners
commissioners)

of a significant

(including non-professional

and cit

politics

planning

and politicians.

Here the
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planners

selected a set of goals and objectives,

those of racial integration

through scattered

tion, and sought to overcome

the opposition

of Aldermen and the Democratic
head-on

"struggle"

ideals.

according

was a defeat for the planners
espoused,

site selec-

of the Board

Party organization

rather than risk compromising

TIe result,

to Meyerson

primarily

in a
their

and Banfield,

and for the ideals which they

but a victory for democratic

Iriting in the era of McCarthyism,

decision-making.

the authors were more

concerned with the threat of excessive power in the hands
of exponents of "unitary conceptions
than with the social consequences
through the seemingly
(3)

Successful

irrational

of the public interst"

of policies

formulated

processes of local politic&

planning and execution of Urban Renewal in

its early "classic" phase, in which emphasis was on clearance and redevelopment
massive relocations
businesses.

of blighted

of low-income

residents

and small

More often than not, these project area popu-

lations managed

to effect little, if any, influence over

the decisions made regarding
hoods.

areas, usually involved

Typically,

arena reflected

the futures of their neighbor-

their weaknesses

in the local political

their status as the poor, lower-class,

orten Black, inhabitants of the oldest, most run-dom"
least desireable

residential

areas of the cities.

cases, they ,qere poli-tically unorganized
lacked adequate leadership,

and
and

In some

and "unconriec t.ed;"

and as a result were unable to
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mount any substantive
decisions.

effort to influence

renewal planning

This pattern was found in Newark by Kaplan,

Boston's West End by Gans,33 and Oakland
Cities) by Hayes.34

In other cases, efforts were made but

proved futile when confronted
ning coalitions,

(before Model

with the power of the plan-

as was found in one Newark project by

Kaplan and in New Haven by Lowe. 35
Until the mid-1960's,

the Workable

ment for citizen participation

in the renewal planning

process tended to mean in practice
committees

composed of community

usually constructed

t·1a I

I ead ers

0f

"blue ribhon" advisory

civic and business

by chief executives

purpose of developing

structures

explicity

. t'1es. 36
th'e comrnun1

principle was the

by Mayor Lee in New Haven as described by Dahl.
excluded

of the plans for their neighborhoods

engineered
While not

from the planning

p ocesses, project area residents who opposed

assistance

for the

The classic example of

structure of support for redevelopment

always totally and systematically

leaders,

of support of the influen-

such use of the citizen participation
elaborate

Program require-

typically

in the Workable Program requirement

all or parts
found little
for citizen

participation.
Eventually,

however, neighborhood

cities began to develop greater political

groups in some
capacity

to

oppose the plans laid by City Hall for the future of their
neighborhoods.

Davies charted the rise of this capacity

in
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three renewal projects planned
of a decade. 37

similar trends were noted by Kaplan and

in an essay by Wilson,38
about the potentially
for residents
Renewal.

in New York over a period

both of whom expressed

detrimental

effects of a greater role

in planning processes

for the future of Urban

Davies, on the other hand, concluded

atic inclusion of neighborhood

concern

that system-

groups was becoming not only

a political

necessity but also a source of qualitative

improvement

in the program since the consequences

al programs planned with the cooperation

and approval of

neighborhood

groups tended to be more equitable,

destructive,

and less disruptive

planned without

them.

cesses bY,neighborhood

spread dislocations

rather than clearance

of residents

and businesses.

when Davies' book was published,

was shifting toward a strengthened

pro-

not go as far in the direction

By the

Federal policy

Urban Renewal did

of delegation

residents

and wide-

role for project area

residents and toward rehabilitation.39

control to neighborhood

in planning

groups tended to result in greater

emphasis on rehabilitation

of pOlicy

as did the Community

Action Program in its call for "maximum
t'~on, .40

less

than were those of programs

Davies also noted that participation

mid-1960's,

of renew-

feasible participa-

but ~t
'd'd~ see k a greater role for area represen-

tatives, especially

in rehabilitation

projects.
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Relatively
effectiveness
al planning,
minimal

little is known about the effects or the

of neighborhood
however,

academic

neighborhood

by definition

an important

is Keyes'

in the planning of three
in Boston.41

projects

In this

role for the residents existed

of the nature of the projects and by the

of the planners rather than by the successful

efforts of the residents
decision-making
endeavors.

A notable exception

participation

rehabilitation

study, however,

assumptions

since the subject has received only

attention.

study of resident

in Urban Renew-

participation

to gain access and influence the

processes of otherwise

routine planning

Keyes' study was significant

poses nevertheless

for present pur-

because of the subsequent

ization of neighborhood

rehabilitation

and resident partici-

pation in Model Cities and in the combination
and physical approaches
Sharing format.

in the Community

His principal

between neighborhood

of the social

Development

Revenue

concern was the relationship

social and economic dynamics and the

character of neighborhood
the "rehabilitation

institutional-

participation

planning game."

"...the rehabilitation

planning

in what he called

He concluded

that

game can include members

of

the working class as well as of the middle class," but t.hat,
the game "•.•is not one in which the lower class can
directly participate

in a meaningful

way.,,42

clusions had been reported nearly a decade

Similar con-

earlier in Rossi

and Dentler's study of the roles of neighborhood

groups in
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the planning of a concervation
middle

class area of Chicago

project

in a predominantly

in the mid-1950's,

as well

43

as in the works of Davies and Kaplan.

A series of studies of citizen participation
Model Cities program by the consulting

in the

firm of Marshall

Kaplan, Gans, and Kahn, carried out on a contract basis
with

the Department

concluded

that the purposes

legislation
achieved

of Housing and Urban Development,

and interpreted

under conditions

of the program

by the Department

44

staff.

were best

of "parity," or approximate

equality of influence between
the executive

intended by the

neighborhood

Here, of course,

residents and

the assumed goals

of the program were more in concert with the preferences
of the targeted populations

than was the case with the

Urban Renewal program in most of its earlier applications.
In other wor d s , the definition
implementation
early,

differed

of "successful"

planning and

from what it had been during the

"classic" phase of Urban ReriewaL,
Hayes' analysis of the machinations

in Oakland's

of elite power

Urban Renewal and Model Cities programs pro-

vided a notable

example of this disparity

in the definitions

of "successful"

<;:hroughthe Model Cities program,
inantly Black groups succeeded
"Establishment"

Renewal objectives

and

policy-making.45
a "congress"

in limiting

planning coalition

in purposes

of predom-

the City Hall

from imposing its Urban

on the Model Neighborhood.

Thus, the
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failure of the planning coalition
by the neighborhood

Summary.

groups.

To conclude

literature

this cursory review of the case study

of Urban Renewal and other programs

ty development,

institutionalization

planning

earlier concerning
of the program.

and determinants

and policy-making,

have been discussed

of success in local renewal
and three important

here, cities throughout

significantly

for its ·.early

date, George S. Duggar speculated

.
.
the basls
of a comparatlve

stu d y

0f

from policy innovation

Cl.t'les. 46

twenty-two

a syndrome of local political

Tte processes

summarized, went as

in the developmental
to bureaucratic

accommodation

transition

establishment

in an atmosphere

of caution w~ong elected officials

public regarding

the initial proposal to undertake

Renewal.

This caution

of fears and increasing

is followed by a gradual
confidence

produce specific objectives

on the

to Urban Renewal on

to the program over time which, briefly
follows:

the nation

of Urban Renewal and

prescient

nature of local political adaptation

He hypothesized

themes

their planning capabilities.

In an article remarkably
(1961) publication

the growth and

Whatever were the

learned to deal with the complexities
expanded

for communi-

note should be taken of the implications

of the data presented

conditions

was viewed as a success

begin
and the

Urban

SUbsiding

as planning oegins to

for community

improvement.

The
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requirements

of planning

of leadership"
responsible

with either the planning

to the chief executive,

"line" department,
linkages between

qUasi-autonomous

agency directly

as in the case of a

planning

The accumulation

illitial renewal

supportive

"bridging"

authorities

and

of power and

in the planning agency is enhanced

begin to generate

mizing

an "executive mode

or with car efulky established

the chief executive.
authority

tend to promote

"feedback."

as its efforts

Success in the

project then plays a large role in legiti-

the endeavor and in furthering

power and authority

the accumulation

in the executive-centered

of

planning

structure.
As was the case with the comparative
Clark and Aiken-and-Alford,

Duggar was not specific on the

nature and policy implications
critical

"bridging"

"interorganizational
This dissertation
toward filling

linkages,
networks"

is intended

in the missing
Research

This research
decision-making

analyses of

examines

of the processes
"integrative

by which the

mechanisms,·

are established

or

and nurtured.

to make a modest contribution
details.
Design

the processes

by the local governing

of planning

body relative

each of the major rene~al or renewal-related

to

projects con-

sidered in Holyoke during the period under study.
projects included clearance-and-redevelopment

and

These

for residential
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re-use

(the Riverview Plan, later re-narned Prospect

housing rehabilitation

(combined through Model Cities with

social and economic rehabilitation),
trict revitalization
renewal

(the CBD-North

(Millrace-South).

these undertakings,

Plan), and industrial

The examinations

of each of

as nearly as possi-

order, link together to form a compos-

ite case study of the development
plan and agree on participation
grams for its revitalization
Community

central business dis-

which are presented

ble in chronological

Heights),

of the city's capacity

to

in the projects and pro-

through antecedents

of

Development.

The design of each of the case studies is closely
related to the stages of the policy-making

process mandated

by the rules of the Federal program, applicable
and the procedures
charter.

of local policy-making

state laws,

set by the city

Each analysis proceeds by tracing the steps in

the process which were established

by these "rules of the

game" but which sometimes wez e altered by the vicissitudes
of local politics and politicians.
systemic "flow" of policy-making
more key decisions

are identified

At each point in the

procedures

at which one or

as having been made, the

analysis focusses on the relationships

of authority,

fluence, and power relevant to those decisions.

in-

In this

manner, the analysis seeks to identify and assess both the
ways in which Holyoke's renewal policies were shaped by the
patterns of acconmodation

of the planning

structure to the
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realities

of politics

accommodations

of the political

and development

system to the establishment

of the city's renewal planning

Successful
ture of authority
coordination,

in the city and the reverse, the

renewal policy-making
and political

requires a struc-

support with sufficient

integration , motivation,

and competence!:o

carry out the functions of grant application,
plan-approval,

and execution.

structure.

Such a planning

planning,
structure

did not exist in Holyoke at the outset of its que st for
revitalization

through Urban Renewal.

created and to earn its way gradually
political

system.

One had to be
into the city's

The institutionalization

planning in Holyoke did not come easily.
sive political
ception.

of renewal
Long and inten-

struggles were more the rule than the ex-

A principal question of this research pertains

to the future policy implications
accommodation

of the patterns of mutual

by wh.i.chthe renewa l planning

assimilated

into the political

Assumptions

and definitions.

function was

system of the city.
The capacity of a planning

structure to plan and carry out its functions

is dependent

upon its linkages of political

the community,

as well as the opportunities

support within

offered and the constraints

imposed by the external funding agencies.
ment of the planning

The establish-

structure and its accumulation

fu~ctional capacity over time potentially

of

alter the balance
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of political
tribution

forces in the community

of the material

community.

wealth and resources

AG a result of the programs

the plannin~

structure,

the community

01:

of t.he

carried out by

the interests of some segments of

are enhanced while others are diminished.

The organization
influence

and effect a redis-

of governmental

authority

and political

power for a given purpose inevitably

in what Schattschneider

called a "mobilization

results

of bias":

All forms of political organization have a bias
in favor of the exploitation of some kinds of
conflict and the suppression of others because
organization is the mobilization of bias.
Some
issues are organized into politicS-while others
are organized out.47
If, for the word
"interests"

"issues" in the last sentence the wo rd

is substituted,

no harm is dene to the author's

intent and it becomes clear that the manner of the mutual
accommoda t Lon of the renewal planning
existing structure

of political

community may hold iMportant

st.ruct ur e and the

influence and power in the

implications

for the city's

future activit.ies in the field of community
~l

important

assumption

of this research project

that the city's renewal policy-making
quantitative

and qualitative

plan projects,

measured

is

capacity has had both

dimensions.

to attain the necessary

carry them out is partially

development.

The capacity

approvals,

quantifiable

to

and to

in that it can be

in ter~~nsof levels of output, as in acreage,

dollars expended,

units constructed

or rehabilitated,

or
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additions
dimensions

to the tax base of the city.

The qualitative

of the concept of planning capacity

nature and purposes
tion of benefits

of the projects,

include the

the relative distribu-

and costs among segments of the community,

and the nature of the political
policies are formulated.
not only to questions

processes

by which the

Thus, planning capacity refers

of "how much?" but also to "what _.

kind?" and "in whose interests?"
The city's renewal policy-making
of the structure of legally-constituted
authority

and the network of political

relationships

wh i.ch link the authorized

other actors and institutions
the city.

ing decisions

decision-makers

within the political

state, or municipal

pertaining

to

system of

decisionagencies

law to make bind-

to the nature and design of local

These agencies include Federal and state adminis-

trative authorities;
departments;
municipal

influence and power

is meant the formally designated

empowered by Federal,

consists

decision-making

By "structures of legally-constituted

making authority"

policy.

sub-system

local planning boards, commissions,

the e ecutive and legislative

government;

branches of the

and any other public agencies

ized by law to make official and binding decisions.
the term "authority"

"planning structure"

authorThus,

is used to mean formally-constituted

power to make binding decisions.

or

In principle,

the term

is used to mean both the formal
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structure

of decision-making

formulation

of renewal objectives

network of interest groups,
government
political

agencies,

In this form, however,

the planning process.

the concept would be too broad and

to be useful.

Therefore,

analysis

of the planning

it represents

institutions,

the base of political

underlying

function of the empirical
composition

an important

is to determine .the

structure

in such a way that

only the structure of significant

over the decision-making
cant" assertions

to the

and plans, and to the

public and private

system which comprise

indeterminate

relative

and other actors in the community

support and cooperation

attempts

authority

process.

of political

influence

To distinguish

influence

is, of course, a fundamental

"signifi-

from insiC;nificant

empirical

concern of

the research.
The planning
equivalent

structure,

of the policy-making

formulation,

by this definition,
sub-system

or proposal-initiation,

Once the planning

is the

during the plan-

stage of the process.

structure has formulated

its proposal

in

its final form, the second stage of the process begins,
that of consideration
governing

body.

of the proposed plan by the local

In this stage, the structure

influence and power might vary considerably
applicable

to the planning stage.48

policy-making

sub-system

of political

from that found

Thus, the local

consists of two more or less
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distinct

entities,

basic functions

each responsible

of the policy-making

of the policy proposal,
proposal

for official

is primarily

process:

formulation

or plan; and consideration

approval

an executive

fundamentally

for one of the two

or rejection.

of the

The former

function while the latter is

legislative.

Once a proposed plan has

received the approval of the local governing

body, it must

be approved by Federal or state funding agencies as well.
These approvals

are considered

part of the plan-approval

stage of the process.
Unfortunately,

the terms "power" and "influence"

h~ve been used in previous
in definition,

literature with wide variations

with the result that the findings of differ-

ent studies are not wholly comparable
disagreement
claims.

sometimes substitute

The definitions

and confusion

and

for consensus on empirical

employed here, therefore,

have had

to be selected on the basis of utility and compatibility
with the research design, without
consensually-accepted
Following

reference

to "proven" or

usage.

Bac~Iach and Baratz,49 power is defined

the ability of one party to attain the compliance

as

of another

for a specified course of action when the compliant party
otherwise would have acted differently.
tivation for such compliance
pliant party of threatened

The critical mo-

is the perception

by the com-

sanctions imposed by the wielder
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of power for non-compliance.

The threat of imposition

sanctions need not be explicity
capacity;

if the compliant

behaves accordingly,
Influence

a real

party fears such sanctions

and

power has been exercised.

is the capacity

before the appropriate
significantly

or even constitute

of

to articulate

authorities

one's views

and to have t.hernweigh

in the course of decision-making.

lotdiffers

from power by the absence of the threat of imposit:ion of
sanctions of sufficient
regardless

importance

of conflicting

sonal desires.

pressures,

influences,

One might possess potential

out exercising
identifiable

to induce compliance

it.

In the dissertation,

exercises

decision-making

of significant

processes.

or per-

influence with-

the term refers to

contributi.ons to the

How to discern what contribu-

tions are significant: raises the matter of judgoment in the
interpretation

cf tne "soft" data which is characteristic

of the case study method.

It is clear, however,

that the

concept o~ infJ.:.lence
cannot imply success, for then only
those exertions

of attempt.ed i.nfluence which were ultimately

satisfied by the decision could be called influential.
the contrary,

the contributions

of a given sou~ce might

carry substantial weight in the decision-making
ultimately

To

succumb to stronger counter-vailing

process yet
pressures

exerted by other sources.
What constitutes

a significant

exertion of influence
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can be determined
influence

and power defy absolute

measurement
method

in practice only imprecisely.
identification

except in principle.

sUbjects

the researcher

requiring

judgments

jective.

Interpretations

Both
and

Use of the case study

to complex

which are necessarily

situations
partially

sub-

of the findings of case study

data are heavily

dependent

of the empirical

account of the events and circumstances

examined.

upon the accuracy and adequacy

\~hile the methods of collecting

data are designed

to be as objective

likely to be insufficiently
for definitive
effect.

as possible,

propositions

conclusions

concepts of power and influence

regarding

of cause and
the imprecise

in the policy-making

cesses must be drawn w i.t.hthe understanding
subject to the interpretive
observer.
approach

Such, however,

they are

complete to serve as the basis

and conclusive

Therefore,

and sorting the

and analytical

pro-

that they are
skills of the

is the nature of the case study

to political analysis.

What is lost in objectivi-

ty should be more than compensated

by gains in depth and

richness of insights.
Research Methods
The methods employed in this research project were
~n the tr~dition of previous case studies of local renewal
processes,

such as the works of Meyerson and Banfield,
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Rossi and Dentler,

Kaplan, Dahl, Davies,

As in most of the previous
extensive

studies,

reading of press accounts

as well as some inter-office
by consultants,

selves

the research

and public documents,

memoranda

and in-house reports

and informed observers.

benefitted

Some previous

from having been participants

(Meyerson, Dentler, for examples)

direct access to the processes
Keyes).

they described

that all of the Holyoke planning

(Davies,
by the fact

and plan-approval

to the study had to be examined

process-

ex post facto.

In the case of the city's first, lengthiest,
~ost contentious

them-

or from having had

This research was made more difficult

es relevant

involved

and relied most heavily upon interviews

with participants
researchers

Keyes, and others.

project, the key processes

and politically
took place

between eight and eighteen years prior to the research.
Many of the participants
for interviewing,
addition,

in those processes

were unavailable

due to illness, death, or relocation.

In

the memories of some of those who were available

had become clouded with the passage of time.
The research
fronts:

(1)

n analysis of the historical

the "environment"
on the economic,
adaptation,

strategy began simnl t.arieoua Ly on

of the Holyoke political
social, and political

deveJopment

of

system, focusing

dynamics of growth,

and decline which by the mid-1950's

the city a likely candidate

bIO

had left

for Urban Rene\1al action; and
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(2) a reading of press accounts of all renewal-related
events over the entire period of the study.
task relied upon published histories
public documents

of the city, and other

(such as the annual Holyoke City Documents),

and was supplemented by interview data.

For press coverage,

reliance was placed chiefly on the Holyoke
Teleqram, despite

The former

Transcript-

the fact that the Springfield

also covered the events, although usually
The principal reason for this limitation
quire1 to read the voluminous
files on the subject.

material

The possibility

newspapers

less extensively.
was the time re-

in the Transcript'~
of an inherent bias

in the resedrch deriving from reliance on one newspaper,
especially one owned and managed by a local family highly
involved in the city's affairs, was recognized.
this factor was considered
limited and oanageable
were used primarily

to pose no more than a very

problem because the press accounts

for two purposes:

(1) to determine

basic outlines of the events to be examined,
derive a preliminary

However,

the

that is, to

outline of the events, issues, circum-

stances, and decisions,

as we Ll,as names, dates, and

other "raw materials" which would requ ir e analysis;
to find quotations or reporters'

paraphrases

and

(2)

of notable

public statements which ot:herwise would have been irre-triev-able.

Efforts were made to recogn._i
ze 1,).' ase
'""s or

judg-r.1cnt!3in

the

Tranzcript

accounts

Sll b i
Je<...:t~ve

and 'to separate

facts
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fro~ interpretations.
Transcript's

It should be noted that the

coverage of the renewal processes

the single most important
co~.unity-at-Iarge

constituted

source of information

(although not necessarily

to the

to the resi-

dents of the project areas) and therefore comprised
integral part of the policy-making

an

processes.

Next, an analysis was made of as many pertinent
pUblic documents

as were available.

cluded project plans; Community
Minutes of the Redevelopment

These documents

in-

Renewal Program reports;

Authority,

the Planning Board,

the Model Cities pOlicy Board, and the Model Cities Project
Area Co~nittee;

transcripts

of the Board of Aldermen;
the documents
documents

examined

and others.

is presented

were considered

figures, assumptions,

of public hearings;

to be "hard" data:

politics of decision-making.

I.)

The

facts,

nature of

to their content.

the records of the Board of Aldermen

each Alderman voted but contained

list of

which underlay the

The evidentiary

~hese data va~ied widely according
example,

(A complete

in Appendix

and justifications

the records

For

showed how

little information

con-

cerning the nature of the issues or the processes by which
they were resolved.
in the consultants'
lationship
Authority

On the other hand, the data contained
reports did not bear any necessary

to the positions
or its staff.

re-

taken by the Redevelopment

The analyses of the documents moved
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the research
tification
component

a major step closer to the objective

of what happened
of the research

of iden-

and why, but the most important

strategy consisted

of the

interviews.
A total of forty-three

interviews

',;i'.:h
thirty-nine

participants

various planning

and decision-making

the research.
August,

were carried out

in and observers of the
processes

Most of the interviews

1975 and January, 1976.

examined

in

took place between

Among the persons

inter-

viewed were all three Mayors who held office during the
period under study; fourteen Aldermen,
the early-to-mid-1960's

seven from

phase of the city's renewal activi-

ties, and eleven from the later phase
Commissioners

including

(1967-1974); six

of the Holyoke Redevelopment

Authority;

six

nleniliers
of the planning staff and other administrators
the Planning Department

and the Redevelopment

of

AuthoTity;

the publisher

of the local press, the Transcript-Telegram;

two officials

of HUD's Regional Office in Boston; and a

number of other city officials,
and others.

business

leaders, reporters,

(A list of persons interviewed

is provided

in

"Sources".)
The interviews

ranged in length from less than half

an hour to three hours, and averaged approximately
All wez e of the "open-ended"
to the involvement

type, with questions

an hour.
tailored

or special knowledge of each respondent
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as discerned
accounts
anonymity

through the preceding

and pUblic documents.
regarding

specified

\~hile few took advantage

examinations

Respondents
observations

of press

were assured of
when requested.

of the "no quote" option,

the insights gained in this manner were invaluable.
clusions were not based on such data
flected questionable
be verified

accuracy),

some of
Con-

(some of which re-

however, unless they could

through other interviews

or through other forms

of research.
Besides
discussions

the formal interviews,

with various participants

Holyoke government

countless

informal

and observers

of

and politics which arose in the course

of the on-site research proved invaluable.
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CHAPTER

II

THE INHERITANCE OF THE WORKERS:
THE ECONOMIC AND
POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT OF HOLYOKE
Holyoke might be described
Nineteenth

Century New England

threatened obsolescence

By the mid-1950's,

beginning

to circulate

city faced with

in t.he 'fwentieth

as talk of Urban Renewal was

among segments of the community,

problems

coming all-too-familiar
stagnating

industrial

and decline

Century.

listing of Holyoke's

as a prototype of the

formed a li.tany that was be-

to the nation's older cities:

economic base, aging and increasingly

hou si.nqand conunercial structures,
business district

a

obsolete

a faltering central

choked by traffic congestion

quate parking facilities,

a

outmoded

land-uses,

and inadeand declining

population.
That there was a need to revitalize
was clear and to at least a few residents
Renewal program appeared

the Federal Urban

to hold the promise of an impor~

tant, if not all-encompassing,
progress toward that end.

the ailing city

opportunity

for significant

Between recognition

end remedial action, however , lay the political
trative complexiti.es of instituting

of action proposals

body ,
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and adrninis-

the renewal planning

function and carrying out the procedures
consideration

of the need

of planning and

by the local governing
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The purpose
tical environment

of this chapter

func-

in the late 1950's in ornec to

a basis for analysis of the city's turbulent

history of involvement
grams for community
environment
demographic,
decline,

the poli-

within which the renewal planning

tion began in Holyoke
establish

is to describe

in Urban Renewal and relar.ed pro-

development.

Holyoke's

political

is viewed in the context of the economic,
and political-cultural

and adaptation

of the city's history.

social,

dynamics of growth,

which constitute
Accordingly,

important elements

the chapter begins

with a brief review of the city's unique origins as a
planned mill center and the subsequent pattern of rapid
growth and premature
the development

decline which contributed

of the character

the basis of its prevailing

and commercial

political

activity

strate the nature of the co~munity's
the need for remeuial action.

to

of the commun i ty and fanned
norms.

luation of the post-war trends in employment,
population,

greatlY

Next, an examhousing,

is provided
problems

to demon-

and to show

Emphasis, however,

is placed

on the analysis of the nature and character of the political
environment of the community,
and political cultural
of the municipal

expressed

in socia-economic

terms, and on the formal structure

government

uf-on which tte patteri'\sof

political power and influence in the r.omm;lnitywere overlaid.

Since the purpose of the chapter is to provide a
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basis for understanding
of the city's various

of the events and circumstances

activities

ment field, no substantive
to relate Holyoke

in the community

conclusions

develop-

are drawn, except

to the cities found in previous

studies

to have been most likely to be involved in Urban Renewal
activities.

A Century of Growth and Decline
As late as the 1840's, ·the area which now comprises
the city of Holyoke was only a small rural community of
several hundred people employed mostly in farming and a few
small cloth manufacturing
bet'deen Springfield
eastern

concerns.l

and Northampton

Located mid-way
at the base of the

slope of the Mount Tom range and bordered

east by the Connecticut

River, the community

district of the Town of West Springfield
Parish until its incorporation
1850.

By then its population

development

was an outlying

known as Ireland

as the Town of Holyoke

in

had begun to swell as the

of a planned complex of mills and a canal sys-

tem for generation
shape.2

to the

of water power was beginning

to take

Encour"'ged by the successes of earlier mill com-

plexes built in Lowe L]. , Manchester,
eastern Kew England

Fall River, and o·ther

sites, financiers

York eager to expand their burgeoning

from Boston and New
industrial

enterprises,

were attracted to the site by a unique feature of the
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topography

of the area relative

to the Connecticut

As it flailed past the settlement

River.

toward the southern

shore of New England, the river formed an arc around a
safely elevated

plateau and along that arc its waters fell

by more than sixty feet within a distance

of blo miles.

While it had meant; little to the farmers in the area, this
feature of the topography
power development

held enormous potential

through construction

for water

of a dam on the

riv.~r and a system of canals, wa t erwhee Ls , and raceways
throughout

the pl&tca

upon which the complex of mills

might be ccnstructed.
In 1845, a group of Boston venture
ed the Hadley Falls Company and promptly
chase the needed properties
dam.

The massive

capitalists

set out to pur-

and begin construction

construction

form-

of the

project was completed only

three years later, but as spectators
closing of the gates on November

viewed

the ceremonial

16, 1848, the dam proved

no match for t e force of the sweLl i.nqriver and collapsed
only a few hours later.
took construction
completion

Undaunted,

under-

of a second and stronger dam and saw its

less than a year after the collapse of the first.

The company then began concentrating
ors to the site for development
textile industry,
ceased

the financiers

on attracting

invest-

of the t.extile mills.

The

however , had suddenly and unexpectedly

to ex~and in the region as a result of

its having
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become over-extended.

With so much capital

slow starting venture

as yet producing minimal

the Hadley Falls Company
position

and ultimately

business

panic of 1857.

tied up in a
returns,

found itself in a vulnerable
proved unable to survive the
Its assets were sold at auction

at a fraction of their original

value to the newl.y-or'qanf.aed

rIolyokc Water Power Company which was to benefit
able

to use its low capitalization

the economic

community

Although
Holyoke,

costs to help it endure

strains which were to continue

ne;.;industrial

a number of textile firms did locate in

notably manufacturers

of alpaca. and silk, t.he
as originally

ed t.hreatened the city with early obscurity
By the 1860 "s , however,

3ltC for manufacturing
manufacturing
brightenad.

Cit:."

a.nticipat-

as a mere "mill

the great advarrcaqes of the

began to attract the expanding paper

industry and the con~unity's

fortunes

Within a few years, Holyoke became the pre-

dominant paper manufacturing
eventually

to mark the

for several. more years. 3

ft.ilure of the industry to develop

town. "

from being

acquired

center of the nation and

the unofficial

title of "The Paper

'rhas cieveLopmen t. spurred the community

growth and a period of relative

prosperity

to rapid

and enjoyment

of t he benefit.s of the Lndu st.ri a L "f Lcwe ri.nq of New England."
The population cf the conmunity

approached

15,000 in 1873,

the year of i t.sLnco rporet Lon as a city, and rose st:eadily
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throughout

the next fifty years, peaking at approximately
4

63,000 in 1923.
Although
were generally

the community's
prosperous

its peak of productivity

first fifty years as a city

and the mill complex remained at
throughout most of the period,

the beginning of the e~d of this era had been signalled
tt)e 1890's by the spread of a new technology
facturing.
~lthough
t ow i rd

in

in paper manu-

The new wood pulp processes produced

cheaper;'

lower quality, papers and spurred the industry

nev

locations

the dual advantages

farther to the South and the ~]est for
of proximity

more abundant timber resources.
increasingly

found t~emselves

to expanding markets

and

Holyoke's paper firms

a~ a competitive

and 'ere forced to rely primarily

disadva~tage

upon the traditional

"rag"

papers ,..
hich now comprised the higher quality and higher
priced end of the spectrwn of paper products.
~cLaughlin

Green, a historian

Constance

of Holyoke and other llinerican

cities, placed the city's economic

zenith at the fifteen-

year period ending with the business panic of 1893, and
noted that although the community

continued

t.o grow through

the First World War, its economy was lagging despite
expansion

in absolute terms and a "slow paralysis"

its

had set

.
5
l.n~

The inheritance of the "ethnics".

In retrospect,

it appears

that the Holyoke mill center suffered from the fact that its
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development
expansion

came relatively

and contraction

New England.
invisible

late

on the cycle

of capital

which marked Nineteenth

Even as the city

was still

CentlTy

growing,

the

hand of the market economy lias sketching

of inuninent decline

and thus

of a need for

a future

adaptation.

The burden of coping with the problems of stagnation
decline

wouLd fall

more heavily

immigrant population
could,

and did,

than on the mill

move out of the city

ment opportunities
ship,

especially

"seduced,"
tion

elsewhere.
after

to assume all

small rentier

power.

absentee

paper firms were
consolidadiminished

the Catholic

immigrants

and the exercise

heirs

commerc La; infrastrac

ture of the commun
i.t.y , its

bus i.nes se s and local

service

preponderance

of municipal

jobs,

stood
in t.he
tasks

of political

they weze the apparent

industries,

the

Because of their

they were pr-of i.ci.errt; in the

organization

In addition,

class.

owner-

or raos t; of t.he major positions

mun.i.c
i.paL government if
of political

Increasing

by an ill-conceived

vast. numer i.caL predominance,
likely

and on to new .inves t>

on Wall strc"et, 6 further

already

large

owners, many of whom

most of the city's

as Green put it,

scheme forged

community's

upon Holyoke's

and

of the
small

as weI I as the

such as with the police,

f i r e , and pubLi,c vor ks depart.,ments.

COl:x'esponding t.o state-'vide
largest

wave of i~~igrants

patterns,

was the Irisn.7

th.e first
At first,

and
they
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worked mostly

in construction

later. moved increasingly

and servic:e occupations

into municipal

ty grew to urban proportions.

and

jobs as the communi-

In lesser, but substantial,

numbers, French-Canadians

came down to work in the factor-

ies and settled primarily

in the apartment buildings

row-houses
workers.

tnat

1er~ huilt in the canal district

from mill centers in England and Scotland,

as well as relatively

small n~ers

Poles, and a rev, others.
numbers,

of Italians, Germans,

Having come first and in the

the Irish led the advance of the immigrant

srOUiJ.:1 up t.h-s social

ladder of

they formed the nuc l.euc
fined

for factory

Other imnligrants included skilled factory opera-

tiv~s recruited

greatest

and

of the .r.ising m.i.dd l e c La c s and de-

°tbe predominant cultural

a character manifested

the comrnun i ty and e vervt ua.l Ly

character

most distinctly

of the corrrrun i. ty.<

every Sever,teenth of

March when the Governor of the Comr..onweal~h~nd other
political

notables traditionally

lead the city's renowned

St. Patrick's Day Parade.

The~t-war

economy.

England ci~ies,

As was the case in many other New

the Great Depression which beset most of

the nation after the stock market collapse of 1929 was
ushered into Holyoke by a serious economic recession whicn
prevailed throughout

the 1920's.

The city's population

declined rapidly after 1923, falling below 57,000 in 1930
cln0 below 54,000 in 1940.8

After a mild resurgence

in the
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1940's caused by the war, the population
declin~

in the 1950's, althoug

3.6 pe.rcerrt ,
reached
appeared
pressures

at a decennial

At 52,689, Holyoke's

Lt.s lo\,·cf,t point

again went into

population

in the Twentieth

rate of only
in 1960

Century and

likely to continue as the city wa s feeling the
of surburbanization

and the increasing

cence of its aging inner core.
age population

was declining

than that of the population
to continue

throughout

the proportion

Moreover,

obsoles-

the city's working

at a rate considerably

greater

as a whole, a trend which was

the 1960's.

of persons between

Between

1950 and 1970,

eighteen and sixty-five

years of age in Holyoke

fell by more than ten percent,

52.'7 percent in 1970,9

The growing proportion

of school-

aged and elderly persons held important implications
future service requirements
revenue-raising

for

of the city as well as for its

potential.

Employment
~een declining

to

in textile and paper manufacturing

sharply for many years.

textile firms had employed

had

In 1944, seventeen

2,962 workers, but by 1957 only

E;]even firms remained,

e:nploying only 1,076.

During the

same period employment

in paper manufacturing

dropped

4,469 to 3,409,

f rom

Ithough the number of firms declined by

only two, f rom thirty to hventy-eight.

Most, but not all,

of these losses we re made up by increases in er.oployment.ir:
machinery

and electrical

equipment

manufacturing,

and in
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retail and wholesale

trade. 10

reliant upon its manufacturing
relati ely high proportion
work in factories
Commercial

base in the 1950's, and a

of its labor force continued

as "operatives

to

aIld kindred workers. ,,11

activity was suffering .proportionately

more than was the industrial
retail sales, in constant
percent

.I d
The Holyoke economy rema~ne

sector.

Between 1958 and 1967·,

1970 dollars, decreased

by 7.4

in the city, compared with an increase of 30.3

percen t· ~n tl 1e me t ropo l'~t an area as a w hoL
o. e. 12

'l'herapid

expan si.o of au t omob i.Le travel in the post-war decades
played a substantial
decline,
afflicted

as Holyoke's

role in causing the city's commercial
very modest

shopping d i st r.i.c
tI

by lack of traffic or parking capacity, hardly

could compete with the new suburban

shopping centers.

The

decline of the Holyoke central business district during the
1950's typified the plight of central city downtowns
older urban areas throughout
As a consequence

in

the country during that period.

of the relatively

Low-eski Ll.e-Low-rpay

character of its industrial base, Holyoke always has been
a city of compar at.LveLy low incomes.

During the 1950's,

however, as wages increased substantially

nationwide,

Holyo~e proved no exception as its median family income
rose by eighty percent, slightly below the state-wide
age of eighty-five
national

percent but considerably

figure of sixty-nine

13

percent.-

aver-

above the

At $5,755, the
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the median family income in Holyoke
approximately

seven percent below those of the other

cities and towns in the metropolitan
a decade earlier.14
centrated

in 1959 remained

area, as it had been

The lower incomes in Holyoke were con-

in the just-above-poverty

category of $3,000-

5,999, as 26.5 percent of the city's families,

compared

with 19.8 percent

state-wide,

in the SMSA and 17.2 percent

lived within this range.15
Mirroring
lower monthly

the lower incomes were the substantially

rentals paid for housing in the city.

The

1960 Federal housing census showed 45.4 percent of occupied
rental units in the city under $60 per month, compared with
percentages

for the five nearest cities of 35.6, 29.9,

27.1, 24.9, and 22.9.16
percent of Holyoke's

Correspondingly,

only sixteen

rental units brought over $80 per

morrchr compared with an average of thirty-three
the Game five cities.
extraordinarily
nnits:

These Low rents were matched

high proportion

sixty-nine

of renter-occupied

in

by an
housing

percent in 1960, compared with 42.9

percent for thR SMSA
every eight units

percent

(including Holyoke).

Nearly seven of

'n Holyoke in 1960 had been constructed

pri.or to 1940,17 and grim documentation

of the inadequacies

of the aging housing stock wa s provided

in 1954 in a report

by the Massachusetts
~h'ld
to ....
1
reno 18

So_iety for the Prevention

of Cruelty
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As the rising middle classes began to migrate outward from the inner core of the city, the sparsely developed west side rising up the slope of the Mount Tom range
began to fill in with new housing
areas of the city, encompassing
mill-canal

area, the downtown

old rental housing

structures,

new neighborhoods,

consisting

owner-occup~ed
~NO,

archaic

shopping district,

and the

began to lose population

up the hill.

in popu-

Wards Two a.nd Four

fell by 21.7 percent and 29.5 percent,

absorbed

Wards One,

(see map, next page) declined

Warn Three, consisting

as

mostly of single-family

lation during the 1950's, especially
which

The lower

the increasingly

houses, burgeoned

Four, and Five

construction.

respectively.

of the outlying area to the soutwest,

the bulk of the expansion,

increasing

by 23.2 per-

c8nt, while Ward Six gained 13.6 percent and Ward Seven,
which includes the city's wealthiest

neighborhoods,

rose

bY ~ess
than two percent. 19

Thi3 movemen~
the population
[ronl the city.

constituted

than a widespread

more a "thinning out" of
out-migration

~he number of households

in the city in-

creased by I, 238 be twaen 1950 and 1960, despite
thac the population

of families

declined by about 2,000.20

the fact
Correspond-

ingly, the average number of persons per household dropped
.f:r:OI'l 3.23 to 2.95 during

til: period,

in t:he lower areas we re not matched

and population
by honsing

unit

losses
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FIGURE 1
HOLYOKE WARD BOUNDARIES
PRIOR TO 1975

•

,

5!l

vacancies. 21

While the new construction

predominantly

young families,

was acco~~odating

the older neighborhoods

the core of the city were becoming

increasingly

in

inhabited

by the elderly, many of whom did not wish to leave their
homes of many years/ or could not afford to move, and by
the non-eld~rly

poor.

Finally,

Holyoke

in the 1950's had not yet experienc-

ed much of the Black or Puerto Rican migrations

to northern

cities that were well under way by that time, and consequently remained

almost entirely Caucasian.

By 'themid-

1960's, however,

both of these groups had begun to move into

the relative

housing vacuum in the lower wards created by

the movement

up the hill.
Political

Culture

The concept of "political culture" has been subjected
to a variety of definitions,

has resulted in conflicting

findings, and has spawned widespread

disagreement

its usefulness

Among other uses, it

or its significance.

regarding

.
22
had stood for the "ethos theory" of Banfield and W~lson,
based on assumptions
politi.cal matters

about values and orientations

to

relative to national ori.gins; represented

a regional-historical

variable,

as in the work of Elazar;

and been deri.red from survey research data on attitudes
cross-national

studies, as in the pioneering

23

in

work of Almond
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and Verba. 24
something

In each case, pol i tical cu lt.ure has stood for

other than, or in addition

demographic

dimensions

of citizen bodies.

\-Iea~messeshave been documented,
deployment

to, socio-economic

25

careful

Although

its

and Li mi t.ed

of the concept offers a useful historical

mens ion of the pol i. tical environment

or

of a community

dicapa.ble

of adding dep t h and insight beyond the limits of crude
economic,

social, and demographic

Description
pol:tical

of the Holyoke

cUltu=e requires

indicators.
commun it.y in t.e
rrns of

a suitable analytical

scheme.

Edgar I,ittIS The Poli tiea:'.Cultures of Nassachu~ett.:o,published in 1962, formulates
developing

Li.r.e s of political

which is rooted thoroughly
economic,
factors.

a persuasive

cleavage in t.he state, one

in the histcrical

social, demographic,

26

Litt identified

through asswnption
cle~vage

four primary cultures

locus of political con-

of the traditional
one-party

democratic-Rep
ct~t8.

somewhat: vague and acccrdingly

measure or test empirically.27
suggestive

in the Bay

better through them than is possible

in the increasingly

is n.ecessarily

interplay of

and partisan po Li, t i ca l

State and argued t.hat the emerging
flict can be understood

account of the

Li cari

The typology
d i.f f i cu Lt, ·1.:0

Nevertheless,

i.t is richly

of an ir.lportant':1imensionof tne clash of po::'i-

tical orientations

that was to characterizG

Urban Renewal planning process.

the Holyoke
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Litt described
and business

the "Patricians"

strata of old-stock

as "the professional

lineage," whose power is

based on "high social status, fiscal and corporate wealth,
and skills in leadership

derived

ing that have been made possible
Their electoral

capacities

from education

by these advantages."

having been diminished

tially in recent years, the Patricians
their dominance

~nd train-

substan-

must now rely on

of many of the major economic

institutions

of the state.
l\llied with the Patricians

in the Republican

Party

are what Litt calls the "Yeomen," the sm2.1J.t.own, primarily
"old stock" residue of an era long eclipsed
of the highly urbanized
The immigrations
Twentieth

Centuries

the Democratic

state.
of the Nineteenth

laid the foundation

Party in the Bay state.

carne first and in the greatest numbers,
Boston and a number of other rapidly
including
Democratic

Holyoke.

in the politics

and early

for the rise of
The Irish, who
set.t l.edmostly in

industrializing

areas,

'l'heyfound a weak and undeveloped

Party in the state, a party which had never

achieved parity with the Patrician-dominated
since the origins
late Eighteenth
the Democratic

Repu~licans

of the party system in the state in the

Century.

They quickly assumed contrel of.

Party and gave it the ward·-boss flavor for

which northeastern

cities werL becoming known."S

Italian,
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Polish,

and French-Canadian

buttressed

Litt described

these beginnings

but the

usually were able to maintain

of the party organizations

created.

among others,

the voting power of the Democrats,

Irish politicians
command

newcomers,

firm

which they largely had

the political

culture derived from

as the "new stock," working

class popula-

tion, still largely centered in the urban areas.
"Worker Democratic"

culture, he explained,

The

is

. . . essentially Populist because its political
ideology is based on that of the immigrants, and'
friends and neighbors in the ward or parish.
Democratic Party loyalty ...
is strong, especially
among the Irish Catholics since the party is largely
theirs and manifests the §ultural characteristics of
its dominant supporters.2
Finally,

Litt's "Managerials"

better-educated

are the higher income,

middle and upper-middle

classes of the

state, who reside mainly in the higher status suburban
towns.

Many of the Managerials

Worker Democrats

who tend to remain with the party and pro-

vide it a "progressive-liberal"
political

are upwardly mobile former

thrust somewhat at odds with

leanings of the "regulars" in the party who em-

brace a political

ideology more akin to the "old" liberalism

of the New Deal.

Their "reform" candidate

elected Governor
the Democratic

in 1974, with landslide victories

primary and the general election,

ials appear to have become established
dominant

having been

force in Massachusetts

in both

the Manager-

as the central and

politics.
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Having established
of the four cultures,
regarding

his definitions

Litt used them to develop his thesis

the changing nature of politics

thesis which warrants
insights

further attention

it suggests regarding

al in Holyoke.

His argument,

the rise of the managerial

because of the

the politics
summarized

emphasizing

principles

organization

of organizational

the basis of public authority

Democrats

just as they were consolidating

over Patrician

and increasingly

hegemony.

bureaucratized

emerged

from the Depression

created

the conditions

and

behavior,

of the Worker
their political

The partially

re-organize~

national economy which

and World War II, he argued,

of a new claim to public authority,

a claim rooted in the fundamental
al management:

of Urban Renew-

briefly, was that

undermined

victory

in the state, a

society, based upon the predomi-

nance of large institutions
rational managerial

and descriptions

rationality,

principles

efficiency,

of institution-

organization,

and

progress.
Corresponding
the foundations
within,

social and cultural changes threatened

of the Workers'

as well.

The attainment

claim to authority

of middle class status by

large numbers of the Workers weakened
other group identifications
claim of the Workers
the oppressed,

from

their ethnic and

and gradually undermined

the

to the role of "defender of the poor,

and the Catholic

faith."30

The rising middle
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class

"new stock" began to turn against their predecessors

in a "rejection

of the political

the urban masses.
image. 31

.

led

" and to seek a new, more respectable,

Thus, Litt suggested,

which dominated

type who originally

Massachusetts

the concern over corruption

politics in the early 1960's,

as well as the Irish embrace of John F. Kennedy as a
symbol of a new image, can be interpreted

as manifestations

of the changing

political mores and expectations

State residents

regarding

The emerging
gerialism.
increasing

Changes

of Bay

politics and politicians.

new consensus,

Litt concluded,

in the national political

bureaucratization

of economic,

is Mana-

economy, the

social, and poli-

tical life, have created
. a tendency of public authority to be incorporated in institutional processes directed by experts.
It is this tendency that highlight~ the rise of managerial politics in Massachusetts.3
Litt may have overstated
managerial

the significance

of the

ethic among the public, or, at least, his argu-

ment might lend itself to such an inference.
of his analysis of the developmental
social, and political

However, much

forces of economic,

change, as manifested

in cultural

change and a shift in the status of conflicting
public authority,
consideration.

was persuasively

claims to

argued and merits careful

The argument should not be taken to suggest

the total eclipse of the Worker Democrats
politics or, especially,

in Massachusetts

in the politics of local jurisdic-
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tions within
tendencies

the state.

It is rather a hypothesis

and of their underlying

causes.

The rise of the Managerials
a shift of persons
socio-economic

is in part a function of

from the Worker

category

realm of the Managerials.

to note, however,

or that one attain

into the higher

It is important

that the managerial.orientation

tics does not require

of

that one hold a managerial

"higher socio-economic

to poliposition

status."

If

Litt's thesis is correct, the trend of the national political economy toward managerially-directed
tutions

insti-

creates a politics of managerial ism, a new set of

norms of political
exerts a pressure
new norms.
central

large-scale

behavior.

on non-managerials

Thus, according

and dominant

community

The "new reality of politics"

to Litt's interpretation,

conflict

in the Massachusetts

in the tensions between

Managerials

generated

public authority"

to conform with the

the Workers

by the transition

the

political

and the

from one "claim to

to another.

Litt's argument must be viewed as a hypothesis
than as a conclusive

assumption

rather

about the present condition

of politics

in the state or in any of its localities.

application

to the study of the politics of Community

Development

in Holyoke is intended to test the validity

Its

of

the argument in a limited way, and its use is predicated
upon the persuasiveness

of the argument and on anticipated
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heuristic

benefits

it might afford the research.

The poli-

tical history of Holyoke lends itself well to the perspective offered by the typology and the thesis which Litt has
developed.
Political

History

In the early years of the planned-industrial
Holyoke,

the Patricians

managers

of the city's thriving

ness institutions,
33

ment.

According

oke's immigrants

of the community,
industries

largely controlled

city of

the owners and
and local busi-

the municipal

to Green, this fact resulted

govern-

from Holy-

not yet having learned their way"

amid the mazes of American municipal
of Patrician-dominance,

politics.,,34

The era

however, did not last long, as

Green noted:
Then, because the Irish learned quickly and were
eager for office, after 1880 naturalized Irish
officials invaded the betowered granite City Hall
in full force.
Native Americans were not only in
an overwhelmed minority, but the difficulty of making Holyoke a decent place to live in made holding
public office a thankless task. Competent Yankees,
grown reluctant to run for office or to campaign
vigorously for election, were, by implication, now
ready to let the foreign-born take a try.35
By the 1890's, political

control had fallen into the

hands of a variant of the Irish-dominated
36

"machine" for which the period is known.
a British student of the political
state, noted that the Holyoke

political
Alec Barbrook,

history of the Bay

"machine," headed by Irish
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cigar dealer James Connelly,

lost its grip on the city

when
. • evidence of political corruption aroused the
Yankee paper manufacturers sufficiently to ally with
some of the Irish ward bosses amenable to their persuasions a~9 a reform administration was temporarily
installed.
The "reform" administration
according

to Barbrook

was short-lived,

however,

as

. • the industrialists lost interest and from
about 1910 to the 1930's Holyoke was run by a group
of Irish and French-Canadian politicans known as the
"Gas and Electric machine" because of its patronage
base in the municipally-owned Gas and Electric
Company. 38
The demise of the G. & E. era began in 1927 with the
election as mayor of businessman
candidate whose campaign
machine. ,,39 Burnham

Fred G. Burnham, a reform

stressed the evils of the "G. & E.

served three one-year terms, 1928,

1929, and 1932, and was followed by the Vice President and
Director of a major manufacturing
a Republican,

firm, Henry J. Toepfert,

who was first elected in 1932.

by the four-year

Interrupted

tenure of another businessman,

William P.

Yoerg, from 1936 through 1939, during which time the term
of the Mayor was extended to two years, Toepfert
until his death in office in 1953.
Republican

and the Executive

payers' Association,
too died in office,

served

Edwin A. Seibel, a

Director of the Holyoke Tax-

then won election and served until he
in 1957.

He was then succeeded by

Samuel Resnic, the attorney and realtor who was the city's
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first Jewish mayor,
undertake

under whose
,

the city's economic
maintained

of businessmen

control of the mayoralty

worker Democrats.

The ideological

is unmistakeable,

view and the electoral
of Holyoke

number of plausible
hypothesis

rivalries

of

for this fact
is that the

"selective"

in choosing

bias implicit

in this ex-

but both the prevalence

of the

facts suggest that an important di-

politics underlay
alternatives

can be offered:

especially,

predominance

of Holyoke politics

voters tend to be extraordinarly

mension

for more than three

A popular explanation

among resident-analysts

their mayors.

and lawyers from

elite, many of whom were Republicans,

in the face of an overwhelming

planation

the effort to

urban renewal was begun.

Thus a succession

decades

leadership

this tendency.

A

to the "selectiveness"

(1) In the earlier years,

it might have reflected

intranecine

among the various ethnic groups,

election of "ethnically-neutral"

compromise

political

leading to the
candidates.

(2) Prior to the early 1960's it might have resulted
part from the low pay and part-time

in

nature of the office,

which would tend to preclude many from the position because
of occupational

constraints.

(3) It might have reflected

the existence of a cultural norm in the community based
upon the reformers'
primarily

view of municipal

a business-like

function.

administration

as

Or (4) it might have
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reflected

the capacity

of the Transcript

to influence

public opinion.
Unlike the Office of the Mayor, the legislative
in Holyoke,

the Board of Aldermen,

ible to the Worker Democrats.

was always more access-

Irish names were common on

the Board from the early years and gradually
Yankee Protestants

the numbers of

dwindled as rising French and occasiontook their places.40

ally other "ethnic" pOliticians
consideration

body

As

of urban renewal began in the late 1950's,

the Board was dominated
working-to-middle

by Irish and French politicians

class backgrounds.

eleven men elected

of

Nearly all of the

in 1957 had occupations

reflective

of

. 1 status. 41.
suc h SOCla
Those whose occupations
"elite," or managerial,
for a manufacturing

status were

firm,

(1) a purchasing

(2) a cost accountant,

parole officer and attorney,
writer.

most nearly approximated

and

.
several non-managerlal

of a tavern, a

a retired clothing

employees

(3) a

(4) a life insurance under-

Others included an owner-operator

grocery market proprietor,

agent

salesman, and

f· companles

0

The ward system tended to assure representation

.
ln
th e area. 42

to lower-

income groups and ethnic sub-communities,

and of the four

at-large

who was serving

seats, only the cost accountant,

as President of the Board, approached
statuS.

Furthermore,

elite occupational

with at least seven Irish surnames
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and three French,

the 1958-59 Board reflected

nance of Irish descendents

in the community,

the large number of persons of French-Canadian
The predominance

the predomias well as
extraction.

of the Worker Democratic

orienta-

tion in Holyoke can be seen in the city's voting habits.
Holyoke

voters can be counted on to vote Democratic

state and national

elections;

only in the Eisenhower
Republican

Furthermore,
didates

or gubernatorial

race.43

office put up by the party's

the Worker-based

descendents

and Governor James Michael Curley,
others,

of 1956 did Holyoke vote

the city's voters have tended to support can-

for state-wide

"regulars,"

in the past three decades,

re-election

in a presidential

in

of Boston Mayor

the McCormacks,

and

in primary contests with the managerially-oriented

"reformers" of the party.
torial primary,
candidate

In the 1974 Democratic

guberna-

for example, Holyoke voters gave "regular"

Robert A. Quinn a seven-to-four

"reformer-liberal"

margin over

Michael Dukakis, while every surrounding

community was giving approximately

the same margin

of

support to Dukakis, the eventual winner of the primary and
.

the genera 1 e 1ect1on.

44

Another indicator of the strong tradition of politics
in Holyoke

is its high rate of voter participation.

pal elections

Munici-

in the city, which are held in odd-numbered

years and thus do not coincide with state or national
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elections,

typically

have drawn between

eighty percent of the registered
29,000 registered
percent,

With about

voters, over 26,000, or about ninety

voted in the 1956 state and national

and the 1957 municipal
about seventy-five

elections

percent.45

has been in gradual decline
exceeding

voters.

seventy and

elections,

drew nearly 22,000, or

However, voter participation

since the 1940's at a rate

that of the decline

in the city's population.

Not since 1965 has the 20,000 mark been surpassed,

and the

1973 election, which might have been somewhat exceptional
in its failure to generate interest because of the lack of
substantive

competition

for the incumbent Mayor, drew only

15,055 voters to the polls.

These turnout figures compare

quite favorably with national averages although they are
not unusual for Massachusetts
historically

cities, and they suggest a

strong, if somewhat diminishing,

local political
...
tarnrng
rnterest

participation

tradition of

and, inferentially,

of main-

. 1oca 1 a ff arrs.
.. 46
rn
A

Both the traditionally
cipation

high rate of electoral parti-

and its gradual decline

important dimensions
environment

in recent years suggest

of the changing social and demographic

of Holyoke during the years under study.

One

can only speculate on the causes of the high rate of participation,

but both the New England tradition of local

political

involvement

and the much-fabled

Irish penchant
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for politics

are more than myths.

grants and their native-born
the beginning,

offspring

politics offered

goal for the newcomers,
ing to take advantage
on the governmental

predominated

a desirable

of the opportunity.

and attainable

The early grip

held by the Yankee elite

additionally

from the city; absentee ownership

by their increasing exodus
of the factories,

serious economic decline after World War I,
expansion

of automobile

each contributed

from

and they wasted little time in try-

apparatus

began to be weakened

In a city where immi-

the

and the rapid

travel after the Second World War

to this exodus.

A notable result was the filling of the vacuum at
the higher echelons of the community
specifically
ethnics."

the occupational

social ladder, more

structure, by the "rising

Irish and French surnames especially,

"ethnic" names as well, now permeate

all levels of the

social structure in Holyoke, thus confirming
way the hopeful expectations

but other

in a limited

of the immigrants

for upward

mobility.
Holyoke has always been, and remains, a predominantly
working class community with a relatively
upper-middle

small upper and

class and a middle class of shopkeepers

white collar workers
balance underlying
to the in-migration

and

large enough to affect the class

the operative
of minorities

political cleavage.
in the mid-1960's

Prior
the
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character

of the community political

tially bi-polar:

the higher status "establishment"

prised of the few remaining
entrepreneaurial
usually

Patricians,

and professional

the Worker Democrats,

the "neo-Patrician"

Office, on one pole and

controlling

the Board of Aldermen,

most other local offices,
on the other.

The divid-

ing point apparently

lay in the working-to-middle

ment of the community

subject to the Managerial

well as traditional

Worker orientation.

to the middle class, Managerial

somewhat on the district

highly tentative proposition

community

in the subsequent
development

tion of fact.

or ward, they would be
This tenuous and
to be

analysis of the politics of

in the city, rather than as an assump-

prior to the establishment

point here is that

of a new "underclass"

ties in recent years, the bi-polar

neighborhoods,

impulse,

stands as a hypothesis

The most significant

the Holyoke political

depen-

of the Board of Aldermen,

more likely to elect worker Democrats.

examined

groups vacillat-

For the Office of Mayor they

while for State Representatives
depending

impulse as

and the Worker orientation

ding on the elective office.
tended to respond

class seg-

The city's elec-

toral history suggests that these marginal
ed between the Managerial

com-

elites and the managerial~

in control of the Mayor's

including

cleavage was essen-

community

class-based

of minori-

cleavage in

included the groups, and

at the lowest end of the social spectrum as
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part of the strong and politically
Democratic
partisan

side of the cleavage.

city had two effective

Managerial-Entrepreneurials
stantial

proportion

social spectrum.

political

parties,

and the Workers,

congruent

and highly inclusive of the entire

this typology is only a crude approximation

however, that
designed

to

clarity, and that the citizens of. Holyoke

could not be neatly and consistently
scheme.

the

with a sub-

Independents,

It should be understood,

foster analytical

worker

It was as if the non-

of vacillating

with the class structure

competitive

The accuracy

fitted into this

and the utility of the typology will

be subjected

to scrutiny in the examination

of community

development

of the politics

which follows.

Governmental

structure

Together with the rules of the Federal prograns,
formal decision-making
ment establishes

structure of the municipal

the

govern-

the "rules of the game" of local Urban

Renewal and Community

Development

policy-making.

It pro-

vides a basic structure upon which are laid the relationships
among interest groups,
their spokesmen,

indigenous

and the agencies

neighborhood
and officials

groups and
authorized

to carry out formal roles in the politics of planning and
plan-approval.
description

Accordingly,

this section presents a brief

of the structure of the government

of Holyoke
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as established
Massachusetts
amendments

in the city's charter

adopted by the

General Court in 1896 and in subsequent

and additions

to that legislation.

The princi-

pal purpose of the section is to provide a rough measure
the relative powers of the Mayor,
and other city agencies.
these institutions
have pertained
ity Development

the Board of Aldermen,

More specific measurement

and their inter-relationships

to the politics

of

of

as they

of Urban ReriewaL and Corrunun-

awaits the empirical

inquiry which begins

in the next chapter.
The city charter provides
Mayor-Council

form of government,

a partially

"reformed"

with non-partisan

elec-

tions, numerous boards and corrunissions,broad civil service
coverage of municipal
Mayor and members

employees,

and two-year

terms for the

47

of the Board of Aldermen.

The relative

strength of the Office of the Mayor is a debatable
On balance,
strong.
existence

the office should be considered

moderately

The Mayor's power is limited primarily
of quasi-autonomous

by the

boarqs and commissions

sible for setting the policy directions
city's agencies.

issue.

respon-

of many of the

On the other hand, the Mayor appoints the

corrunissionersof most of these bodies, with the exception
of that concerned

with the city's water supply.

the cases of most of the boards,
must be confirmed

the Mayor's

by the Board of Aldermen

However,

appointments

and the

in
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commissioners
without

may not be removed

"due cause."

stitute a highly

Each of these qualifications

significant

in cases of political
in the dissertation

from office by the Mayor

limitation

conflict,

regarding

of mayoral control

as is demonstrated

the relationship

Mayor and the city's Redevelopment

can con-

Authority.

later

between the
The Mayor

also has the power to veto Orders of the Board of Aldermen
(which may be overruled

by a two-thirds

men) and to propose authorizations
city's budget,

vote of the Alder-

for each item in the

spending levels which the Aldermen may

decrease but not increase.

Furthermore,

the Mayor has

firm control of the Public Works and Fire Departments
the authority
commissions

through

to appoint and dismiss the members of the

which set the policies of those departments

without regard for the Board of Aldermen.

The Mayor also

may hire and fire the Chief of Police at will and, although
the policies of the Police Department
the Board of Aldermen,
the Department,
d i~ff'
~culty. 48
categories

are set officially

Holyoke Mayors have tended to dominate

although not without occasional
The other

0f

governed by a nine-member

limited authority,

the School Department,

is

school Committee over which

the Board of Aldermen has more than

a product of the state-wide

local school autonomy

conflict and

i
the four Iargest expen d ~ture

in the city's budget,

neither the Mayor nor

by

established

policy of

by the General court.49.
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The 11ayor also appoints, with confirmation

by the Board of

Aldermen, meniliersof the Parks and Recreation
the Board of Health,

and the Gas and Electric Commission,

as well as the city agencies most pertinent
the Planning Board, the Housing Authority,
velopment

Authority,

as consideration

Commission,

to this study,
and the Rede-

the latter of which did not yet exist

of Urban Renewal began in 1957.

Until 1955 the Board of Aldermen consisted of twentyone members,
large.

seven from wards and fourteen elected at-

A referendum

to eleven members,
eleven-member

on the 1953 ballot reduced the Board

with only four elected at-large.

Board proved unpopular,

it led too easily to consistent
approved a 1961 referendum

reputedly because

eloc voting,50

expanding

The

and voters

the Board to fifteen

members, with e i qht; elected at-large.
The charter
Department,

gives the aldermen control of the Water

the Board of Assessors,

and the Auditor

the Collector of Taxes,

through appointment

powe r s ,

'I'heBoard of

Aldermen also plays an important role in the city's political affairs, both by tradition
sive role authorized

and by its relatively

by the charter.

exten-

While Holyoke's

Mayors usually have come from the business and managerial
sectors of the community,

the Aldermen,

past few decades, have represented
classes and traditionally

especially

in the

the working-to-middle

this representation

has been
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anything but passive.
Prior to embarking on the path toward Urban Renewal,
beginning

in 1957, Holyoke city government

relatively

little beyond the provision

had undertaken

of traditional

city

services, the most notable exception being its incursion
into public housing, begun in the early 1940's.
planning

in Holyoke,

City

as in most other cities of comparable

size at this time, consisted of little more than zoning
and sub-division

control.

The appointed members of the

Planning Board, not professional
essence of the city's planning

planners,

comprised

function.

The structure of the political

syst~m of Holyoke at

the outset of renewal planning was partially
its nonpartisan

the

"reformed";

elections, mixed ward and at-large elections

of Aldermen and School Committee members, a number of semiautonomous commissions,

and a chief executive with limited

but substantial powers reflected
,
51
ldeals.

The Nineteenth

representation,

a variety of Progressive

si on Lecr
i 1a t.ilve
Century emp ha
aSlS
egls

however, had not been abandoned,

Board of Aldermen retained
charter, buttressed

significant authority

as the
under the

by a strong tradition of activism

and pol'tical participation

by its constituents.
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Summary
The foregoing
environment

account of the Holyoke

necessarily

and subjective.

has been somewhat

It has attempted

political

impressionistic

to provide

insights into

the dynamics of the enviroillaentalsetting in which the
city's renewal

endeavors would be made in order to "set

the stage" for a description

and interpretation

marme r in which the environmental
policy-making

conditions

of the

affected

the

processes.

The systems
earlier established
environmental

literature

of policy analysis reviewed

three essential

setting:

tics of the community,

dimensions

(1) the socio-economic

of the
characteris-

(2) the economic need for a program

such as Urban Renewal, and (3) the distribution

of co~~unity

power.
(1) The socio-economic

profile of Holyoke marked

as typical of the kind of community which researchers
sistently have found most involved
ties.

employment,

Alford,
historic

of Catholics,

in holyoke each

to the findings of Hawley, Clark, Aiken and

and others noted earlier.
1 and dynamic dimension

statistical

of blue collar

the high proportions

and the lower median levels of education
correspond

con-

in Urban Renewal activi··

The low incomes, the concentration

manufacturing

data, the analysis

it

In an effort to add a
to this kind of "raw"

incorporated

a variant of
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the concept of political culture.
formulation

Use of Edgar Litt's

of this rather subjective dimension was intend-

ed to add heuristic

utility and greater depth of insight

into the socio-political

dynamics

associated with the

city's adoption of the controversial
At a minimum,

the analysis

programs.

suggests that the major

expansion of the scope and the role of the local government
entailed

in Urban Renewal could be expected to invoke a

relatively

substantial

the political
considerable

political

response and throw into

arena a large proportion
capacity

not realistically

for political

of the community's

conflict.

One could

expect the city's lower-income

hoods to await quietly and passively

neighbor-

the outcome of de-

cisions made "downtown" wh i ch might affect their futures
drastically.

Nor could one count on a coordinated

ture of official or unofficial

power to overcome objections

from site residents which might arise.
elite" could, and would, dominate
processes,

including

and substantial

which the initial

Unless a "power

the renewal policy-making

the actions of the Board of Aldermen,

opposition

lead to a situation

to a renewal plan might well

such as that conjectured

by Clark in

"fragility" of the issue inhibits consen-

sus and adoption until bureaucratization

and institutionali-

zation of the policy over time have decreased
ity.

struc-

that fragil-
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(2) The economic profile makes clear that Holyoke
was quite typical of the kind of troubled urban area for
which the renewal program had been conceived.
housing

stock and the commercial

city were in decline,
presenting

institutions

The aging
of the core

and the city's Lndust.ri al base was

a serious long-range

not yet at the crisis stage.

problem although it was

The core residential

areas

were losing their younger and more affluent people, leaving
a depressed

rent structure and thus a weak tax base, coupled

with low incomes and inadequate maintenance

of the aged

buildings.
(3) The analysis omitted consideration

of community

power for two reasons.

First, the "short cut" methods

employed by comparative

researchers

persuasive,
~ssumptions,

especially

were not consi.dered

since they were not consistent

approaches,

or conclusions.

supportable argument regarding

in

Second, to give a

the actual distri.bution and

functioning of community power in the city would be a task
at ieast equal to that required
project.

for the designated

research

However, the study traces influence relationships

as they were manifested

in the one field of public pOlicy

reviewed and thus uncovers limited evidence regarding
nature and workings of community
theless, generalizations

power in Holyoke.

regarding

the

Never-

community power cannot

be dra'Nn on the basis of a study of only one poli~y.
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Similarly,
has been omitted

the interest group structure of the city
from consideration

Groups and institutions
planning

involved significantly

and plan-approval

subsequent

in this analysis.

processes

in the

will be identified

chapters as their relevance

becomes apparent.

in
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CHAPTER

I

I

I

THE RIVERVIEW PROJECT:
THE POLITICS OF PLANNING
This chapter and the two that follow it are concerned with the politics of the city's
project.

Although

the name was later changed, the plan

was known throughout

most of its highly controversial

conflict--ridden existence
Project.

but declining

and

as the Riverview Urban ReriewaL

It called for clearance

forty-three-acre

first Urban Renewal

site comprising

and redevelopment

of a

the heart of a historic

"port of entry" neighborhood

located near the

central business district.
Chapter Three begins with Holyoke's
Urban Renewal activities
the political

initiation of

in the late 1950's and focusses on

structure and nature of the renewal planning

sub-system of the local government

and examines the processes

through which the Riverview Plan was developed.
of the chapter are
planning

(1) to describe

authority,

influence,

the structure of reriewaL

and pOl'leras a sub-system of

tile local governing body, responsible
tent of propcsals
the municipal
approval;
sentation,

for the form and con-

for Urban Renewal projects

legislative

The pur poses

presented

to

body and other agencies for

(2) to assess the patterns of influence, repreand communication

between
83

the renewal planning
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structure and various groups,

institutions,

and government

agencies of the city; and (3) to assess the relationships
among the renewal planning

structure,

the form and content

of the Riverview

Plan, and the political

developed

the plan.

around

Chapter Four describes
of the Riverview

and assesses

structure

body during

the failure of the renew-

(including its base of political

support within the community)
city's legislative

to attain the approval of the

body for the plan.

It concludes with an

analysis of the failure of the bond referendum
the voters of the city in November,
would have circumvented

which

the politics of consideration

Plan by the local governing

the years 1963-1965,
al planning

environment

presented

to

1965, which, if passed,

the one-vote obstacle

to implemen-

tation of the plan posed by the Board of Aldermen

in 1964.

The failure of the Riverview Plan through 1965 is considered to have constituted
to participate

the first phase of the city's efforts

in the Federal Urban Renewal program.

'thedefeat of the bond referendum,
although never completely

After

the plan lay dormant,

dead, for a year and a half.

Chapter Five then examines

the revival and relatively

non-conflictual

approval of the plan early in 1968 by the

local governing

body and then concentrates

struggle between
planning

the chief executive

on the political

and the quasi-autonomous

structure for control of the planning

function.
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The purpose of this chapter
and implications
planning

of the Mayor's

structure

and leadership
evolution

is to assess the consequences
efforts to reorganize

and to assert greater executive dominance

over the city's renewal activities.

of Holyoke's

lated to the Riverview

renewal planning

Planning processes

which are examined

The

structure as it rethen can be view-

ed in the context of the city's other community
activities

the

in Chapters

development

Six and Seven.

Establishment of the Renewal
Planning Structure
In the late 1950' s , when forces were gathering wi t.hi.n
the ci ty wh i ch would lead to its embarkation
Renewal

field, the initial requirements

in the Federal program consisted
Lcc a L Planning Agency
part preliminary

into t.he Urban

for participation

of the establishment

(LPA) and fulfillment

of a

of the seven-

planning program known as the Workable

gram for Commuaity

Improvement.

Pro-

This section of the chapter

is concerned with the establishment

of the LPA.

It begins

with the origins of the movement within the community tc
undertake

reriewa L and traces the development

the structure of co~~unity political
it.

The principal

renewal

of the LPA and

support which underlay

concern is the political

planning structure which derived

character of the

from its origins,

from the nature of its base of support within

the community,

and f~'om the nature of its linkages with other agencies and
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actors of the local political
The movement

to undertake

have uncovered
required

system.

renewal.

Previous

a variety of sources of the political demands

to induce the municipal

governments

Urban Renewal for the first time.
newal action originated
through

The initiatives

for re-

systems

effor·ts of chief execu-

tives in several cities, including
and Pittsburgh,l

to undertake

within the governmental

the politically-motivated

New Haven, st. Louis,

and through the efforts of established

plar-ning or housing bureaucracies
and Nevlark.

case studies

in others, as in Chicago

Howe ve.r, no substantive

drawli from the literature
locul renewal initiatives.

regarding

the optimum

can be
source of

Nor does the comparative

ture concerned with the distribution
offer any reliable

conclusions

conclusions

of community

regarding

litera-

power

the structure of

loci'llpower.
In Holyoke,
comparable

executive or bureaucratic

leadership

to that found in Newark, New Haven and other

cities vias lacking during the early years of the Urban
.Rene\~alprogram.
Seicel

Under the administration

(1953-1957), the city government

unable, or uninterested
k~own field.
Aldermen
Rcne\~al.

in venturing

of Mayor Edwin A.

seemed unwilling,

into the !.argely urr-

Neither the Mayor nor members of the Boa~~ of

seemed disposed to initiate efforts toward Urba_
The Planning

Department

consis·ted of only a sing Le
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planner whose·duties

were limited

largely to the provision

of routine technical

services to the five-member

Planning

Board, and the Board itself was rooted firmly in the tradition~l regulatory

roles of city planning

zoning and subdivision

control -- and did not appear to be

prepared or inclined to undertake
of redevelopment

planning.

corr~unityOs political
was not forthcoming

-- principally

the more complex functions

Thus, the mobilization

resources

from within

of the

for Urban Renewal action
its governmental

structure.

Interest in renewal, howeve r , was not lacking in the
community,

nor was awareness of the city's acute problems

of aging and deteriorating

housing,

industrial

and conwer-

cial decline, or other matters related to the emerging field
of comrouni.ty development
locally-owned

planning.

For seve r aL years the

Holyoke Transcript-Telegram

had advocated

renewal action and a handful of downtown business
and other civic notables had echoed the call.

The city's

shortage of Low-oos t housing of qual ity sufficient
state and federal code requirements

leaders

to meet

had been evident for

many ye ars , and since 1942 a modest program of public
housing construction
Housing Authority

had been implemented

to deal ~Jith the problem.

the conmunity was sLimulated
an unflattering

by the Holyoke
2

in 1954 by the pubLication

repor~ on housing conditions

the Massachusetts

Concern in

Society for the Prevention

of

in the city by
of cruelty to
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Children.3

This report spawned the creation

organization
Housing

of concerned

for Holyoke

committee was ".•.

of an ad hoc

citizens known as the "Better

Committee."

The stated purpose of the

to awaken the Chamber of Commerce and

other civic groups to the problems of poor housing. ,,4
The business
were interested

and civic leaders of the community who

in Urban Renewal were limited in their

abi.lity to mobilize

the city's governmental

action by their lack of familiarity
by their lack of organization
effort.

apparatus

into

with the program and

for a unified political

In 1957, the latent interest in Urban Renewal be-

gan to coalesce w i t.hi.nthe Chamber of Comme rce .
pal catalyst
offered

for this nascent activity was the assistance

the Chamber by the American

Neighborhoods

to Improve Our

its services

in urban renewa I planning

processes.

Council

(ACTION) which selected Holyoke as one of six

New England cities to be offered
project"

The pr i.nci.>

for a "pilot

and grant application

ACTION had been established

by the Eisenhower

Administ.ration soon after enactanent,of the Housing Act of
1954 for the purpose of stimulating
the nation to undertake

communities

throughout

the renewal program, and consisted

mostly of private real estate developers

and investment

.
.
5
f ~n.anc~ers.

The services offered by ACTION included the administration of an urban renewal survey, a questionnaire

osten-
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sibly designed

to help residents

their problems

and evaluate the needs for a planned res-

ponse.

of the city recognize

The survey consisted of five areas of concern:

(1) a current

inventory of housing,

blight and slums,

(2) public costs of

(3) private costs of blight and slums,

(4) social costs of blight and slums, and
"machinery."6

In response,

renewal, predominantly
organized

(5) urban renewal

the local proponents

of urban

from the Chamber of Commerce which

the open and informal meetings with the repre-

sentatives of ACTION,

established

committees

to deal with

each of the five areas of concern.
Such efforts,
more than displays

however, would never generate much

of civic concern unless the advocates

could convert their momentum

into an effective

political demand and induce a response
ment.

The most promising possibility

governing

body lay in the candidacy

structure of

from the city govern·for a linkage to the

for Mayor of Samuel

Resnic, an active member of the Chamber of Commerce and an
ardent supporter of the renewal concept.

Resnic was then

serving as Ac~ing Mayor, having succeeded

to that office in

April, 1957 from his position as President

of the Board of

Alderwln

UPOI'

millionaire

the death of r·1ayorSeibel.

A self-made

lawyer, realtor, and businessman,

to overcome what he felt to be the political

Resnic sought
handicap of

his Jewish faith, and had in his favor the support of the
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Transcript
centered

as well as that of the business community

in the Chamber of Commerce.

election with forty-eight
four-candidate

Resnic won the

percent of the votes cast in the

race, outpolling

his nearest challenger

by

nearly two-to-one.
Resnic's election bolstered
the initiation

the nascent drive toward

of an Urban Renewal program in the city.

Prior to his inauguration

in January, the Board of Aldermen

showed its support for the renewal concept by appropriating
$1500 to hire consultants

to assist the city in the prepara-

tion of a survey and planning application

to the HHFA.

Thus, es Samuel Resnic assumed the Office of the Mayor in
January,

1958, the small group of renewal advocates appeared

to have gained the momentum needed to carry their progrma
forward to the next stage, that of creation of a redevelopment authority,

to serve as the city's LPA, by adopti0n of

state enabling legislation.

The Holyoke Redevelopment

Authority.

establish

authority

a redevelopment

tance from the Board of Aldermen.
the city's Housing Authority

The proposal

to

met only ntinor resisOne Alderman

argued that

should assume the responsibili-

ty for urban renewal rather than having the city incur the
additional

cost of creating another agency.7

This conceLn

led to a meeting with the Mayor to discuss the possibility
of relying on the Housing AUthority

and its staff.

What

J
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transpired

at this meeting

was that the Aldermen
a new authority.

were persuaded

Consequently,

Board voted to establish
ty.

Subsequent

its supporters

is not known, but the result
of the need to create

on March 18, 1958, the

the Holyoke

Redevelopment

actions and attitudes
within the community

that the proponents

of the Authority

and

were to ~ake it clear

of Urban Renewal aspired

ranging far beyond the provision

Authori-

to goals

of housing for lower-income

people as was the raison d'etre of the Housing Authority.
The General Laws of the Commonwealth
(then Chapter 121, now 121B) provide
authorities,

with four members

must con-

serving overlapping

five-year ·terms,

appointed by the Nayor

(or City Manager)

by the legislative

the appropriate

state authority,

State Housing Board
Furthermore,

that redevelopment

once created in cities by ordinance,

sist of five members

anu confirmed

of Massachusetts

body, and one appointed by
which at that time was the

(now the Department

of COlnmunity Affairsf

one member must be a representative

of organiz-

ed labor.
Within two weeks, the five nominations
.heir
..
names sent to the Board of Aldermen
an d ~
tion.

Resnic explained

four appointees

in an interview

were announced
for confirma-

that he selected his

from "different walks of life.,,9 Their

"walks," however, had led them into the city's socioeconomic elite; membership

on the Authority

thus became
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representative

more of the business and civic leadership

of the community
Resnic's

than of the population

four appointees

year tenn) , a prominent

were:

as a whole.

(1) Hugh J. Corcoran

(five-

attorney who had served two terms

on the Board of Aldermen and had been President of the
Board during the 1954-55 term;
years), twenty-seven

(2) Burton Resnic

(four

year old son of the Mayor, an attorney

in practice with his father, and former Chairman of the
Chamber of Ccmmerce

committee on "Urban ReriewaL Machinery";

(3) Hrs. Fre-derick P. Barrett

(two years), a Past President

of ·the Junior League of Holyoke, an active participant: in
social and service projects in the community,
uf

the

lice President

manufacturing
an assistant
t.he Community

and

Treasurer

and the wife

of a leading

concern; and (4) C. Arthur Griffin

local

(one year),

cashier at a local bank, an incorporator

of

Chest in the city, and a member of numerous

civic groups and Catholic organizations.

As the represen-

taLive of labor, the State Housing Board selected James T.
Doherty

(three-year term), a chemical la.baratory technician

who had served three terms on thp Boa rd of Aldermen,
ding one as President,

inclu-

who had s~rved as Acting Mayor after

the death of ·the i.ncumbent in 1953, and who failed twice in
b 1.
i.d S :cor
~
ti
h
e Lec
ect1.on
to t,e
'I'h e

five designated

5 t ate

House

0f

Represen t a t.iIves. 10

"charte.r" mernbe rs of the Authority

brought a substantial

store of civic leadership

and
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"establ'slunent" prestige
amount of political

to the body, as well as a modest

experience.

tion of the five appointees
Holyoke

Redevelopment

activated

upon the prompt confirma-

by the Board of Aldermen,

Authority

the

(HRA) became formally

on April 1, 1958.

The renewal planning

structure.

HRA was to hire planning
varied, and complex
newal program.
prospective

The first priority of the

consultants

processes

The Authority

to assist in the many,

required to initiate a reinterviewed

a number of

firms invited on the basis of recommendations

supplied by the Federal Housing and Home Finance Agency
(HRE'A), and in June selected Planning and Renewal Associates
of Cambridge,

Massachusetts

(P&PA).ll

The HRA as yet had no staff of its own and the city's
store of capable planning manpower

in other departments

agencies was extremely

limited.

technical capabilities

of the Planning Department

. ,

mlllJ.ma

1 . 12

experience

or

As noted earlier, the
were

The only city official with any measureable
relevant

to the tasks of renewal planning was

r.ou i s Falcetti, the newly-appointed
the city's BOusing Authority.
years as a Con~issioner
with federal application
the Wo'kable Program

Executive-Director

of

Having served a number of

of the HHA, Falcetti was familiar
procedures,

for Community

including

Improvement,

those of
the specifi-

cations of which would direct much of the initial activities
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of the planning

structure.

He also possessed

some under-

standing of the housing aspects of Urban Renewal,
the program's

broader

his assistance

implications,

and was willing to lend

to the novices on the HRA.

reached whereby

if not

An agreement was

Falcetti would serve as Acting Director of

the HRA on a half-time

basis while maintaining

his position

with the !lousing Authority on a half-time basis.
however,

as not a planner.

Falcet'ti,

The HRA Commissioners,

there-

fore, would have to rely heavily upon their consultants
guidance and leadership

regarding

for

the technical matters of

renewal planning.
General

community

ing lay primarily

support for the renewal undertak-

in, the Chamber of Commerce group which

had been instrumental

in getting

started.

Mayor Resnic

sought to consolidate

and to institutionalize

this support

through the establishment
participation

of a quasi-official

for citizen participation
ingly, he appointed

for adequate means

in the planning process.

a group of thirty-one

of whom represented

the community,

for

in the planning process wh i ch also would

satisfy the \',orkableProgram requirement

majority

structure

citizens,

the socio-economic

to serve on the Mayor's Citizens'

Corrmittee on Redevelopment
Resnic explained

(CAC) .13

Accordthe

elite of
Advisory

In an interview, Mayor

that the purpose of the group was ". . . ·to

get input iroQ people throughout

the community,

people with
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intelligence. ,,14

Asked to name some of the key figures

on the CAC, he cited the Nanager
Power Company
same company
bank

(Robert Barrett),

of the Holyoke .later
the legal counsel for the

(John Begley), and the President

(George Wallace).

of a local

By all accounts these three figures,

as well as several others on the CAC, were of the uppermost
st.catum of the cOTIUllunity
economic
had a "power elite",

structure;

if the city

they were members of it and the CAC

was its domain and its linkage to the nascent redevelopment
·
p 1annlng

syste~. 15

Thus, the "blue ribbon" cOlTlP.littee
of

citizen advisors was designed
pl<:lnningstructure

to give the Holyoke renewal

the same kind of active and powerful

support as Mayor Lee claimed he had developed

in New Haven:

"the b'19ges t se t a fl'
musc es In town. "l6
Another important
press.

Characterized

betterment

philosophy,

supervision

source of support was the local

by a strong "Progressive,"
the Transcript,

conununity-

under the close

of its resident owners and publishers,

William S. Dwight family, had supported

the

the renewal

idea for

years and now was ready to provide wide coverage of planning
issues and activities.
beginning

The Transcript

the role of chief pUblicist

assumed

from the

and public opinion

moldel..
Thus, Holyoke's

renEwal pla:1ning strncture

form of what, Sa L isbury cal] ed the "new convergence

took the
of power":
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a coalition
con~unity,
relevant

of the business and civic leadership
including

of the

the press; the bureaucratic

agencies

to the policy; and the office of the municipal
17

chief executive.

The only variation

centered coalition"

described

from the "executive-

by Dahl, Stinchcombe,

and

others, as well as Salisbury, was the lack of an indigenous
structure of professional
an inordinate

planners

and the substitution

of

reliance upon consultants.
The Riverview Planning

Process

The planning process began in 1958 on two fronts:
one pertaining

to the Workable

Program for Community

Improve-

ment and the other to the specific Urban Renewal pro j ect ,
First, the Planning Board undertook
preparation

of the Workable

responsibility

for

Program, which would have to be

cert.ified by the HllFA before the Urban Renewal planning
grant application
preparation

would be considered.

of the comprehensive

plan, which comprised
the Board contracted
M. o. Saunders.
principle,

For assistance

community plan, or master

the heart of the Workable
a consultant

in

Program,

from nearby Springfield,

7he purpose of the comprehensive

plan, in

was to ind~ce cities to analyze their patterns

of growth, decline, or any other forms of change, and to
select long range goals and objectives for future develop18
ment.
T. J. Kent, Jr., a leading proponent of the concept
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of the comprehensive
official

statement

plan, defined

of a municipal

it as ".

. the

legislative

body which

sets forth its major policies concerning

future physical

development. ,,19 Once such comprehensive

goals for the

community

had been determined

and approved,

such as for Urban Renewal projects,
form to the general
established

specific plans,

were supposed to con-

plan for the city's development

in only general 'terms in the comprehensive

Thus, the idea was that the cities should proceed
general to the specific.

on the planning
comprehensive

Federal

Programl requirement

authorities;

the process

of specific renewal projects

plans primarily,

funding.

by embarking

and creating

in order to qualify

in fact, one of the principal

reasons for the

Pzoq rara requirement

the comprehensive

aDticipated

that eventually

local planning capabilities
deve opment policy-making,

for

by the Federal

in the Housing

Act of 1954 had been to induce the recalcitrant
undertake

from the

or only, to satisfy the

This practice was expected

enactmerrt of the Workable

cities to

planning process.20

It was

the result would be greater
and more rational

community

even if at first the tail had to

wag the dog to get the process underway.
HHFA policy was to insist only on evidence
..
rea sonabf.e progress"

plan.

In practice, ,however, an unde-

termined number of cities reversed

Workable

as

toward satisfaction

of

of the seven
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requirements

of "the Workable

Program

tion of housing and Urban Renewal
delayed

substantially

since local utiliza-

funds would have been

otherwise.2l

Although

Holyoke's

Master Plan was not finished until 1960, and even then
required revisions
Workable

to be considered

Program application

complete,

the city's

was certified by the HHFA in

1959.
Whether

the comprehensive

by the Workable

planning process mandated

Program had the intended effect in Holyoke

is an important question of the research.
the city's renewal endeavors,
be the gathering

the only result appeared to

of a limited and rather unenlightening

body of information
minimal

A"t the outset of

about the city by a consultant,

concern or attention by the community

ment officials.

with

or its govern-

Since the Master Plan did not require

approval by the local governing body, except for its submission

to the HHFA, which would impose no substantive

obligation
neither

on the city, it became a mere formality and

induced the community

to engage in serious consider-

ation of its long range goals and objectives
important

nor had any

effect on the city's program or policy development,

except to qualify

for Federal

funding.

However, assessment

of the long range effects of the comprehensive
process,

as well as the other r6quLrements

planning

of the Workable

Program, awaits the remainder of the inquiry.
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site selection.

Simultaneously,

tants were considering
first project.
development

alternative

Although

projects

the HRA and its consul-

downtown

sites for the city's
commercial

were gaining popularity

cities and the rules and guidelines
were being adjusted
planning

district rein other

of the Federal program

in this direction,

Holyoke's

neophyte

structure made its first major policy decision to

concentrate

its initial effort on the city's critical

housing problem.
Associates

In December,

presented

six alternative

1958, Planning and Renewal

to the HRA a preliminary

report listing

areas of the city suitable for a housing-

.
d
.
22
or~ente
proJect.

In their presentation,

argued that from the perspective

the consul·tan·ts

of the principles

craft, one of the six sites was clearly preferable
others.

The designated

area consisting

site was a predominantly

of the city planning profession,
conforming

commercial

houses.

and industrial

had been constructed

ear Ly Twentieth
~~enities

apartment

By the standards

the area was marred by nonestablishments

lack of adequate play areas for children.
buildings

to the

residential

of wood frmne and brick row-houses,

blocks, and single and multi-unit

of their

and by

Most of the

in the late Nineteenth

and

Ccn·turies, and many lacked basic modern

or suffered serious structural

deterioration.

key advantage of this area for redevelopment,
Robert Rowland explained

to the Commissioners,

A

as consultant
was that an
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HHFA formula relating
an effective

This ceiling,

site " .••

for substantial
important

the argument

opportunity

comprehen-

of the area in which it was
by a generally

blighted

en-

ran, probably would prove less

viable, that is, less likely to induce redevelopment
ment or the establishment
'fhe site possessed

invest-

of a healthy new neighborhood.
the distinct

clearly bounded on all sides:
th8 first-level

An

success, the consultants

was that the project be relatively

A project surrounded

vironment,

Rowland noted, left the

of r·esidential units." 23

of renewal

sive within the boundaries
placed.

to be under-

the only area affording

redevelopment

criterion

maintained,

grants to city size placed

ceiling on the size of the project

taken by the city.
recommended

project

advantage

by the Connecticut

of being
River,

canal, a small public housing project built

in t.he early J.940's , the north end "fringe" of t.hedownt-own
sClopping district,

and U.S. Route 202 leading to the

Mueller Bridge to South Hadley.

Furthermore,

the site

featured a park with a walkway along the river's edge affording a picturesque

view of the Holyoke and Mount Tom ranges

and the Holyoke lVater Power dam.
for a housing development,

With so many advan·tages

the site easily won the support

of the HR~ without dissent or controversy.
Cooonerce interests who had originated
program envisioned

succeeding

projects

The Chamber of

the drive for a renewal
to revitali?e

the
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decaying

central business district

the city's outdated

industrial

base.

They were content,

to see the city's .i.n
it i.a
L project focus on resi-

however,

dential redevelopment,
significant
housing

as well as to upgrade

not only because it might make a

contribution

shortage,

development

toward easing the city's critical

but because

the proximity of the proposed

to the CBD might be expected to improve the

environn\ent of the downtown

area and enhance the structure

of market demand, for the retail establishments.
ponents of the program

apparently

The pro-

felt that such a project

would comprise a vital first step toward the larger objective of the core area revitalization
sufficiently
worthiness

visible

and attractive

and that it would be
to promote a sense of

of the renewal endeavor and thus to enhance

future proapect e for Urban Renewal in the city.
The members

of the planning

structure recognized

the

potential of the nascent project proposal for substantial
poli t..icalreaction

from the beginning.

comprised most of 'the residential
predominantly

Polish-American

The pro jecced site

part of 1'lardFour, the

section of t.he community. 24

Many of the people in this neighborhood

had resided there

since immig:cating in the early part of the cent ur y , and t.he
commun.ity had maintained
centering

close familial and friendship

in the parish church, the Mater Dolorosa

ties,

Roman

Catholic ChllLeh, which was located at t.he center of the
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neighbcrhood

and which had an elementary

vent located behind it.
major residential
inhabited

school and a con-

The neighborhood

development

had been the first

in the mid-nineteenth

largely by the first-wave

century,

Irish who had built the

dam, the canals, the mills, and the housing blocks during
the city's period of about seventy-five
Originally

years of expansion.

a "shanty town" known as "the Patch,"

had been developed

haphazardly

the area

and unevenly over the years.

By the early TI~entieth Century, many of the original
tants of the neighborhood
mostly

inhabi-

had moved out to better housing,

farther up the hill in Wards Five and Six, or for

the more prosperous,
first generation
immigrants

Ward Seven.

This exodus of Holyoke's

of immigrants opened the area to,the Polish

arriving

in western Massachusetts

at about the

same time.
For many of the Poles, too, the neighborhood
be a temporary way-station.

According

Quite a nurober of them worked
save enough reoney to buy land
tion to aqriculture.
Many of
are now successful farmers in
Amherst.,_and Granby got their
mllls.2:>
The relative prosperity

that a population
decade,

to Holyoke Centennial

just long enough to
and turn their attenthe Polish people who
Hadley, Whately,
start in the Holyoke

of the 1950's enabled many people of

the Ward Four c0mmunity,
starting new families,

was to

especially

the younger

to leave the area.

decline of nearly

people

Census data show

2,200 persons during the

a decline of about thirty percent,

leaving

5,241
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people

in the ward in 1960 with an age distribution

unusually

?6
skewed toward the elderly.-

Although

the neighborhood

the outset of planning
both population

was clearly in decline at

for its redevelopment,

loss and structural

in terms of

deficiences

ration, it was equally clear that the community
the area remained

Throughout

as well as technical
meetings

spirit in

strong enough to pose a potentially

serious threat of political
redevelopment.

and deterio-

opposition

to any plan for its

1959, as socio-political

data

planning data were being gathered,

of the HRA were marked by frequent discussions

the anticipated

difficulties

Urban Renewal project

of

of attaining passage of an

in the area.

Consultant

that to get a project approved would

ROlvland noted

require whole-

n •••

hearted pursuit of facts to have an incontrovertible
,,27

tation ready for the community.
tive nature of the plan to dislocate
in the area, the HPA Commissioners
tly superior to the alternatives

presen-

Despite the sensi-

the ethnic cow~unity

deemed the site sufficien-

to warrant

their confronting

the political problems when and if they arose.
Throughout

1959, the preliminary

planning of the"

Ward Four project was carried out methodically
much publicitv.

Although

it was generally

anu without

known among the

attentive public that the Ward Four site was being considered, no substa tive plans to that effect had been proposed
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prior to the .municipal elections
was standing for re-election

of 1959.

Mayor Resnic

against Alderman Joseph C.

Gavin, an attorney and parole officer,

who had expressed

both interest in and concern about Urban Renewal in Holyoke.
As had been the case in 1957, the renewal issue played no
more than a minor role in the campaigns,

not yet having

become a major concern of the citizenry.
election with fifty-nine

Resnic won re-

percent of the vote in the two-

candidate race, the field having been narrowed by the city's
new preliMinary

election

system.

Resnic 60.3 percent, continuing
the winning

candidate

their tendency to support

at a rate consistent

as a whole, and suggesting
had developed

Voters of Warc Four gave

with the city

that little, if any, antipathy

in the ward toward the mayor for his role in

the embryonic planning

process.

Resnic bettered his 1957

showing by carrying all twenty-nine

precincts

and, as also

had been true two years earlier, he garnered approximately
the same level of support in each of the seven wards.28
Early i

1960, the HRA announced

the selection of the

]tlardFour site and submitted an application

to the HHFA for

an advance planning grant and a capital grant reservation.
The application

specified

a 42,6 acre tract of predominantly

residential uses but with mixed non-conforming
~]ith a high proportion

of substandard

of wh i.chwere not yet known.

uses as well,

structures,

If approved,

the details

t.he grant would
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provide

$161,656

. for the preparation of project plans, engineering studies, special market analyses, property appraisals, and a careful study of project financing
relocation requirements, and re-housing resources.29
Approva
funds

also would earmark
for the project,

The rise of opposition.

$2,035,000

pending

in capital grant

local and state approval.

Opposition

velopment plan surfaced quickly.

to the proposed rede-

State Representative

Stephen Chmura, a resident of the project area, sent a
letter to the Board of Aldermen
his displeasure

with the action of the Board in approving

the planning grant application
hearing in the community. 30
RRA, having no members
sentative·of

dated June 1, 1960, voicing

prior to holding a public

He also po i.rrt ed out that the

from the project area, was not repre-

the city, and that fewer than ten percent of

the members of the Citizens' Advisory
denr,s of the area.

Committee were resi-

In a letter to State Housing Board

Chairman Leo Benoit two months later, Chmura attempted

·to

discredit the HRA by pointing out that one of its original
members, C. Arthur Griffin, had been jailed for embezzlement
of funds from the bank at wh i.chhe "las a cashier. 31

Through-

out the rsnainder of the year, as concern mounted within
the project area community
resident property-owners

and many residents

quickly

and non-

became deterlnined to oppose

the plan, Cn.-nuraemerged as the key spokesman

for the
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opponents

and had no difficulty

support.

By all accounts,

gaining

Chmura was a very influential

figure in the Ward Four community
plan controversy,

their trust and

throughout

the renewal

a man to whom the residents,

and especial-

ly the many elderly persons in the area, looked for leadership and effective
struggle

representation

of their interes·ts in the

to halt the plan for demoliton

of their homes.

As the technical details of the preliminary
process were carried out in an atmosphere
scurity throughout

of relative ob-:

1961, the HRA Commissioners

what they felt were misconceptions
posal and considered

planning

discussed

about the renewal pTO.·

how they might try to counteract

32

growing opposition.

One attempt to reconcile

Four co~~unity occurred

the

the Ward

late that year when Chairman Hugh

Corcoran asked Mayor Resnic to appoint a priest from the
Mater Dolorosa church, Fr. William

Pakulski,

to the CAC.

The Mayor obliged and also named to the committee

the pro-

pr i.etor of a l.iquor store located in the project area,
33

William werenski.
of the ward

The addition of the two representatives

to the CAC did not effect a significant

ation of its constituency
the renewa I endeavor.
of primarily

or its general orientation

It remained an auxiliary

altertoward

structure

":establishment" support for the project, more

a list of proffiLnentfigures and a handful of the not-soprominent

than a source of specific

~nfluence or tangible
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participation
!he mayoral

in the planning process.34

election of 1961.

Chmura decided to carry his

struggle against the plan into the electoral
mayoral

election of 1961.

arena in the

Mayor Resnic, whom Chmura felt

to be the leading force behind the plan, had chosen to run
for a third term.

Press accounts of the campaigns

that urban renewal still was not sufficiently

suggest

salient with

the public, other than the people of Ward Four, for either
candidate

to make it a dominant

Instead, Chmura's strongest
what he considered
an interchange

theme in his campaign.

attack on Resnic centered on

the Mayor's opportunistic

on the planned Interstate

efforts to geot

Route 91 near an

area of the city where Resnic reputedly had large land
holdings.

Chmura attempted

to project himself as a champion

of the common citizen against the wealthy real estate and
cOIT@ercial interests of the city as represented

by Resni~,

and he merged this line of attack with his condemnation
Resnia's role in the urban renewal planning process.
blasted the Mayor for "callous disregard
property as reflected

of

He

for human rights and

in the urban renewal application

.

[which is in] sharp contrast to the concessions

being made

at taxpayers'

Resnic, in

expense to selfisl interests.,,35

turn, condemned

Chmura for "dishonest criticism

falsehoods" and referred

and outright

to him as a state Representative

"who has cone ab soLutieLy nothing

for Holyoke in his eleven
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years in Boston. ,,36
This election

campaign was by all accounts the most

bitterly fought and divisive
undertones

of anti-semitism

deeper than usual.

in memory.

There were strong

as well as a class schism much

Although

the voters of the Ward had

given Resnic strong support in both of his previous elections, many nOH saw him as the leader of a "Jewish plot"
to get rich on the redevelopment
Also implicated

in the alleged

of their neighborhood.
"conspiracy" was Abraham

Saltman, a local liquor dealer who had served as Resnic's
campaign finance coordinator

and who, by reputation

and by

"the accounts of several know.Ledqeab Le informants, wa s
Resnic's "right hand man".

According

to later Mayor

Ivilliam S. Taupicr, Sal cman was widely perceived
Bailey or Pendergast

figure," a power-behind-the-scenes.37

In th~ preliminary
won a surprising

election held in October, Chmura

41.1 percent of the vote, compared with

Resnic's 36.7 percent, with the remaining
divided be twe en t.IVOother candidates.
tion in November,
margin, carrying

22.2 percent

In the regular elec-

howevez , Resnic was re-elected
nineteen precincts

51.2 percent of the vote.
gave him a resounding
opposition

as a ".John

to the anticipated

t.he "friends ar.a neighbors"

and five wards with"

Chmura's neighbors

70.7 percent,

by a narrow

suggesting

~edevelopment

in Ward Four
t.heir

plan, although

factor obfuscates

the results and
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makes such an inference

unreliable,

Chmura contested
fraud.

the election

He claimed that thirty-seven

at best.38
on grounds of vote
deceased persons ~hose

names had not yet been removed from the voting lists had
been checked off as having voted, and he challenged
four of the 285 absentee

ballots.39

ninety-

However, he was unable

to prove his charges and failed to appear at a meeting
called with the Board of Registrars
pose.

The vote recount uncovered

of Voters for that pur-

a small number of errors

but did not reverse the outcome of the election.

No formal

charges or evidence concerning

vote fraud emerged from the

controversy,

news coverage given the

but the extensive

issue undoubtedly

added to the growing

Holyoke political

community

split within the

over the election, urban renewal,

and possibly other issues as well.
The closeness,

the intensity,

the election and its aftermath
of the impending political
~our urban renewal plan.

pointed

of

to the seriousness

struggle for passage of the Ward
The traditional

moderate antipathy between
and the "Establishment"

and the bitterness

the populistic

but usually
"Worker Democrats"

had been aroused considerably,

al-

though far more within

the Ward Four community

in the city.

support had been reduced throughout

Resnic's

the city, a fa~t Lhat could be interpreted
the proponents

than elsewhere

as a warning to

~hat no broad base of community

support had
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yet been established
Dissatisfaction
opposition

for the renewal

among the Aldermen.

to the embryonic

and the increasing

Aldermen.

The Aldermen

The intensification

of viewpoints

the members

on the issue

of the Board of

had been supportive and cooperative

regarding the planning endeavor from the beginning,
their potential

to reverse

established and politically

to that of the newly-

untested and uncertain planning

structure was widely recognized.
understood

Accordingly,

By 1962, however,

signs of dissatisfaction
process.

the planners

the im?ortance of maintaining

the goodwill and support of the Aldermen
effort.

but,

their views and to assert their

own political will in opposition

and plan-proponents

of

Ward Four urban renewal plan

pOlarization

threatened to "politicize"

endeavor.

for the renewal

the Board was beginning

to show

with some aspects of the planning

The first notable conflict between the Board and

the planners arose when Burton Resnic's term on the HRA
expired on April 1.

'l'heBoard refused

to confirm his re-

appointment when it was first submitted by the Hayer, on the
grounds that the younger Resnic was residing in Northampton
and was therefore disqualified

from serving, and because

residents of Ward Four had objected
wanted a representative

to his reappointment

and

of their area on the Authority.40

The residence problem was resolved in Resnic's favor, but
still the Board refused to confirm the reappointment

a second
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and a third time, and opposition
mounted in Ward Four.

Besides the desire

tion on the HRA, the opposition
was based substantially

th

had instigated

their community.41

t-tayorreplied

tartly:

.roseph Okseniak., an emerging
tion, complained
probably typified

for representa-

in the ward to Mayor

II

representation

on

no vacancy.,,42

new spokesman

about the exclusion

the program

When a group of area

residents asked the Mayor for community
the HRA,

Resnic

to Resnic's reappointment

on opposition

Resnic whose administration
which threatened

to the younger

for the opposi-

in a wry manner which

the feelings of the neighbors:

It's like a youngster going to a oall game with all
of his equipment and they say, "you sit on the sidelines and we'll use your equipment.,,43
Under state law, an incumbent whose term has lapsed may
serve until a replacement
With this fact in mind,
the aldermanic

has been appointed

and confirmed.

the Mayor was prepared to wait out

opposition.

Finally,

in June, Burton Re an i.c

was confirmed by a vote of six to five.
as well as the Mayor's unwillingness

The confirmation,

to give in, drove

another wedge between the neighborhood

opponents

and the

planni.ng structure.
Many informants

interviewed,

including

several people

highly supportive of Mayor Resnic and the renewal plan, concluded that the Mayor's appointment
was a serious mistake,

of his son to the liRA

a very significant

source of the
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ultimately

damaging

it;
44
Aut horl.-y.

public relations problem of the

~he problem with the younger Resnic lay not

in his technical

or intellectual

capacities

tion, but in the fact that he was the son

for the posiof the Mayor and

in the image in which he was perceived by the residents of
the area concerned

,
45
about the proJect.

that of an aloof, aggressive,
some, authoritarian
able disdain

'

,

Hl.Slmage became

elitist, and, according to

man with little sympathy and consider-

for the less-educated

and less-polished

"outsiders" who were trying to be heard.

Regardless of the

accuracy of this image, Burton Resnic became a synillolof
what many people in the ward despised about the city's
renewal planning
Another

structure.

conflict between the planners and the Alder-

men arose from the Workable
bon

submitted

Program recertification

by the planners in February, 1962.

applicaThe

application was refused by federal officials because it
had not received
Aldermen.

the official approval of the Board of

~he ;:Ju'cpOSG
of the recertification

to force the community

procedure wa s

to show "reasonable progress"

year to year toward acru.evement,of the objectives
in the original

certification

46

document.

from

stated

Holyoke's

1962

recer'::ificatio:1
had listed eleven aoh i evernerrcsand twelve
goals which the planners hoped to attain during the next
certification

period.

Among the achievements

were Planning
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Board approval
of Aldermen
completion

of the Master Plan, submission to the Board

of revised building and electrical codes,
by the Holyoke Housing Authority of 150 new

units of housing

for the elderly, and continuation

of re-

newal planning

for the Ward Four project.

also specified

the city's plan for compliance with the

citizen participation
emphasizing

requirement

the Mayor's

primary "vehicle"

noting that it lacked a capital
analysis, the latter

specify in greater detail the economic,

and structural

hoods of the city.
in the Master

refused to approve the recer-

plan and a neighborhood

of which would

as the

for participation.47

tification application,

demographic,

of the Workable Program,

Citizens' Advisory Committee

The Board of Aldermen

improvements

The document

characteristics

These deficiencies

of the neighbor-

comprised weaknesses

Plan, which had been revised by a Springfield

planning firm and approved by the Planning Board earlier in
the year.

To undertake

the needed revisions,

the Planning

Board asked the ~layor to request an additional
the Aldermen

to pay consultants'

work reguired.48

$6,000 from

fees for the extensive

The Finance Committee of the Board took

no action on the request, thus leaving a serious obstacle
in the path of the Workable

Program recertification

therefore, the e~tire urban renewal effort.
their exclusion

and,

Offended by

fron: the planning process, the Aldermen
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passed, on October 29, an Order requiring
monthly written

reports on planning progress,

ordered the Executive
next meeting

49

and also

Director of the HRA to appear at the

of the Board to discuss property evaluation,

an increasingly
the plan.

the HRA to submit

contentious

issue among the opponents

llaving registered

its authority,

its complaint

the Board then reversed

of

and asserted

its earlier decision

and approved the transfer of funds to the Planning Board
for the needed revisions.50

The corrected version of the

Workable Program application

gained the approval of the

HHFA late in December.51

Release of the Plan.

The Ward Four urban renewal plan, now

entitled the "Riverview Urban Renewal Project," was released in February,

1963.

The HRA gave its approval to

the plan at a special meeting

on March 19, and authorized

the filing of a loan and grant application
Mass R-40, totalling

$2,719,037.
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The application

fied a 42.6 acre site, seventy-seven
described as "built up", primarily
structures.

Of the 175 buildings

wer.e found to be sub-standard:

for Project No.

percent of which was

consisting

residential and co~~ercial
bIres, containing

of residential

in the site-area,

structures

buildings.

contained mixed

uses; eleven residential

seventy-seven
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of the 661 dwelling units,

over.ninety pe.:-.:ent
were in the sub-standard
Twenty-one of the sub-standard

spec i-

dwelling

struc-

units, were fJund

U5

"abandoned
tures

5U::

dnd derelict";

and sixty-nine

f erec .,
SOl: ious structural

residential

deterioration."

strucThe

pre-application

survey of the area had included inspection

of 403 occupied

dwelling units in which the residents

allowed entry.

This survey had found the following problems:

lacking piped hot water
lacking private flush toilet
lacking private bath or shower
lacking safe, installed heating facilities
lacking dual egress
serious deterioration
infestation
Estimates
to be relocated
cline.

varied as the population
486 households

continued

ion sept embe r , 1962.53

only about one-fourth

of the ward, but the area comprised

the community

so the significance

greater for the ward community
The project area contained

t.ode··

and a total project

of 1,260 wer e estimated

This numPer represented
population

76 (18.9%)
57 (14.1%)
77 (19.1%)
320 (79.4%)
93 (23.l%)
100 (24.8%)
46 .(11.4%).

of the number of families and individuals

Approximately

area population

of the total
the heart of

of the project was far

than the proportion

suggests.

132 parcels of land of which five

owned by the city, comprising

the park bordering

the river,

and two owned by the church were not to be acquired.
remaining 125 were owned by approximately
owners, inclUding

The plan excluded

The
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~he two fraternal organizations

small number of businesses

and ela~entary

had

and a

and real estate firms.54

the Mater Dolorosa

school from demolition.

church, convent,

The school was rela-
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tively new and the historic

nature of the church, which

was the central

of the devout Polish Catholic

institution

community of the city, established
the most significant

landmarks

it had been maintained
an affiliate

its stature as one of

in the city.

Furthermore,

in good physical condition,

and as

of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Springfield,

was in sound financial
quire the church

shape as well.

properties,

severe negative

reaction

By attempting

to ac-

the planners would have risked

from the public and from the

Diocese and would have stood to gain virtually nothing.
The redevelopment

plan called for demolition

of

everything north of Lyman Street except the church properties, although

negotiations

the area during
concessions

the remaining

The principal

in

months of 1963 would result in

to two fraternal organizations

new funeral home adjacent

to the elementary

and a relatively
school.

goal of the planners was the develop-

ment of a middle-income
small retail

with certain institutions

residential

"enclave" with a few

shops and service establishments.

The plan

specified floor space, building height, and set-back requirements, effecting

a population

accepted city planning
church propertic3

principles.

The acreage W2S·t of the

was to be privately-developed,

subsidized housing,
group apartments,

density in accordance with

consisting

non-

of a mixture of row-houses,

and a few single or t\~o-family si:ructures.
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A parcel at the west end near Route 202 and the Mueller
Bridge to South Hadley was designated
restaurant.

Accompanying

restaurant parcel,

for development of a

the decision to grant the

there were widespread

to build a motel with the restaurant.

rumors of a plan

Although it was not

possible either to confirm or deny the consideration
"transit housing"

by the planners,

knowledge, and memories

since the opinions,

of the people interviewed on the

subject varied ~lidely, the rumor constituted
basis of the complaint

a fundamental

by some residents of the project

area that the Resnics and other wealthy
contemplating

of

a substantial

investors were

profit on the redevelopment

,
55
proJect.
To accommodate

the relocation

needs of the poorer

families of the area, for whom the existing supply of publi.c
housing was unavailable
stantial waiting

because it was filled and had a sub-

list, the plan also specified construction

of fifty units of large-family
were to

public housing.

These units

e located east of the Mater Dolorosa properties,

down the hill cowar

the first-level

canal and the indus-

trial bu'ldings

to the east and adjacent to the 386-unit

L>~an Terrance

public housing project across Lynan Street

east of High Street.
a bUffer between

The church properties

the market value

were to serve as

(middle class) housing to

the west and the public housing district.

The intention was
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to clear the east side properties
Authority

construct

that qualified
cate there.

and have the Housing

the new public housing

residents

units first so

of the project area could relo-

The planners

anticipated

project in this manner might undercut
tion to the plan by making

it possible

to remai.n in the neighborhood

that phasing the
some of the opposifor some residents

continuously,

although the

number of such families would be comparatively

small.

figure of fifty units was based upon twenty-five

The

qualified

project area families and another tlVenty-five families from
outside the area then on the Housing Authority's

waiting

, t , 56
1~s
The decision

to include the public housing component

of the project was a minor concession

by the HRA to meet

not only a critical demand of the opponents
regulations regarding
demonstrate

relocation,'

the availability

sUfficiently

but also Federal

The HRA was unable to

of enough vacancies

large housing units at rentals

in

affordable

by

the larger families at the low end of the income scale of
the project area.

~~o other factors vitiated

from the perspective

of the backers of the plan:

easterly site, adjacent
and bordering

(1) the

to the canal instead of the river

the Lyman Terrace project, was considered

less attractive
public housing

the decision

for middle-income

development;

and (2)

had not yet attained the bad image in the
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community
years.

to which it was to succumb within the next few

Servicing

largely

the city's elderly persons,

veterans, and families of the lower end of the income scale
among the predominantly
Housing Authority

white population,

usually

the Holyoke

had met relatively

little resis-

tance to its plans from the governing body.
Director Louis Falcetti,
much political

public housing

According

to

seldom provoked

reaction in the city prior to the arrival of

the Spanish-speaking

people from Puerto Rico in the late

1960's, after \1hich the issue of race and cultural backgrounds increasingly

infected the politics of public hous-

ing and turned many previous

supporters against it, especial-

~7
ly among the Aldermen. ~
Hou si.nq Au t.ho
r i, ty Di.rector Falcet-ti.raised the idea
of using Federal

section 221(d}3 program funds construction

of hOl:sing for low ;J.ndmoderate-income

families in the west

side of the project, but, as he expressed
fell dead of its own we i.q
h t.c "
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it, "the idea

Neither the Commissioners

of the;BRA nor their supporters wanted to see t.he proposed
lIisland of affluence"

turned

project, and the Aldermen
proposal.

showed no greater

In an interview,

in his opinion

iI1to a low-income

"project-like"

interest in the

Samuel Resnic was unequivocal

that the city already had enou;h public

housing (or publicly c:ssisted hous i nq) and that what, it
needed was a sound middle-to-upper-middle

income neighborhood
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to revitalize

the core of the city.59

The Chairman of the

CAC, Joseph Benger, made clear his group's view at a meeting of the HRA that they did not want subsidized housing.
HRA Chairman Burton Resnic replied that he thought he
could speak for the other Commissioners

in saying that

neither did they favor use of the 221(d)3 prograPl.60
Conclusions
The dividing

line between the politics of planning

and the politics of plan-approval
arbitrarily.

Minor adjustments

must be drawn somewhat

still might be made in the

plan, pending Federal approval, but such changes could be
considered part of the process of attempting
from the Aldermen by placating

neighborhood

pri.:narythrust of ·the Riverview

the Redevelopment

The

the'central

concern

decision.

Analysis of planning decisions
of power, influence,

opponents.

Project, howe ve r , had been

established by early 1963; thereafter
wouLd be the aldermanic

to win approval

and authority.

Authority

involves questions
The five members

of

held the ultimate authority

make the planniny decisions.
deliberative and legislative
system, they were consTrained

Functioning

primarily

to

in a

capacity w.i.t.h
i n the planning
by the demands and expecta-

tions of the s~ruct~~~ of support for the program, and within
these limits served as final arbiters of all planning pro-
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posals put before them.
Planning

inputs may be viewed in two parts:

input of demands

for the general orientation

(1) the

of the renewal

project, a structure of influence pertinent

to definition"

of goals and objectives

(2) the input

of the program;

of specific project proposals,
of private planning

which was largely the work

consultants.

the plan-influentials

and

Most significant

among

were the Mayor, the Chamber of

Commerce group of which the !1ayor was an Lmpox t ant; member
and which had been institutionalized
Advisory Committee,
These influences,
"Establishment"

in the Mayor's

Citizens

and the Dwights of the Transcript.

however, consisted mostly of general

support for decisions made with only minimal

direct contributions

from them, principally

planning structure was dominated

because

the

by people of the same back-

grounds and with similar orientations

and goals.

Most

accounts of the pattern of influence among the Commissioners
of the HRA identified
Virginia Barrett

Hugh Corcoran, Burton Resnic, and

as the "leadership

with the others playing largely

elite" of the Authority,

"follower"

roles although

each supported the aims of the leaders consistently.
tually all i~ ortant votes taken by the Authority

Vir-

throughout

the planning p~ocess were unanimous.
The Planning Board, and its one planner, played a
relatively minor role in the process,

largely because of its
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lack of knowledge

of the complexities

of renewal planning.

Content with following the leads of the HRA rather than
immersing itself too deeply

into the planning details,

the Planning Board served as a consistently
cooperative

"auxiliary" of the planning

supportive

structure,

and

taking

care of the Master Plan and Workable Program requirements
and concerning

itself with zoning matters,

street layouts,

and other such issues of the project.
Staff assistance
hired as ~xecutive
Housing Authority
tion continued

to the HRA came from James J. Smith,

Director

in April, 1962, and from

Director Louis Falcetti,

after the hiring of Smith.

whose participaNeither, however,

was a planner; the city still had no competent
planner able to provide
renewal endeavor.

indigenous direction

Professional

technical

fell to the planning consultants.
and ReriewaL Associates,
Dorn C. McGrath,

professional

to the Holyoke

leadership

Three'members

thus

of Planning

Robert Rowland, Morton Braun, and

emerged as the key professional

leaders of

the planning process, although their contributions

were, of

course, limit-ed by the policy decisions made by the
Authority.

They could, and did, influence

cisions but onl' within the parameters
orienta tions of the Commissioners
community and political

set by the goals and

and their struct.ure of

support.

The "Establishment"
Succeeded in maintaining

the policy de-

dominated

planning structure

tight boundaries

around its domain.
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It effectively excluded all "outsiders," notably the residents of the project area and the Aldermen,
participation in the planning process.

from meaningful

Central to this

power to exclude was the fact that the federal Workable
Program requirement

for citizen participation

could be

satisfied by the "blue ribbon" CAC w i t.h very little repre.
61
sentation of the people of the project area commun~ty.

The residents were able to voice their opinions and objections at "public informational"

meetings, and sometiI;lesat

HRA meetings, but they were unable to amass or exert any
measurable power or influence.

They were rankled by this

exclusion and objected that "citizen participation"

had

been a farce.
The planners found it necessary to minimize the role
of the residents in order to protect the integrity of t.hcir
basic goals and objectives

for the area.

Had the residents

been able to effect a critical role in the process, that is,
had their support for the plan been required, redevelopment
almost surely would have been limited to "spot" demolition
and widespread rehabilitation,
of existing residents.

with only minimal relocation

Possessing the power to exclude the

residents, the planners were able to answe r the. demand for a.
limited :cehab.U.itationalternative
as

nOt •i.nthe b cs't' ~ntcrest

II

0f

to the clearance plan

Ho 1yoke."

rehabilitation would not be economically

They claimed that
feasible; this

j
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rationale, of course, was based upon their aspirations
for a well-planned,
hood.

Ironically,

consistent

new middle class neighbor-

these circumstances

ponded with the publication

and events corres-

of criticisms

of urban renewal

by Jacobs, Gans, and others which served as forerunners
of the re-direction

of federal renewal policy a few years

later toward a greater role for project area residents to
meet the citizen participation

requirement

habilitation of existing structures.
urban renewal project was planned
prevalent throughout

and toward re-

Thus, Holyoke's

first

in the manner then still

the country but which was soon to be

discredited and largely discarded.
Protected

from invasion of what they felt to be

their exclusive domain,
means of managing

the planners had only to select a

the political

aspects of gaining the

essential support of the Board of Aldermen.
nized from the be'Jinning the likelihood
culties facing the project,

Having recog-

of political diffi-

they chose, implicitly,

at least,

to take their chances with a "head-on" encounter with the
opposition forces, confident

that they could win approval

from the AldeLTIen over these objections.
make minor concessions

to certain neighborhood

and tried to convince the residents
adequately compensated

Although

and attended,

what.Heyerson and Banfield

they did

oz-qani zat.Lon s

that they would be
the planners

employed

termed the "struggle" approach to
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the conflict.

They were not willing to make the compro-

mises in the project which
to the neighborhood
The opponents
and economically
ers, complained

they felt opening

opposition

the process

would have entailed.

of the plan from Ward Four, socially

distant

from the HRA and the plan-support-

of the exclusiveness

of the planning struc-

ture and, upon failing to gain access to it, concentrated
their attentions

upon the Aldermen

and public opinion.

Urban Renewal coalition was unified and coordinated
executive branch but the connections
legislative branch wer e uncertain.

between

The

in the

it and the
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C HAP

T E R

I V

THE RIVERVIEW PROJECT:
THE POLITICS OF REJECTION
After releasing

the plan in February, the HRA de-

cided to wait for the informal and unofficial approval of
the HHFA and the state Housing Board before submitting
Riverview

Plan to the Board of Aldermen.

could be assured that aldermanic
the last major obstacle

the

In this way they

approval would constitute

to implementation

During this period, which was expected

of the project.

to take several

months to a year or more, the key task for the proponents
would be to try to win support for, and minimize opposition
to, the plan through various means of public relations
management

and political

campaigning.

At stake in the aldermanic decision would be not
only the plan itself but the nature of the reception
new and untested planning
body.

of the

structure by the local governing

Unless the HF~ and its allies could present an over-

whelming

case for the project, their immediate prospects

would depend partially upon the degree of which they could
attain the trust and confidence
endeavors.

of the Aldermen

10 such complex and multi-faceted

an Urban Renewal project

for their

proposal

is likely to be evaluated

on its merits by a legislative
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body, regardless

as

solely

of efforts
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or claims to the contrary.
previous

As has been demonstrated

in

studies, the fate of renewal proposals often

depends upon political
ministrative
ciliation,

variables

leadership,

such as executive

the arts of compromise

and skillful management

characteristic

Renewal projects and speculated
of experience
political

of cities' first Urban
that with the accumulation

systems, planning bureaucracies

their speculation

as

Clark noted the poli-

and supportive relationships

accomplish more.l

and con-

of public relations,

well as the merits of the proposal.
tical "fragility"

or ad-

within

the

would tend to

Aiken and Alford echoed this idea in
regarding

the bureaucrat.ization of renewa L
2

policy--making in cities most active in the field.
institutionalization

of the renewal policy-making

Such
function

implies either that the planning agency has gained a significant measure of legitimacy through the attribution
trust and respect, or that it enjoys the benefits
political pOJer exercised
discouragements

of raw

in its behalf." The problems

of planners operating

ments not receptive

of

in political

to their efforts or willing

such legitimacy were described

in Altshuler's

and

environ-

to grant

account of

planning in Hin01eapolis and St. Paul. 3
Assuming

that the opposition

would persist regardless
minimize

to the Riverview

of efforts of the proponents

them, and that the Alder~en

inevitably

project
to

would be

subjected to pressure to defend the aggrieved residents

and
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property

owners of the project site, the planning

could be expected to face a challenging
acceptance

structure

test of its

by the governing body as the city's trustee of

wisdom regarding

renewal policy.

This chapter examines

this first major test of Holyoke's newly-established
al p13nning

structure.

of appointed
agencies,

As an executive-centered

commissioners,

hired consultants,

and the city's civic and business

as well as the chief executive,

policy-making

identified

especially

"Establishment,"

in other studies.

However,

strucrenewal
the

prone to confli.ct

between the executi.ve and legisla-

tive branc es and especially
community's

other local

of successful

governing body in Holyoke wa s unusually
and division,

coalition

the renewal planning

ture possessed many of the attributes

renew-

over issues reflecting

heritage of class-cultural

divisiveness

the
and

antagonism.
Campaigning

For and Agains·t the Plan

The campaign in support of the plan began a few days
before its release in February with a bus tour of the
project area arranged for the Aldermen,

who were accompanied

by re;:>orters,the Hayor, mCIT'.bers
of the ERA and th.e Planning
Board, and the consultants.

Afterward,

the Aldermen

the "guests of har-or" at a luncheon meeting
Cabin restaurant,

owned by 14ayor Resnic.

were

at the Log

Stephen Chmura

assailed the occasion as a "gimmick" designed to sell the
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scheme to the Aldermen
. in an atmosphere of wining and dining.
with callous disregard for the feelings and economic impact on the 450 families by not calling for a
public meeting in a lo~al auditorium prior to the
aldermanic inspection.
Continuing,

Chmura made at least one very prescient

point'

This by-invitation tour and unveiling to the tune
of highball glasses while the people who may be
dispossessed wonder and worry about the future, does
not spell good government and certainly spells bad
public relations.
.
The Transcript

responded to Chmura's attack by label-

ling him an "obstructionist."S

For several months,

the

newspape r had been running a daily que st.i.on-iand-ian
swer
series designed
development

to foster "broader understanding

and renewal in the city."

of the renewal endeavor,

and consequently

Lad become closely

planning structure.

since the beginning

the Transcript

the role of publicist and unambiguous

Accordingly,

had cast itself in

supporter of the plan

identified with the

its efforts could be

ass~~ed to be of negligible

significance

oppcsition.

hoped to persuade

The publishers

middle of the co~~unity

among the avowed

spectrum of the merits

In .layr the resignation
because of a newly-enacted

the broad
of the plan.

of HRA Chairman Hugh Corcoran

state conflict-oi-interest

created an opening on the Authority
the Ward Four community.6

of re-

for a representative

Recognizing

improve the iQage of the Authority

law

the chance

in the project

of

to try to
neighbor-

hood, Hayor Resnic a?_ ointed Joseph (vitek, an elderly
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restaurateur

of Polish descent who was well known in the

community.

While the aura of Establishment-elitism

had marked

the Authority might have been mitigated

by the appointment,
knowingly

During his two years as a

Witek firmly supported the Riverview Plan

and undoubtedly

left the opponents unimpressed with the

Mayor's grant of representation
Further

organizations

to their community.

efforts by the HRA to minimize opposition

the plan included negotiations
and businesses

the project

to the Kosciuszko

to

with a number of fraternal

located in the project area.

During the Summer, the Authority
land within

somewhat

it was obvious that the Major would not

threaten the plan.

Comnissioner,

which

agreed to grant parcels of

for construction

of new facilities

Club, a Polish-American

fraterna group,

and the ffinericanLegion Post 351, of which about one-fourth
of the members

resided

in the ward.?

Both organizations

were to build their new facilities prior to demolition
the old ones, which were felt to be inappropriately
in order that disruption
mized.

of

located,

of club activities would be mini-

The HRA also agreed to allow a relatively

new

funeral home, suit~bly located near the church on the east
side of the p~oject area, to remain intact.8
Throughout

1963, the opposition

forces issued claims

and charges against the plan and the planners in letters to
the editor of the Transcript,

through person-to-person

contacts, including some of the Alder~cn,

and in various
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other ways.

However, they never formed a structured

ization and their efforts continued
character

of an uncoordinated

"grassroots"
remained

movement.

to manifest

but nonetheless

State Representative

organ-

the

vociferous
Stephen Chmura

their leading advocate, but during this period,

Joseph Okseniak emerged as a second principal
for the opposition

cause.

spokesman

A native of Holyoke who had re-

sided in South Hadley for several years, Okseniak

recently

had moved back into the city and planned to run for the
ward aldermanic

post.

That he gained the respect of the

ward community was reflected

in his victory over an Irish-

named candidate by a nearly two-to-one margin. 9
Virtually

all of the substantive

arguments

against the plan that went back and forth during

for and
this

period surfaced at the official public hearing on the plan
held in December.

Accordingly,

the record of this occasion

it is worthwhile

to examine

in order to gain an understand-

ing of the nature of the situation with which the Aldermen
were faced in deciding
The arguments

the fate of the plan.

pro and con.

The hearing was scheduled

for

~ovember 22, 1963. but because of the death of President
John F.

Kennedy it ~as recessed until December

an estimated

800 people in attendance,

2.10

the hearing

four hours and had to be adjourned and reconvened
nights later.

Besides

satisfaction

of the Federal

With
lasted

four
require-
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ment,

the principal

function of the hearing was to provide

a forum in which both proponents

and opponents

of the plan

could make their cases before the Aldermen.
The format of the hearing consisted
explanation

of the plan and its rationale

long presentation
maps,

in a relatively

which included photographic

followed by statements

by leading

of an initial

slides and

for and against the proposal

figures from both sides, and a question'-and-

answer period.

Leadership

in the presentation

of the case

for the plan fell to Darn C. ~lcGrath of the Planning Services Group, the reorganized

and renamed consulting

which had advised the HRA on the project

firm

from the beginning.

Besides the preslli~ptionthat McGrath could make a nore precise and coherent presentation
and expertise,

the leadership

tants reflected

because of his experience
of the hearing by the consul-

the severe polarization

between the Commissioners

that had developed

of the REA, especially

Chairman

Burton Resnic, and the opponents of the project who comprised most of the audience.

The various

conciliatory

efforts made by the HRA prior to the hearing had done littl~
if anything,

to improve the image in which the Authority

was perceived

by the Ward Four community.

ing represented
opportunity

an i~mportant, and more or less final,

for the planning

of the Aldermen,

The public hear-

structure to win the allegiance

and to do so would require that the argu-

ments made in favor of the plan fare well in contrast with
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the emotionally-charged
McGrath's
key points:
Four site,
area,

pleas of the opponents.

presentation

of the plan centered on four

(1) the reasons for the selection of the Ward
(2) a description

of the re-use plans for the

(3) the economic dimensions

the provisions

for relocation

of the project, and

assistance.

sought to anchor their case in objective
neighborhood
criteria

(4)

The proponents
principles

of

planning based on the "rational-technical"

and norms of the planning profession.

such a rationale might serve to "depoliticize"

Implicitly,
the plan

somewhat by stressing the idea that its design was derived
from the politically
planning profession

neutral values and principles
rather than from the subjective

ences of the mayorally-appointed

Commissioners

Interview data on the subject, however,
though the consultants

among Aldermen

prefer-

of the HRA.

suggest that al-

managed to attain a measure

fessional respectability
community,

of the

and others

of pro-

in the

they were viewed largely as hired technicians

«ho answered

to their contracting

agents, the members

the HRA, w~o were to be held fUlly accountable
tent and antici~ated
The propone~ts

consequences

of

for the con-

of the plan.

also stressed the economic benefits

they clabned ~ould accrue to the city from redevelopment.
They anticipated
dominantly

that the substitution

middle-class

families for a declining

of a modern,

rental neighborhood
and deteriorating

pre-

of 400-500
Low -Ye n t; area
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would

yeild substantial

relatively

tax benefits to the city for a

modest investment

explained

that the city's

essentially

assumption

share of the cost of the project,

would be reduced by the state' s

of half the city's share and by a.number of

aILowed by the Federal Government

expenditures
the project

for improvement
area.

for the city's

of public facilities

to be approximately

$440,000, which the

city would have to raise through a bond issue.
agreement

The city's

to invest this amou.nt would act as "leverage"

to

Federal and state grants that would raise the total

investment
to-one.

to serve

The total cost of the project to the

city was calculated

produce

McGrath

one-third of the loss incurred in the sale of

the land to developers,

credits

of public resources.

above $3 million,

Redevelopment

yielding a ratio of about seven-

then would be expected to increase

the net assessed valuation

of the area enough to increase

the tax yield from approximately
least $100,000.
if everything

$50,000 annually

to at

Thus, the city's investment would be repaid,

proceeded

according

to schedule,

in about

eleven years.
The opponents,
arguments,

of course, were not impressed

by such

si cc they feared they would bear the heaviest

burden of the cost, nor did they make much of an effort to
refute the eccnonic claims made by the planners.
case against the plan centered on the emotional
of loss of home!", ne i.qhbor'hood
, and conmunity,

Their
concerns

as '·Jellas
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the uncertainties
residential

of relocation

assistance,

their future

locations, whether the forty-four

business

concerns

located in the area would be able to relocate

continue

operating,

and the details of financial remunera-

tion to the property owners.
financial
planning

and

remuneration

The issues of relocation

had persisted

and

since early in the

process and the HRA had failed to satisfy the

residents
Regardless

and property owners or to win their confidence.
of the manner in which the HRA handled, or mis-

handled, these matters,
duced differing

an issue on which interviews

pro-

opinions and no conaerisus, the opponents

remained unconvinced

and insisted that they were not re-

ceiving adequate treatment or sufficient

assurances

from

the lIRA. The failure to remedy this situation left the
proponents

ll

in an awkward position with the Aldermen.

Another point of disagreement

between the HRA and

the :cesidents of the site concerned the nature of the
project.

Aware that the concept of urban renewal was

viewed favorably by some of the Al derrnen , as had been
evidenced

in the Board's original

support for the under-

taking, Chmura and Okseniak tried to dispel the idea that
they were opposed to renewal in principle
were "enemies of progress.,,12
"in Washington"

or that they

They argued that the emphasis

had shifted toward rehabilitation

from wide scale demolition,

and that the Riverview

and away
project

should pursu2 thjs strategy and be limited to "spot"
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clearance.

In support of the appropriateness

tation for the neighborhood,
ers pointed
well-kept,

of rehabili-

they and several other speak-

out that many of the residences

were clean,

and of sound structure, despite the obvious

sub-standard

quality of some of the buildings

in the area.

In reply, the HRA adhered firmly to its long-standing
position

that from the perspective

of city planning princi-

ples the best approach would be to clear the area
entirely)

and create a modern,

for the old area.
and consultants

Rehabilitation,

new beginning

the Authority,

its staff

felt, might suffice for a small minority

of the buildings,
conforming

coordinated

(almost

but the result would be a mixture

designs and a less saleable project.

t.oBurton Resnic, the Authority
for the. area but concluded

of non-

According

did consider rehabilitation

that it was "not appropriate

for

Holyoke.,,23
The decision to reject the rehabilitation

approach

was one of t.he most important decisions made by the HRA, yet
it was difficult
a proposal

to assess because

it was never framed as

for :Eormal consideration.

been propounded

long before

Al though the idea had

the public hearinq,

sioners had not been forced to consider

it seriously,

largely because of their ability to restrict
the inner circle of the planning process.
area for construction

the Commis-

entry into

To clear t.he

of a new housing development,

an

"island of middle to upper economic level homes," as Bu.rton
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Resnic

put it,14 had been their goal from the beginning;

to consider
cipation

rehabilitation,

or to allow meaningful

by project area representatives

have sought rehabilitation,

parti-

who probably would

would have been to threaten the

entire vision which had given the planning agents their
sense of purpose and mission.
The Decision of the Board of Aldermen
In the liRA's rejection of both the rehabilitation
approach

and a meaningful

an important

role for area representatives

clue to the uncertainties

the aldermanic

decision process.

of its situation

The Commissioners

lay
in

viewed

their role as trustees of the public interest regarding
the nature and content of the renewal plan.
they had been given the authority
planning

They felt that

and the responsibility

and t.hat,they should maintain

for

full contr-ol over

the plan in the event of conflict over objectives.
did not mean that they would never compromise,

This

for they did

so on a few relatively minor points, but that they should
not sacrifice what they considered

to be the best interests

of the city as a whole to individual or group pressures.
Such a role conception was hardly unusual
not an unreasonable
corresponded

position

and probably was

to take in principle.

closely with those taken by planners

It
in

Newark, New Haven, and other cities where renewal projects
had been guided s;lccessfully through local political
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channels.

However, it also had led planners in Chicago

seeking scattered
ing position

public housing sites to a non-compromis-

which had led to their ignominious defeat.

The significance

of the issue lay in the fact that

a public agency possessing

the authority

pose but not to dispose, and willing
tion in a direct confrontation,
resources

to engage its opposi-

must have adequate political

at its disposal to gain the support of the legis-

lative body.
following
overcome

and power to pro-'

Such resources might take one or more of the

forms:

(1) a sufficiently

persuasive

the pressures of the opposition;

case to

(2) enough poli-

tical power, or the support of persons, groups, or institutions with enough political
the legislators;

power, to attain compliance

or (3) a sufficient

store of legitimacy

the trust and respect of other political
the legislators

by

actors, notably

-- to gain the needed support through vol-

untary compliance.

In view of the tradition of indepen-

dence of the Board of Aldermen

from the executive branch,

it appeared unlikely that sufficient power could be
maIshalled
expect it.

to coerce compliance,

and no one seemed to

Because of the controversiality

"politicized"

nature of the proposal,

planning structure's

and highly

and because of the

lack of experience

or clearly estab-

lished linkages of support, the necessary

reliance on the

first a~d third of these types of resources placed the
advocates of the plan in a difficult

position.

Their
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efforts

to "sell" the plan on its merits had resulted in

their being vulnerable
troversy,

to the many remaining

points of con-

and the group's image in the community

dangerously

close to that of an exclusive

had become

"club" of civic

and business elites.
Political

dimensions

the Aldermen

of the conflict.

The proposal placed

at the cen·ter of a conflict between

opposing

conceptions

of the purposes and functions of the municipal

government.

One side called for them to take the "broad

v i.ew" of the needs of the entire city, what Banfield and
Wilson called the "public regarding"
view emphasized

·the long-range

perspective.IS

social and economic benefits

that might accrue ·to the city and was advanced
members

of the socio-economic

the Aldermen
HRA:

legitimacy

elite.

chiefly by

It also called upon

to trust in the wisdom and propriety

effectively,

This

to grant the Authority

of the

a measure

of

which would place the burden of proof on the

opponents.
Opposing this viewpoint was the "private-regarding"
orientation

wh i ch Culled upon the Aldermen

"voice of the people" t.oprotect

individual

perceived

power .

abuses of gcvermnental

to act as the
rights against

This view would

place the burden of proof more on the planning
and correspondingly

structure

would imply less willingness

to invest

in the lIRA the assumpt:i.onof the public trust in matters
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pertaining

to its policy domain.

to weigh conflicting
democratic

Thus, the Aldermen

values rooted equally deeply

tradition:

values of progress

as a who Le versus values of protection

had

in the

for the community

of minority

rights

and preferences.
Also underlying
socioeconomic
proponents

relationships

more by non-professional

of the planning

representatives

than by professional

planners.

planning

from the Ward Four community
structure,

to comprise

on

and especially

.socioeconomic

structure was

of the "Establish-

Especially

and class conscious mayoralty

opponents

and the

that the HRA and its

were strongly rooted in the city's

and that leadership

divisive

the Aldermen

It has been established

supporters

ment"

between

of the plan on the one hand and the opponents

-the other.

elite,

the decision on the plan were the

since the

race of 1961, the
had perceived

the

the Mayor and his son,

a wealthy clique, and some had ass'Bned that the

clique was seeking to advance its own economic

interests

at

the expense of their community.
It remains to examine the
the Ward Four community

socioeconomic

to ascertain

tive similarity or "social distance"
mewbers

of the Board of Aldermen.

deduction

of attitudes

or political

a measure
between

profile

of the rela-

it and the

It should be noted that
leanings

toward any

issue on the basis of such data would be unreliable
best.

Nevertheless,

of

such factors, however, vague,

at
con-
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stituted

a potentially

of aldermanic

important dimension

consideration

of the pOlitics

of the Riverview

Plan.

One important measure of social distance pertains
to income levels.
the families

Table

IV-l compares

in the ward with families

in each of thirteen income categories
$3,000 to $10,000, the percentages
same, with about seventy-three

the proportions

of

in the entire city
in 1959.

From

were approximately

percent

the

of the families

within

this range in both the ward and the city.

median

family income in the ward, at $5,148, was $607 below

that of the city, a difference
existence

of a disproportionate

attributable

The

to (1) the

number of families in the

ward at incomes below $3,000, and

(2) the relatively

number of families in the wa rd reporting

small

incomes above

$10,000.
These figures suggest that in terms of income, most
of the population

of Ward Four was comparable

of the city, taken as a whole.
inhabited

almost entirely by Caucasians.

showed only thirty-four
white families,
tract.16

Furthermore,

Black families

and no Spanish-speaking

to the rest
the area was

The 1960 Census

and ten other nonnatives

The income and racial similarities

in the

between

the

ward and the c i.t.y suqqe s t; that the Ward Four commun icy was
comprised

largely of working

or less characteristic
distinguishing

and middle

class people more

of the city as a whole.

features of the neighborhood

The main

were its
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'I'ableIV-l
DISTRIBUTION OF F~lILY INCOMES:
WARD FOUR AND THE CITY, 1959
Ward Four
Number
Percent

Number

City
Percent

All Families

1,260

13,821

100.0

Under $1,000

58

4.6 '

368

2.7

100.0

$1,000 - $1,999

124

9.8

771

5.6

$2,000 - $2,999

118

9.4

973

7.0

$3,000 - $3,999

137

10.9

1,337

9.7

$4,000 - $4,999

166

13.2

1,941

14 .0

$5,000 - $5,999

182

14.4

2,014

14.6

$6,000 - $6,999

164

13.0

1,739

12.6

-

$7,999

101

8.0

1,369

9.9

$8,000 - $8,999

95

7.5

936

6.8

$9,000 - $9,999

72

5.7

735

5.3

$7,000

$10,000 - $14,999
$15,000

-

1,,176

$24,999

$25,000 and over

344

2.5

118

G.9

Hedian Income:
Families

$5,148

$5,755

Families and unrelated
individuals

$3,394

$4,809

Source:

8.5

U.S. Census of Population and Housing, 1960, in
Holyoke Planning Board, Neighborhood Analysis
1964, Appendix III
'
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disproportionate

share of poor

its predominance

of Polish-Americans,

assimilated

(mostly white) people and
a distinct

but well-

and accepted group within the golyoke

community.

It was shown in Chapter Two that the membership
the Board of Aldermen tended to reflect

of

the socioeconomic

profile of the city relatively closely, at least in terms
of occupations
demonstrate
sympathize

and education.

conclusively

While it is impossible

that the Aldermen would

with the ward community because

similarities,

tend to

of socioeconomic

the burden of proof might fall more heavily

upon the proponents

if the matter of social distance

ged as an important

factor.

"Establishment"
Although

emer-

In such a case, the HRA's

image might work to its disadvantage.
the Riverview Plan had been a very conten-

tious issue among the parties directly

affected

for most

of three years, it did not appear to have generated

a very

high level of attention or concern a~ong the majority
citizens outside the ward.
completed

The municipal

election

five weeks before the aldermanic

had produced

to

few clear statements of either

of

campaigns

vote on the plan
support

opposition

to the proposal,

proclaimed

their support for "realistic" urban renewal,

leaving ambiguous

although some candidates

of or
had

t.he question of whe t.her they considered

the Riverviel\7project to be realistic.

Not. even in the

close rnayoralty contest, in wh i.ch a supporter

of the plan

had faced an opponent well known for his opposition

to it,
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had the issue played a particularly

noticeable

role in

.
17
th e campa~gns.
Interest group endorsements
of relatively

of the plan were few and

little significance.

The Board of Directors

of the Chamber of Commerce voted to endorse
no surprise,
community

but generally,

the support of the business

proved distinctly moderate

and less than universal.

Some of the city's bankers were concerned
their mortgages

it, which was

about the loss of

on the existing properties

and the possibil-

ity that the mortgages on the new development
financial

institutions

outside the city.

The President of

one of the leading banks actively opposed
reason.

18

Others ultimately

indicated

the plan for this

their support, al-

though most appeared less than enthusiastic
and concurred

might go to

about the plan

with the statement read at the public hearing

by the Treasurer of one of the banks expressing
to "sponsored

housing. ,,19

The CAe, Nhich had been established
stcucture of support ~~ong the well-heeled,

to provide a
failed to de-

velop into much more than a paper organization.
had met only four times since its inception
declining
membership
effectual

opposition

attendance,

'rhe group

in 1958, w i,th

and did not take a formal vote of its

on the ~ivervie1l'quest.ion.
in the planning

Having proved in-

and plan-campaign

processes,

the

CAC produced nothing more than a tepid statement of endorsement for the project by jets chairman,

Joseph Benger, and
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ten others

of the (then) thirty-three

member group. 20

Possibly of greater significance
Aldermen,

the Holyoke Central Labor Union Council and two

construction

unions endorsed the plan, probably because

the redevelopment
substantial
virtually

project could be expected

to provide a

number of jobs for their membership.2l

all informants questioned

or organized
usually

to some of the

However,

about the significance

labor in Holyoke politics

claimed

that its role

is very limited except on "bread and butter"

Although

the plan might have been considered

the evidence

issues.

such an issue,

suggests that it was not taken that seriously

by labor and that labor's support was little more than a
formality.

A stunning defeat.
into special

session on December 10, 1963, four days after

the conclusion
the Riverview

The Mayor called the Board of Aldel."Tl\en

of the public hearing,
proposal.

ly of opponents

to decide the fate of

An overflow crowd, consisting

of the plan, jammed the aldermanic

to hear the vote.

They soon were cheering

voted eight-to-three

chambers

as the Aldermen

to reject the project.

The editorial lament of the defeat
noon's edition of the 'rranscript implied
of the underlying

rnost;-:

in the next aftert.he significance

social class basis of ·the conf] ict.

t.hem go back and cry in the Highlands,"
observer of the vot.e, in a reference

"T•.et.

it quoted a happy

t.o an upper-income
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section of the city.22
reflected

This social basis, however, was not

in the aldermanic vote.

Anlong those voting

against the plan were the representatives

of the two highest

income wards, Edward J. Sullivan of Ward Three and Robert M.
Smith of Ward Seven.
first-term

at-large menilierJames E. Barry, a college-

educated businessman;
and

Boa rd

Voting in favor of the plan were

Eugene Meunier of Ward 'rwo, a jeweler;

President Louis

H.

DuBois, generally viewed as an

"old style" poLit i.c i an of the Worker Democratic

mold.

It is impossible to discern exactly why the Aldermen
rejected the proposal on the basis of statements made to
the press or in interviews.
this analysis

It also is not the purpose of

to attempt such an explanation.

some measure of the Aldermen's

assessment

and their at-titudes toward the planning
in such statements.

Nevertheless,

of the si t.uatri.on

structure

is evident

Alderman Smi-th of Ii'ardSeven said he

felt the plan was too large and tha-t he would have supported
it if it had been limited to the more seriously blighted
section below

(east of) High Street.

23

Alderman At-Large

Frank O'Connell, who had been an outspoken
plan and, seemingly,

the entire concept of urban renewal,

throughout the process,

stressed the failure of the HRA to

concern itself sufficiently
z es i.iden t s ,24

critic of the

First-term

with the relocation

Alderman At-Large

of the

Ernest Proulx

(who was elected Mayor in 1975, by which time he had coneluded that his vote against the plan had been a mistake)
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explained

that he felt that the housing

was "poor, inane, and unworkable"
uses.25

of housing

redevelopment

because

of its mixture

At that time, Proulx,

a young attorney

who had grown up in Ward One, was providing

legal services

for the bank the President of which had opposed
While no conclusion
deductive

plan

the plan.

can be drawn from this fact alone, the

process employed by an informant

(who wished not

to be cited on the point) is worth quotation:

"If it looks

like a duck, and walks like a duck, and quacks like a duck,
I assume

it to be a duck."

voted against

The third at-large member who

the plan, Patrick Lavelle,

teacher, reportedly

cited three reasons

(1) the lack of an adequate relocation
of the project,

and

a high school
for his "nay" vote:

plan,

(2) the size

(3) his lack of confidence

in the HRA.26

TI·:elveyears Lat.ez, in an interview, he had trouble
ing the circumstances

recall-

but noted the HRA's lack of a pro

tanto policy as an important reason for his opposition.
explained

that only if pro tanto payments

~any of the residents be able to afford

He

were made would

to take their cases

to court if they were not satisfied with the financial
settlements

27

offered by the HRA.

Sullivan of Nard Three explained

Finally,

Edward J.

that he favored the con-

cept of urban renewal and felt that the Ward Four site
needed it badly, but he v as concerned

that the HRA had

failed to prepare an adequate program

to take care of the

residents

and business proprietors

to be evicted.

28

!Ie
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criticized

the HRA for doing nothing more for the forty-

four businesses
of vacant

in the project area than to provide a list

sites.

He also noted what he perceived

to be a

lack of solidarity of support among the business community.
Sullivan,

who was generally acknowledged

the aldermanic

to b~ a master of

political arts and a very significant

in-

fluence on the Board, summarized his position and that of
the rest of the members as a response to the "atrocious"
public relations
assuage

record of the HRA and its failure to

the critics of the proposal from the project

or the concerned Aldermen.
were Joseph Jubinville
Five

area

Others voting against the plan

of Ward One, Daniel Knapp of Ward

(who had grown up in Ward Four), and the lame-duck

representative

of Ward Four, William Gleason.

If anything can be concluded with certainty

at this

point, it is that the Aldermen had been neither coerced
through the exercise of political power by advocates
the project

nor persuaded of the merits of the plan

least not enough to overcome
proposal

of

the other deficiencies

-- and that they were not willing

at
of the

to trust in the

"expert" judgment of the HRA and its staff and consultants.
The Aldermen who voted the project down challenged
wisdom of the plan, particularly

in terms of its mixture

housing uses and its size; the adequacy
for compensation

t.he

of ·theprograms

of p operty owners and rel-ocation assis-

tance for residents;

the record of the pla~ning

structure

of
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in public relations.
While no firm conclusions
drawn,

to this effect can be

it seems likely that the plan would have stood a

better chance of passage if the HP~ had managed its relations with the Ward Four community more effectively,
especially

and

if it had satisfied the people of the area con-

cerned about relocation

and financial

settlements.

Whether

the HRA and its staff could have supplied more precise information

or otherwise done more to assuage the concerns

of the residents

is indeterminate,

but it is clear that they

acquired a reputation

for failing to provide more than per-

functory assistance.

Several supporters

viewing

the circumstances

Authority

years later, concluded that the

had fallen far short of doing all that reasonably

could have been expected of it.
William

of the plan, re--

Transcript

publisher

S. Dwight, Jr., for example, said that at the time

he thought -the HRA was doing a good job of informing

the

people of the area but that he later had learned that he had
been wrong.

The HRA, he claimed, was more unsympathetic

than incompetent,

and "They thought they were doing the

right thing, but they thought
people.

in terms of buildings,

not

They were insensitive.,,29
In retrospect,

it appears that the defeat of the

Riverview Plan was as much a rebuff of the HRA, its coal ition of support, and its manner of execution

of its func-

tions as a defeat of the plan itself, and probably more.
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At least, the Authority
measureable

degree of legitimacy with the Aldermen,

had it managed
structure

clearly had not yet achieved any
nor

to develop or attach itself to an adequate

of political resources within

Toward reconsideration.

The reaction

the community.

of the HRA Commission-

ers to the defeat was largely one of indignation.

At a

special meeting

express-

held three days later, ·the members

ed their outrage:
Board"

Mrs. Barrett termed the action of the

. a personal vendetta against certain people on

.

the Commission ....

" and noted that it was

n •••

a shame

for the city to have to suffer because of the smallness of
people who vote on this basis.,,30
to Alderman-elect

Okseniak, who was present at the time, as

one of several persons responsible
the program

James T ..Doherty alluded

for

. ht from th e b eg1nn1ng.
. .
r1g

n

. sabot.aging

n.

31

resident of Ward Four on the Authority,

Joseph Witek, the
noted his agreement

with the statements made by the other Commissioners
thus underscored
neighborhood.

his commitment

to the plan for his own

Chairman Burton Resnic asked the audience

what could be done to gain greater support
Okseniak replied that the Chairman

silent, although

he might have said.

for the plan.

should resign.

Resnic asked what he had done to offend
remained

and

undoubtedly

the people,

Okseniak

there was much that

Behind this exchange

toward Hayor Resnic that had developed

When

lay the antipathy

in the wa rd community
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dating

back to the election of 1961, the Mayor's appoint-

ment and reappointment
his refusal

of his son to the Authority,

to appoint a representative

and

of the opposition.

At the same meeting, Chairman Resnic noted that the
HHFA had told him the plan could be salvaged if the Board
of Aldermen

would reconsider

Commissioners

it within a short time.

The

agreed to send a letter to the Board request-

ing reconsideration.

Their hopes for a reversal lay in the

fact that an enlarged Board of fifteen members, eight of
~hom were newly-elected,
meeting

in January.32

the plan in unchanged
decrease

its size.

the HHFA.

The Commissioners

decided to re-subnut

form rather than to revise it or

This decision was influenced heavily by

In a visit to Holyoke late in December, the Fed-

eral authorities
creasing

would be sworn in at the first

responded

"coolly" to an inquiry about de-

the size of the project in order to make it more

politically

palatable.

Furthermore,

they gave three condi-

tions which would have to be met if the city decided to
submit a revised plan:

(1) the HR~ would have to supply new

planning data on a modified

project;

men would have to pass a resolution

(2) the Board of Alderstating

that they would

accept the modified plan; and (3) any new proposal would
have to be approved by the HHFA.
the plan would have resulted

33

Thus, modification

in further work, expense, and

delay and still would have remained uncertain
the Aldermen.

of

of passage by

It was unlikely that a statement of prior
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approval by the Aldermen could be attained.
Newly-elected
political

Mayor Daniel Dibble

attempted to add

clout to the prospects of the re-submitted

by announcing

that if it were not passed

plan

the city's building

"Some couldn't afford

codes would be enforced vigorously.

it," he said, "then the city wcu Ld have to take overo,,34
He challenged

the Aldermen to do something

about the deter-

ioration of the project area and told them that if they
turned the project down again they would
responsibility

"0

have the

of stepping on a lot of toes and enforcing

the regulations

they had passed.

Ward Seven Alderman,
former Alderman,

0

0

.,,35 Dibble, a former

had won a narrow victory over another

Joseph C. Gavin, an opponent

who had run unsuccessfully

against Mayor

of the plan

Resnic in 1959 and

who had been a strong supporter of Stephen

Chmura's bid in

1961.
At an informal meeting

in January,

a "straw vote"

of Aldermen present showed seven in favor of passage and
36

five opposed, with one abstentiono
in the Transcript
in favor.37

Speculation

a few weeks later counted

The proponents

received further

reported

nine Aldermen
encouragement

when a motion before the governing board of the Kosciuszko
Club to oppose the plan, offered by Stephen
on a four-to-four

C~~ura, failed

38

vote.

After a spirited exchange of tempers,

including cries

of "foul play" and a claim that ·reconsideration would make
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a mockery
hearing

of the Board, the Aldermen

for March 2.39

called another

The hearing would

first, as a forum for the protagonist
before

serve, as had the

to argue their cases

the Aldermen. and despite the inevitable

the hearing might bear significance

public

because

repetition,

of the large

number of new mel~ers on the Board of Aldermen.
Aldermanic
Riverview

approval of the Plan.

On the second vote on the

Plan held on March 17. the advance

proved correct as the Aldermen approved
vote of nine-to-six.

speculation

the project

All of the new members

by a

except

Okseniak

voted in favor of the plan and the other two affirmative
votes were cast by Aldermen who had been in the minority
on the issue three months earlier.

None of the seven re-

turning Aldermen changed his vote; the new members
the difference.

All of the ward representatives

made all

except

Okseniak voted for the plan, while five of the eight Aldermen At-Large voted against it.

As had been the case

December, there was no evidence of any relationship
socioeconontic characteristics
terms of constituencies

and aldermanic

in
between

voting,

or of the occupations

in

of the mem-

bers themselves.
The solidarity of support for the plan from the newlyelected Aldermen,

Okseniak excepted, might

a harbinger of growing support throughout
the renewal prcject.

However,

have been seen as
the electorate

the relatively

passive

for

nature
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of the issue in the election campaigns

makes such an

inference

inference

hazardous.

A more plausible

is that

not having been as close to the issue, or to the "politicking" on the issue, throughout

1963, the new Aldermen may

have come to office with a relatively
projected

greater sense of the

benefits of the plan for the city as a whole and

w i,th less "feel" for the opposi-tionI sease. 40
had followed the events and circumstances

Unless they

of the proposal

closely over the past year or more, the new Aldermen
bly had been heavily dependent upon the Transcript
information.
consistent

Decause of the newspaper's

proba-

for their

solid support and

efforts on behalf of the plan, as well as the

planning structure and the entire concept of urban renewa L,
the proponents

possessed

a considerable

advantage

in the

cont.est for public opinion.

The Bond Financing

At the conclusion

Issue

of the Transcript's

approval of the plan the reporter summarized

article

by no-ting that

"The battle was over, but certainly no-t the war." 41
next "battles,"
bonding.

on the

The

he noted, would be fought over re-zoning

In fact, re-zoning was to present

no obstacle,

to finance the city's share of the cost of the project
would be necessary

to attain aldermanic

$680,000 bond issue.42

approval

but

it

for a

Under state law, a two-thirds

of the Aldermen wzs required,

and

vote

as well as the signature of
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the Mayor, which was assured.
additional
thirds.

Thus, the vote of one

Alderman was needed to get the necessary

The possibility

that approval of the bond issue

might be a substantial problem for the advocates
plan had not gone unnoticed;
December

b~o-

of the

at the public hearing of

2, Stephen Chmura had made clear his intention

to

carry the struggle against the plan to the bond question
if necessary.43

Rejection
Chmura's

o·E the bond issue by the Board of Aldermen.

At

request, a third public hearing was called by the

State Housing
attended,

44

Board on April 13.

Approximately

most of whom were opponents

plan blocked

350 people

hoping to see the

through.a defeat of the bond issue.

ments back and forth at this hearing mirrored

The argu-

those at the

earlier hearings and indicated that the HR~ still had not
managed

to assuage the concerns and fears of the people of

the project area.
As the planners attempted to find the one additional
vote, their hopes were set back in late May when five of
the six Aldermen who had voted against

the plan in Ma rch

sent a letter to the HHFA stating that they would oppose
45

the bond issue.
letter.

Only Alderman

Consequently,

Knapp refused

to sign the

he became the focal point of atten-

tion, as well as of extensive

efforts

to win his support.

In April, prior to the letter from the five "hard core"
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opponents,
toward

Knapp had been reported

favoring

"leaning

strongly

the renewal project. ,,46

A close look at the 1963 election returns,
would have shown that Knapp was heavily

indebted

voters of Ward Four for his narrow election
At-Large.

however,
to the

as an Alderman

He finished eighth in the race for eight at-

large seats, only forty-six votes ahead of incumbent

James

E. Barry, who had cast one of the three votes for the plan
in December.

\"Ihile8.0 percent of all the votes cast i.n

the city for at-large candidates
received

came from Ward Four, Knapp

13.4 percent of his votes from that area.

he received

only a proportionate

Had

share of \"lardFour votes

he would have finished eleventh, nearly 400 votes behind
Barry, who would have been elected.

47

If Knapp was leaning strongly toward the renewal
project, as had been reported, then either he was not leaning far enough or something happened to change his mind.
At the meeting of the Board of June 18, he joined the other
five in defeating
vote.

According

the bond issue by the same nine-to-six
to William

S. Taupier,

then an Alderman

At-Large

and later a four-term Mayor, this was the only

occasion

in recent times, at least, that the Board ever

rejected a bond issue for an approved undertaking.48
causality

cannot be attributed,

Knapp's candidacy
handsomely.

the critical

support

by the voters of Ward Four paid off

,{hile
for
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The initiative

petition.

The proponents

were despondent.

Mayor Dibble and HRA Director James J. Smith reportedly
felt that the Federal authorities
reserved

soon would withdraw the

funds and terminate the project

officially. 49

Not yet ready to give up, however, a group from the Chamber
of Corrunerceled by first-term Alderman At-Large i'lilliamR.
Brooks promptly

began a petition drive to get t.he bond

issue put to the voters in a referendum
tive process.

Soon afterward, Mayor Dibble received as sur-

ance from HHFA officials
remain in reserved

capital grant would

question on the 1964 ballot.50

were fortunate that the nation-wide

Urban Renewal
According

that Holyoke's

status because of the effort being made

to get the referendum
proponents

through the initia-

The

demand

for

funds had not yet caught up with the supply.

to HUD Administrator

Marvin Siflinger,

had this

happened a few years later it would have been impossible
for the grant to be left in reservation
Massachusetts
tion in a city

law requires that an initiative

voters

for a special election

general elections)

. - 1 e 1ect~on.
52
regu 1ar mun~c~pa
the petition

or eight percent

for a

toward attaining the twenty-

percent mark, about 5,300 signatures.
late September,

(including

In or der not to 108e a year,

drive was directed

800 signatures

peti-

or town be signed by a-t least twenty percent

of the registered
non-municipal

for the city.51

however, the petition
so the referendum

By the deadline

in

was short by about

was delayed

until November,
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1965.53

Thus, the advocates of the plan were forced to

wait another

year.

The Board of Aldermen, meanwhile,

was moving

to deal

a further blow to the prospects of the plan proponents.
passed an order requesting the HHFA to terminate
and succeeded

in overriding

by an 11-3 vote.
expenditures,

54

It

the project

the Mayor's veto of that order

Accordingly,

the HEFA suspended

further

although it left the capital grant reservation

for the city, pending the outcome of the 1965 referendum.
The HRA then concluded

its official

activities

agreed not to meet again until new developments
necessary.

55

Opponents of the project

solution of the Authority,
the decisive

made

it

called for total dis-

the Aldernlan Knapp embellished

role he had played earlier by introducing

arder to that effect.

The City Solicitor,

however,

by vote of its membership.
the Authority,

The Commissioners

anticipating

an

noted

that under state law the ERA could not be dissolved

dissolve

and

except

refused

to

that the bond referen-

dum might be passed or that another urban renewal

project,

if not a revival of Riverview, might be attempted

later.

The bond refer?ndum.

drive in

The success of the petition

getting the bonding question on the 19G5 municipal
placed the renewal planning

structure

ballot

and the entire

tion of advocates of the Ward Four renewal

coal i-

plan in a new

and uncertain position in the local political

arena.

The
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objectives

of the campaigns

for and against

the bond issue

were the support of the voters of the entire city for the
respective

positions rather than that of the Aldermen.

referendum

presented

opportunity

the Riverview proponents

The

both another

to achieve their goal and another challenging

test of their political abilities.
The requirements
the referendum

for approval of the bonds through

process were quite stringent.

required that one-third of the registered
city vote in the affirmative
to pass.56

State law

voters of the

in order for the bond issue

This meant that about 9,000 voters must be con-

vinced that the $680,000 bond issue for the Ward Four
project would be appropriate

and worthwhile.57

culty of the task facing the proponents
1S

evident in an examination

of referendum

voting.

The diffi-

of the bond issue

of the city's recent record

Between 1946 and 1964, Holyoke

voters decided eighty-one

referendum

questions,

including

sixteen which were local in nature, and six which
expenditures. 58

None of the six expenditure

questions

passed, and only once, in the 1956 referendum
tion for the Aldermen, did the affirmative

involved

on compensa-

vote approach

the 9,000 mark, and in that case voter turnout was abnormally high because of the state and national
On the four expenditure

questions

included

elections.

on regular muni-

cipal election ballots, all of which pertained
compensation

either to

for the Aldermen or to an increase in that of
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the Mayor, the average proportion

of voters who left the

question blank was forty percent.

By simple regression

analysis,

voter turnout in the 1965 municipal

elections
59

could be expected to fall slig-htly below 21,000.

Thus,

if 21,000 persons voted, and of these, forty percent left
the bond question blank, approval would require approximately seventy-one

percent of the 12,600 voting on the issue

to attain the needed figure of about 9,000 affirmative
responses.

The task facing the plan proponents

clearly was

quite formidable.
The renewal planning

structure,

equipped for the task of achieving
to pass the bond issue.
ive throughout

however, was

sufficient

The HRA remained

voter support

officially

1965, and in addition to the generally

political" orientation

of its membership,

cal limitations were exacerbated

ill-

inact"non-

its severe politi--

by the fact that by May,

1965, four of the five members who had served during the
critical stages of aldermanic
placed.

consideration

had been re-

Chairman and leading spokesman Burton Resnic re-

signed in 1965, as did Joseph Witek, and neither Virginia
Barrett nor Robert Bourassa wished to be reappointed
their terms expired.

when

Only st at.e-cappo i.nt.ed labor represen-

tative James T. Doherty remained.

Mayor Dibble appointed

Father Timobly Hallahan, a young Catholic
youth work; Mrs. Walter

(Mary) Preiss,

priest active in

a leader in the

social and cultural circles of the cOIT~unity; Peter
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Gasiorowsky,

a retired bank teller from the Polish community,

and Peter Edison Sloan, Professor
College.

A widely divergent

inexperienced
experience

of Economics

group, the four were notably

in Holyoke politics.

Although

than a limitation,

than ever the HRA needed effective
The overwhelming

it was clear that more

leadership.

evidence gained from the interviews

is that such leadership was not forthcoming
Dibble Administration,
the inability

however.

Several

or the unwillingness

the b on d ~ssue.
o

chief executive

0t • ,,61

60

he proclaimed

cited

of the Mayor to provide

His philosophy

supported

during the

informants

the impetus needed to propel the campaign

L

their lack of

with Urban Renewal in the city might have been

more an advantage

one ;."

at Smith

for approval of

regarding

this view:

in an interview,

the role of the

"1 never pushed any"1 didn't believe

in

Dibble accepted the division of authority within

the municipal

government

to the point of feeling that a

Mayor should not try to control or exert undue influence
on other officials

not directly responsible

which complemented

his gentlemanly

guy" image.
political

The other principal

leader of the planning

manner

to him, a view

and his "nice

candidate
structure,

for the role of
HRA Executive

Director James Smith, also was seen to lack the essential
0
0
62
1 ea d ers ho~p qua 10 ~t~es
an d a bOLo~ ~t~es.

That Smith was

proving far from adequate as the staff leader of the
planning structure was to become a central

issue a few
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years later,

as will be demonstrated

in the following

chapter.
Support

for the bond issue was expressed by the

Chawber of Commerce,

the Holyoke Taxpayers'

Association,

the League of Women Voters, and other civic groups, as
well as the Mayor, and some of the Aldermen,

but the bulk

of the task of "educating" the public about the purported
merits of the plan fell largely to the Transcript.

It

ran a series of articles on the Ward Four neighborhood
stressing

the area's need for renewal,

the voter approval of the bond issue.
of course, countered

and editorialized
These efforts were,

by those of the opponents

of the

project who had to rely more on person-to-person
and letters-to-the-editor

of the Transcript.

Failure of the bond referendum.

When the bond issue

received a fifty-six percent majority
the question,
passed. 63

of those voting on

its advocates assumed that the issue had

However, Alderman Okseniak quickly

the assumption

questioned

on the basis of the applicable

state laws

wh i ch he had examined apparently more closely
others. 64

contacts

than had the

This legal point caught t.he planning officials

by surprise.

'l'e
n days after the referendum,

Ralph Chouinard

rendered the opinion

City Solicitor

that Okseniak was

correct, that t.he bond issue had not passed.65

A record-

high forty--eight percent of the 20,523 voters had left the

1
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bond question

blank, thus leaving the 6,103 votes for the

bond issue far short of the required number.
Despite
the conflict
Aldermen

the social class and cultural

over the Riverview proposal,

had not reflected

its votes on the plan.
along socioeconomic

undertones of

the Board of

such a division

in either of

Whether the voting public divided

lines remains to be determined.

a very crude measure, based on aggregate

characteristics

the wards, however, was possible to ascertain
absence of survey data.

Only
of

in the

Table IV-2 shows the percentages

voting for and against the plan and those leaving the
question blank by wards arranged in the order of approximate
socioeconomic
separately.

status, with Ward Four figures displayed

66

Table IV-2
VOTING ON URBAN RENEWAL BOND REFERENDUM
November,
WARD
(Lowest to
highest
SES, estimated)
One
Two
Five
Six
Three
Seven
- - -- Four
Source:

PERCENTAGE

--

1965

PERCENTAGES OF THOSE
OF ALL VOTERS VOTING ON 'rHE QUESTION

Yes

No

26
24
29
32
30
36

17
17
21
22
26
22

23

33

Blank

Yes

No

57
59
50
46
44
42

60
59
58
59
54
62

40
41
42
41
46
38

44

.41.

- --

~olyoke

BY WARDS

Ele~tion

Records, Vol.

9.

- - -- - -59
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Some relationship

appears between the socioeconomic

status of the wards and the percentage blanking the
question,
percent

with the highest status ward blanking forty-two

while the lowest status wards blanked it by fifty-

seven and fifty-nine

percent.

However, with the exception

of Ward Four, the proportion of those voting who favored
the bond issue was approximately
The hypothesis
greater

the same in all wards.

that support for the bond issue would be

in higher sta'tuswards must therefore be rejected.

Two further points in the data warrant recognition.
the plan proponents

were unable to induce a high degree

of voting on the question even in the highest
in the city.

One,

status ward

~vo, Ward Four voters did not appear to be

trying as hard to stop the Riverview Plan as had the
aldermanic
question,

opponents;

forty-four

percent blanked the

and of those who did vote on it, only'fifty-nine

percent opposed the bond issue.
Analysis of the referendum

vote suggests that the

plan, and the bond issue required to implement

it had gained

the support of a clear plurality of the voters of Holyoke,
but had failed to engender the level of support needed

to

pass the bond issue over the defeat dealt it by the Board
of Aldermen.

Assessment

the plan proponents

of the reasons

for the failure of

to gain the needed level of support

must consider the stringency of the state law requiring
affirmative votes from one-third of the registered vo'ters
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of the city.
pertaining

This apparent bias in the state legislation

to expenditure

paralleling

referenda

the two-thirds

the municipal

can be seen as

requirement

for bonding by

legislative body and thus as a protection

of the sovereignty

of that body.
Conclusions

Ironically,
Board of Aldermen
gave majority

the Riverview Plan was approved by the
and both the Board and the voting public

support to the bond issue necessary

to carry

it out, but the proposal nevertheless

failed to clear the

local approval

It might be argued

stage of the process.

that the failure of the plan was caused by the state laws
requiring

a two-thirds

vote of the Aldermen

issue and an affirmative
registered

voters to overturn

through the initiative
priately,

vote of one-third

for the bond
of the city's

the aldermanic

referendum

process.

decision
More appro-

however, these laws should be seen as having

constituted

"rules of the game," and the assessment

of the

failure of the plan should look to the inability of the
proponents
Considering

to a~tain the necessary
the strilgeney

level of support.

of the legal requirements

approval of the bond issue by the voters,
that the proponents'

it is apparent

best chance for success was lost in

their failure to persuade one additional
for the bond issue.

for

Accordingly,

Al.derman to vote

any attempt to demonstrate
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why the proposal
of the planning

failed should concentrate
officials

on the inability

and their supporters

to gain the

support of more than nine Aldermen.
Regardless

of methods or approaches,

would be virtually

impossible

however, it

to conclude with certainty

why any or all of the Aldermen voted as they did; one
could never be sure that all relevant facts had emerged
from the research.
been to attempt
more general

such an explanation but to describe

Ren~wal project.

relevant

sys·tem to the new ly-sest.abLi.shed renewal

structure

the patterns

and to its first proposal
More specifically,

of authority,

for an Urban

it has been to describe

influence,

and power that were

to the planning and plan-approval

processes,

to assess the response of the city's governing
planning

in

terms the nature of the response of the

Holyoke political
planning

The purpose of this chapter has not

and

body to the

structure.

Formal decision-making
HRA for planning
approval.

authority

was vested in the

and in the Board of Aldermen

The patterns of influence

process differed markedly

surrounding

and significantly.

the planning process was restricted
circle of HRA Commissioners,

each

Influence

to a relatively

consultants,

the HPJ" and the Hous.ing Authority,

for plan-

small

the Directors

of

and the Mayor; auxiliary

support for the efforts of this group came from the
Transcript

in

and a small number of business

leaders of the
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city, but these supporters exerted little, if any, direct
influence

over the decisions made regarding

of the plan.
pertaining

the content

Since no substantive disagreements

arose

to the content of the plan, there was no need

to pursue the details of the structure of influence relevant
to the planning
the residents,
project

process.

More important was the fact that

property owners, and proprietors

site were excluded from meaningful

In the plan-approval
opponents
Aldermen

of the

participation.

process, however, the neighborhood

were able to assert their claims upon the
through traditional means of political

lobbying

and to gain much more effective access than they had been
able to achieve in the planning process.
planning officials

and their supporters

Consequently,

the

found themselves

in the position of having to compete with the opponents
a more nearly equal basis for the desired

on

aldermanic

response to their claims.
No supportable conclusions
assertions

of political power.

conflict within the planning

can be drawn regarding

The lack of substantive

structure over the content

of

the plan probably rendered the issue of power in the
planning process irrelevant.
power in the plan-approval

All that can be said about

process

is that the proponents

clearly did not possess the power to coerce
of the Board of Aldermen.

the compliance
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Since the planning officials

and their supporters

lacked the power to coerce the compliance
their prospects

for success lay in the persuasiveness

their case for 'theplan, in their ability
supportive
exercise

relationships

with the Aldermen

of the political

a sufficient

city's legitimate

of

to develop
through skillful

arts, or in their accumulation

degree of respect

renewal policy.

of the Aldermen,

from the Aldermen as the

trustees of the public interest regarding
Lacking experience

in the political

as well as the prestige and supportive

arena,

political relationship

that might have accrued on the basis of prior successes
renewal policy,
established

Riverview

Plan.

instead, it was seeking to attain

through successful
Confronted

implementation

with the vehement

of the

and persistent

opposition

from the project neighborhood,

proponents

were forced to try to gain the support of the

Aldermen

in an atmosphere

management

however,

of intense conflict

Under these circumstances,
persuasiveness

in

the HRA did not enjoy the benefits of

legitimacy;

such legitimacy

of

the

and controversy.

they had to rely heavily on the

of the plan and on their skills in political

of the proposal.

That the plan ultimately

gained the support of nine

of the fifteen members of the 1964 Board of Aldermen
as a majori-ty of the voters who responded
referendum question

tot.he 1965

suggests that the proponents

altogether unsuccessful

in their efforts.

as well

were not

However, their
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inability

to satisfy the opponents

put the Aldermen in the

discomforting

position of having to take responsibility

for enactment

of a program which would make a substantial

number of their constituents
underlying
demands

socio-cultural

exerted

intensely unhappy.

dimensions

on the Aldermen,

of the conflicting

aside from the merits or

faults of the proposal, appeared highly
respectability

and cultural

and the membership

similarity

structure.

Furthermore,

the plan lacked an indigenous
upon whose supposedly
technical"

and the

sharply with

that char accer Laed the

the coalition

advancing

cadre of professional

objective,

The

of the community

of the Board contrasted

the image of "Establishment-elitism"
planning

significant.

of the project area community,

social, economic,

Here the

non-political

advice it could make a persuasive

planners

and "rational-

claim to the

appr oprLat ene ss of the plan and the legitimacy

of the

planning structure,

the hired

consultants

and its attempt to present

in this manner largely failed.

Mayor Resnic

and the merr~ers of the HRA emerged as the principal

figures

behind the plan and they clearly were not perceived

to be

politically

neutral.

To the contrary,

appointment and highly controversial
son tot.he BRA became important
who saw the planning

structure

the Mayor's

reappointment

symbols

to the opponerrt.s

as a clique of wealthy

elitists seeking "toprofit at their expense without
them any form of meaningful

of his

representation

allovling

in the planning
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process.
At a minimum,
meant

these underlying

that it would be difficult

political

for the Aldermen to permit

the kind of eviction and clearance without
people

factors

regard for the

of the project area that critics of Urban Renewal

had alleged
cities.67

to have characterized
Given the persistent

projects

objections

in some other
that precisely

such mistreatment

was taking place, the prospects of the

plan

clearly were jeopardized.

for approval

noted that in Minneapolis
city's

politicians

politicians
decisions

had jUdged that the

probably would ignore any planning goals

t.hat; were presented
"
prlor
consensus

the planners

Altshuler

0f

to them w.i t.hout;the achievement of a
"68
th e cOlnmunlty.

" way th e
In thlS

could avoid having to make controversial

that might threaten their political

careers.

While no evidence was found that Holyoke's

Aldermen overtly

sought or required

or t.hat; they

such a prior consensus,

were reLuc t ant; to make difficult
seems likely that the Riverview

choices

as a rule, it

Plan would have stood a

better chance of success had such a consensus
Political
appeared

leadership

of the planning

to be somewhat deficient,

circumstances

surrounding

been achieved.

structure

given the difficult

the proposal,

although no firm

conclusions

can be drawn from the evidence

preferences

of both Mayors

for low-keyed,

ascertained.
"gentlemanly"

The
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styles of execution of the functions of the office;
widely perceived

leadership

inadequacies

the

of HRA Director

Smith; and the negative image in which HRA Chairman
was perceived

by the opponents

effectiveness

of the proponents

management
structure

of the proposal.

making;

limited the

in the realm of political

At a minimum,

lacked the politically

entrepreneur"
ventures

probably

found instrumental

skillful

the planning
"renewal

to the success of renewal

in some previous studies of local renewal
and similarly,

and creative

Resnic

it lacked the politically

leadership of the chief executive

policy-

aggressive

found

important in New Haven, Newark and other cities.
While these conclusions
point in the analysis,

are highly tentative

the succeeding chapters provide

further evidence regarding

the significance

leadership

structure, the management

of the planning

public relations
relationships
system.

at this

of political

and its image in the community,

with other components

of its

and its

of the city's political
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C HAP

T E R

V

THE RIVERVIEW PROJECT - III: REVIVAL,
LOCAL ADOPTION, AND A STRUGGLE
FOR PLANNING LEADERSHIP
The failure of the 1965 bond referendum

had dealt

the Riverview

proponents

their third defeat in three years.

Nevertheless,

the results of the vote could be interpreted

to suggest that the future prospects of the plan, if
re-submitted

to the Board of Aldermen, might have been
If the pluraliti8s

enhanced.

for the bond issue in every

ward except the fourth did not translate
on the Aldermen
undermined

to advance the project, at least they

the assumption

claimed by some Aldermen

public did not want the project.
opposition

as direct pressure

Also,che

that the

weakness

of the

to the bond issue expressed by voters of Ward

Four, were only thirty-three
forty-four percent

percent voted against

it and

left the question blank, suggested

that the anti-Riverview
been more intensive

campaign in that neighborhood

either
had

than extensive or that many of the

~esidents and property owners had given up or changed
minds.

Furthermore,

most of the newly-elected

were thought to be receptive
project, although

"taken for granted.l

Aldermen

to reconsideration

their support
The pivotal
183

their

of the

for it hardly could be
sixth opponents

of the
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bond

issue two years earlier, Daniel Knapp, had not been

re-elected
Proulx,

in 1965, and another oppon~nt,

attorney Ernest

had come under severe pressure from the higher

social status portion of the community and from the
Transcript

in 1964.2

for his opposition

Some observers

felt that had the required effort

been made the plan could have gained the necessary
majority

two-thirds

of the Aldermen soon after the referendum.3

an effort, however,
difficulties

failed to materialize.

·the

inherent in any attempt to explain why a

given action did not occur, it is reasonable
tentatively

Despite

Such

to conclude

that the plan continued to lie dormant

out 1966 because of three principal

factors:

through-

(11 the

absence of any significant base of active support for ·the
project within
and

the community,

(3) a failure of political

(2) the loss of momentum,
leadership.

Commerce group which had mobilized

The Chamber

the renewal effort a

decade earlier had lost interest in the project,
quasi-official

functioning body, the Citizens'

co~mittee, had ell-but-dissolved
aldermanic considerations

of

and its

Advisory

by the time of the

of the plan in 1963 and 1964.

The HRA had been officially

inactive since December,

1964

and cont i.nued 20 t hrouqnout, 1966, during which ·time its
office remained only nominally

in existence

on a skeletal

budget of $1,800 per year provided by the city, an amount
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4

too small to employ any staff.

Four of the five

Commissioners

since the aldermanic

had been appointed

actions on the plan in 1964, so the Authority
lacking in direct
mayoral

experience.

leadership

ingredient

Effective

was severely

and energetic

might have provided the crucial

the planning structure needed,

was either unwilling

or unable to provide

but Mayor Dibble
it.

His style

largely precluded

efforts to try to exer·t pressure on

anyone.

he preferred

Instead,

to the agencies

and officials

primary responsibility;
policy matters

to entrust
authorized

policy initiatives
to carry the

thus, he would leave redevelopment

to the Redevelopment

Authori·ty.5

This static condition of the city's renewal planning
system, h0wever,

proved to be only temporary.

second term of tne Dibble Administration
mobilized

in different

During the

efforts were

sectors of the community,

largely

external to the HRli ana the governing body, which would
resuscitaLe

the renewal concept in the city and generate

several alternative
from the Riverview
revitalization

project and program opportunities
Plan.

One was a massive

aside

industrial

project for the canal area; another was a

broadly-conceived

program for "total community

development"

advanced by the Chamber of COinmerce, the major thrust of
which eventually
for the central

pointed towar3 a revitalization
business district;

project

and the third was an
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application
drawn

for one of the new Model

up by an ad hoc committee

city's

Community

Action

The second

in succeeding

proposal

is examined

proceed
become

beyond
very

was laid to rest,

led by the Director

of these

chapters.

initiatives

a dead

stage
issue.

the Riverview

ultimately

carried

Aldermen.

Accordingly,

swiftly

because

support.

an important

of the Riverview
facile

Plan,

approval

by the Board

in significance

by subsequent

kept the plan
several

more

focusses

engulfed
years.

over the plan,
renewal

purpose

The Canal
Early
Electric

events

The third
issue

structure
Area

in 1966,

Department,

the requisite

and relatively

were overshadowed

and controversy

that

for

part of the chap·ter
in the continuing

Industrial

claimed

history

and circumstances

and control

and planning

Francis

of

of r.his chapter

gained

of Aldermen

politic~leadership

planning

and

by the Board

its revival

in conflict

on the central

area proposal

the long and contentious

however,

to

had

Plan was revived
approval

area

it failed

As the canal

toward

Despite

are

and by mid-1967

is to show how and why the plan finally
political

of the

The canal-industrial

in this chapter

the proposal

nearly

programs,

Program.

and third

examined

Cities

Proposa'_

Manager

that he had

of the

process.

Project

King,

struggle

of the Gas and

learned

through
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his

contacts

in the American Public Power Association,

of

which

he was then serving as President,

under

the Water Quality Act of 1965 might be available to

the city for sewage treatment

that Federal funds

facilities

problem

of the excessive quantities

flowing

into the Connecticut

to deal with the

of industrial wastes

River from the canals.6

If

such funds could be combined with funds from HUD for
redevelopment

of the industrial

he felt, a comprehensive

zones bordering

project

the canals,

for the area would be

feasible.
Taking the initiative on his own, King had the Gas
and Electric
Candeub

Department

and Fleissig Associates,

had assisted
endeavors
make

(G&E) appropriate

$7,500 to contract

the consulting

firm which

the city at the outset of its Urban Renewal

in the late 1950's, to study the canal area and

recommendations

revitalization.

regarding

possibilities

The preliminary

for its

report of this study,

issued in May, 1966, estimated

a total cost of approximately

$14 million

projected

and optimistically

contributions

sufficient

to cover most of it.7

the year, Candeub and Fleissig
indicated

Federal and state
Later in

informed King that HUD had

serious interest in the idea.8

Encouraged

by

this news and by the support of some of the Aldermen,
then instructed

the consultants

King

to expand the study to

include sections of the second and third level canals not
covered in the original study.9

1

lBB

The final Candeub and Fleissig report, dated
February,

1967, proposed a rehabilitation

acre canal-industrial
canal

process

water

seriously
more

area which would fill most of the

system and thus reclaim fifty-eight

and substitute

a system of underground

acres of land,

conduits to supply

for the remaining mills; demolish the mo st;

deteriorated

expansive

improve

plan for the 390-

buildings

to create space for the

structures preferred by modern industries;

the stree patterns and expand the limited parking

and truck access
facility.

The total cost of the pzo j ect; was estimated

$22.53 million,
Federal

space; and construct a sewage treatment
at

of which $16.5 million would be assumed by

authorities,

slightly over $4 million

by the state,

and just under $2 million by the city.10
Because of the large size, cost, and complexity
the proposed project,

Candeub and Fleissig

recommended

the city apply to HUD for a General Neighborhood
Program grant

of
t.hat,

Renewal

(GNRP), under which the renewal project would

be staged in a series of projects over a period of several
years.ll

In this way, disruption

of the activities

existing firms in the area could be minimized.
with GNRP requirements,

the report noted,

of the

To comply

the city would

have to commit itself to an Urban Renewal project covering
at least ten per-cent;of the total G:ilRParea.
would include the residential

neighborhoods

This area
of War.ds One and
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Two

located between the two canal-industrial
Members of the Board of Aldermen

G&E

zones.

responded

to the

iniative with a mixture of interest and skepticism.

First-term

Alderman At-Large Thomas Griffin

consideration
re-activated

favored HRA

of the idea more to get the Authority
and to re-invigorate

the concept

of renewal

in the city than because he felt the idea was feasible.12
He explained,
proposal
funded

in an .i.n
t.e
rv i.ew, t.hat;he never thought the

had much chance of being approved

by the Federal government,

no harm in trying.

but that there would be

The s·trongest aldermanic

the proposal came from some of the members
most

consistently

Aldermen

support for

of the Board

aligned with G&E politically,

notably

Sullivan and ~lonah,m.13

The skepticism which surrounded
from three principal
involved

locally or

sources.

in the discussions

the proposal

derived

First, some of the persons

were pessimistic

about the

prospects

of HUD or any other Federal agency making

available

the funds required for such an awbitious

proposal.

According

to the 1967 Candeub and Fleissig

HUD's

share would be over $12 million.

report,

In view of the city's

failure in its only previous renewal endeavor,
such a demonstration
officials

of confidence

could be interpreted

Secoad, any form of disruption

to expect

in the city by HUD

to be optimistic
of production

indeed.

caused by such
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a project,
effects

regardless

through

industrial
that

of such

the city's fragile

Related to this concern was the possibility

the city might expand its industrial

base by making

lands in West Holyoke near the new Interstate

91 and thus avoid the dangers and the expense of

attempting

to redevelop the canal area.

development
proposal
ment

staging, might endanger

base.

available
Route

of the intended minimization

Limited industrial

in west Holyoke already had begun, and a

for a major zoning change to allow further develop-

in that area coincided with the G&E canal area

proposal.

14

The third principal
to the political

source of skepticism

eco~omy of the canal area.

Water

Power Company's ownership

~ater

rights debentures

pertained

The Holyoke

of the canal lands and its

with the industrial

firms along

the canal system placed it at the center of any consideration of purchasing

those properties

its unique arrangement

in the area.

and thus terminating
King claimed

that he

had sought to avoid conflict with HWPC and that accordingly
he had instructed

the consultants

to obtain

the est irna
t es of t.hecosts of acquisition
lands. 15

Tr.e proposal also omitted

edge of the industrial

of the canal

the section of the

canal system fronting the ffi,PCgenerating
northern

from the company

distric·t.

plant at the
John Hickey,

present Manager of H'iIPC who at that time was Assistan·t

the
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Manager,

explained

reservations

that while company officials

had

about the wisdom of the proposal,

the problem

did not lie either in the loss to the company of the canal
properties

or in the acquisition

skeptical about the possibility
required magnitude

costs.16

Hickey was

of Federal

funds of the

being available to the city.

He also

felt that the total cost of the project likely would have
proved considerably

higher than the Candeub

and Fleissig

estimate, notably because of what he thought were unrealistically low projections

of the costs of the conduit

and the costs of demolition
If HWPC management

of the substandard

system

structures.

opposed the canal area proposal,

it refrained from expressing

that opposition

Regardless, the issue became submerged

openly.

in the continuing

conflict between HWPC and G&E which dated back to the
turn of the ccrrcury when the city had invoked a state law
requiring pri ate power companies to sell their plants at;
fair market value to municipalities

opting

through the

referendum process to provide their own power.

17

Over the

years, I-lWPChad remained the "bedrock" Ln st i.tution of t.he
private economic

structure of the city, while,

as discussed

in Chapter Two, G&E had served as an important

base of the

Worker Democratic

"arrt.i-ies t ab lLshmenr ;"

The fires of this

enmity had been fanned in 1964 when HWPC made an unsuccessful
bid to re-purchase

the G&E plants, a proposal

aqai.nst; ""hich
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King

18

had led a bitter and intensive campaign.

publisher

William

was absurd,
harrass

S. Dwight, Jr., who thought the proposal

felt that King advocated

the idea partly to
19

HWPC in retaliation

for the events of 1964.

King denied this allegation

vigorously

but confirmed that

the· view had been held by many supporters
20

Company.
company

Aldermen

of the Water Power

He claimed that he sought cooperation

but could not get it.

discussion

Transcript

Throughout

from the

the period of

of the proposal, however, King, G&E legal counsel,

Sullivan

and Monahan,

and others

tried to uncover

the names and relative holdings of the owners of the company,
.and succeeded

in getting the issue aired in hearings before

the Securities
consequences
proposal,

and Exchange Commission

2l

in washington.

of t~is hearing were insignificant

The

for the

but the fact that the hearings were held demonstra-

ted the intensity

of the conflict and the severity of the

schism be twe.en the two institutions.
Thus, it \Vas apparent that Holyoke's
sector lacked the coordination

considered

carry out a complex and ambitious
project:

industrial

essential

industrial

redevelopment

hence, the skepticism which surrounded

proposal from the beginning.
Aldermen moved cautiously

Nevertheless,

to

the canal

the Board of

toward formal consideration

of

the issue and in April, 1967, passed an Order instructing
the liRA t.o study the G&E proposal. 22
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Early

in July, however, the planning

the canal·-industrial
delegation
one

Candeub
Horan

'che Director and

of the HRA, and two representatives

in New York to discuss the city's prospects
support

city's

of

chances

remote,

Horan advised the group that the

of being funded for both projects at once

and he made clear the advisability

the canal project
At a meeting

for

for both the canal project and a revival
plan.23

of the Riverview

days

of seven Aldermen,

and Fleissig visited HUD Regional Director Charles

attaining

were

proposal came to an' abrupt end •. A

consisting

Commissioner

process for

and concentrating

of dropping

on the Ward Four project

in Holyoke with the Board of Aldermen

a few

later, Horan noted that the supply of Federal renewal

funds was diminishing,
of the viet.nam War.
"National

largely because of ·the fiscal impact

He also explained .the Department's

Goals" policy which constituted

priorities

toward the housing problems of low-income

and away from industrial and commercial
Horan's
proposal

a re-ordering

advice effectively

to rest.

taken to advance
supporters,

of

people
24

renewal projects.

laid the G&E canal project

No further substantive
the proposal,

new

although

notably King and Aldermen

actions were

some of its chief

Sullivan

and Monahan,

corrt.Lnuod

to advocate the idea.

Summary.

If HUD had not blocked it, the canal area proposal

might have led to a major confrontation

between

the city's
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two principal

political

the "Workers,"

alliances,

the "Managerials"

which were aligned respectively

HWPC and the Gas and Electric

Department.

with the

Under Mayor

Resnic, the HRA clearly had been representative
former group, although

exploration

of the

the early politics or Urban Renewal

in the city never had implicated
or the HWPC.

and

either the G&E Department

During the city's period of uncertainty
regarding

and

renewal, however, the HRA appointed

by Mayor Dibble

showed willingness

to follow the lead of

the G&E Manager

and his aldermanic

supporters

development

in the

of a proposal likely to arouse the opposition

of the "Establishment"
If Holyoke's

coalition.

"Establishment"

constituted

a "power

elite" with the capacity to exercise veto power, the Gas
and Electric canal area proposal probably would have given
it a chance to prove it.
that question

Due to HUD's decision,

however,

can not be answered on the basis of the

evidence obtained.
Revival of the Riverview

After the mid-Summer

Plan

meeting with Charles Horan, it

was clear that if the city wished to reactivate
Renwal program

its Urban

it virtually would have to bring back and

finish the Riverview

Project.

The wheels

of the planning

system had been set in motion toward that end the previous
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May through

a resolution

only Joseph

Okseniak had dissented.

requested

and consider both a reduction

and the feasibility

rather than near-total

The reconstituted
minor activities
reconstituted
experience
appointed

of rehabilitation

membership

cost of

in its size

of some of the

demolition.25

planning structure.
pertaining

to wh i.ch

The resolution

that the HRA indicate the approximate

such a project

buildings

of the Board of Aldermen,

Except for relatively

to the canal area proposal,

of the HRA possessed

the

little

in the field, since four of them had been
by Mayor Dibble since the rejection

issue by the Board of Aldermen

in 1964.

of the bond

Considering

image which had befalJ.en the original lmthority,
group of Commissioners
disadvantaged

the

the new

might have been more advantaged

by their lack of experience,

than

however.

Joining James T. Doherty, the representative

of organized

labor who had served since the inception of the HRA in 1958
were

(1) Father Timothy Hallahan, a young priest active in

youth guidance work

(appointed in 1964);

(2) Mary Preiss,

librarian at Mt. Holyoke College, a prominent

member

a

of the

ci-ty's 50(;1.3.1 and cultural elite, and the wife of an
industrial executive

(1965); (3) Peter E. Sloan, a professor

of economics at smith College

(1965); and

(4) Peter

Gasiorowski, a retired bank teller and forty-eight
resident of ~~rd Four

(1965).

Gasiorowski

resigned

year
in 1967
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because

of illness and his position was taken by

Co~~issioner
elapsed

Doherty, whose term as the state-appointee

the previous year but had not yet beef filled.

fill the vacancy,
Volpe

appointed

Holyoke

the Administration

E. Sherman Smith, chief engineer for the
Thus, as the

Plan began to come back to life in mid-1967, the

HRA set to resume responsibility
entirely

To

of Governor John A.

plant of the Scott Paper company.26

Riverview

had

of Commissioners

appointed by Mayor Dibble.

terms of social backgrounds,
did not differ

for it was composed

the membership

to any measureable

In

of the Dibble-HRA

extent from that of Mayor

Resnic which had led the earlier, unsuccessful

effort to

gain local approval of the plan.
To reactivate
appropriated

the staff of the HRA, Mayor Dibble

$10,000 for the salary of Executive

Director

Smith, ~hose salary earlier had been paid out of the
administrative
project.

budget of the Federal

loan for planning the

HRA legal counsel Richard Saltrnan, who had served

the Authority

since the early phase of planning

was also rehired.
was still available
only planner

Housing Authority

Director

process,

Louis Falcetti

for limited assistance,

but the city's

in the service of the Planning

Board, Francis

McKay, whose role in the processes

had never been significant

anyway, had resigned in 1965 and the position
unfilled until mid-1967.

remained

Under an administrative

ruling
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from HUD, the city had to hire a Planning
held

ineligible

Planning

for renewal funding.27

Director or be

Accordingly,

the

Board hired Douglas Guyett, an experienced

from nearby Springfield
requirements

28

of Rhode Island.

Guyett assumed the

on July 1, 1967 as the Riverview

beginning
planning

the

for his Master's Degree in City Planning from

the University
position

who was then completing

planner

to gain momentum again.
process,

after the approval

project was

His role in the Riverview

however, was to be minimal
of the plan the following

The HRA's contract with the Planning
had terminated

until well
winter.
Services Group

three years earlier, so its first step in

the revival of t.he Riverview project was to interview
prospective
revisions

consulting

as requested

firms to update the plan and consider
by the Board of Aldermen.

the basis of its willingness

to promise completion

work within eight weeks, Candeub and Fleissig
which then wa s revising the city's Master
the $41,000 contract
which also applied

29

of the

Associates,

Plan, wa s awarded

instead of the Planning

for the contract.

Partly on

Services Group

The agreement

specified that if the city decided to give serious consideration to rehabilitation

another

$8,500 would

be paid the

consultants.
Thus, the city's renewal planning
process of reformulating

the Riverview

structure

began the

Plan with a high
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proportion

of new personnel and with a potential

for

establislunent of a new and improved public image.
major

source of the initiative

however,

The

for the revival of the plan,

had come not from the planning

structure but from

the Board of Aldermen.
The conflict

renewed.

Among the weary residents

and

property owners of the Ward Four site, the revival of the
plan expectedly
and hardship

re-aroused

their fears of financial loss

to be wrought by relocation.

Alderman Okseniak,

Some, such as

we re prepared to fight the proposal

again, but many were resigned to the inevitable
their attentions

more on receiving

adequate compensation
A major setback
came on August

and focused

fair treatment

and

than on trying to block the project.

to any hopes of fighting "the revived plan
30 when Stephen Chmura died unexpectedly

a heart attack.

By nearly all account s , Chmura had been

by far the most effective

He was considered

of

leader of the people of the area.

by many to have been a more effective

spokesman than Okseniak, particularly
of relations with the Aldermen.

in the crucial realm

Several members

Board noted that Okseniak consistently
members, not by his persistent

alienated

opposition

project, wh i.c
h was expected and,

of the
other

to the Riverview

indeed, considered

commendable, but by a nunilierof actions
other issues and to non-policy-related

pertaining
concerns

to

of the
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Board

which

the members

Among

the HRA Commissioners,

Aldermen,

two concerns

project:

the concept

strained

relations

project

area.

excluded

dominated

bU1: only,
Alderman

between

more

version

economically.,,31

HUD's

policy

Director

the necessity

rehabilitation.32
burden

of proof

significant
Renewal.

The greatest

of a mixed

local

clea:::-anceand

"rehab"

the application

merits

of principles

directly

related

spacing,

and location

parcels,

as well

than
placed

the

a

era of Urban

project,

according

of buildings

for rehabilitation
of neighborhood

to re-use

as architectural

officials

in the implementation

to st:::-ucturalquality;
relative

that

in the

clearly

"bulldozer"

corne not in t.he identification

on t.heir own structural

rather

to

it "makes

planning

for clearance,

difficulties

when

explained

this new policy

from the early

by 1967,

legislated

for clearance

on the case

change

Smith

as had been

In effect,

had gained

explained

in New York,

Act of 1964,. was to require

to document

Horan

of the
had been

authorities

Charles

HRA Director

at that time,

which

of the project,

Federal

of the

and the historically

concept,

at the meeting

sense

and the

the HRA and the people

favor with

as Regional

staff,

the reconsideration

The rehabilitation

Okseniak

Housing

their

of rehabilitation

in the earlier

considerably

would

felt to be "inappropriate.,,30

to Smith,
sui table
but

planning

in
not

such as set-backs,
plans

aesthetics.33

for nearby
If a given
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building
slated

were structurally
for clearance,

to preserve

for the new development,
developers.

sound but located in an area
it might pattern planned

and also might deter potential

Since a number of property owners had objected

to the clearance

plan on the basis of their claims that

their buildings

were in sound condition,

great potential

for continuing

Another

this issue held

conflict.

issue underlying

the rehab question pertained

to the rent levels in the area after redevelopment

and

therefore

Widespread

to the incomes of its future residents.

rehabilitation
neighborhood

was perceived by some as a means by which the

might be preserved

for its present residents

rather than be turned into a new, higher rent housing
district unaffordable
people of·the area.
unclear,

by rnost, of the relatively
Whether

since relocation

uncertain whether
sufficiently

this perception

low income

was accurate

is

still would be required and it was

rehabilitation

would result in rents

lower to enable the people to endure the

strains of having to move twice.
Primarily

because of pressure exerted

decided to study the rehab question

further,

by HUD, the HRA
and consequently

requested and received from the Board of Aldermen
additional

$8,500 for Candeub and Fleissig

services to include the study.34

to extend their

Late in October,

received ·she results of the consultants'

the

having

s·tudy of the
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feasibility

of rehabilitation,

favor of rehabilitation

Aldermen

taking anything

for granted.

meetings,

was the negative
Authority

likely, the HRA was aware of the folly of

and volatile

aldermanic

percent

passage of the revived plan by the Board of

appeared

sensitive

of at least twenty-five
.
35
in the proJect area.

of the 170 structures
Although

the HRA went on record in

That the plan was still a

issue was made clear at a number of

and a critical

source of the concern

public image which had befallen

years earlier.

At a meeting

the

of the Board in

August, at which t:he Order for the planning

appropriation

was sent to comnlittee, some members

argued that the HRA was

beginning

to try to "push things

to "overstep its bounds,"

th roug I1, ar oun d
President

an d over th e Bsoa rd

r

Louis H. DuBois

remarked

aermen. ,,36
Ai'

0f

that it appeared

Board
to him

that the Urban Reriewe L issue was "getting off on the same
foot as last time."
confidently

37

Two weeks

later, Okseniak

-- and somewhat vacuously

proclaimed

-.- that "The last.

fight was big, but this is going to be bigger." 3 8

At a

meeting of the Aldermen with the HP~ and the consultants
September,

Alderman At-Large

Carl Eger su~narized

the

prevailing

feeling about. the problem of cornrnuni.cet i.on.s

bet.ween the planners a.nd the residents.

In the ea.rlier

effort, he noted, the planners discussed

the proCJram in

(

'person with various city groups and

in
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. . . the people of Ward Four read about what
was happening in the papers.
This time the personal
meetings should be with the people of Ward Four and
let the rest of the city hear about it through the
39
papers.
This is where you have to sell urban renewal.
At the outset of the reconsideration
the Board of Aldermen

of the project,

had sought to improve communications

between the HRA and the residents

through an action that

might have implied good intentions

but failed to bear any

real substance.

In May, it had passed an Order requiring

that a committee

of three representatives

the city planned

for renewal,

Alderman,

be allowed

to be selected by the ward

to attend meetings
40

and report back to other residents.

however, ,...
ere given neither official
proceedings.

HRA meetings

except for executive

in secrecy.

were not entitled

The representatives,

are open to the public by law,

sessions,

41

of the Authority

voice nor votes in the

in which only specified

issues, such as property acquisition
discussed

of any area of

cost data, may be

The represen·tatives of the ward
sessions,

so in

fact they were granted no more access or privileges

t.han

were available

to attend the executive

to other citizens.

Not surprisingly,

Okseniak failed to find anyone in the community

willing

to

.
42
serve on the COIT~~ttee.
Despite various minor efforts
cornmunici'"..:ions
with the residents,

of the HRA to improve

the image of the Authority

among t e people of the Ward Four community

remained

negative
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t hr-ouqhout;

Although

the period of reconsideration

it is uncertain

to gain a positive

that the HRA had any real chance

image with the residents,

that the ERA reconstituted
achieve

of the plan.

any measureable

it was clear

by Mayor Dibble was failing to

degree of success and that it was

being v i ewed in more or less the same manner as had its
predecessor.
The real objective

of the feeble public relations

effort was not so much to w i.nthe support of the people of
the project

area as to maint.ain that of the necessary

number of Aldermen.
orientations

l~ile no thorough accounting

of the Aldermen was ascertained,

of the revived plan seeI:ledfavorable
in fact, it appeared

to the project.

cant indication
evident

throughout

Probably

the most signfi-

of Alderman

Edwa rd J. Sullivan, who had voted against
acknowledge

"old scheol,"
leadership
shifting

to be a consummate

the plan earlier.
politician

and influence over a substantial

of the

Board President

was elected

although

(Worker Democratic)

after the death in 1966 of the previous

Sullivan

At-Large

Sullivan had begun to exert increasing

block of "old school"

"old pols,"

the year;

of the changed mood of the Board was

in the actions and attitudes

Generally

the prospects

that Okseniak might be standing alone
43

in opposition

of the

Francis

champion

O'Connell,

to finish O'Connell's

Aldermen

of the

and f i.t.t.Lnq
Ly ,

term as President.
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In an interview,
the beginning

Sullivan explained

that he had felt since

of the Riverview controversy

that the Ward

Four area needed renewal and that he had voted against
the plan nevertheless
public relations

because of the ERA's failings in

and in the provision

of services and

assurances

to tile people of the project area regarding

relocation

and other hardships

he was convinced
momentum

to be incurred.44

By 1966,

that the city should revive its lost

toward Urban Renewal action, and after lending his

strong support to the canal area proposal he acquiesced
the movement back to the Riverview

endeavor.

That Fall, in

his capacity as President of the Board, he appointed
five newly-elected

members

Urban and Industrial

to the aldermanic

Renewal

the

Committee

on

(the name of which connoted

the Boards' interest in industrial
Sullivan explained

renewal

projects).

that his intention was to give the

renewal concept a "fresh start," assuming

that the new

member s were, as he put it, "untainted."

It wa s clear,

however, that Sullivan had at least one other motive
mind, for a smile crossed his face in the interview
noted that Alderman Okseniak
ments were named.

in

in
when he

"went wild" when the appoint-

It was widely known that Sullivan viewed

Okseniak as a political
Urban Renewal issue.

enemy, for reasons

unrelated

to the
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Adoption

of a revised plan.

In mid-October,

the HRA

selected

from three alternatives

presented

Fleissig

the one of intermediate

scope, the boundaries

by Candeub

which were the same as in the original plan.
essential
cantly

features,

and
of

In its

the new plan differed only insignifi-

from the earlier version,

except that it projected

an undetermined

number of existing housing units for

rehabilitation,

estimates of which varied from seventy-two

to

" t y-"J.ve.
f"
45
nlne

of approximately
three-fourths

The project would require the relocation
348 households,

wh i.chwas less than

the number estimated

for relocation

Thus, it was clear that the decline
the neighborhood

in the population

that had been evident throughout

had been accelerated
conb:oversy

in 1964.

substantially

the 1950's

during the period of

over the future of the neighborhood.

called for the residents

to be relocated

period during which, according
local realtors,

to acco~~odate

Tile plan

over a three-year

to the Housing

enough public and private

become available

of

Authority

housing

them adequately.

and

would

46

The total cost of the project had risen to $4.5
million

from approximately

$3 rrillion four years earlier.

The city's share, with that: of the state factored
require

a bond issue of $755,000,

$680,000 required

up only modestly

ir., would
from the

in 1964.

with the decision of the BRA to submit
of the plan to the Board of Aldermen,

this version

the planning

stage was
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completed.

As had been the case earlier, the residents

and property owners of the site had been allotted no formal
role in the planning
of the Federal

processes.

requirement

The operative

for citizen participation,

applied in the case of Holyoke's
had not changed
motivation

appreciably

and no indigenous

pressures.

political
in the

Thus, the opponents

of the

plan again would have to rely on traditional methods
seeking to influence
]l.llt.hat,remained
public hearing

their legislative

of

representatives.

of the local approval

and to send t~e profos~l

Aldermen for a decision.

as

revived Riverview project,

had arisen to alter the situation

absence of Federal

definition

stage was to hold a
to the Board of

The politics of plan-approval

did

not appear likely to evoke the intensit.y or the uncertainty
that had characterized

the first submission

four years

earlier.
A crowd estimated
hearing held on February
principal
points:

spokesman

at 300 persons attended

information

and (3)

n

Okseni<:k, the

stressed

of the relocation
on the project

financial remunera.tion for property
HRA,

Alderman

for the opponents,

(1) the inadequacy

lack of specific

47

11, 1968.

owners

the public

three

plan,

(2) the

and on the
supplied

by t.he

. . that the ~rea would not now be ripe for

such a total oroject

if older dilapidated

buildings

had

·
_.
. .48
been removed by the city when th ey f e 1 1 .i.nt;o
oi srepa i r .
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Okseniak's

third point implied the heart of the matter:

the necessity

for and the inevitability

of the project.

During the seven years in which the neighborhood's
had remained
vacancies

in doubt because of the planning

had increased

structures

had worsened

understandably

significantly,

reluctant

conditions

property owners

had dampened.

The case

with approvaI by the

and the opponents weary and resigned,

increasingly

the amount; of compensation
renters,

of the

to invest in 'maintenance) , and

against the plan had become obsolete.
i~~inent

process,

(since property owners were

the spirit of the neighborhood

Aldermen

future

focused their attentions

they would receive,

seeing no way to benefit

the

on

and t.he

from the project, worried

about where they would relocate.
Nine days later, on February
Aldermen

::inally approved

issue necessary

20, 1968, the Board of

the Riverview

to carry it out.

The vote was 12-2, with

only Ward ~~o Alderman Arthur Beaulieu
opposition.

joining Okseniak

Thus, ten years after the creation

its first urban renewal project
only major obstacle,
body.

Plan and the bond

in

of the HRA,

finally had overcome

its

formal a proval by the local governing

The victory of the plan proponen·ts was anti-climactic

and inglorious,

the product of a long, bitter,

struggle l'lhichhad left a substantial

number

and divisive

of citizens

intensely unhappy l'li
th their city I s new direction

in public
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policy.

But for those who thought the plan comprised

essential

first step toward revitalization

stagnating

economy,

The decision
reflected
renewal

of the city's

it was a victory.
of the Board to approve the plan

the view of most members

that the area needed

badly and that it no longer could be put off,

regardless
continued

of the HRA's public relations
inability

failure to attain
trustees

or its

and property

The Authority

the respect of the Aldermen

of renewal

been reversed

problems

to satisfy the residents

owners of "the site neighborhood.

I

s earlier

as the city's

policy wisdom could not be said to have

in the process

Board for the revised

of gaining the approval

project.

as much

the HRi\ as because of it.
The Massachusetts

Development

implementation
acceptance

Department

of Commerce

and

held a public hearing on the First of April,

six week s later announced

Federal

of the

To the corit.r
ar y , the plan

a.ppeared to have c;ained the support of the Aldermen
despite

an

49

its approval of the plan.

of the project

For

to begin only the formal

of the plan by HUD and the appropriation

funds remained.

and

Nevertheless,

despite

of the

the fact

that the BRA had obtained what; was felt to be tacit approval
of the plan from HUD prior to the aldermanic
formalization

of the agreement

than two years.

decision,

was to be delayed

by more

The cause of this delay was, once

again,
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political

strife in the city, although

in this case the

focal point of the conflict was not in the Board of
Aldermen but in the relationships
Taupier Administration,

among the HRA, the new

and HUD.

The Politics of Renewal Planning

In the municipal
At-Large William

elections

S. Taupier

of 1967, "two-term Aldermen

sought to unseat

Hayor Daniel Dibble on a campaign
for stronger, more assertive
ship.

Leadership

stressing

and effective

incun\bent
the city's need

mayoral

He charged Dibble with weak and ineffective

and with having overseen
An accountant

a period of stagnation

municipal"affairs

a business managerial
and curried

business and civic elites.
consisted

firm,

perspective

on

the support of the city's

His campaign

largely of rising young

""organization

"establishment"

including John Hickey, the assistant

manager

Water Power Company, and he succeeded
influential

leadership

of the city.

employed by a local manufacturing

Taupier offered

leader-

figures,

of the Holyoke

in gaining

the

50

tiupport of the Transcript.

The differences

between

more to style and estimates

Taupier

and Dibble pertained

of po t.ent i.aL effectiveness

to the content of their policy orientations.
supported the renewal concept throughout
Board of Aldermen and cited programs

Taupier

than
had

his "tenure on the

for housing ,industrial,
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and cowmercial

renewal.as

chief objectives

Dibble also had supported

Urban Renewal

terms as Mayor, but some observers
ability

of his candidacy.

throughollt his two

felt that he lacked the

to make the wheels of local government

sufficient
acquired

force or rapidity.

as an Alderman

a persuasive

a reputation

and effective

Taupier

In contrast,

political

turn with

Taupier had

for outspokenness

and

style.

unseated Dibble by only 603 votes out of
51

nearly 19,000 cast.

His victory was won in the higher-

income, home-ownership

Wards Seven, Six, and Three, as well

as in Ward Four, where voters apparently
accountable
approval

for their grievances

of the Riverview

held the incumbent

concerning

project.

the then-imminent

Dibble carried Ward

Five, on balance the most prototypical

"Worker-Democratic"

area of the city, and Wards One and Two, historically
city's main French-Canadian
by aging, high density,
industrial

districts

low-cost housing

vigorously

Taupier

and characterized
set between

the

in the canal area.

The Taupier administration.
an Alderman,

neighborhoods

·the

Throughout

had supported

and \las pleased

after his inauguration.

his four years as

the Riverview

to see it approved

Nevertheless,

dissatisfied w.i t.hthe personnel

Plan

seven weeks

he was highly

of the planning

structure

and with the results of its past endeavors,

particularly

with what he felt to have been its failings

in public
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relations

and the resultant

the HR~.52

lack of public confidence

He felt that the citizens of the project

had become unnecessarily
and that approval

alienated

responsibility

area

from city government

of the plan had been unduly delayed

because of the lIRA's mismanagement
the beginning.

in

of the proposal

For these failings, he attributed

from
the

to both the Resnic and the Dibble Administra-

tions and their HRA Commissioners.
Taupier
accountable

also held the previous administrations

for mismanagement

between the planning

for weak and inept leadership

them of refusing,

up" to the Aldermen

or being unable,

or to make the political

which he felt to be the "stuff" of politics
weapons

of making political

to "stand

"trade-offs"
and essential

in the arsenal of a capable political

His definition

relationship

structure and the Board of Aldermen.

He chided his predecessors
and accused

of the critical

trade-offs

executive.
with the

Aldermen was, as he put it, "giving them bones for beefsides":

various

forms of "municipal

trivia,"

such as

summer jobs for teenagers or even police promotions
exchange for support on key issues.

in

He felt, for example,

that Dibble could have gained the support of Alderman
for the bond issue in 1964 if he had been willing
the requisite
anything)

to offer

trade, whatever might have been sought
53

by the Alderman.

hnapp

(if
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Taupier

believed in concentration
0ff ice 0f

of power and

.
.
54
t h e ch i1e f execut1ve.

He wa s

authority

in the

convinced

that the pcwers of the Office of the Mayor in

Holyoke were unduly circumscribed
tradition

of politics

both by the prevailing

in the city and by the city charter.

He felt that all appointments

to boards or commissions

should be made by the Mayor and that all such terms of
office should be coterminous

with that of the Mayor

he felt should be four years).

In his first public

statement after the November election,
his intention
charter. 55

(which

Taupier announced

to promote efforts toward reform of the

In the interim he sought to maximize

through informal means:
with the Aldermen;
direct control,

shrewd management

close oversight,

of the municipal

his power

of his relations

sometimes merging

into

departments;

and dominance

of the city's numerous boards and commissions

to the limits

of the appointment
his office.

authority

and the other perquisit.es of

A bold, brash, and self-confident

was w.i.Ll.Lnq
and eager to engage,
or whatever

"head-to-head;' whomever

he felt stood in his way.

informal political
was to provide

man, Taupier

His quest for

control of the renewal planning

him ample opportunity

t.odemonstrate

structure
these

pro-clivi ties over the next several years.

The institutional

framework.

Given Taupier's

dissatisfaction

with the planning

structure and the combination

of his
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preference

for executive dominance

it was hardly

surprising

that he found himself

enduring and consequential
establishment

virtually

and his "feisty" manner,
in an

struggle with the planning

as soon as he assumed

the office.

The basis of this struggle lay in the city's formal
institutional

structure

of decision-making

relative to Urban Renewal planning.

The HRA, and the

Planning Board as well, were structured
..
prOV1S10ns

0fl'
state

once appointed
authority

authority

eg1s It'a 10n. 56

in accordance

with

In b0th cases, mem bers

could not be removed by the appointing

except for misfeasance

or malfeasance

in office,

in which case formal charges would have to be brought
against them at a hearing conducted
Thus, the members
insulation
Authority

were grated a substantial

from local politics

realm of authorized
Herbert
underlying

reformist

and politicians,

out relatively

and the

autonomous

agency,

within

its

activities.

Kaufman has labeled the refoL~list doctrine

this form of institutionalization

function
thought.

the "neutral competence"

of the municipm
school of

The core value in the reformers'

for neutral competence,

according

to Kaufman,

abiJ.ity to do the work of government
according

body.

degree of

or Bo?rd operated as a quasi-independent

not wholly unchecked

planning

by the legislative

to explicit,

objective

expertly,

standards

was

search

".

and to do it

rather

than to
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personal or party or other obligations
This doctrine
planning movement,
movement,

guided the development

an offspring

particularly

and resulted
commissions
According

and loyalties.,,57
of the urban

of the municipal

reform

during its "City Efficient"

in the widespread

stage,

adoption of quasi-independent

as the principal planning policy bodies.

to Francine

Rabinovitz,

Planning was initially conceived as a set of rules
and structures designed to keep politics out of
urban development. . . . Planners advocated independent planning commissions to ingulate planning
from the sordid political system.5
It was commonly

assumed by the reformist

planning that dominance
the business
effective,

advocates

of the commissions

of

by members

of

and civic elite would yield more efficient,

and honest leadership

because of the prestige

and private power that the elites would bring to the
institution.
By mid-century,
increasingly

the commission

giving way to line agency planning

directly under
reflecting

however,

what Kaufman called the emerging
doctrine.

increasing

popularity

originated

with the sense of vitality

More than anything
of the executive

to the U. S. Presidency

In addition,

departments

the control of the chief executive,

leadership"

brought

form was

"executive

else, the

leadership

mode had

and creativB

energy

by Franklin

problems with the commission

D. Roosevelt.

59

form were becoming
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increasingly

recognized

to the reformist
planning

and thus were mounting

bias toward the insulation

function

from politics.

offered a tentative
quasi-independent

assessment

commission

a challenge

of the local

Planner Henry Cohen

of the consequences

of the

form:

t·lyquick, superficial judgment is that we bought a
stalemate.
Elected officials, since they were not
charged with responsibility for planning physical
development, could not be held accountable.
Planning
commissions, without being accountable to the voting
public, were not under electoral pressure, and
therefore did not produce "doable" plans.
They
60
enjoyed the luxury of being righteous, if not relevant.
By the 1940's, the new executive
filtered down to the municipal

orientation

level, and during

and 1960's the number of cities adopting
rapidly.

to Rabinovitz,

the number of full-time planning

by chief executives

(from 30.5 percent

directors

to 58.7 percent of all cities

of such directors)

by independent

commissions

reporting

while the number

declined by 31.9 percent

appointed
(from

to 18.;; percen·t).61

The transition
toward executive
widely

1950 and 1965, according

increased by 28.2 percent

the employment

50.3 percent

the 1950's

the line agency

form increased

appointed

Between

had

of municipal

planning

control and the reasons

recognized.

planning

agencies

planning

agencies.

for it thus are

Less has been written,

the formal leadership

of renewal

however,

(or community

that are distinct
One notable,

functions

about

development)

from the traditional

but now dated,

inquiry
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into this issue was carred out by George Duggar, who
compared

the Urban Renewal outputs of-cities

commission

using the

form and cities using the line agency form.

He found no significant
Federal policy-makers

62

difference.

The preference

for executive dominance

of

was clearly

evident in the design of the Model Cities program,

in

which the chief executive was given far more explicit
control than had been the case in the Community
Program. 63

The same perspective

Action

was evident also in the

structure of local Community

Development

Agencies,

by the Housing

Development

Act of 1974.

Regarding

and Community

mandated

Urban Renewal, however, the issue remains

uncertain.
In principle,
employed

a local redevelopment

in Massachusetts

authority,

and some other states,

as

is not

supposed to function as a planning agency, but as a municipal
corporation
designated

empowered

to carry out a renewal project

in the comprehensive

planning

process.

Such an

agency is supposed to plan only the specific details
project designed

in accordance

plan for the community's
planning

with the long range, general

future growth developed

by the

agenc' and adopted by the local governing

the form of a Comprehensive

of a

Plan.

In practice,

body in

however,

many cities, i~cluding Holyoke, W8re Dlotivated by the
promise of

(and the availacility

and as a consequ8nce

of funds for) Urban Renewal,

renewal planning

tended to take
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'
prece d ence over comprehenSIve

both the 1960 Master Plan
and the revised
specifically

1
'
pannIng.

64

In Holyoke,

(as was shown in Chapter Three)

Plan adopted in 1968 were formulated

to qualify the city for Federal

housing and

renewal funding.

Thus, to the extent that the locus of

renewal planning

authority and power reside in the local

redevelopment

authority,

the redirection

of planning

toward

the executive

leadership mode must take into account the

redevelopment

agency as well as the "regular" planning

agency.
The HRA had constituted
agency from the beginning

the central

renewal

planning

of the city's Urban Renewal

endeavors;

the Planning Board never had played more t.han a

relatively

minor,

objective
planning

subsidiary role.

Therefore,

Taupier's

of gaining control over the city's Urban Renewal
system required that he concentrate

its staff.

The following pages describe

on the HRA and

(1) Taupier's

struggle to gain control ove r the zeriewaL planning
structure

through the means available

constraints

imposed by the comnission

(2) the consequences
project; and

of this struggle

to him within

form of organization;
for the Riverview

(3) the partial resolution
of the changes

renewal planning

structure for future leadership

accountability.

effected

of the issue and

the implications

political

the

in the city's
and
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The Mayor and the HRA in conflict.
confrontation
meeting

with the planning

structure

in New York with HUD officials

inauguration. 65
Director

originated

in a

a week before his

that the city might

federal funding for any renewal projects.

the Mayor explained

in an interview,

had been an incompetent
partially

first

He was told that he should replace HRA

Smith or face the possibility

not receive

date.66

Taupier's

responsible

HUD felt that Smith

administrator

and that he han been

for the city's poor performance

Upon his return, Taupier

with a group of Aldermen

As

to

shared the confidence

and Aldermen-elect,

and he

stressed that they should keep the issue quiet, at least
for the present.

The next day, an account of his intention

to try to replace

the Director, minus the details

about

HUD's role, was printed in the Transcript.67

Thus, a news

"leak" thrust Taupier

before he

into a sensitive matter

assumed office.
Taupier was highly dissatisfied
performance
sufficiently

to date.

He felt that the Director

reliable,

the resourceful

with Smith's

that he was incapable

and imaginative

leadership

and that he lacked the technical
needed by the Authority

knowledge

was not;

of providing

the HRA needed,
of city planning

to check the work of the consultant&

Taupier also noted a more overtly

political

68

problem which he

fel t would der ive from Smith's corrti.nuat.Lonin off ice.
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Before his appointment
practiced
Resnic,

briefly

in 1962, Smith, an attorney,

in the office of Resnic, Beauregard

and also had served as Assistant

in the Resnic Administration.
Taupier,

had

City Solicitor

Consequently,

he had become identified

according

by the alienated

Administration
control

most associated

and its policies.

of the planning

Besides want to gain

structure,

to him to be

smith, however,
and therefore
without

Taupier was particularly

hearing

part of that remaining

had been granted

could not be removed

and, if the accused

tenure in the office

so elected,
69

futile,

Commissioners

or malfeasance

without

It appeared

would prove difficult,

since a number of Aldermen

evident

70

were ready to defend the Director.

cally" motivated

to resign,

pressures

to do so.

was a stalemate

The result,

and a severely

planning

structure.

strained

More

In the
"politi-

Smith steadfastly

for the present,

be tweeri the city's chief executive

and

and the HRA

to be highly dubious,

renewal

a formal

divisive,

face of what. he considered

refused

vestige.

from his position

by the Board of Aldermen.

that such a procedure
probably

of the Resnic image.

a show of "due cause" for misfeasance

in office,

faction

with the Resnic

eager to rid it of the last vestiges
Smith appeared

to

citizens

of Ward Four with the Resnics and with the dominant
among the planners

and

at least.,

relationship

and its established
important,

however,

HUD
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continued

to refuse to fund the Riverview

of the city's
planning

failure to institute

new leadership

of the

structure.

During the same period,

the public relations

of the HRA resurfaced

in a confrontation

and the Commissioners

over the manner

the Authority

continuing

Father Hallahan.

to be volatile

of the residents
settlements,

The meetings

Hallahan

for the dissenting

from Alderman

After

Okseniak

seemingly

and others,
meeting

to speak at the meetings.

erupted

1

s Advisory

of the

to exercise

his

non-

image of the

early in the Spring when

to grant the speaking

members of Taupier

the previous

This muzzled

Okseniak but it did little for the public

Hallahan refused

as had been

power to refuse to recognize

The conflict

possessed

the approval

the Chairman had decided

legal discretionary

and other

views and irritating

the plan had received

Board of Aldermen,

Cowmissioners

were

of the concerns

relocation,

charged at the public informational

Authority.

of

and property owners about financial

pro ~anto payments,

little tolerance

October.

the Mayor

in which meetings

affairs because

still to be decided.

questions

between

problem

were being conducted under the leadership

of the Chairman,

matters

project because

privilege

to the

Committee on Urban Renewal,

a four-merr~er liaison group whom he had appointed
.
71
represent hi1m a t liRA meet1ngs.

Taupier

to

was outraged.

He
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tried to convince
Chairman

Hallahan

to reverse the policy, but the

took refuge in the "letter of the law" and

refused.

Early in April, the Authority

considered

a

resolution

to affirm the existing policy of leaving to the

discretion

of the Chairman

meetings.

In effect,

the vote on the issue would measure

both the Commissioners'
the persuasive

confidence

in their Chairman and

powers of the Mayor.

defeat for the Mayor.
of the Chairman,
'h
supportlng

the matter of speaking at the

The result was another

The vote was three-to-two

with commissioners

t e Mayor ' s POSl't' lon. 72

Sloan and Smith
1
In Ju 1y, tle
Mayor

recouped some of his losses on the speaking
Authority

adopted

a compromise

the chair henceforth

resolution

would recognize

officials,

issue when the

establishing

persons wishing

speak, but only after the Commissioners,
and appointed

in favor

that

to

elected officials,

in that order, had been recogniz-

ed.73
Frustrated
structure

in his efforts to reform the planning

in his first year in office, Mayor Taupier

launched a new and bolder strategy at the beginning
second year.

Early in January,

he announced

of his

that he would

not include funds for the HRA in his 1969 budget request
unless the CC"L'llissioners
agreed to fire HRA legal counselor
, h ard
R1C

Sa 1 t~~n. 74

Taupier charged,

Besides

giving the Authority

bad advice,

Saltman could be held accountable

for a
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substantial

share of the blame for the past and present

difficulties

of the planning

Saltman represents

structure.

"I am afraid that

the old era," the Mayor remarked,

era that had a shaky public image in this city.

"an

We can

only get firmer urban renewal support if we get rid of some
of these old faces.·75
It was well known in the city, however,
felt great animosity

toward Saltman's

dealer of substantial
financial
mayors.

that Taupier

father, a liquor

means and reputed political

and

force behind Mayor Resnic and other previous
Some, if not all, of the HRA Commissioners

felt

that Saltman had served them loyally and well, and that
Taupier's

attack on the attorney was motivated

concerns of "petty politics.,,76
the HRA called Taupier's

At the meeting

for another year.77

He eliminated
necessary

inactive throughout
Blocked
seemed destined
cajolery,

to renew Salt~an's

But Taupier was not bluffing.

the HRA's budget,

expenses,

of January 6,

bluff by voting three-to-none,

with Smith absent and Sloan abstaining,
contract

solely by

except for $350 to cover

and the HRA consequently

remained

most of the year.

at nearly every point by the HRA, Taupier
to have to rely upon threats,

and ocher forms of political

annual term expirations

bluff,

"arm twisting"

gave hun enough appointments

gain control, or least predominant

influence

Authority.

however,

His first appointment,

over the
failed to

until
to
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produce the expected
Charles Brower,

advancement

a twenty-six

of his influence.

year old Black resident of

Ward One who had lived in Holyoke only three years, had
been recommended

to Taupier by Planning

Director Douglas

Guyett who felt it would be w i se to have on the Authority
a minority

group representative,

was then preparing

especially

a second-round

Model Cities application

for the Ward One area where an increasing
,
,
m~nor~ty

persons

since the city

were res~. d i~ng. 78

number of

The Mayor had concurred

with Guyett's

judgment, confident

that a minority

wou Ld support

him in his efforts to "reform" the liRA.

Brower did not share the Mayor's views, however.
his five year term on the Authority
against the Mayor's
Guyett concluded

positions

behave like a minority
Taupier's
Father Hallahan's

that Brower

voted

issues.

"did not; even

spokesman.,,79

luck began to turn in 1969.
term expired,

nature of this appointment

In April,

thus ridding

his chief nemesis on the Authority.

by his first appointee,

Throughout

he consistently

on the divisive

in retrospect

spokesman

the Mayor of

Despite

the pivotal

and the lack of loyalty

Taupier

shown

took the risk of selecting

a man whom he had never met in order to curry favor with
the nevi President
Monahan. 80

of the Board of Aldermen,

He designated

research technician

Thomas M.

Thomas B. O'Connor,

and a friend, neighbor,

a chemical

and political
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compatriot

of Monahan.

Later in the year, Commissioners

Sloan and Smith resigned to take new jobs elsewhere.
replace

Smith, Taupier persuaded

Governor Francis

the administration

Treasurer

of the family-owned

Holyoke.

Hazen's

School of Business

Hazen Paper Company

to move to South Hadley.

the seat vacated

in

In his place, Taupier

of John E. Calkins, marketing

of the National Blank Book Company,

largest employers

and

tenure lasted only one year due to his

secured the appointment
manager

of

Sargent to appoint Thomas Hazen, a recent

graduate of the Columbia University

decision

To

in the city, in January,
by Professor

Robert Zellan, proprietor

one of the
1971.

Sloan, Taupier

appointed

of a home and building

firm and a member of the Mayor's Advisory

To fill

supply

Committee

on

Urban Renewal.
Thus, by the end of his first term, Taupier
able to name four appointments
~rrs. Preiss the only holdover
Although disposed
~s.

to the Authority,

had been

leaving

from the Dibble Administration.

to a more genteel style than the Mayor,

Preiss was a strong and outspoken

woman

capable

"holding her own" against the brash and aggressive
with whom she would engage in continual

conflict

issues and others as well, as long as Taupier

of

Taupier,

on renewal

remained

of f ilce.81
In terms of socioeconomic
appointees

backgrounds,

did no~ differ significantly

Taupier's

from those of

in
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either of the previous administrations.

Taupier's concern

was not to shift the balance on the Aut.hor i t.y away from the
elite dominance

which had marked

been especially

significant

contrary,

its past, and which had

during the Resnic area; to the

the Nayor himself was a kind of "fellow traveler"

of the city's elite, although he saw himself as a social
outcast.

The consummate

political

"Managerial"

himself,

Taupier sought for membership

on the Authority

persons possessing

talents and ot.her qualifica-

tions relevant
displayed

managerial

to the functions of the HRA.

a willingness

improve t.e political

and to maintain

He also
designed

to

status of the HRA with the Aldermen

and with the residents
renewal activities.

'tomake appointments

reliable

of any area slated for future

Above all, Taupier wished to attain

effective political

control of the Authority.

Several issues yet to be resolved would provide
evidence of the importance

of the relationship

further
between

the

Mayor and the HRA, as well as the fact t.hat, the Mayor's
appointment

power did not always imply compliance

comnlissioners with his wishes or his eventual

of the

dominance

of

the Authority.
Jhe development
from Taupier's

coordinator
proposal

top of the planning
coordinator.

position.

to establish

structure

Ostensibly,

One such issue arose
a new position

at the

to be known as the Development

the purpose

of the position would
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be to coordinate

the activities

development-related
purpose,

however,

of all community

agencies in the city.

A more irnnediate

was to resolve the dilemma

posed by HUD's

refusal to fund the Riverview project as long as James J.
Smith remained
staff.

the top official of the renewal planning

According

to Taupier, he and the members

Board of Aldermen

reached an informal agreement

1969 to establish

the position on the assumption

would not otherwise
Taupier

filed an Order with the Board of Aldermen

resolution

Planning Director

in planning

revitalization

interview,

It was

that Taupier would appoint
Guyett,

the central business

project and the Urban Renewal

of the Model Cities program,

unparalleled

on a "sense of

Douglas Guyett to the position.

who then was engaged

components

1970, one month after

favoring the position.83

widely known from the beginning

district

that HUD

82

vote by the HRA Commissioners

the Authority"

during

fund the project.

to create the position in January,
a unanimous

of the

respect and admiration

Taupier acknowledged

had earned the

of the Mayor.

his heavy reliance

Guyett and called him his "favorite municipal

In an
upon

employee."

Interviews with both men made it clear that the two
respected

each other greatly and shared similar views on

almost all municipal
The proposal

.

84

J.ssues.

for the new position

specified

that the
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Development

Coordinator

. shall coordinate the activities of the
Redevelopment Authority, Housing Authority,
Planning Board, the City Demonstration Agency,
centralized business revitalization program
[sic], and the Parking and Traffic Commission,
if and when one is created ..85
This coordination
the Aldermen.

function presented

The subsequent

no difficulties

provision

for

did, however:

The coordinator shall direct the activities of
the Redevelopment Authority staff and the Central
Relocation Agency, if and when one is created.
This provision
subordinate

would relegate HRA Director

status, particularly

Smith to

with respect

leadership and guidance of the HRA, although

to policy
it would not

relieve him of his statutory responsibilities
Director.

Smith's

to his defense

supporters

and aldermanic

position resurrected

as Executive

among the Aldermen
consideration

of the proposed

the tradition of heated controversy

had been in abeyance on the subject of

which recently
Urban Renewal.

The three-hour

meeting

included two recesses and an executive

devoted

to the issue

session,

one taken by the Board in the memory of veteran
86

James J. Shea.

to delete the sentenoe

giving the Development

87

Ci·ty Clerk

of his status,

in the proposed

Coordinator

to
an

ordinance

the right to direct

activities of the HRA staff was defeated
seven-to-eight.

the only

After Smith was given an opportunity

present his case against the usurpation
arnendment;

rallied

by a vote of

the
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At the HRA's official

consideration

in June, Smith argued that establishment

of the position

would be illegal and legal counsel Richard
the Director. in that claim.
however.

of the question

Saltman supported

Taupier now had the votes,

His three most recent appointees,

Commissioners

Zellar., 0' Connor,

and Hazen, provided a t.hreo-rt.o-rtwo

for the position,

as Commissioners

against it.S8

The Authority

approval to the Mayor's
Director Guyett.

Preiss and Brower voted

then gave its unanimous

choice for the position,

The next evening the,Board

confirmed the appointment,

margin

enabling Guyett

Planning

of Aldermen

to assume his

new role on the First of JUly.89
In an interview,
Taupier one condition

Guyett claimed he had imposed on

for acceptance

of the new role:

the Mayor try to have Richard Saltman relieved
90

duties as HRA legal counsel.

He reasoned

as both Smith and Saltman remained
serious impedirr,entsto execution
could not be removed,

he likely would face

of his new role: Smith

of course, this request was no imposition.

Authority.

To Taupier,
He had tried

a year-and-a-half

now he enjoyed a more favorable

of his

that as long

so Saltman had to go.

and failed to remove Saltman

chat;

balance

earlier, but

of support on the

Arn.i
d charges of "petty politics,"

play," and dccusations

of patronage-seeking

Hr~ voted three-to-two

on August

cries of "foul

by Guyett,

3, 1970 to relieve

the

Saltman
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.
91
o f h ilS d utles.
Coordinator

As on the establishment

position,

opposed, while

Commissioners

of the Development

Preiss and Brower

Zellan, O'Connor, and Hazen supported the

Mayor's request.
The installation
and the removal

of Guyett as Development

Coordinator

of Saltman as legal counsel greatly enhanced

the strength of the "Taupier faction" at the expense of the
"Smith faction" within the bifurcated planning
Nevertheless,

structure.

this internal division among the planning

officials would continue

to bear significance

as the

execution phase of the Ward Four urban renewal project began,
notably in the resolution
to be resolved,

of the principal

issue remaining

the extent to which rehabilitation

would be

deployed.
The Project. reactivated.

1969,

In August,

its intention to app:::-ove
the Riverview
city hired a Development
eventual appropriation
consulting

Plan if and when the

92

Coordinator.

Assuming

firms during the Fall for assistance

HRA voted unanimously

the

of the funds, the HRA interviewed

design of the project execution

Associates,

HUD had indicated

program.

In December,

to award the contract

a neWly-formed

recently with the Cambridge

in the
the

to Justin Gray

group, most of whom had worked
93

Model Cities program.

The

Transcript noted that Justin Gray was the choice of the
residents and business owners of the project area, including
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Alderman Okseniak,

as well as the COID~issioners.94

As the consultants carried out their studies of the
project and the city awaited HUD's appropria·tion of ·the
funds, a decision was made to change the namF. of the
.
. I
proJect
to t h e Prospects Helglts
Dr b an Renewai ProJec

t

o'

It was felt that the name "Riverview" had acquired
dubious image because of the unfortunate

.95

a

plight of a large

public housing project by the same name in Springfield.
In addition,

it was hoped that the new n~e

might help the

project earn a new image within the cOlrrmunity.
The rehabilitation

issue.

The ext.ent to which rehabili tao.

tion would be employed in the project had been left vague
and open to further consideration

by the re-use specifica-

tions of t~e plan approved by the Aldermen
plan had identified a number of buildings
rehabilitation,

all of which were confined

in 1968.
suitable

The
for

to a relatively

small. portion of the west side of the project

site, thus

leaving most of the area for clearance an.d redevelopment.
Although Alderman Okseniak and some of the other residents
were calling for a greater emphasis on rehabilitation,

the

issue might have receded or been rendered moot had the ERA
begun the execution of the plan as it then existed.
However, the Justin Gray consultants,

especially

James

stockard, a young architect and m.i n i.s
t.e r whom corami.s
sLonex
Zellan described

as a "humarn.s t ' w it.h great. concern

fer

t.h e
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residents

of the project area, were strongly

toward the rehabilitation
role in reviving

considered

concept and· played an instrumental

it.

A split within
soon apparent.

the renewal planning

efforts to answer

already planned

..
anx~et~es

and made extensive
owners about

Smith felt that the extent of rehabilitation
constituted

the maximum

amount feasible

planning perspective,

Pz-ei ss resented

and that

Both Smith and Cowmissioner

of their views and ·their "fraternizing"
97

too.much with the residents.
Commissioner

to be the consul t.ant.s '

what they alleged

imposition

Others,

especially

Robert Zellan, were strongly concerned

the effects of Urban Renewal on the people directly
and wanted
<' ur th er ..98
.....

to investigate
Development

the rehabilitation

Coordinator

the neighborhood

by HUD

and accordingly

however,

inexcusable

the Polish cownunity

that had the.project

bureaucratic

study.

in
He

not been delayed

to be unwarranted

inefficiency),

have delayed the project to re-open

affected

concept

favored further

(for what Guyett considered

about

Guyett viewed rehabi.li-

tation as a means to try to preserve

explained,

from

of the issue would lead only to further

an d h os t'l't'
2 ~ 2es. 96

excessive

seriously

the questions of the property

an economic or neighborhood
resurrection

st ruct.ure was

Although he noted that the HRA rightfully

the "rehab" question

it, HRA Director

oriented

and

t.he city would not

the rehabilitation

_.----------
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By the latter part of 1970, the momentum
rehabilitation
another,
ity.

had proceded to the point of instigating

and more detailed,

In November,

Incorporated,

for

study of its economic

the BRA contracted

Continental-Wingate,

a large, national development

New York, to estimate

the rehabilitation

firm based in

costs of each

residential

unit in the west side of the project

The purpose

of this study was, as Guyett

of t.he Authority,
an objective

feasibil-

area.100

said at a meeting

"to get a fresh look at the problem
of work by other consultants

appraisal

and

and

staff people. ,,101 To ensure the ob j ec t Lv it.y of the
Continental-Wingate
contact

study, a provision

disqualifying

redeveloper,

whether

was included

in the

the firm from pa r t.Lci.pat.i.on
as a
for rehabilitation

or for redevelop-

102

ment.

A preliminary

report of the findings

issued in July, 1971, estimated

an average

of this study,
cost per unit

~
fl'
.
103
of ~8,500
or tle requ1re d re h ab i.Li
1 1tatlon.
emphasized

objective

cost data and avoided

T h e repor t

making

recommendations.
Guyett concluded
should be extended
in the six-block
while

concept

to cover 160 of the 290 dwelling

area west of the Mater Dolorosa

the remainder

cleared

that the rehabilitation

units

properties,

of the west side of the site should be

for construction

of new row-houses

and garden
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apartments. 104
amendment

In september,

he proposed

to the plan to that effect.

of the change,
estimated

The chief advantages

he argued, would be lower rents

average

compared

to the HRA an

rent of $120 for rehabilitated

units,

with an average of $166 for new units)

the "sense of neighborhood"

late-formed
citizens'

and generally

inconsequential

group established

new HUD guideline
probably

0
d eC1Slon-ma
..
k lng
.
j
t1e
process. 1 5
up in 1969 with the assistance

project

lay dormant

group's

elected

throughout

enthusiasm

contribution

of Alderman

Okseniak

1969, however,

As the
and as the

involvement

in what the
the group's

began to wane and it fell into dormancy.

size, was revivej

controversy.
Mater Dolorosa

now considerably

and the rehcbilitation

a chance to express

its viewpoint

about, seventy-five

106

reduced

question

in the

School before an audience

to d.iscus s Guyett's

in

gave it

in a substantive

In October, the HRA held a meeting
Elementary

and had

from the HRA and its

routine proceedings,

in 1971, the committee,

to

h ad b een set

volunteers.

leaders met resistance

considered

made what

Th e commlttee
.

of forty-eight

staff for seeking meaningful
officials

a

neighborhood

on citizen participation,

initially

Comm i. ttee,

by the HRA to comply with a

was its most nearly substantive

consisted

and that

might be maintained.

On this issue, the Parksi te Advisory

Early

(an

of

rehab proposal.
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Through a letter read aloud at the meeting,
Committee

claimed

the proposed
plausible

it could see no good reason to make

changes

solution

,,107

condition

presently

to

felt in the

This statement, wh i.ch angered many in the

audience, apparently
committee of property
of their devalued
in holding

and that it felt that the only

for the area was "total demolition

end the 'cancerlike'
war d .

the Parksite

reflected

the preponderance

owners now ready to be "bailed out"

investments

in the area and not interested

them for rehabilitation.

shown earlier

on the

Relocation

studies had

that most of the owners did in fact prefer to

sell and that the renters wanted

to remain.l08

reason for the desire of the property
the availability
tance payments

of substantially

Guyett's

owners to sell was

higher relocation

from the Federal government

under the Uniform

Relocation

A key

Assistance

proposal was supported

assis-

(up to $15,000)
109

Act of 1970.
strongly by

COlM\issioner Zellan from the beginning,

as well as by

Alderman Okse:Jiak and Nayor l'aupier.

At the BRA meeting

October 18, Zellan moved for adoption

of the proposal

of

but

he could not get the support of any other member of the
Authority

and the motion

110

tas tabled.

concerns of the Commissioners

Among the chief

were the expected

revenues to the city, the extent of resident
especially

loss of tax

interest

the lack of interest among the property

(and

owners) ,
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and the possibility
Two weeks
Calkins

later, the proposal came up for a decision.

joined

Zellan in support of the proposal,

Thomas O' Connor re f u sed to go along with
Taupier

view and joined Commissioners

voting down the proposal.
proposal

of the rehabilitation
Although

Preiss

O'Connor, whose

and Brower

in

vote against

reason for opposing

the

concept.

the extension

112

Taupier backed the proposal

and lobbied

particularly

"" ~s
" uncer t.aa~n
i
how ~mportant
"
o f' 0 Connor, 113 ~~
rehabilitation

issue to be.

Guyett's

simply because

In the interview,

tried to gPot it passed.

Their inability

t.ed once again that the Mayor's

position.

Furthermore,

important
Coordinator

power could not

control

two of the four COlTlI'lissioners
he appointed
Administration's

Coordinator.

to do so demonstra-

appointment

be relied upon to yield him effective

that

the Mayor

proposal was symbolically

the Mayor and the Development

for

he f elt the

his support for his trusted Development

Regardless,

of the HRA, as

voted against

the

the defeat of the

showed that the ERA, which long had been the ccnt ra L

institution
accustomed
inclined

but

the Guyett-

the support of some of the Commissioners,

proposal

John

clearly was the decisive one, cited the economic

issue as his principal

stressed

project.lll

of creating a "hodge-podge"

of the renewal planning
to rendering

structure

its own judgments,

and had become

was not ye":.:.

toward any kind of docile acquiescence

in the
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leadership

of the Development

Taupier's

Coordinator.

quest for control, however, was finally

on t.he brink of success, as the HRA' s capacity

to resist

the Mayor approached

an end with the expiration

term of Commissioner

Mary Preiss early in 1972.

the rehabilitation

not have been granted anyway.
appointed

~rrs. F.

Soon after

decision, Mrs. Preiss announced

not to seek reappointment,

decision

of the

114

her

which clearly would

In April, 1972, Taupier

Donnell Hart to fill the vacant seat,

and the end of Taupier's

conflict with the HRA was at

han d .115

Project

implelemtation.

settled, attention
Acquisition
relocation

The rehabilitation

turned to execution

of the project.

had begun several months earlier,
agency had been established

the project

issue finally

area for maximum

and a

with its office

accessibility

in

for the

residents.
On the east side of the project
un i,t apartmen·t building
carried out without
section 236 interest
ccnstruction,
Heights,

for the elderly

difficulty.

\.8.S

To qualify

subsidy program

a non-profit

site, a one hundredplanned

for the Federal

for new rental

development

cor por at.i.on
, Pulaski

Incorpol-ated, was formed by an affiliate

Mater Dolorosa
non-profit

Church and Holyoke,

group organized

and

of t.he

Incorpora-ted, a private,

to carry out civic improvement
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. t
proJec
s. 116

The Board of Aldermen approved

the proposal

in July, 1971, HUD approved the Pulaski Heights
application

feasibility

the following March, and the $2.4 million

.project wa s financed through a one hundred
loan from the Federal Housing Authority
subsidy payments

sufficient

rate to one percent.
$22,000 per yec.:t:

percent mortgage

with

interest

to reduce the effective

In addition, a maximwn

in recent supplements

Act of 1965 was made available

of nearly

under the Housing

to qualified

tenants in twenty percent of the units.

low-income

'rhe eleven-story

structure was begun in Hay, 1973 and completed
It soon proved successful
relatively

in attracting

few were former residents

On the west side, demolition
seventy-nine

residential

further deterioration

units retained

during

the period

however,

encouraged by indications

of vacancy

and in November

for sale.

of interest

Legion
all

for rehabilitation

to developers.118

parcels were offered

area.117

and the American

as well because of vandalism

city awaited disposition

developers

although

for rehabilitation,

Over the next three years,

h<.d to be demolished

the west-side

tenants

had left only the

units standing

Clit one of the residential

a year later.

of the project

in addition to the church properties
Post by mid--1972.

interest

and
as the

In August,

1972,

The HRA wa s

by potential

it esta.blished a three'-mernber

panel to aid in the selection process. 119
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In January

1973, however, the Nixon Administra-tion

I

invoked its moratorium
funds.

on expenditures

The impoundment

indefinitely

since developers

Federal section

236 funds.

costs and high market
rapid inflation,
economic,

threatened

could not count on receiving

Because of soaring construction
this period of

combined with the continued

social,

decline of the city, the goal of

predominantly

market rental, middle

increasingly

·ntenable.

class housing

In the absence

funds, the pLann i nq officials

turned to the
The

to feel the

financial burdens of inflation and unemployment,

and with

efforts of the new Democratic

of Governor Michael

shortage of housing

housing

for assistance.

Cormnonwealth, however, was also beginning

administration

became

of Federal

accordingly

Housing Finance Agency

the severe budge~-cutting

housing

to delay disposition

interest rates during

and population

Massachuset~s

of Federal

Dukakis

funds also delayed

in 1975, its

the ill-starred

?roject.
Thus, by the end of 1974, t.he city had only an
apartment buildng

for the elderly to show for the many

years of effort, the expenditures
the dislocation

resources,

of an ethnic commun ity , and the anxieties

and hostil.ities aroused

throughout

conflict over the ~ard Four plan.
Renewal project

of public

the long and intensive
Holyoke's

hardly could be called

first Urban

a. success.
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Conclusions
the best summar y explanation

Probably

of the Ward Four plan and its politically

of 'the revival

facile approval

by the Board of Aldermen was that of Douglas
city was ready
Aldermen

for it.,,120 More specifically,

recognized

undermined

that the case against

politically

of the voters

by the generally

to the bond referendum

some of the aldermanic
readiness

Guyett:

to reconsider

opponents,

"the

the Board of

the plan had been

favorable

response

and by the loss of

the conversion

the plan exhibited

of

by others,

and

the election

of five new members of the same ballot on

v.. hich voters

had given plurality

support

and for 'the bond issue to carry it out.
long period of planning
the neighborhood
area.

Maintenance

been curtailed

strong remedial

over the future of

in the buildings

sharply due to the uncertainty
deoline

substanti,ally.

in the neighborhood

It was increasingly

11

had

factor, and
had

apparent

that

action had to be taken, t.hat, the area had

become, as s~:seniak said at the public hearing,
such

the

to have taken a heavy toll on the

and reinvestment

the rate of population
increased

In addition,

and politicking

appeared

for the project

"ripe for

'total pro j ect;" as that planned by the HM.
Serious opposition

inevitable project

to the revived

among the residents

failed to lndt3.!:"ialize,
despite

and apparently

and property

the efforts

owners

of Alderman
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Okseniak

and a few others.

Instead, their attentions

turned more toward tactical matters
such as relocation

assistance,

pro tanto payments,

of project

property

execution,

purchase

prices,

and the timing of acquisition

and

relocation.
The revival
viewed

and local approval

of the plan have been

in this chapter as matters of the city's

beginning

in Urban Renewal activity

culmination

rather

of the earlier endeavor,

were heavily dependent
are two principal

than as the

although

upon the original

second

they clearly

efforts.

reasons for this attribution.

city's Urban Renewal policy sub-system

There
One, the

had all-but-collapsed

after the defeat of the bond issue by the Board of Aldermen
in 1964.

Except

for the feeble drive

for public

support of

the bond referendum,

which was led more by the Transcript

than by the planning

officials,

been maintained

throughout

BRA had stopped meeting,
almost completely,

the following

its personnel

for two years;

of renewal
had existed

for the plan had fallen off precipitously.
reactivate

The

had turned over

for resumption

and what political momentum

had

three years.

and its office had closed

the Mayor had not pressed
activities;

very little activity

earlier

Thus, ·to

the renewal process a new mobilization

of effort

was required.
The second reason is that the future of the ,'lardFour
p.lan,

although

it had been revived

and carried

most of ·the
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way toward

local approval prior to the assumption

of the

Office of the Mayor by William S. Taupier, became
inextricably

intertwined

give new direction,

in the new Mayor's efforts

leadership, and purpose "to the renewal

program

and other matters of community development.

Because

Taupier was to remain in office for nearly

years,

covering

to

eight

the remainder of the period under study,

his efforts

to influence the course of renewal and community

development

activities,

tion of the planning
of great significance
Taupier's
structure

proclivity

and institutional

he felt had been critically

lacking

judgment, and leadership

and enduring struggle between

between

implicitly

as well as his

of

planner in whom he felt he could trust.

the established

doctrines

leadership

He sought to provide both the aggressive

and the expertise,

The intensive

conflict

mainly upon his strong adherence

of executive

leadership

a professional

"neutral

quest for control of the renewal planning

power.

previously

were

regardless of the outcome.

to seek greater personal

political
mayoral

function to his Administration,

was predicated

to the doctrine

that is, to achieve the subordina-

renewal planning

structure

Taupier

constituted

two centers of power and" authority,

basing its claim to public authority
of public administration,

competence"

what Kaufman

and the "executive

and
a
each

in opposing
called

the

leader.ship" schools
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of reformist

thought.

Given that the city's renewal
of the quasi-independent

commission

planning

form, in which

power of the chief executive was limited
ments of the Commissioners,
centralize

Taupier's

the

Taupier was seeking to

of formally decentralized

the constraints

authority.

of

If

struggle to achieve that end was ever successful,

which was never made clear relative
(Prospect Heights) project,
confrontation,

to the Riverview

it was only after four years of

conflict, and delay of the project,

through the normal channel of his appointive
mented by an agreement

of necessity

Aldermen on the establishment
position.

was

to annual appoint-

renewal planning power within

a structure

structure

power,

supple-

with the Board of

of the ,Development Coordinator

Even the appointment

uncertain means toward executive
by the independence

and only

power proved
control,

to be an

as was demonstrated

shown by some of Taupier's

appointees

to

the HRA on key issues.
Evaluation
leadership
principal

encounters

of this struggle

a nurnber of difficulties.

concern of mo~t previous

significance
function,

of the significance

such as those of Rabinovitz

earlier, was political effectiveness.
study, h wever, does not warrant

The

examinations

of varying modes of organization

for

of the
of the planning

and Duggar cited
The evidence

any substantive

of this

conclusions
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regarding

the relative political effectiveness

commission

or the executive leadership

of the

(line agency)

The city, of course, never adopted the line agency
and having gained

a measure of control

after the important

decisions

little or no opportunity

Taupier

significant

in the city's Urban Renewal policy relative
Four project.
effective

If

control

demonstration

of the renewal planning

policy directions

development

accounted

in subsequent

projects

for leadership

potential

for conflict

the earlier
separation
executive

then under~ay,

renewal

it demonstrated

had occurred,

arena

in

in which most of
from the formal

power and authority

from the

to t.r
an sforrn this

conflict was the election

Mayor who would try to achieve effective
HRA.

planning

the great

derived

p.ll. that was required

poten-tial into manifest

which are

in the making of renewe L policy

of renewal planning

quasi-independent

would

from the account of the

of Holyoke's

the legislative

conflict

branch.

any

chapters.

Fundamentally,

the city, outside

structure,

effectiveness

What, then, can be concluded

structure?

attained

in the ccntext of the city's other

community

struggle

changes

for the city's renewal

or for political

have to be assessed

had

to the ~ard

in fact the Mayor ultimately

of its significance

form,

of the HRA only

had been made,

to establish

form.

control

of a
over t.he
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As with the matter of political
data presented

here do not warrant

the theoretical
the executive
zation.

effectiveness,

conclusions

regarding

superiority of either the commission

leadership mode of renewal

planning

They do suggest, however, the serious

for debilitating
effectiveness
existence

conflict and diminished

the nation-wide

Regardless
Taupier's

r-eneweL planning

be expected

quest for executive

form and

control

function was an established

of t.hac fact.

of the

fact, and the

programs

the remainder of his tenure in office,
to be profoundly

the

or theory, Mayor

city's future in Urban Renewal and related
throughout

potential

leadership.

of matters of principle

relentless

organi-

between

commission

trend toward executive

or

policy-making

inherent in the incongruity

of the quasi-independent

the

could

affected by the consequences
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C HAP

T E R

V I

THE PLANNER-AS-TECHNICIAN:
THE POLITICS
OF CED REVITALIZATION
The triumph of the automobile

in the 1950's signalled

troubled times for the central business districts

of many

of the older ci ti.es of the nation. 1

·the

automobile

Accompanying

were improved and expanded highways,

increasingly

and

the rising middle class of the city moved

new single"family

houses in the suburbs.

Spacious

to

new

shopping centers were built at key points along major
highways where enough land could be found to provide
adequate parking

facilities.

The rise of the suburban shoppi.ng center posed a
clea.r and substantial

threat to the ret.ail.esta.blishments

of the aging, congested,
of the central cities.
captured

and increasingly

obsolete

downtowns

The dile~~a of the cities was

in the pi thy remark of urban ecCnomist Wilbur

Thompson:
. the rise of the bright new suburban shopping
center comes typically at. a time when ·the central
ci i:y is in 1.ts 'awkward age':
too old to love but
not to~ old to throwaway.
It wa s hardly a fair
fight.
The recognized

threat to the competitive

business districts

scon prompted

position

both the vested

of central
corrunercial

interests whose ~nvestments were at stake and the municipal
252
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governments
resources

which faced severe losses of their taxable
to seek means of remedial action.

Frequently,
elected

municipal

officials,

commissioners
community

and some city planners

and planning

for the common goal of strengthening

orientation

Initially restricted

assistance.

ten-percent

and business

these coal i-

leaders

sought

The Housing Act of 1954 authorized

share of Title I Urban Renewal

co~~er.cial redevelopment
rose periodically

the vital

by the strong

of the 1949 legislation,

tions of local government
Federal

other

allied with leaders of the down cown business

center of the city.
housing

chief executives,

funds for downtown

and modernization.

thereafter,

reaching

The proportion

thirty-five

in the Act of 1965, and by the mid-1960's

a

percent

CBD Urban Renewal

Proj ects were commonp Laoe in cities of all sizes throughout
.
.
3
tne natu.on.
The idea was not lost upon Holyoke's
business

community.

Commerce

which had led to the creation

downtown

Behind the efforts of the ChamBer

ill-fated

Ward Four project

community

for revitalization

of the HRA and to the

lay hopes of the business
of the city's

inner core and

an eventual plan for the renewal of the CBD.
of the business
venture

community

in the city's

had waned and its political

inadequate.

of

The involvement

initial

renewal

force had proved

By 1966, however, a new genera'tion of activists
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was emerging

among rhe civic and business community

eager

to induce the city to take renewal action to try to
reverse

the decline of the CBD.

of their predecessors,
fortunes

Repeating

the experience

this younger group linked their

to a candidate

for the Office of the Mayor.

This chapter examines the politics of planning
decision-making
pertaining
portion

by the municipal

government

to a proposal for redevelopment

of its central business district.

the chapter

and

of Holyoke
of a substantial
A major theme of

is the consequences

of the well-coordinated

structure

of planning officials

and agencies under the

executive

leadership

Mayor's
were

frustrations

of Mayor William

on the city's other renewal

shown in the previous chapter.

if he had an opportunity
beginning

S. Taupier.

autonomous

to exercise leadership

or the claims of an established

agency for leadership

Besides

the leadership

endeavor

what would Taupier

in a new renewal venture unemcumbered

controversies

The

of indigenous

from the
by past

and semi-

in the planning

of the Mayor,

process?

the chapter

examines

the de~elopment

capacity

in the city and the relat:ive subordination

professional

planning
of the

role of lay commi.ssLoriers to that of the professionals
administrators.

do

and
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The Politics of Planning
Talk of unde rt.ak
i nq some form of revi taliza tion
program

for the CBD had circulated

civic elite of the community
1960's, however,

an~ng the commercial

for many years.

no substantive

By the mid-

actions had been taken.

Soon after the collapse of the Riverview
movement

proposal,

to revitalize

sector

the ailing CBD as well as to deal

with a number of other problems facing the city.
1966, the local Chamber of Commerce
program

community's

(TCD).4

most prominent

younger

leaders,

·the local TCD organization

to study a ten-point

list of problems,

traffic circulation,

industrial

and housing,

and to develop

known as "Total

Led by some of the

S. Dwight, Jr., of the Tr~s~rip~,

co-chairman,

Early in

joined in a nation-wide

of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce,

Communi ty Development"

William

a new

among members of the civic and business elite

began to form in support of public and private
ef~orts

and

including
who served as

formed conunittees
including

and commercial

education,

development,

recomrnendations for stra·tegies

t.o cope with each.

After more than a year of studies,

committees

their findings and recommendations

reported

before an audience

estimated

open forum in September,
development

t.he

at 700 in a well-·publicized
5

1967.

The committee

urged the adoption of measures

the ailing CBD, but it did not attempt

on conwercial

to rehabilitate

to specify any
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tangible

proposals

constituted

for redevelopment.

Its recommendations

little more than a call for a "clean-up,

fix-up" campaign.
The TCD organization
that subsequently
private

emerged to effect a joint public and

sector venture

did, however,

did not create the movement

for revitalization

help mobilize

ship of the community

of the general
.irrt.o

substantive

actions

The translation

of goals by the TCD organization

action was effected through two inter-

related developments.
November,

facing the

a basis for subsequent

and substantive nature.

expression

It

and civic leader-

to consider the problems

CBD and it helped establish
of a more specific

the business

of the CBD.

First, the municipal

1967 provided

enter the political

an opportunity

arena.

elections

of

for the issue to

In his campaign

to unseat

incumbent Mayor Dibble, Taupier made clear his support of
the TCD group and its goals, and announced
if elected,
encourage

to establish

revitalization
and committed
campaign

beewe en the business

In addition,

himself

promise

to
community

he cited downtown

as one of the top priorities

of his candidacy

(at least t.o the extent that any

constitutes

tion of the prospects
activity

a "TCD liaison committee"

active cooperation

and his administration.6

his intention,

a commitment)

to an investiga-

for success in some form of renewal

for the down t.own,

Backed by the Transcript

and by
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much of the business
Taupier

gained

and civic leadership of the community,

his narrow victory over Dibble on the basis

of his margins

in the city's three highest income wards

(Three, Six, and Seven). 7
The second major development leading to the
initiation
response

of the planning process came about partly as a

to Taupier's

Encouraged by the prospect

and forceful advocate of CBD renewal in the

of a strong
Mayor's

election.

office,

a group of bankers and leading CBD merchants,

led by bank executive

Kenneth Seyffer, organized informally

and began to consider means of initiating constructive
action

8

toward the development

Taupier's

inauguration,

Robert Gladstone
Washington,

of a plan.

•

Soon after

the group pooled $13,000 to hire

Associates,

an economic consulting firm in

D. C., to carry out a market feasibility analysis
of the CBD.9

for redevelopment

This initial commitment by the business leaders was
made on the presumption
comparable

action on the part of the public sector, or, more

specifically,

the Taupier Administration.

of the promises
because

that it would be matched by a

Partly because

he had made in his campaign, but more

of his genuine interest in the revitalization of

the CBD, Taupier was prepared to make such a commitment.
His first move, however, was cautious.
asked the Planning

In April, 1968, he

Board to undertake a comprehensive

study
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of the CBD, but he did not appropriate
purpose until after the preliminary
tions of the Gladstone
following winter.lO

funds for this

findings and recommenda-

study had been presented

Accordingly,

throughout

the

1968, the

city's activities

were limited largely to the efforts

Planning

Guyett to assist the consultants

Director

carrying out the market feasibility
The point-counterpoint
planning process
concerned

reflected

in

study.

mode of initiating

the awareness

the CBD

by all parties

that any such endeavor would be politically

sensitive and that the downtown business
have to make a substantial
if the public
substantive

commitment

interests

ll

to carry out any

The turbulent

project had made abundantly

of the city's political

would

of their own resources

sector .were to be expected

and costly program.

the Riverview
potential

of

history

clear the great

system for conflict.

Although by 1968 the Board of Aldermen

appeared

become substantially

to the renewal

more accommodated

to have

concept, and in fact was eager to see appropriate

renewal

actions taken, its potential

clearly

understood

and the continuing

"Worker-Democratic"

to obstruct
existence

sub-culture

still posed a serious potential

remained

of antipathy

of the

toward the "Establishment"
threat to any proposal

perceived to advance most directly
dowrit.ownbu si ne ss community.

of

the interests

The evidence

of the

of interview
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data

suggests

suspected
trying

from the beginning

to persuade

worsening
helped

that a considerable

that the CBD merchants

Accordingly,

of the CBD revitalization
the practical

to invest

contribution

presented

in February,

portended

an optimistic

implementation

report of ·the Gladstone
1969.

12

The report

outlook

more ambitious

120,000

While not

endeavors,

the development

square feet of floor space and parking

Gladstone

600 vehicles.

projected,

totalling
facilities

With such a modest

the CaD might experience

program,

a moderate

in sales during the 1970's, but the total volume

of sales in 1980 likely would remain considerably
that of 1963.
Holyoke

the

of a relatively

of retail and office facilities

for approKimately

increase

scarcely

for redevelopment

explicitly

small complex

study was

for the CBD, even after

by the consultants.

report recommended

and

by the city.

of the area recommended

Gladstone

forms of

a complementary

of the "modest" program

discouraging

"groundrules"

substantially

or other

in order to facilitate

The preliminary

had

venture imposed on t.he business

necessity

more or less matching

inaction

the unwritten

in the CaD through rehabilitation
improvement

were

the city to "bail them out" of a bad and

situation which their previous

produce.

leaders

number of Aldermen

Thus, the consultants

caD being transformed

below

did not foresee

into a major

regional

the
shopping
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or office

space district through redevelopment.

implication

of the report was that a significant

in the area would be required merely
decline

A clear

then afflicting

level of economic

investment

to halt the severe

it and to maintain

its existirig

activity and its share of the city's

tax base.

The eBD renewal
link between
described

planning

structure.

By this time the strong

M~yor Taupier and Planninq

Director

in the previous chapter had been established,

and the t.wo men had come to an agreement
appropriate

Guyett wa s singularly

to take on the eBD renewal
unimpressed

the

question.

wi-th the quality

to assess the potential

zation, and eventually
that effect.

of the

13

of the eBD for revitali-

to formulate preliminary

Accordingly,

purpose and instructed

the Board to interview

a ~lanning

and economic

$15,000 to

budget

In April, the Board hired Metoalf

Incorporated,

plans to

Taupier allocated

the Planning Board in the 1969 municipal

Boston.

the

study and felt that the city should hire its own

consultants

14
f lrms.

concerning

action for -the city, or, more precisely,

Taupier Administration,

Gladstone

Guyett

for that

prospective

and Eddy,

consulting

firm in

15
'raupier's allocation

of t.he consulting

Planning Board instead of the BRA comprised
element of his strategy to achieve

executive

funds to the
a central
leadership

of
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the CBD planning

process.

which the consultants

At the me ec i.nq of the Board at

were selected, Taupier

Board to assume the responsibility
principal
plan.

asked the

of acting as the

city agency in charge of the development

There were several reasons for this move.

it gave him an alternative

largely inactive because of Taupier's
for the year.

under the supervision
be the appropriate

and grants
activities.

bold elimination

of the Planning Board,

agency for execution

of

the BRA would

of the project,

agency

qualified

Laws of the Cornrnonwealthto receive
from Federal or state sources

under

loans

for redevelopment

The Mayor, however, could minimize

by turning to Guyett and the Planning
formulation

the HR~ was then

Once a CBD plan had been devised

since it was the city's authorized
the General

First,

to the HRA, with which he was

then deeply mired in conflict; indeed,

its budget

of the

its role

Board for the

and design of the plan, and by having the

Authori ty brought

into t.he process only for the formalit:i.es

of loan and grant applications

and for its approval

finished plan prior to its presentation

of the

to the Board of

Aldermen.
Another

reason for Taupier's

Planning Board for management
was that he was generally
and with the progress

designation

of the

of the CED planning

satisfied with

it wac; making

program

its membership

in expanding

its staff
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and its technical
make

capacity.

few changes

The Mayor found reason

in the membership of the Board.

to

After

appointing

John Calkins, whom he later would ask to resign

and accept

a sea·t on the HRA, to fill an expired

1968, Taupier

reappointed

terms lapsed:
Eugene

the next three members

William

consultant;

in 1970, a \vard One grocer; and

in 1971, President of a vending machine

When Kenneth

as their

John R. O'Neill in 1969, a market

C. Provost

Mawdsley

term in

Russell
company.

Geissler resigned in 1970, the Mayor appointed

R. Kane, Director of the city's &nergency

Program.
Steiger,

To replace Calkins, he appointed

Employment

Mrs. Robert H.

wife of the owner of the leading department

store

16

in the CBD.

Beginning
Director

in 1967, the Board expanded

department

became increasingly

of carrying
agencies.

with the appointment

its staff and the

professionalized

in 1968, those of Senior

and by 1969 both positions

A fourth position,

that of Principal

Planner
had been

Planner,

By Fiscal Year 1975, the city's budget
Department

$24,230 in 1967.18

had risen to nearly

by the
and
filled ,17

was added in
for the

$65,000

from only

The Board and its staff also expanded

the scope of their functions well beyond
concerns

and capable

Two new staff positions were established

.Junior Planner,

Planning

as Planning

out more of the functions of local planning

Board of Aldermen

1973.

of Guyett

of the zoning and sub-division

the traditional
regulation.

As
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required

by HUD for recertification

Program,

the Planning Board retained Candeub,

Associates

of the city's Workable

in 1967 to assist in updating

and it adopted

Fleissig

the Master Plan,
19

the revised Plan the following

year.

1968, the Board decided to undertake a Cowmunity
Program

and instructed

the Planning Director
20

application

to HUD for CRP funding.

was approved

and

In

Renewal

to draft an

The CRP application

and the program funded in 1971 and the work

...
was completed,

primarily

through consultants,

The Board also supervised
successful
program

second-round

the drafting

application

,

in 1973.~-

of the city's

for a Model cities

and its staff worked closely with the Model Cities

staff in the development
participation,
planning

of the structure

the work program, and the budget for the

year, as well as in designing

components

of citizen

the Urban Renewal
22

of the Model Cities program.

Finally,

Taupier was impressed

his administration

from the beginning

with the skill, judgment,

and leadership

of Planning

Director Guyett, and was satisfied

cooperative

working

relationship

developing

with the

between

.
'
"' tne PI'
D.i.r-ec
t.o
r an d the menwers
or:
a.nn.c!1g
Boar d .23

respect of the Board members
lea.dership constituted
ment and maintenance

for Guyett's

an important

of this cooperative

the result appeared to be a substantial
professionalism

the
The great

expertise

factor

of

and

in the achieve-

rela-tionship, and
expansion

of

in the execut.i.onof the city's planning
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function.

Taupier wanted a strong, capable,

professionally-directed
delegation

planning department

of responsibility

constituted

a potentially

the achievement
line agency

and
and his

for the CBD project

significant

of that end.

to it

contribution

toward.

While he would have preferred

control of the department

through

coterminous

appointments

and removal power of the Board members,

sufficiently

satisfied with the promise

planning

structure

close enough

supervised by Guyett

to the executive

he was

of a CBD renewal
to consider

leadership

it

mode that he was

so eager to achieve with the HRA and the Ward Four residential project.
To achieve

the coordination

sector contributors

of the private

to the joint CBD venture,

planning

structure

also included an integral

business

activists

upon whose independent

ments
member

the endeavor was expected
Kenneth

integration

Geissler

of the business

a format

leaders with

the renewal
role for the

financial

to depend.

suggested

and public

Planning

investBoard

for the

the Board and its

staff:
. that the business group be the steering committee
for the study, with the Planning Board acting primarily
in an advisory capacity.
In this manner supervision
of the contract with Metcalf and Eddy and integration
and coordination of the CBD plan with other City
projects wo uLd fall to the Board, while deci.sions
respecting 'the content2~f the plan itself would be
made by the CBD group.
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Kenneth

Seyffer,

the principal

group, said that Geissler's
exactly. ,,25 Accordingly,
passed unanimously

spokesman

suggestion

of the business

was

"what he wanted

a motion to that effect was

by the five Planning

Board members.

The strategy selected by the business
their independent

contribution

with the formation
accordance

Massachusetts

General Laws.

by the state and municipal
negotiated

to the project

of a limited-dividend

with the provisions

of Chapter

share the risk of the venture between
corporation.

Such corporations

Springfield's

Baystate West downtown

l2lA of the
if approved

revenues,

rather

and thus would

the city and the

recently

Center complex.

in

would be taxed at a

than through ordinary property taxation,

economic

was to begin

Such a corporation,
authorities,

for

corporation

rate on the basis of its annual

large PrudentIal

leaders

had developed

project

Although

and Boston's

the degree of

success and other impacts of these projects

were

not yet known, each had shown rapid visible

results

-- impressive

effective

relations

physical

structures

promoting

for Chapter l2lA "private urban renewal."

the fact that a form of indirect

appearance

sector alone.

of self-help

Despite

subsidy would be involved

in the l2lA format, the outlay of investment
come from the private

public

funds would

Therefore,

the

efforts on the part of the downtown

conooercial interests likely would

impress

Aldermen

and
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others

skeptical

about the use of public

the proprietors
of Chapter
qualified

of the declining

CBD.

funds to "rescue"

Under the provisions

121A, formal approval of a project planned by a
corporation

the municipal

would require a favorable vote of

Planning Board and the signature

chief executive,

followed by the approval

of COlnmunity Affairs,

of the

of the Department

but it would not require any action

by the local legislative

bOdy.26

In the Holyoke case,

howeve r , the Board of Aldermen would retain leverage over
the project

since its approval would be required to carry

out the public

sector portion which would be necessary

for implementation

of whatever

plan the 121A corporation

might develop.
The acceptance

of the large role of the business

leaders in the comprehensive
Taupier, Guyett,

CBD planning

process by

and the Planning Board reflected

strategy of giving the business

group wide latitude to

achieve as much as it could on its own initiative,
rely on public

sector investment

the privately-sponsored
in the politically
An important

project

primarily

and to

to complement

and thus minimize

volatile and financially

its role

uncertain

venture.

reason for this stra·tegy was the fact that HUD

could not be expected

to support

meeting with HUD administrators
discuss

their

the canal-industrial

the project.

The mid-summer

in New York in 1967 to

proposal

had made that fact
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clear, and

further evidence had been provi.ded in t.he "work-

ing memorandum"
Accordingly,
assistance

from Metcalf

to help finance the public

undertake.

Community

Affairs

contribute

share of any project

The Massachusetts

Department

(DCA), if it approved

share of the project

half, rather one-sixth,
project were approved
of the city's

28

costs.

cost would be one-

as would have been the case if the

by HUD.

share, Metcalf

sector's

contribution

In view of this tripling
and Eddy concluded

that the

to the CBD revitalization

program would have to be limited to improvements
traffic circulation,
II

parking,

investments,

particularly

and other

and that. "..

in streets,

"public infraeven these,

in the case of parking, would

least a limited degree upon direct private
Therefore,

would

cost and up to

percent of the survey and planning

Thus, the city's

of

a project,

fifty percent of the net project

seventy-five

structure

1969.

the city would have to rely upon state

it might

public

27

and Eddy of December,

depend

to at

expenditure.,,29

most of the burden would have to fall to the

private

sector.

Project

planning.

By mid-197C,

taken the lead in attempting
corporation,

tentatively

banker ~~ayne Alderman

to form a prospective

l2lA

known as the "New Holyoke

Corporation. ,,30 The group included Kenneth
representatives

had

of several other banks,

Seyffer

and

as well as a number
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of downtown

retailers,

including Robert H. steiger.

group hired a site planner and directed
toward a combined
project

rehabilitation

their efforts

and new construction

for ·the prime block, that fronting

separated

The

from the Ward Four residential

City Hall and

project

by two

blocks of "fringe" CBD establishments.
Despite

the advice from Metcalf

city should limit its contributions
structure"

improvements

and Eddy that the

primarily

to complement

the redevelopment

efforts of the private sector, the planning
to explore

the possibilities

to "infra-

coalition

of larger, more comprehensive

plans for the public sector portion of the project.
instructions

scenarios

ranging

from a large, costly project designed

to make the district

center to a small, neighborhood-oriented

district.

From the consultant's

alternatives,

descriptions

the planning officials

shopping

of the

and the Steering

would select one of ·the alternatives,
version of one of them.

a

in size and scope

a regional

modified

The

given I1etcalf and Eddy were to formulate

number of alternative

Committee

began

Metcalf

or a

and Eddy then

would be instructe6. to formuJ.ate a comprehensive,

long

range plan for the redevelopment

would

encompass

the private

sector project,

specific Urban Renewal project
be denineated,

of the CBD which

and from wh i.ch a

for t.he public

as well as related

projects

sector

would

for street,
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traffic,

parking,

and other infrastructure

In a memorandum
Steering

Conunittee dated December,

identified

three alternative

termn, each varying
(1)

to the Planning

Board and the

1969, Metcalf

plans.

in only very general

plan:

a substantial

space center for the region,

each end, a civic center consisting
ted City Hall and coniliinedpolice
court building,

spaces, and extens~ve
(2)

A City-Orient.ed plan:
retail,

(3)

a smaller

and parking;

with little drawing

project

open

combining

civic buildings,

plan:

the smallest of the

"convenience"

and social services,

housing,

and

and

A Neighborhood-Oriented
three, emphasizing

of a rehabilita-

facilities;

office space, services,

housing,

a

"anchors" at

headquarters

high-rise

parking

retail and

featuring

large shopping mall with major retail

district

and Eddy

in size, scope, and cost:

A Regional-Oriented
office

improvements.

housing,

retail,

personal

and other functions

power outside

the nearby

.
31
enV1.rorrs.
Each of the three alternatives
Lyman

street,

the bound.ary

the Prospecc Heights

be-tween the

called

proposed

(formerly Ri.ver'vi ew) Urban

~rea. which ~muld serve as the principal
the Highlands

for widening

(North Holyoke)

access

project

and

Renewal
route from

and from South Hadley.

Each
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also specified

the widening and improvement

street to connect

the CBD on its southeast

planned Interstate
Connecticut

391 link to Chicopee

side to the

across

cow~ittee

1970, to consider the alternatives

a decision

regarding

consultants

the instructions

in their preparation

issue in question pertained
a major retailing
no encouraging
place33

the

River.

The Planning Board and the Steering
February,

of Commercial

met in

and to reach

to guide the

of a plan.32

to the prospects

firm into the area.

The principal
for attracting

Since there had been

signs to date. of any such development

taking

(although the planning process was still quite

young) the business

leaders and city planning

agreed that it would be best to minimize
existing activity

of a major redevelopment

and wheri the needed "anchor" retailer

attempted

disruption

of

in the CBD while at the same time leaving

open the possibility

Therefore,

officials

project

could be obtained.

in their instruc·tions to the consultants
to strike a balance between

flexihility

for a large-scale,

Depending on the prospects
establishment,
and business

caution

concentration

of a major

leaders at this point clearly

on infrastructure

34

project.

of the planners,

a public sector project of much greater

they

and long-term

region-oriented

for attraction

the orientation

if

retail

officials,

was to consider

scope than

improvements

the

advised

earlier
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by the consultants.
Metcalf

and Eddy then began formulating

sive CBD revitalization
Renewal project
rehabilitation

plan inclusive

a comprehen-

of a specific Urban

plan for the city, as well

as the anticipated

of the prime block by the private

May, -they presented
received

strong

business

leaders.

preliminary

sketches

support from the planning

Board,

officials

filed an application

study

the application

funds

the Board had demonstrated

the planning

approved

implied

support for the proposal.

endeavor

a willingness

throughout,

to

but that willing-

to be based on the assumption

share would be largely subsidiary

that the city's

to -the principal

of the dowT.town business

community

to the

of its own domain.

The key requirement
assisted

and for a site

of the vote by no means

Generally,

revitalization

the DCA for

in August by a vote of thirteen-to-one,37

of aldermanic

contribution

of the

The Board of Aldermen

commitment

ness appeared

with

($68,917.50)

($3,750).

but the near-unanimity

support

and the

35

survey and planning
eligibility

In

of their design and

In July, the HRA, acting at the request
Planning

sector.

renewal

for state-

projects was that documentation

to show that Federal
the DCA approved

for qualification

funds were not available.

the city's

survey and planning

be provi.ded
This done,
application
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facility in October.38

with relative

Difficulties

in the private

sector.

Late in the year, a

sign of possible

dissolution

became evident.

In a letter to DCA administrator

Mangini,

Development

of the New Holyoke

Coordinator

group

Guyett requested

Edmund
permission

to expand the project area to include the prime block

"

. . in order to provide greater flexibility

ing the 121A rehabilitation

effort.,,39

In this way, the

city could use its power of eminent domain
block and then sell it to the New Holyoke
its planned

rehabilitation

project.

in its efforts to achieve

of the property
Despite

to acquire

the full cooperation

owners of the block for their plans.
the prompt approval of Guyett's

leaders perceived
eminent domain,

that aldermanic

request

by

The business

reaction

to the use of

but either the city or the prospective

121A corpo rat.Lon, would be decisively
that the Aldermen,

likely would look upon the city's
secter's primary activity
as an abdication

41

negative.

They also

many of whom were quite

skeptical of the business-sponsored

Guyett reached

of

group was facing

the DCA,40 the idea was quickly abandoned.

rec~gnized

the

Co:r:poration for

The implication

this request was that 'the New Holyoke
difficulties

in facilitat-

idea from the outset,
stepping

into the private

in the supposedly

of the business

leaders'

the same conclusion

dual

undertaking

responsibility.

and accordingly

notified
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the DCA of the decision to drop the prime block
city's portion

of the plan.

Following
DCA official

42

a visit to Holyoke in February,

recorded Guyett's reasons

mind as well as her observations
Coordinator's

assessment

from the

1971, a

for his change of

of the Development

of the situation

in a memorandum

to the Deputy Commissioner:
Guyett seemed pessimistic about the chances of the
project ever coming to fruition..
. Guyett
believes that the businessmen will not carry out
their plans and that therefore City Council will 43
not be willing to approve the Urban Renewal Plan.
In an interview,
pessimistic

Guyett confirmed

that he had been

about the business leaders making

general promise

to match the public sector,

good their

but he added

that at the time the 121A idea had not yet begun to gain
force.44
The 121A idea, however, never did gain any real
force.

The limited evidence gained from interviews

the reasons

for the failure of the 121A proposal

numbe r of likely contributory
conclusive

case.

Probably

leader

45

a

of the

was effectively

1971 due to his transfer

office upon his bank's merger

bank based in Boston.

a

the most persua.sive argument

Steering Committee whose role in the process

Springfield

suggests

causes but ca.nnot provide

was made by Kenneth Seyffer, the original

t.e
rm ina t ed after January,

regarding

Seyffer explained

to a

with a larger
that the
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Committee

had failed completely

a major retailer
named

in locating in downtown

area,

residents.

to interest

Holyoke.

several major retail establisl@ents

England

was

in its efforts

in the New

including at least two owned by Holyoke

In several cases, Seyffer was advised

"beating his head against the wall,"

would ever think of locating in downtown
Seyffer
not impressed

He

that he

that "no retailer
Holyoke."

also noted that the consultants'

reports had

the business leaders with the potential

the area to produce a return on their investment.
the uninspiring
earlier,

implications

another

of the Gladstone

indication of the problem

expressed

in the first memorandum

presented

in September,

1969.

small amount of capital investment
private

Besides

report noted

had been

from Metcalf

Citing

and Eddy

the extraordinarily

in the CBD by either the

sector or the city over the past twenty-five

the consultants

concluded

of

years,

that

without 'massive surgery' and heavy public and
private expendi-tures, the 1990 retail potential
is limited.
Unless these funds are spent principally
by state and federal agencies, who are not interested
in a full return on their capital expenditure, it is
doubtful if private enterprise and the city could
economically jus~~fy such heavy expenditures.
[emphasis added]
Federal

support for the project had been ruled out, so the

only external
the state.

funding would be the half-share

Without

the commitment

in view of t.he expected limitations

expected

from

of a major reta.iler, and
on t.he public

sector's
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investment

in the project, the economics of the venture

held little appeal for some of the investors.
Another
business

account of the internal collapse of the

group, that of an informant who wished not to be

quoted on the point, held that Seyffer's transfer to a
Springfield
signalled

office when his bank was merged with another

the withdrawal of the bank from the venture.

Other prospective

investors then began to follO\~suit and

the New Hol.yoke Corporation was dead.

A third account held

that some of the property owners on the prime block were
reluctant

to go along wit.h the idea and therefore imposed

demands on the organizers of the l2lA group that they could
. 47
nOL.~ mee-c.

As an authorized 12lA corporation, New Holyoke

could have acquired the property, or properties, through
eminent domain, but it was generally agreed that such a
move would risk a bad reaction from the skeptical Aldermen.
For present purposes, it is sufficient to conclude
that for whatever
execution

of the prime block rehabilitation by the business

group appeared
officials

reasons, by earl.y1971, the prospects for

very dim.

Nevertheless, the planning

and the Taupier Administration were prepared to

continue the planning process.
nearing ccmpletion

Metcalf and Eddy were

of the comprehensive plan, and the time,

effort, and money already had been spent.
decision

Beyond that, the

to continue reflected the firm belief of both
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Taupier

and Guyett that the plan being completed

a sound opportunity
resources,

for a strategic investment

regardless

sec t or t0 d elver
1·
sector carried
the business

of the prospects

.
.
48
on lts
promlse.

business

A 1 so,

.f
1

th e pu b LilC
program

group might eventually be persuaded,

however,

aldermanic

of public

of the private

its share of. the redevelopment

on its own, to reactivate
minimum,

represented

then

or decide

its initial endeavors.

At a

it was apparent that the p~ospects

for

approval would be dealt a severe blow if the
leaders did not carry out their share of the

program.
In April,

1971, the HRA, now assuming

role as the city's authorized
and doing

it willingly

agency for project

and without conflict,

to the DCA for funding for a 24.8-acre
as the CBD-North

revitalization
under

Committee,
Guyett.

50

consisted

and, most significantly,
The principal
of a thirty-one

with photographs

plan for the

document

Board,

and Eddy
the Steering

Development

for public

Coordinator

inspection

page "glossy" brochure,

of the old, architects'

new, and illustrated
text.

the preliminary

of the Planning

voted to apply

In September,

of the CBD prepared by Metcalf

the supervision

execution,

;:>rojectto be known

Urban Renewal project.49

the A1.'.thority
"unveiled"

its designated

complete

renderings

of the

site plans, as well as explanatory

'rhe brochure depicted

an att.ractive, modernized
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downtown

shopping and office space development

around a pedestrian

mall from the prime block to ·the north

end of High street.
rehabilitated

The plan showed the prime block

by the private sector and a new District

Court House which would require approval
the state legislature
by the Hampden

centered

and acceptance

and funding by

of the proposed

site

County Commission.

The major component of the plan, however, was the
CBD-North

Urban Renewal Project.

of retail establishments

It called

for construction

along High Street north of the

prime block with an office tower at the far end; conversion
of the vacant Sears Roebuck building below City Hall into
combined

Police and Fire Department

tion of a new fire station

headquarters;

(to replace

station

to be demolished

parking

garages at various alternative

a relatively

by the project);

of street and traffic circulation

construcnew

one or more

sites; and a number

improvements,

including

access routes to connect the CBD with the proposed

Interstat~

391 link to Chicopee.
Further

problems

without

a firm cowmibnent

downtown
prospects

and delays.

It was widely

by the business

for a major investment
for aldermanic

we re highly uncertain

recognized

leaders of the

of their own resources,

approval of the CED-North

and probably unlikely.

a sequence of new burdens began to plague

that

Early

the

project
in 1972,

·the already
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tenuous proposal.
announced

In mid-January,

the Transcript

plans to construct a new plant in the new

industrial

park recently made possible by a zoning change

in i'/estHolyoke

near Interstate-91.51

felt

dealt the CBD plan a severe blow.52

that this announcement
The old and obsolete

It was widely

Transcript plant was located on High

Street at the northern end of the project

site.

Throughout.

the planning

process

would locate

its new plant within the project area, and

some of the Aldermen
so, primarily

felt that it was important

that it do

because of their concern about the prospects

for attracting
owners,

it had been assumed that the newspaper

major private firms into the site.

the Dw i.qht; family, initially were willing

the new plant there, and presented
construction

preliminary

The
to build

plans

for

of the new facility across Dwight Street

City Hall on High Street, a prime location
the pedestrian
a neKspaper

mall area. 53

in the heart of

Guyet·t, however,

plant could not serve adequately

of the project
That parcel,

and accordingly

concluded

that

as an "anchor"
54

refused

in Guyett's professional

from

the proposal.
judgment,

was better

suited for a major retail establishment

capable

"drawing powe r " for the CBD far greater

than that which

could be expected
Transcript

from a newspaper

plant.

of exerting

He offered

the option of locating on the periphery

project area.

William

Dwight, Jr., explained

the

of the

that a site
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on the periphery
enough,

of the project would have been suitable

but he wa s convinced that the CBD-North

was virtually

dead anyway, an assessment

on his calculation
Aldermen. 55

of the prevailing

Dwight

which he based

sentiments

Under these circumstances

lack of space and the obsolescence

projec·t

among the

and in view of the

of its present

felt the firm could not afford to wait any longer.
In May, another problem befell the plan.

announced
project

would have to be reduced because

significant

funds was diminishing

planned

rapidly

and because

Eliminated

for expansion

from the project

a

routing of
site were a

of the play yard of an

school, the rectory of a church which would be

left intact,
City Hall.

the supply of

change had been made in the planned

Intersl:ate-391.56

elementary

The DCA

that the size, scope, and cost of the CBD-North

state renewal

parcel

quarters,

and a large portion of the railroad
These changes

yard below

reduced the size of the project

from 24.8 to 19.9 acres.
The elimination

of the elementary

created

the most controversy.

called

for the BPA to purchase

Previously,

the cleared

the school and development
School Superintendent

on

and for the School

land for expansion

of a school

Marcella

the plan had

the land and buildings

that block other than the school itself,
Cornmittee to purchase

school block

of

yard and playground.57

Kelly, members

of the School
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Committee,

and residents of Ward Four served

school reacted
to reconsider

sharply.

in Prospect Heights, and that even if it

The proponents

continued

of whether

Taupier claimed that it was too late

could gain HUD approval, a two-to-three
result. 59

the HR.'\.

school might be added to the Prospect

.
58
proJect.

for inclusion

They tried to convince

the decision and posed the question

a new elementary
Heights

by the aging

year delay would

of a new school

in the neighborhood

to press their argument, and the HRA, although

its

role in the CBD planning process had been distinctly
secondary,

once again found itself the target

of residents
planners

arrl merchants

of the wrath
60

of the Ward Four area.

asked the DCA to reconsider

the school block but

the request was refused because of the additional
involved
Summary:

cost

{$574,OOO).61
The politics of planning.

The comprehensive

for the revitali.zation of the Holyoke central
district was developed
under the direction

primarily

contributions

plan

business

by professional

of the city's chief planning

tor, Douglas Guyett, with the full support

bankers

The

planners
administra-

and advisory

of the Planning Board and a small group of

and merchants

of 'the CBD.

Through

the willingness

of the members of the Planning Board to rely on the
Leade.rahip of their professional
the cooper at Lve and generally

chief planner,

consensual

and through

relationship
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between

the Mayor and the Planning Board and its staff,

Mayor Taupier

enjoyed throughout the CBD planning

the essential

features of the executive

leadership

that he had sought in the Riverview process.
heavily on Guyett's

process

judgment and leadership

process, was satisfied with the results,

mode

He relied
of the planning

and stood squarely

behind Guyett and the plan.
Compared with the post-aldermanic
the Riverview
for conflict

process, which demonstrated

CBD planning

cow~ission

process

the great capacity

and an aggressive

Mayor, the

showed that the combination

as well to cooperation

processes

stage of

inherent in the conillinationof an established

renewal planning

cooperation

approval

and consensus.

had characterized

could lead

Such a pattern of

the HRA-centered

planning

Pl~ior to Taupier' s election as Mayor,

and bo th

then and ;,IithTaupier in the matter of the CBD, the planning
processes

were managed by the planning

by the Mayor, although

in each case with

and approval of the chief executive.
differences

agencies

.ind i.q
erioua, professional

the full support

The principal

were that instead of a board

the CBO plan was developed

rather than

of lay commissioners,

under the supervision

chi.ef planner;

of an

and that in the

latter case the business corununity was allotted

a far

greater role.
Regarding
the two agencies,

Taupier's

va.stly differing

the principal

factor,

experiences

other

than the

with
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personalities
ownership

involved, probably was the sense of project

exhibited

that was absent
before

by the BRA on the Ward Four project

in the Planning Board on theCBD

Taupier' s eLec't i.o
n,

issue

The BRA had been the agency

in charge of the Ward Four project for a decade when the
bold new Mayor launched his assault on their control.
problems

between

interfered
project

with the Authority's

or its willingness

but not central
passed

the HRA and the Mayor, however,

role.

all resolutions

and cooperated

consideration

never

of the CBD

to carry out its allotted

The HRA dutifully

formal

considered

and

brought to it by the Planning

throughout

the process.

Consisting

of members

of the business

and Hanagerial

community,

the BRA and its staff generally

The

Board

largely

segment of the
agreed with the

aims of the CBD renewal venture but some were quite
skeptical
Smith,

about; its political

for example,

prospects.

Executive

felt that the planners

lost the project

when they "let the Chamber of Commerce carry

the ball," by

which he meant that they relied on the business
not only for making good its commitment
also for achieving
persuade

the political

the Aldermen.62

community

for investment

support necessary

The Aldermen,

speaking,

of course, of an undetermined

Aldermen,

were listening

Director

but

to

Smith noted,
nunilierof the

instead to the small shopkeepers

and tavern owners who stood to lose their places

of business
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and possibly

their means of livelihood

if the project

were passed.
The most important question remaining
was whether

a sufficiently

plan had been developed
enough political

renewal

appeared

for the CBD-North

or, in more political

through the rocky channel

Compared with the prototype

planning

New Haven,

case

terms, whether

support for the plan had been amassed, to

carry the proposal
deliberation.

persuasive

at this point

coalition

the Holyoke

described

of aldermanic

executive-centered

by Dahl in the case of

CBD renewal planning

to lack one essential

structure

ingredient:

the broad

st ruc t.ure of support of the major interest

groups and

sub-communities

of the city that Mayor Lee constructed

New Haven through the exercise of consummate
skill.

The following

factors

relevant

section considers

As the CBD-North
by the Board of Aldermen

another

plan finally moved

sharply.

political

Most participants

their sentiments

project.

toward a decision

early in 1973, much of the interest

and which one had appeared
dramatic

this and other

of Plan Rejection

and energy that had given the proposal
momentum

political

to the defeat of the CBD-North

The Politics

in

regarding

its original

to be leading

"showdown"

toward

had diminished

and observers,
the plan, agreed

regardless

of

that it had
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been consigned
Aldermen

took up the matter for an official

its simplest
momentum

to the discard file long before

formulation,

and expectation

was the perception
More

of the CBD planning coalition

the readiness

of the downtown business

there share of the program apparently

that the votes

to demonstrate

leaders
removed

to carry out
all real hope

approval.

Ano·ther major problem for the proponents
fact that ·the proprietors

of the two-block

to oppose the plan.

were slated for removal.
tavern owners,

to their entry.63

store and
finding

since many of

would object

strongly

involved in re-establishing
The clientele

from years of operation

int.angible asset accountants

in a given

called

programs.64

associated

relationships
location,

"goodwill,"

and is not wholly

assistance

the proprietors

firms

Also, many of the other proprietors

the difficulties

always transferable

especially

communities

their busi.nesses elsewhere.

relocation

liquor

feared they would have difficulty

the uphill residential

derived

of business

Over one-hundred

Some, notably

suitable places for relocation,

recognized

was the

area north of

D'dight street who s·tood to lose their places
had organized

In

specifically,

·the inability

aldermanic

decision.

the reason for the loss of

simply were not there on the Board.

of gaining

the

covered

the

is not

under

the

Accordingly,.manyof

relocation

with

termination

of
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their enterprises.
By early 1973, they had formed an organization
known as the CBO-North Merchants and Businessmen 's
Association
formidable

and through it were beginning to mount a
campaign to block the plan.

placed advertisements

The Association

in the Transcript, protested the loss

of 500 jobs due to demolition and the inadequacy of the
relocation

program, mounted a petition drive which generated

over 2,000 signatures, and argued that the most likely
outcome of the project would be a vast expanse of vacant
land as was the case in Chicopee's downtown Urban Renewal
area as well as in most of the Prospect Heights acreage.65
Since the site of the proposed project was within
the boundaries

of Ward Four, Alderman Okseniak again tried

to playa

leading role in opposing the city's Urban Renewal

efforts.

Initially he had supported the CED renewal idea

but he changed his mind when the prospects of dislocation
began to bother the proprietors of the area.

Okseniak

also spoke for the residents of the approximately 122
households

slated for removal.

These residents were less

vocal or active in opposing the plan than those of the
heart of the Ward Four area had been in reaction to the
earlier plan.
above

t:,e

Generally, the resident.s of the apartments

ground--floor businesses constituted less a community

and more a collection of poor, single, and largely elderly
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persons,

many of whom reputedly were prone to excessive

use of alcohol.

The residential area slated for removal

by the CBD plan constituted one of Holyoke's
approximations

of a skid-row district, and the poli·tics

of the reaction
that fact.
renewal

to their relocation apparently

reflected

Having developed a degree of expertise regarding

procedures,

relocation,
advising

closest

including the laws pertaining

Alderman

to

Okseniak focused his efforts on

the residents

and proprietors of their legal

. h ts. 66
r i.q
Despite
the project
support

the formidable

attempted

endorsed

As expected,

the Chamber

0fl"
po

the public hearing held on February
persons, most of whom opposed

"

for public

of Commerce

the plan, as did the Holyoke Taxpayer

o~ city officials
68

I

s Association,

~t~cal c 1out. 67

15, an estimated

audience

and business

leaders

400

extoll the virtues

Mayor Taupier warned that rejection

leader of the dormant
that he was authorized

New Holyoke

Wayne

group, told the

to say that the various

through provision

of

would

banks in the city would act jointly and individually
help private developers

At

the plan, heard a procession

. event:ually mean the death of the downtown."

Alderman,

of

support of the members of the

. h er adel ed any new measure
b ut ne~t

the plan.

the proponents

to mount a campaign

and for the crucial

Board of Aldermen.

obstacles,

to

of favm:able
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interest

rates.

Chairwoman

Other speakers included Joan Steiger,

of the Planning Board; Earl LaFla~~e,

of the Chamber
Taxpayers'

of Commerce; and William

Association

the prime block.
unimpressed.

Most of the audience,

store on

of course,

A few days after the hearing,

remained

a special

of the Chamber of Commerce

ted the old and controversial
the Aldermen

of the

and owner of a furniture

"task force committee"

Aldermen,

Epstein

President

resurrec-

ploy of "wining and dining"

at the Log Cabin restaurant.

six of the

however, declined the invitation,

including

. k w.o
h vo~ce
. d h lS
i
.'
t.ilons ~n
.
Ok sen~a,
oDJec
th e press. 69. F~na 11 y,
the Transcript's
might

du·tiful editorial

have had a marginal

its decision
diminished
Clearly,

support

of the plan

effect on undecided

to relocate outside the project

whatever

neither

effectiveness

it might

citizens,

but

si.t;eprobably

have wielded.

its efforts nor those of any other group

or agency produced any significant pressures

from the

public

and opponents

for.approval

of the plan.

Proponents

of the plan agreed that no broad base of political

support

for the plan materia.lized outside the rather narrow
of the community

represen·ted by the Chamber

The political
proved difficult
it pertained
Aldermen.

leadership

of Commerce.

role of Mayor Taupier

to ·trace or evaluate,

primarily

mostly to behind-the-scenes

Nevertheless,

segment

some necessarily

dealings

because
with the

vague observations
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can be offered.

Taupier openly and avowedly

plan, and he hoped to persuade the Aldermen
but his resources
large-scale,
limited.

to induce their compliance

visible, and controversial

group,

the failure

proposal,

the cause,
extension

and other problems

dim.

on such a
were
of the

of the New

from the site,

the opposition
which beset the

for mayoral persuasion

In view of the apparent

looked

hopelessness

the Mayor might have risked a damaging
of his resources of informal

or simply a resounding
too hard for the plan.

and humbling defeat,
The consensus

To a great extent,

upon Developmer.t Coordinator
as well as for professional
As was discussed

of interview

chief planning

administrator,

processes

leadership

or "renewal

well as that of the chief executive.70
possessed

measured

little inclination

his

leadership

leadership.

in Chapter One, previous

of the political

data,

the Mayor relied

and administrative

the importance

over-

had he fought

Guyett for political

local Urban Renewal policy-making

of

legi.slative influence,

somewhat vague, suggests that Taupier
carefully.

however,

it,

and with the collapse

to attract a major retailer,

the prospects

increasingly

efforts

to approve

proposal

the exodus of the Transcript

from area merchants,

although

the

Many of the Aldermen had been skeptical

idea from the beginning,
Holyoke

supported

studies of

have emphasized
role of the

entrepreneur,"

Douglas

Guyett,

for the overtly

as
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political

functions of his position.

the conception

He fully embraced

of the planner as a technician,

an expert

hired to execute a given set of functions in accordance
with objective

principles and practices of the profession.71

A professional

planner, he argued, is ".

technician

. basicc:lly a

whose job is to chart a sound course for

redevelopment. ,,72 Guyett hoped the Aldermen would
aside their animosities
and consider

toward the people behind

it on its merits alone.

put

the plan

If they did, he felt,

they. would agree with him that it was a good plan and a
sound opportunity

for the city to invest in its futu.re.

When they did not, Guyett concluded

that the problem

the lack of quality of the legislators,
capacity
iud
]t1

was

their lack of

to deal with complex issues or exercise

good

73
gmen t .'

Guyett did not, however,
a degree of management
Aldermen.

totally ignore the need for

of the plan's reception

Having"

by the

learned early that the 1'.ldermen

don't like things sprung on them," he claimed a consistent
effort throughou.t the planning process
through written explanations
question-and-answer

74

sessions, and the like.

-- efficient,

productive,

a skillful politician.75

informed

of all important matters,

he was perceived by most observers
planner

to keep them

Taupier

Ultimately,

as an exceptionally

able

and honest -- but not as
stated flatly

that Guyett
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was not a good politician,
"seductive"

that he was not persuasive

with the Aldermen.76

Guyett

or

sought only to

lead the horses to water, not to try to make them drink.
This left the Planning Board and the HRA the only
remaining

sources of potential political

behalf of the plan.
integral

influence

Both agencies, however,

were

on
seen as

parts of the alliance of Taupier, ,Guyett, the

press, and the business community, which
Furthermore,

they were.

most of the members of the two bodies were

.i.d
errti.f Led as representative
segment of the community

of the same socio-cultural

as the other proponents;

thus,

they could relate to a segment of the Board of Aldermen,
t.hose members most likely to support the plan anyway,
they faced the same problems
that Taupier

in dealing

but

with the othe~s

and Guyett faced.

Its political resources
renewal planning coalition
take its proposal

thus limited,

the CBD

faced the prospect

of having to

to the Aldermen with little force behind

it other than the persuasive
lack of a constituency

powers of its own merits.

for the plan outside

cOlmTIunityappeared to be the most glaring
arsenal of t.he proponents.

Without

The

the business

deficiency

a recognized

in the

st.ruct.ure

of citizen par t i.cLpat Ion , through wh i.c
h the plan might
have been ~inked to the major interest groups and subcommunities

of the city, the planning

coalition

was freed
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from the spectre of interference with its designs

but it also lost an oppor t.uni.tiy to develop,

project

compromise,
plan.

for the
through

if necessary, a broader base of support for the

No substantive

requirements

for review by citizens'

boards were imposed by the state, and no significant
pressures
. .
cltlzens

were brought to bear on the planners by the
to create one.

The decision
expected

77

of the Aldermen.

Although

the plan was ..
r i de Ly

to be defeated, and the even-t lacked the intensity

of the early Riverview proposals, an overflow

crowd packed

the aldermanic

6 to witness

the roll-call
against.

chambers on the night of March
vote.78

It was six votes

proponents

The opponents were relieved

for and nine

and delighted;

the

at least were not surprised.

Fol.lowing the defeat of the plan, an effort was made
to keep it alive.

The League of WOIT.enVoters and a group

from the Chamber of Commerce

led a drive to get three to

four thousand

sLqnat.ure s of registered

in an attempt

to show the Aldermen

project.79

voters on a petition

that the city wanted

the

Their efforts fell far shor-t of the mark,

however, most likely because only a small portion of the
community wanted the project enough to t.aka the risk.
counter petition opposing
signatures

the plan gained

over two thousand

and at least served to neutralize
80

the other.

A

the effect of
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Mayor

Taupier and the Commissioners

with thirteen

Aldermen on April 9 to try to salvage

plan through

compromise.

this fully political
Development

of the HRA met
the

The Mayor took full control

of

function while the non-political

Coordinator

remained in the background.

To

meet one of the main objections to the plan, Taupier
offered

to retain the relatively new central

and to delete
building

from the plan the conversion
81

to police and fire headquarters.

opposing Aldermen,

fire station

of the Sears
For the

however, the offer was not enough.

insisted that the two-block area north of Dwight
slated for demolition

be retained and improved

to a minor

"facelifting,"

Street

through
abandonment;

"spot rehabilitation. ,,82 This wou Ld have meant
of the heart of the plan, the reduction

They

of its objectives

and Taupier found it unacceptable.

After the meeting he was quoted in the Transcript

saying the

Aldermen had made the csn-norcn plan a "win or lose
situation. ,,83 It was clear that the negotiations

had

failed and that nothing had happened since the defeat
enhance the prospects

of the plan for approval

to

on a second

submission.
Nevertheless,
for reconsideration

the plan was brought
on April

identical nine-to-six
effectively

18.

Rejected

before

the Board

again by an

vote, .this time the plan wa s

laid to rest.

Unlike the Riverview

proposal

in
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the 1960's,

there was no revival of the CBO-North

any facsimile
continuing

of it in the years afterward,

Plan or

although

the

problems of the CBO were to reappear on the

agenda of the planning structure in 1975 under the new
Community

Oevelopment
Analysis:

format.

The Politics of plan-Rejection

The analysis of the defeat of the CBO-North
proceeds

from three perspectives:

by the Aldermen

(1) the reasons given

who voted it down, as we l.J, as the exp Lana-:

tions of other participants
socio-economic,

plan

and observers;

(2) the

or poli tical-cul·tural, basis of the

cleavage of the Board of Aldermen and the relation of that
cleavage

to the vote on the plan; and

strategy of the executive-centered
Reasons given for the rejection.
Aldermen reject the CBO-North
participants
the plan.

and observers

(3) the political

planning

The question

interviewed

on the subject of

were eleven Aldermen

served during the life of the proposal

of the accumulated

.i.n
t.e
rv i.ews is that a relatively
emerged.

who

(1969-73), including

seven of the fifteen who voted on the plan.

pattern of explanation

"Why did the

plan?" was asked of all the

~noug those questioned

s·triking conclusion

coalition.

The most

evidence

coherent

of these

and consistent

The assessments

of the

reasons for the defeat of the plan often were identical

or
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overlapping

and when not were complementary

more

often

i.nvcon
th an th ey were ln
con f Lilct. 84
First,

the failure of the business

leaders

of the

CBD to make good their promise to match 'the public

sector

share clearly

for

approval.

undermined

the prospects

Some of the Aldermen

interests

of the plan

felt that the commercial

backing the plan wanted the city to "bail them

out" without

having to make a substantive

their own resources.
ostensibly

Assessing the CBD-'North plan

on its merits, the opponents

-- t.he personal
termination

commitment

hardships of relocation

of businesses

and possible

as well as the investment

-- too great to justify the risk

highly uncertain

redevelopment

the planners or the business

venture.

to t.he skepticism
beginning.

surrounding

Some skeptics,

almost unbroken

of
of

to anchor

untimely

the site, added immeasureably
the proposal

from the

in fact, feared the result. of

the project would be a broad expanse of vacant
stretching

of the

leaders to show evidence

combined with the Transcript's

to relocate outside

cost

The inability

serious int.erest in t.he site by a major retailer

decision

alone,

found the costs

to the taxpayers

the project,

of

from the prime block

land
through

the Prospect Heights area to the river.
The aldermanic

opponents

of the plan concluded

that it was not wo r t h the risk involved.

simply

The proponents,

on
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the other hand, recognized the risks but felt that in view
of the serious decline of the CBD and its almost certain
continued

decline

had to be done.

if no major action were taken, something
Reasons given in support of the plan

tended to stress the necessity to try something,
decisively

before it was too late, even if the plan did

not promise
Interviews

an impressively high probability

of success.

of supporters of the plan produced very

firm statements
project

to act

of confidence

for successful

in the prospects

of the

redevelopment.

The most fervent defenders of the plan were
chief architect,

few

its

Douglas Guyett, WIO placed his professional

judgment on the line in its support, and Mayor Taupier,

who

insisted both during the process and two years later that
the plan was a sound investment opportunity
Social cleavage and the vote.
the interviews
conclusion
principal

yielded

Synthesis

the necessarily

for the city.

of the data from

somewhat

speculative

that the Board of Aldermen was divided
factions, although not consistently

and that the two were clearly distinguishable
t.he socioeconomic
their merrbecs.
the existence

and political

on all issues,
in terms of

cul·tural char ac tieri.s
t Lcs of

Limited additional
of such a division

into two

support can be shown for

and for its relation

to

the vot;e on the plan by analysis of the socioeconomic
char cteristics

of the members.

·To measure

socioeconomic
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distance,
attained

the occupations and levels of formal

education

by the Aldermen were employed on the assumption

that they would suffice to represent Litt's Hanagerial
Worker-Democratic
managers,

cultures.

professionals,

ot.hers as Workers;
year college

and officials

was dichotomized:

as Nanag'erials and

and attainmen-t of a degree

the requirement

The interviews
of the fundamental

Each variable

executive-

from a four-

for Nanagerials.

produced a rich body of interpretations

divisions among the members

along lines variously described as liberals
reformers

of the Board

vs . conservatives,

vs. "old pols," pro-Mayor -vs. anti-Mayor,
vs. legislative-dominant

the liberal, reformist,

culture thesis:

orientation.

pro-Mayor,

members were the same people.
have been described

and

and
Generally,

and executive-oriented

The distinction

might also

in the language of Litt's political

Managerials

vs. Workers.

'i'hroughoutthe period of planning
fate of the CBD-North

and deciding

the

project, the division

of the mewbers

of the Board centered around the presidence

which was held

by Thomas M. Monanan of Ward Three.
1973 was by a vote of nine-to-six
Seven of his supporters,
the plan.

Monahan's

election
85

on the fifth ballot.

including himself,

voted

to defeat

The evidence of the .int.e rv i.ews is that most,

probably all, of these seven can be grouped
be called the "Hanahan-Sullivan

in

faction";

and

in what might

the group might
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also be called the anti-Mayor, anti-Establishment, antiTranscript,

"old pols," or Worker-Democratic faction.

seven were:
Sullivan

The

Monahan, a construction foreman; Edward J.

(At-Large), a deputy sheriff and court officer,

generally

acknowledged

to be the unofficial leader of the

group; William G. Slaby (At-Large), a gas s·tati.on
proprietor;
John P. Whelihan
Lambert

(At-Large), a letter carrier; Thomas J.

(Ward One), an employee of a brewery; Arthur

Beaulieu

(Ward Two), an employee of a manufacturing firm

and proprietor

of a neighborhood vari.ety store; and

Michael J. McGinty
Department

of Banking and Insurance. 86

he1d a degree
employed

(Ward Five), an employee of the state's
None of the seven

f.com a four-year college, nor was any

in a managerial or professional occupation.

The remainder of the Board consisted of less a
faction than a shifting coalition of generally pro-executive,
pro-Establishment
alienation

from the Monahan-Sullivan group more than his

philosophical

or socio-cultural attributes placed him in

this category.87
members,

Managerials, plus Joseph Okseniak, .,hose

according

The most consistently pro-Establishment
to the consensus view, included:

Joseph

A. LaRose, III (At·-Large), a young financial analyst for a
manufactl.'ring firm; Peter A. Stathis (At-Large), a counselor
in the springfield

public school system; Thomas M. Barrett

(A"t-Large), a recent college graduate employed as a clerk in
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the probation

office of the District Court attending

school at night; Thomas J. Broderick
chised distributor
Large),

(At-Large), a fran-

for a bakery; Mary M. McLaughlin

(At-

a tenant investigator for the Housing Authority

a former reporter

a high school teacher in Springfield

representative

of the "silk stocking" district.8S

(Ward Six), the Assistant Superintendent

Springfield

and

for the Transcript; and John P. Kennedy

(Ward Seven),

Kane

law

and
James P.

of the

public school system, was clearly Managerial

background

and general orientation to politics

in

and political

issues, but he tried to maintain a non-a.ligned, "fencesitt.er" role.
pro-executive

Hence, he was a less reliable
faction.

against Monahan

Nevertheless,

me:mber of the

it was he who ran

for President of the Board in 1973·and most

of his votes were cast by the Managerials.
In addition

to their predominantly

professional

occupations,

considerably

more formal education

<:he Worker
degrees

faction.

managerial

these seven Aldermen

and

possessed

than did the members

of

At least five of the seven held

from four-year colleges.
Of the seven Managerials,

North plan.

only Kane opposed

Generally viewed as an intellectual

political

independent,

spokesmen

for the case agains·t the plan, partly

the CBD-

and as a

Kane emerged as one of the principal

of his greater-than-average

because

ability to grasp the complexities
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89

of "the plan and to articulate his objections.

He felt

that the potential of the plan for successful

revitalization

of the declining
Not wishing
the problem,

CBD was far too dubious to merit

to obstruct all possibilities

its costs.

for dealing

with

he was a leading advocate of the retention

rehabilitation

of the area as an alternative.

and

Kane was

intensely aware and deeply concerned about the economic
and social decline of the city, and he seemed to possess a
unique understanding

of the history of the community.

Seeing

the loss of jobs in the industrial core, the flight of the
middle class to the suburbs, and the increasing
in-migrating

poor people taking the housing

district and surrounding

community of "old Holyoke"

concentrate

people.

of the established

Instead of a tenuous

the CBD, he felt the city should

its Ld.m.it.ed
resources

efforts to try to provide
and social well-being

in the canal

the downtown area, he was intensely

concerned about the possible dissolution

venture to redevelop

numbers of

on industrial

renewa I

new jobs and strengthen

of the city.

an integral role in developing

Accordingly,

he played

support for a small-scale

industrial red.evelopment project

in the upper-canal

near the CBD which was well into the planning
time of the decision on the CBD-North
is accounted in the subsequent

the economy

plan.

zone

stage by the
(This proposal

chapter.)

In sun~ary, the CBD-North

plan was defeated

by the
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Monahan-Sullivan
supporters

were the Managerials,

of 'the Aldermen
somewhat

and occupational

minus

and Kane, and its
Kane.

into the two categories

subjective

no statistical

between

faction, plus Okseniak

and speculative,

validity.

the two categories

by reputation

and of course

Nevertheless,

distinction

The division
was

it bore

the educational

was sharp and the relationship

and the vote on the CBD-North

plan was clear.
Political

strategies

and constituencies.

cleavages

among the Aldermen,

Regardless

and regardless

of the built-in

bias that made it important that the business
invest in its own future, the outcome might
different
plan.

had there been enough political

The advocates,

sufficiently

have been

suppo r t. for the

failed to develop

Women Voters.

From the literature

Mayor Lee's party-like

coalition

associations

as a prototype

by which

of renewal

and institutions

s'!:anceswould be expected

planning,

ethnic groups,

in New Haven serves

although

the circum-

to vary from one city 'to another.

It is cLea.r t.h at; Mayor Taupier did not construct
of support

class

and the League of

of unions,

to compare,

a

group support

the narrow circle of middle

of the Chamber of Commerce

and various

community

broad base of citizen or interest

for the plan outside
activists

however,

of

for the CBD-North

such a base

plan, and there was no evidence

that he made much of an effort to reach outside

the Chamber
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of Commerce
structure

crowd.

The closest he came to forming a

for citizen participation

and support vias early

in 1970 when he named, as the Transcript
prominent

Holyokers"

. .
Adv~sory
CounCl.1

90

.11

to an ad hoc entity called the "CBD
Taupier neglected

Resnic's

Citizens'

Advisory Committee

al though

in ·terms of ultimate political

the Board of Aldermen

put it, "five

even to match

of the early 1960's,
effectiveness

the result was the same in bo·th cases.

There is no way of ascertaining

how the public felt

about the plan, since unlike the Rive~view
had a chance

or mobilization

Commerce

was widely apparent.

approval,
Ward

of effort outside

the Chamber of

Even the supporters

that there was little public

except from the Establishment

Seven. 91

approval

case they never

to vote on it, but the lack of a sense of

movement

plan agreed

pressure

in addition

Taupier's

resources

to its intrinsic

chance of his taking a setback increased

of t.he Transc.ript, and the controversy
and ·the residents

leverage

Aldermen

and the

with each problem

of the New Holyoke

group, the failure to at·tract a major

Department

for

merits.

to coax the reluctant

the collapse

of

on the persuasive

on this costly and risky venture were limited,

the plan:

for

the prospects

powers of the chief planner and on the political
of the Mayor,

of the

neighborhoods

Under these circumstances,

of the plan depended heavily

that befell

with

re·tailer, the move
with

o,fWard Four.

the School
Taupier' s
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tactic, the w i Ll.Lnqness to compromise

ul timate

fire station
to satisfy
buildings

and public safety complex,

proved inadequate

the opponents who insisted on saving the
on High street.

The persuasive
were

on the

powers of the Development

limited by his own role conception,

and his disdain
the rational
assisting

for politics,

assessment

his personality,

to his capacity

to enhance

of the plan by the Aldermen

them in understanding

avowed proponent

Coordinator

its complexities.

of the planner-as-technician

left most of the task to political

through
An

role, Guyett

management

to the Mayor.

It is not at all clear that the CBD-North

plan would

have fared better if Guyett or others had effected a more
imaginative

strategy of political

stances working
possibly

against

invincible.

was developed

within

the proposal were

a.nd

that the pla.n

the confines of a small and closed
planners,

Planning

and a group of civic and business
tations of planning rationality
formed the fundamental

CBD-North

The circum-

formidable

It is clear, however,

circle of professional

planner

management.

Board members,

activists.

The interpre-

of a respected

professional

basis of the design of the

plan.

Professionalism
Con~issioners

was enhanced,

were diminished,

with the informal but effective

the roles of lay

and the Mayor was satisfied
realization

of the executive
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leadership
lacking

mode

in the process,

of constructing
was

of renewal

a classic

effectiveness.

the city's

procedures

making.

Ironically,

apparent

already

in the city.

were

strategies

and means

support.

of an Urban

produced
Something

for community
the missing

in other

Severely

It

in a vacuum.

and management
terms

leadership.

base of community

case of planning

on Taupier's

political

however,

a broader

The planning
project

planning

projects

Renewal

no improvement
was

still missing

development

elements

in

were

and programs

in

policybecoming
underway
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IThe impact of the automobile and other factors,
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Johns Hopkins Press, 1965).
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V I I

THE POLITICS OF CONSENSUS:
RENEWAL PLANNING
IN 'I'HEHODEL CITIES PROGRAM

The four preceding chapters have described
dismal
plan

record of accomplishment

and carry out programs

revitalization.

controversial,

and proprietors

industrial

central business

strongly opposed

divided

and cultural cleavage
communty.

and conflict,

a total paralysis

in the ailing and

The defeats

and delays dealt
made it clear

powers held great potential
and possibly

for stalemate and

of public will.

Had the Ward Four and CBD endeavors
whole of the city's inventory
mid-l973

of renewal

comprised

activities

when the latter project was defeated,

have had to conclude

that the renewal

stil1_ had not achieved
political

district were

the "checks and ba.lances" system of

local policy-making

for division

a firm position

planning

U. S. Conference
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the
by

one would
structure

in t.he city's

scruc t ur-e of power and influence.

sa.me year,the

project

by residents

the two projects by the Board of Aldermen
that in Holyoke

renewal and

of the target areas, and intertwined with

the socioeconomic
aging

for its physical

endeavors to

Both the Ward Four residential

and that for the declining
intensely

in Holyoke's

a rather

of Mayors

Yet in t.h
ac
included Holyoke
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as one of six c i ties throughout

"

innovative

the nation cited for

and imaginative

community

development

programs. III
This chapter examines the politics
Renewal

and related housing improvement

of the Urban

components

Holyoke's

Model Ci.ties program.2

political

consensus was achieved and maintained

of the objectives

and strategies

A broad and effective

for housing

in the Ward One "Model Neighborhood."
processes

characterized
The analysis
circumstances

improvement

As a result, the

the renewal endeavors

conflict

developed.

or community

The principal

It then considers
in renewal

development,
concern

to plan and carry
programs was

is the nature of the

in the st ruccur e and functioning

renewal

policy-making

sub-system

how the city's

planning were altered

changes

participation

that had

poses the questions why and how these

and procedures

out renewal,

body

examined previously.

and ho~ and to what extent its capacity

expanded.

in support

of plan approval by the local governing

were bereft of the intense political

directions

of

of Holyoke's

that evolved

out of its

in the Model Cities progrmn.
Seeking the Model Cities

Two weeks

after William

v i.c t o ry in November,

Grant

S. Taupier' s narrow election

1967, the first sixty-three

cities
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to receive Model Cities grants were announced.3

selected
Holyoke

was not among them.

Its application

had been

filed on the First of May after an "eleventh
formulate

a proposal

led by the Director

Corrnnuni
ty Action Cornmittee
cooperation

of department

hour" rush to

of the city's

(CAC) r loJilliamBarse, with
heads and various

representatives

of the public and private sectors of the cornmunity.4
Dibble

had lent the group his moral support but purposefully

had avoided
excessive

trying to exercise any form of control or

influence over the drafting

of the application.

He had agreed with the concept of separation

of the

CorrununityAction Program from local government
which

Mayor

had been mandated

through guidelines

issued by the

Office

of Economic

Opportunity,

cities

application

as a function of the CAC.S

Dibble's
application
department
primary

and he viewed

the Model

"low profile" role in the design of the

reflected

also his belief that agency and

heads should exercise leadership

responsibility

and bear the

for their own domains.6

of local politi.cs, this passive mayoral
ad.equate under t.he circumstances.
Aldermen,

and politics

In terms

stance proved

Members

of the Board of

representatives. of the civic and business

and institutions

of the com~unity,

groups

and others were involved

in the application

design process,

although

only peripherally,

and no significant

in some cases

controversy

arose to
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impede

the development

proposal.

of community

Thus there appeared

activist

consensus

on the

to be no need for a more

approach on the part of the Mayor.

Dibble's passive approach,
w it

congruent

however,

was not

h the intentions of the Federal

of the new program.

H. Ralph Taylor,

administrators

the first Director

of the Federal Model Cities Agency, made it clear that
Model Cities was to be '", . . a mayors '.and planners
program."?
function

Local Model Cities Agencies

governments.

Residents

hoods" were to be allotted

participation

potentially

branch of the

of the "Model Neighbor-

"widespread"

it was clear that ·this term wa s intended
citizen

(MCA's) were to

as line agencies of the executive

municipal

I

considerably

participation,

but

to mean a form of

less independent

powerful than that which had developed

CorrIDunityAction Program under the popularized

and
in the

phrase

"maximum feasible participation."S
The second application.
willing
applying

Taupier

to assert aggressive

leadership

for a second-round

Model Cities

his inauguration
received

William

in January,

Taupier

from the Board of Aldermen

$10,000 for the Planning
. t' in t_he preparat~on
.
ass~s

was more than
in the process
grant.

requested

Soon after
and

an appropriation

Board to hire consultants
0f' ~he

When some members of the Planning

app 1"~cat~on

of

of
to

document. 9

Board balked

at the
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expenditure,
aggressive

Taupier demons·trated his intention

to assert

leadership by insisting that the consultants

were needed to help ensure the formulation
of more professional

of a document

quality than the earlier version.

He

; if you're going to do the same

told them that "

thing th~t was done last time I wouldn't put my name to
it.

You can forget it right now, ,,10 The Planning

then approved
concerning

the expenditure

anu after minor acrimony

the city's alleged over-reliance

on a single

firm, hired Candeub and Fleissig Associates
completing

Board

who then were

the revision of the Master Plan and two years

earlier had prepared the canal area industrial

proposal.

for the Gas and Electric Depar~~ent.ll
The principal

task for the agents of the city in

charge of the application was to assess the problems
the neighborhood

selected for the program

goals and objectives

to be established

basis in the application
Taupier

document.

For this purpose

of a broad structure of city departments,
residents.

to formulate

on a tentative

sought to achieve the coordination

and neighborhood

and

facing

and cooperation
interest

groups,

He was well aware of the

city's poor record to date in achieving
and wished to begin his administration's

such coordination
efforts

renewal field on a new basis with firm executive
and more effective means of. dealing

in the
leadership

with the Board of
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Aldermen. 12
Taupier designated
and Community

and supervision

For the contributions

and other relevant institutions
a "Task Fo:cce" consisting
supervisor

Director

Douglas Guyett

Action Director John O'Connell

tasks of coordination
process.

Planning

of the application

of municipal

departments

in the city, he established

of the deputy police chief,

a guidance counselor

school system, and a representative

il

the director of t.he

of the welfare department,

health department,

to share the

in the public

of the business

cOlrununity. In addition, numerous other public and private
sector

"infuentials,"

Chamber
key

including representatives

of COillrJerce,
members

personnel

institutions,

forces. "

wcr e encouraged
on various

The application

endorsement

of the Board of Aldermen,

of local civic, religious,

through membership

and other institutions

numerous

area colleges,

Association,

included

of forty-three

the Holyoke

Hodel Neighborhood,

let.ters of

municipal

the TCD organization
Taxpayer's

agencies.

by residents

of the designated

which from the beginning

be that lying within the boundaries

including

13

and all planning-related

For representation

or "task

of the community,

the Transcript,

of the Chamber of Commerce,

in many cases

st.udy committees

agencies

and

and educational

to participate,

document

from officials

of the

was slated to

of Ward One, Taupier
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appointed

ten residents

Force group.
nominations
Community

to serve as advisors

He made the appointments
by neighborhood

churches,

on the basis of
the PTA, the

Action Agency, and other neighborhood

t'
lons an d' lns t't
1 u t'
lons. 14
Ernest

J. Quenneville,

the Immaculate
and widely
and Charles
neighborhood

acknowledged

unfortunate

a member of the Parish Council of
(French) Roman Caltholic

Brower, the young, Black newcomer

with what the Mayor would consider

consequences.

15
deadline

of

there was little time for the Task

Force group 'to allow 'the neighborhood

representatives

to

more than general comments on ideas and tenta-

tive proposals

put before them by the ad hoc program

group headed by the Mayor and the Planning

Director.

The interactions

and the residents

consisted

between March 12 and March
the neighborhood

between

the Task Force members

mainly of three meetings
26, 1968.

representatives

16

we re informed

in the application

and comments
document

held

At these meetings

and about; their role in the application

and their views, opinions,
recorded

to the

and the city whom Taupier would appoint to

April 15, however,

planning

Church,

as a key leader of the co~uunity,

In the rush to meet the application

contribute

organiza-

'1 ud ed attorney
Th e group lnc

Conception

the HRA soon thereafter

program

to the Task

were

about the
process,

solicited

for the purpose

of

and
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documenting

the fact of active discussion

of the program by residents
addition,

and consideration

of the neighborhood.

In

the Planning Board met to review the application

before a general audience of ward residents
interested

and others

in the program, and held the meeting

Jmmac uLat.e Conception
the predominantly

Church, the central institution

French-Canadian

community

On the basis of resident attendance
these meetings,

neighborhood

appeared to be relatively

contributions

planners

of

of the war d ,

and participation

in

interest in the program

widespread

While the application
of professional

in the

and promising.

document was largely

and city officials,

of neighborhood

r es i dent,s were

the work

and the
more

symbolic

than real, the exchanges of views and ideas between

the

officials

start

and the residents

appeared

to have helped

the new venture off on a sound consensual

base.

With

everyone for it and no one against

it, the Aldermen

no reason

the app Licat.i.on
,

to question or challenge

Consequently,

they approved

it without

delay in time for the document
d ea dl'
J.ne.17

application

a strengthening
neighborhood

controversy

to be filed before

Later that year, Holyoke's
received unofficial

approval

of its provisions

or
the

Model Cities
from HUD pending

for participation

r'esi.d
enc s in the processes

carrying out the program.

found

of planning

by
and
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S:itizen participation.
wasted

The Nodel Cities Task Force group

little time in setting out to remedy

of the plan for resident participation
conditions

of the grant.

only that " ...
developed
"...

the deficiencies

to satisfy the

The application

had specified

a Policy Board of Area Residents

a.nd esta.blished....

to participate

" the purpose

will be

of which was

in all planning and programming

decisions

relative to the Model Cities Program. ,,18 In

addition,

it called for two delegates

Board to serve as paid staff members
that advisory

from the Policy
and "contemplated"

co~~ittees of neighborhood

be organized

along either program lines

employment,

housin~ or on a geographical

residents

(e.g., health,
basis.

The problem with this plan for citizen
was its lack of a specific
develop

an active,

"action program"

"representative,

structure of neighborhood

II

participation

designed

to

and "r e spons i.ve "

representa.tion. 19

Board format was more or less standard;20
formation and the procedures

would

The Policy

the means of its

for its participation

were the

issues.
Under the leadershiJ:)of new.Ly-e
appo i.rrt.ed
Interim
Director Henry O'Connor,

an attorney

and political

of Mayor Taupier, the Task Force group organized
of a forty-six member Neighborhood
one member

for everyone

hundred

Council,

persons

supporter

an election

consisting

in the Model

of
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Neighborhood,
lines.

and structured

Eighty-two

a moderately

candidates

impressive

along existing

precinct

filed nomination

papers and

level of interest was generated

in the election

among the long-time

residents

of the area.

In the election

held on .ranuary 19, 1969: and supervised

by City Clerk James J. Shea as me·ticulously as he would
any regular
out.

city-wide

election, over 800 residents

For comparison,

the 1967 municipal

1,338 Ward voters

elections

turned

had turned out for

(and had given Dibble s

seven-·vote margin over Taupier) and in the 1969 elections
that number had fallen by nearly one hundred. 21
and others considered

the turnout to be quite high for the

type of election and called the process
At its organizational
Council

meeting

Chairman

its most essential

of nine of its members

to sit w.l th six members

member on the principal

participation,

social, political,

structure

and a number of other
and religious

leaders

communi t.y , including Parish Council
Parks and Recreation
leader Michael

Commissioner

Sheedy.

appointed

by

of resident
The Council

acknowledged
of the ward

member

Henry

Quenneville

and promptly

and School

the Model Cities Policy Board.

elected Quenneville

22

task, the election

the l'1ayoras we Ll, as the ward Alderman
Committee

a success.

a week later, the

elected Ernest J. Quenneville

set out to perform

'I'aupier

Edgar Bouchard,

Jennings,

was elected

and labor

Chairman of
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the Policy Board and remained
the duration

throughout

of the program.

The Ward One community
program

in the position

quite seriously.

appeared to be taking the

Through the two-step electoral

process,

the Policy Board brought together the predominant

existing

leadership

the neighborhood.
one member
Puerto

of the "native ethnic" community
The elections,

produced

of Spanish surname to represent

Rican population

approached

however,

an additional

member appointed

only

the growing

of the neighborhood,

a quarter of the population

of

which by 1970

of the wa rd ,23

With

by the Mayor, only two of

•

the seventeen members of the policy Board were of Spanish
surname.
member,

Similarly,

produced only one Black

compared with a 1970 census count of approximately

nine percent

of the population

participation
Council

the elections

structure

24

of the ward.

established

and Policy Board elections

The citizen

through the Neighborhood
satisfied

RUD's

r·equirements for the program ·tobegin functioning,
issue of minority
and continuing
be discussed
The ~CA

problem

was to pose a difficult

for the Model Cities

staff,

as will

later in the chapter.

st~ff.

selection

representation

but the

Taupier assumed

complete

control

over the

of the staff of the Model Cities Agency.

slate of four candidates

forwarded

by· the policy Board and the interim

without

From a

recommendation

staff, he appointed

as
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Executive

Director The Reverend Henry E. Ramsey, a young

Episcopal

chaplain at Smith college.25

received

Ramsey, who had

his ministerial degree from the Yale Divinity

School, was a dedicated reformer in the tradition of
Patrician

Progressivism and the clerical activism symbol-

ized at Yale during that era by The Reverend William Sloane
Coffin.

Taupier's appointment of Ramsey reportedly came

at the urging of William S. Dwight, Jr., and had the
effect of providing the socio-cultural elite of the
community

a symbol, if not the substance, of its leadership

.

o f tne new program.

26

Besides the Director, Taupier appointed Transcript
reporter Michael McCartney as Assistant Director and Public
Information

Officer, and two part-time "neighborhood aides,"

whose purpose was to "link the MCA with the Model
Neighborhood.
neighborhood

" and stimulate participation by
residents.27

With funds appropriated for the First and Second
Action Years of the program the following two years, the
MCA staff expanded to include a Program Manager, an Evaluation Coordinator, a Planning Assistant, a Business and
Industry Coordinator, and an Administrative Staff Planner,
as well as numerous program and project administrators,
and a support staff of assistants, clerks, and secretaries.28
By 1972, the MCA staff far exceeded in numbers those of the
BRA or the Planning Department.
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The Planning Year for Holyoke's
program

was scheduled to begin August

July 31, 1970.
Assistant

Model Cities
1, 1969 and end

During this period, the Director and

Director of the MCA, Planning

D:Lrector Guyett

and the other members of the Task Force of city officials,
and the members
consultants,

of the Policy Board, assisted by the

were to decide the fundamental

goals for

Model Cities and establish more specific program objectives
and devise

the outlines of strategies

The initial process of determining
and strategies
the city's

constituted

renewal

the goals, objectives,

the most fundamental

first experience

of the scope and magnitude

29

to achieve them.

test of

with resident participation
required

in Model Cities in its

policy planning processes.

The staff-resident

relationship

recent years, numerous empirical
been published

in previous

literature.

studies and essays have

on citizen participation,

especially

Communi icyAction and 110del cities programs.
and conclusions
and tentative,

that serious problems marked
experiences

throughout

relationship

The findings

the evidence

has suggested

a high proportion

the nation wi·th either

feasible" or "widespread"
residents.

in the

of these studies have been somewhat mixed
but on balance

In

participation

Hallman noted the appearance

of the
"maximum

by target area
of an inverse

between the extent of meaningful

resident
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"
,
partlclpatlon

i
30
and b ureaucra t.ilC coor d lnatlon.

found citizen

participation

victimized

James

by pressures

from

31

HUD for rapid and efficient delivery of services.
Moynihan,

Judd and Mendelson,

and others found instances

of chaos when residents dominated

Hayes and May, in separate studies of Oakland's
Cities program,

direct

programs

within, and alienated

government.33

relationship

political

Model

found a tendency toward the establishment

of a "second government"
municipal

32

the local programs.

Greenstone

between

and Peterson

the concentration

power and executive

from, the
found a

of municipal

control of Community

in four large cities, and concluded

Action

that such

control brought greater tangible services and economic
.,
b eneflts
at th e expense

0f' resldent

, l' ln fluenee. 34
po I'
ltlca

~vo very similar schemes for classification
staff-resident

relationships

in local Model Cities

of
programs

i t an d DaV1S
,35
were deve loped separate 1y by Sun dou
qU1S

an d by

a consulting

out a

firm from San Francisco which carried

series of independent
for HUD, Marshal
a five-point

contrac·t evaluations
36

Kaplan, Gans, and Hahn.

scale ranging,

study, from staff-dominant,
and resident-influence

Each developed

through

staff-influence,

to resident-dominant.

with program

Cities

in the terms used in the latter

of the MKGH study was to compare
relationship

of Model

parity

The purpose

the staff~resident

effectiveness.

Concluding

that
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parity

systems operated most effectively,

MKGH recommended

to HUD that future Federal policy be oriented

toward the

achievement

of power

between

of essentially

equal distribution

City Hall and the neighborhood

residents.3?

The ensuing analysis of the processes
and achieving
renewal

a political consensus behind the physical

programs of Model Cities focusses a great deal of

attention

on the staff-resident

part of the analysis,
employed
Holyoke
beyond

of planning

relationship.

For this

the MKGH classification

scheme is

to provide an instrument for measurement
experience.

It is necessary, however,

a mere attribution

principal

objective

the manner

of the

to proceed

of one of the five modes.

The

of the analysis is to demonstrate

in which the consensus was achieved

in support

of the physical renewal plans of Model Cities, and the
analysis

of the participatory

roles of the residents

viewed because of its relation to that political

is

circum-

stance.
Setting Model cities Objective~
There was no difficulty
goal of the program,
agreed in principle.
tion.

since everyone

the fundamental

involved

in the process

It was to be neighborhood

Thi.s goal was presumed

than explicitly

in deciding

from the beginning

decided duri.ng the Planning

stabilizarather

Year, and it
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reflected

the fundamental

of upgrading

purpose of the Federal program

a run-doW11 area of the city.

Beneath the agreement

of the staff and the residents

on the general goal of neighborhood
lay important
specific
of 1969
Force,

issues regarding

however,

the form and content of the

ob j ect.Lves to be pursued.

In the latter months

(early in the Planning Year), the staff, the Task
and the Policy Board determined

ordering

of objectives.

improvement,
facility

followed by construction

39

of a neighborhood

social, cultural,

and recreational

programs;

and educational

approach

improvement

had been established

The objectives

implications

improvement

to the physical

(primarily

and renewal of the Model Neighborhood
and the process of drafting

of Urban Renewal applications

program

train-

By the end of the year, the basic outlines

of a comprehensive
housing)

rank-

as well as' a health care center; manpower

ing and employment
progrfu~s.

a priority

First on the list was housing

to house various

programs,

ment

stabilization,

a series

begun.

of the Model cities housing

improve-

set during this period would hold broad
for the future character

As in many of the nation's

older,

the Ward One area was undergoing
and economic change.

of the neighborhood.

inner-city
a process

of demographic

In order to understand

of the decisions made regarding

neighborhoods,

the significance

the objectives

of the
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housing

improvement

the nature

program,

it is necessary

to examine

and the pace of these changes.

The dynamics

of neighborhood

change.

Host of the housing

in the Model Neighborhood

consisted

story apartment

constructed

buildings

of the nineteenth

in the latter part

century for factory workers

families

of the canal industrial

history,

the neighborhood,

had comprised

of four and five-

area.

Throughout

its

along with that of Ward Two,

the heart of the French-Canadian

of the city, although

and their

smaller but significant

Irish and Polish families also resided

there.

community
n~~ers

of

In the

1950's and 1960's, the young adults of the predominantly
working

class "ethnic" families increasingly

Legan moving

out of the ward, with t.he result that by 1965 the
population
Despite

had declined

by twenty percent

a rapid decrease

dwelling
residents
children

in the number of persons

unit, which reflected
maintaining

their own apartments

of the extended

fires and demolitions,
L

011

family,

vacancies

'
,40
~enement 5 were ~ncreaslng.

per

the trend toward the older

had qrown and left home rather

the tradition

39

since 1950.

after their

than carrying

and despite

on

numerous

in the deteriorating

Host of the vacancies

were

the fourth and fi.fth floors of "wa Lk up" apartment

buildings

where the older persons

of the neighborhood

the rest, of the city wer-e reluctant

to reside. 41

and
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Another
ward

was

Of the

perspective

provided

1,494

quarters

by data

households

or forty-one

percent,

since

households,

had moved
1968.

or thirteen

occurring

on the rate-of

in the ward

January,

qua.rters during

on the change

the three

housing

in March,

into their

616,

present
only

took up their

previous

turnover.

1970,

For comparison,

percent,

in the

188

1970

yee.rs , 1965 through

43

1967.

Housing
hood
and

objectives

clearly

was on the verge

possibly

white

prospect

of ethnic

of the ward,

with

concern.

as might
Given

tiv",ysaw little

need

uni-ts, although

they recognized

oo cup i.ed un i. ts were
rnodernization.
tives
new
that

went

large

such units

units

would

place

the vlest s-treet Elemen-tary

School,

of construction
through

Model

cities

Supplemental

housing

repair

and

representa-

as their

an additional
school.,,45
was

political

of a new school,

numbers,

some of the existing

and gave

public

on another

viewed

to the construction

existing

of controversy

declining

of the neighborhood

in opposition

housing
" ...

the neighborhood's

be expected,

family-sized

that

change,

The "native"

in need of structural

on record

The neighbor-

and racial

their

for additional

A majority

family

change.

turnover.44

a near-complete

population

this

and neighborhood

when

t.o be financed
Funds,

became

reasoning
burden

That

to become

front

of

on

school,

an object
consideration
in part
intertwined
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with

varying

estimates of the future residential

of the neighborhood.
housing

character

If the supply of large-family

were expanded, then the demand

for classroom

space would expand correspondingly.
The neighborhood

representatives

to the formative

p Lann i.nq sessions also stressed ·the need for elderly
housing,

primarily

through new construction,

since most

of the apartments suitable for rehabilitation
for the older couples and individuals
They

argued that the larger families

in·to the apartments

of the neighborhood.
then could move

vacated by the elderly.

Some of the Policy Board members,
majority,

preferred

objectives

essence,
expand

to decrease

The thrust of these views on the

to the incoming minority
1

of approaching

families.

s prospects

"ria t.i ve " and wh i t.e might

bt:·s with the consequence

and to

"close the gates"

such c i rcums t.ances , the neighborhood
primarily

was, in

the supply of family housing

that for the elderly and thereby

remaining

a

relatively

of the Model Cities program

into the neighborhood
Under

and possibly

that Model Cities employ

it;atlon.
.'
47
I
I b.i
.ess
rela
l~l
housing

wer e too large

for

be enhanced

more nearly

the

sta.tus of a "vi.Ll.aq
e for t.h e elderly."
'rha decision-making
under

process,'

The renewal

planning

the leadership of ·the!'layorand the Planning

however,

had other views of the appropriate

str.ucture,
Direct.or,

objectives

for
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the housing
beginning

improvement

program of Model Cities.

From the

of the process of seeking a Model Cities grant,

a principal

objective had been to expand the supply of

qua Li.t.y low-cost housing for Model Neighborhood

standard

as we lI as families and individuals

residents

parts of the city.
the intention
inadequacies

The application

to use the program

doc~~ent

from other
had made clear

to deal with the city's

in such housing:

In spite of the high vacancy rate in the Model
Neighborhood, the supply of low cost standard
housing is not considered adequate to meet the needs
of Model Neighborhood residents and low-income
families and individuals living in other parts of
the city ....
In general . . . housing in the Model Neighborhood
has been appraised as a resource.
Approaches,
therefore, to the,housing problems should be oriented
toward exploiting this resource through improvement
rather than removal.48
The opposition

to the emphasis

family housing registered
representatives
mobilized

by some of the neighborhood

was neither universal

and observers,

in fact, notably

Provost, who was closely

throughout
residents

nor politically

for conflict with the Mayor and the staff.

participants
Leonard

on the supply of

its duration,

involved

Some

Ward Alderman

in the program

felt that most of the neighborhood

failed to grasp the connection

between

the supply

of family housing units and the trend toward ethnic
change.49
unclear;

Whether Provost's

observation

in any case, no substantive

was accurate

political

is

challenge
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to the position of the Mayor and the staff was mounted by
any opponents

of family housing.

The decision of the Mayor and the staff to seek an
expansion
housing

of the supply of standard quality low-cost
for both families and the elderly was almost a
It con st.Lt.ut ed an extension

"non-decision."

of "the goals

of the Model Cities program stated in the application
document

and its function was to chart the directions

the ensuing
plan

technical process of design of a comprehensive

for the physical renewal of the Model Neighborhood.

No battle

lines were drawn within Model Cities through the

ch anne Ls of citizen participation,
or others;

or vii th the Aldermen

the press did not cover the "non-event"

resul t was a near-complete
this

of

"decision"

throughout

comprised

lack of public controversy.
the most fundamental

the Hodel Cities planning process

implications

Yet;

choice made

in terms of

for the future ethnic and social character

the neighborhood.

The imposition

Hayor

his control of the program

demonstrated

evidence,

and the

if not conclusive

of the decision

of

by the

and offered

proof, that Holyoke's

Model

Ci ties program began firmly in the st.aff··dominated mode on
the scale of staff-resident
Marshal

relationships

developed

by

Kaplan, Gans, and Hahn.

The Model Cities lrousing Improvement

Program

Once Taupier and Guyett had solidified

the objectives
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of the Model Cities housing
physical

housing

proposal for a comprehensive

rehabilitation

Seeking

they developed

and re-sale to private developers

Housing' Authority.

In December,

apparent

manifestations

approval.

the Aldermen

stated in the project

approved

Two months

planning

applications,

Year Action

for
t.o

funding applications,

all three without

later, HUD approved

issue in April,
the first two

as well as the $1.1 million

Two years later, the third project
Development

plans

or opposition

grant for the city's Model Cities

to the Neighborhood
approved.

as the preliminary

and taken to the Board of Aldermen

1970.50

a whole.

or controversy,

In the absence of controversy

the objectives

applications

of disconten·t Here

during the ensuing months

completed

for land

1969, the Policy Board

for the ·three projects Hi thout conflict

Program

First

program

as

was converted

(NDP) format and

51

The three Urban Renewal
as Bower-Mosher
planned

an approach

and the

its support for the survey and planning

and no significant

a

for

for three separate Urban Renewal projects

assembly

were

the

program

and new construction.

family and elderly housing,

calling

voted

program,

planning staff began the task of formulating

preliminary

both

improvement

projects,

which were known

I and II, and the Bower-Mosher

in accordance with the objectives

NDP, were

established
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during

the Planning Year and remained

or conflict

throughout the period

free of controversy

in which they were

given more specific form and content.
achieved

earlier was maintained

The consensus

throughout

the process

and as a result the politics of local approval remained
as it had begun -- largely a matter
by unanimous

of mere formalization

aldermanic approvals.

Before examining the politics
physical

of planning

the

renewal projects of the Model Cities program,

brief descriptions
comprehensive

of each of the components

of the

renewal plan will serve to clarify the nature

of the objectives

and the strategies

undertaken

as a result

of the planning processes.

Bower-Mosher
housing

I.

The highest priority

improvement

for the Model cities

program identified

the policy Board was subsidized

housing

by the staff and
for the elderly.52

Bower-Mosher

I was intended to meet this objective

construction

of a one-hundred

unit apartment

through

tower for the

elderly on a 1.B-acre site on the west side of the
neighborhood. 53

In an

staff and residents,
without dissent

atmosphere

the Aldermen

in August,

Nevertheless,

of near-unanimity
approved

the project

1971.54

by 1975 only a plot of vacant

where the eleven-story

structure

until 1976 did construction

among

was planned,

begin.

land sat

and not

After the properties
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had been acquired,
prepared

the buildings demolished,

for developers,

the project.
delayed

a sequence of delays had befallen

The housing moratorium

implementation

and the land

of January,

1973 had

for nearly a year, and in 1974 a

development

firm selected for the project had gone .int;o

bankruptcy,

thus imposing another delay of several

months.

55

Bower-Mosher
an expanse

the playground

land

II was intended

of new housing and also for expansion

slated to be rebuilt.

employers

of

of the adjacent ~vest street Elementary

from the Worthington

It involved purchase

Corporation,

of the

one of the largest

in the city, which recently had moved

into new

in the Whiting Farms Industrial Park in West

quarters
Holyoke.

Worthington's

two large structures

were

being used for warehousing

them

to the HRA for a price considered

HRA and HUD.
application
calling

to provide

of nearly eighteen acres to be used primarily

for construction

School

Bower-Mosher

II.

and it wa s willing

the city's

for a $2.5 Iuillion housing development

of housing

of approximately

for the elderly, all through

si
sta t e hou
ous1ng
sub Slid y programs. 56

expressions

of disagreement

Despite

plan

two hundred

for families and another one-hundred
building

to sell
by the

acceptable

In July, 1973, HUD approved

for construction

apartment

on the property

unit
Federal

the early

with the objective

units

of new

and
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family

housing,

the staff

faced

no difficulties

in obtain-

"N

ing the endorsement
Model

Neighborhood
In May,

had

of the "citizen

space

1974,

however,

and possibly

eminent

domain

employers.

and were
an area
High

laying

Accordingly,

known

and

thus

of funds

achieved

without

the loss

and complain

program.

58

of Model

about

what

not a b"out to lnvo.k e

were

south

looking

sharing

ahead
format
on

of the CBD fronting

neighborhood.
to HUD to transfer

the

II to the Churchill
the funds

and the central

efforts

the inner

significant

some proponents

of Ward

to shift

(and attentions)

although

"the rape

housing

revitalization

One area and toward

to produc-

for concentration

for Bower-Mosher

of the city's

transfer

plans

as the Churchill

sought

return

revenue

they drafted a proposal

authorized

thrust

was

preliminary

for the

from one of its largest

Development

of deteriorating

project

was

By this time the planners

Street

funds

course,

not to sell

need

a limited

to take property

to the new Community

Ward

0f

II project

decided

of its incr~asing

use. 57." Tne Clty,

t"lve

the Bower-Mosher

when Worthington

because

for storage

of the

for the plan.

to be abandoned

its properties

participants"

core

away

near

from the

the CBD.

to the Churchill
political
Cities
they

One" by ·the Community

area

opposition,
were

felt

to bemoan

to have

Development

The

been
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Bower-Mosher
converted

The third Bowe rr-Moshe r pr o j ect.was

NDP.

to the NDP format in 1972 reportedly

an insufficiency
hy conventional

of Federal funds required
59

methods.

and authorization,
t 1"0

"1
prlnclpa,

to carry i'tout

Besides its separate funding

the NDP differed

respects. 60

because of

from Urban Renewal in

One, it called

for projects

that could be executed in one year, with a sequence of
ye ar-..
to·-year projects expected to accumulate

to yield the

same final result as a single, larger renewal
although with less disruption
that housing

Two, it specified

improvements must be carried

'through rehabilitation,
appropriate.
definitive

or delay.

project,

out predominantly

with only "spot" clearance where

This requirement

of the NDP was more

than was the case with Urban Renewal, although

the latter was increasingly
rehabilitation

toward the

focus as well.

The objective
a substantial

being directed

of Holyoke's NDP was to rehabilitate

portion of the existing

Model Neighborhood.

housing

The area delineated

stock of the

for the NDP

consisted

of 74.7 acres in the heart of the neighborhood,

adjoining

the Bowe r e-Mo sher I and Bm,er-Mosher

II projects

for a total project area coverage of approximat:ely
ni.ne
ty-Eour

acres comprising

tial portion of the ward.
NDP format included

virtually

Projects
6l

the following:

all of the residen-

planned

through the
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1.

The construction

of twenty single-family

houses

with garages on a tlock in the center of the
Model Neighborhood.
2.

The rehabilitation
twenty-four

and exterior restoration

townhouse

apartments,

of

to be sold

as duplexes with owners to live in one unit
while renting out the companion

unit to help

defray the-mortgage costs, which
subsidized
ownership
3.

through the section

in turn were

235 home-

program.

The construction
single-family

of approximately

twenty

houses on sites left vacant by

demolition. 4.

';'herehabilitation

of eighty to one-hundred

housing units in the core of the neighborhood.
5.

The construction
restaurants

and financing

of two new

and a neighborhood

shopping

center

known as the "mini-mall."
6.

The construction
vehicles

of a parking

and the development

basketball

modernization
project

of an outdoor

facility and playground

the "Model Cities Service
In addition,

lot for sixty

for the ninety-eight

lo~ated in the neighborhood

from

Center."

the Housing Authority

program

across

undertook

a

unit Toepfert

and continued

to await
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Federal

funding for a new sixteen-unit

project

planned since 1963.

was

The latter project, which

linked with a fourteen-unit

Urban

family housing

project for the Riverview

Renewal area, was cancelled

by HUD in 1974 due to

a lack of sufficient .funds.62
All except two of the projects
third) were in or near the execution
design

(the first and

stage by 1975.

The

and planning of each was largely the province of

the professional
kept

listed

staff and their consultants.

The planners

the members of the Policy Board and other neighborhood

participants
continued

informed and nominally

to enjoy the relative

controversy
maintained

involved, and they

freedom from political

afforded by the broad consensus
throughout

that was

the process.

The Model Cities Renewal Planning Processes

This concluding
planning

the housing

section describes

improvement

projects

that conceived
which comprised

comprehensive

housing

from an identification
and institutions

and designed

of authority

in~)rovement program.
of the various

of the planning processes,

and

the Urban Renewal

the major elements

which carried

of

program of Model Cities.

The analysis focusses upon the structure
influence

the processes

of the
It proceeds

individuals,

out the principal

and assesses

agencies,
functions

their roles and
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inter-relationships
influence,
making

success

of authority,

and power which constituted

system.

determine

in the structure

Its principal

the renewal policy-

objectives

the principal reasons

(1) to

for the local political

of the Model Cities housing

(2) to assess the implications

are

renewal program, and

of that success for the

political

development

and the expansion

Holyoke's

renewal policy-making

of the capacity of

system.

.Expansion
previous

of the planning

renewal undertakings

consultants
details

staff.

were contracted

As was the case in the

of the city, private planning

to assist in the technical

of surveys, market analyses,

and project design.

After

HUD's approvals of the survey and planning

tions

for Bower-Mosher

interviewed

prospective

,Justin Gray Associates
firrr,which

applica-

I and II in June, 1970, the HRA
consulting

firms and selected

of Cambridge,

Massachusetts,

the

soon afterward would also assist the Authority

in the re-use planning
st.roriq orientation

for the Ward Four project,G3

of Justin Gray toward housing

rehabili-

·cation would correspond

with the similar v i ews of

Development

Guyett,

Coordinator

Commissioner

The

Robert

Zellan

of the HRA, and others,
Throughout
projects

the period

in which

of Model Cities were planned,

in addition

the physical

renewal

the city possessed,

to the services of the consultants,

considerably
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more

indigenous

during

professional

planning

capacity

than it had

the early years of the Ward Four planning

Besides

its Executive Director,

employed

a physical development

processes.

James J. Smith, the HRA
planner

(between June, 1971

and June, 1973), as well as a real estate officer,
finance
Model

officer,

officer

shared with the

Cities Agency, and other staff personnel.

Planning
1969,

a public relations

Board employed three professional

a

The

planners

after

including Guyett who served as both Planning

Director

and Development

Coordinator

after July, 1970, and

in 1973 the Board added a fourth position.
The most substantive
planning

processes

contributions

to the physical

from the Model Cities staff were effected

by Gerald W. Hayes, who joined the staff in 1970 after
taking

a master's

degree in educational

the Harvard School of Education.
twenty-two
Mayor,

years old at the time of his appointment

was designated

administrator,

as Program Manager

a bright and versatile

(although he was not trained
and persuasive

spokesman

1972 due to his relocation

and others
program

Cities
as an able

developer
and as an

and negotiator.64
resigned

When

in January,

out of the Holyoke

Hayes to succeed him.

by the

for Model

in city planning),

Model Cities Director Henry Ramsey

appointed

from

Hayes, who was only

and soon earned the respect of Taupier

adroit

psychology

area, Taupier

Other Model cities

staff
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members

involved in the physical planning processes

included part-time assistants John J. -Dickey, who joined
the HRA staff in 1971 as development
Professor

planner, and

Richard Alpert of Hampshire College, who carried

out housing market studies and participated
processes

in the general

of program design.

An important new dimension was a.dded to Holyoke I s
renewal planning structure with the establismnent

in 1971

of the Model Cities Community Development Corporation
(CDC).65

The CDC was chartered under the General Laws of

the Commonwealth

to act as a non-profit

corporation

primarily

for the purpose of execution of housing
development programs in the Model NeighborhoOd.66

Its

Board of Directors consisted of nine residents of the
rie.i qhbo rhood selected by the Model Ci-ties staff. 67

President,

Its

Richard Courchesne, who prior to the establish-

ment of the CDC had served as Administrative

Staff Planner

for Model Cities, was empowered by the CDC charter to
administer
basis.

the corporation's

on a full-time

The purpose of the CDC was to act, in effect as a

public development

bank.

It was to use its funds, which

were to be acquired primarily
and

activities

t hrouqh

from HUD through Model Cities,

the housing proqrams of the Commonwealth

Massachusetts,

for the "leverage"

to approved private development

function:

of

t.omake loans

firms from a revolving
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loan fund at below-market interest rates.
objective

The stated

of the CDC was to secure private mortgage

investments
write-down

of at least ten times the magnitude of its
subsidies.68

The CDC served as the executive

agency for the NDP

projects and was slated to carry out the Bower-Mosher
redevelopment

plan until that project was terminated.

the restaurant
established

II

and shopping center projects,

For

the CDC

through a program of the Federal Small Business

Administration

another non-profit corporation

known as the

,
Lde Deve 1 opment Corporat~on.
'
69
R~vers~

The role of the CDC in the renewal planning process
was to complement that of the HRA; the Authority would
execute the Urban Renewal projects
the properties,

to acquire and prepare

and the CDC then would assume responsibility

for planning and administering

the execution of all re-use

projects other than the public housing developments
administered

by the Holyoke Housing Authority.

This

function of the new CDC formerly had been the responsibility
of the HRA.

The Authority, however,

had been limited to

the available housing programs of the Federal and state
governments

to carry out its projects

unsubsidized

private developments)

(except for

and had not had the

benefit of the revolving loan fund for the land banking
function.

The assumption of the re-use execution

functions
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the role of the HRA.

by the CDC reduced considerably
Although

its approvals still would be required

for any

re-use plan to be forwarded to the Board of Aldermen,
Authority's
proposals

role would consist mainly

the

of consideration

brought before it by the professional

of

planners

and Model Cities staff, rather than the entire range of
functions

between conception of the ideas and formulation

of the specific content of the plans.

Further discussion

of the role of the HRA in the Model Cities physical
planning

processes

The development
supervision

is reserved until later in the chapter.

coordinator.

Coordination

of this multi-agency

the responsibility
Throughout

planning

of the Development

and general
structure were

Coordinator.

most of the physical planning

processes

Model Cities, this position was filled by Douglas
After his resignation
CED-North

in 1973, following

of
Guyett.

the defeat of the

project, Guyett took a position with a subsidiary

development

corporat.ion of the bank the president of which was

Wayne Alderman,

the leader of the ill-fated

carry out a Chapter 121A private
70

in the CBD.

appointment

Urban Renewal

Taupier then designated

Acting Development Coordinator
when aldermanic

of the formal educational

effort

requirements

produced a controversy of moderate

project

Gerald Hayes as

and persisted

reactions

to

in the

based on Hayes' lack·
for the position

proportions.
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Although Guyett's personal
design

of the Model Cities physical

limited

their objectives,

importance
renewal

in the process of

his function was of great

for the manner of operation

planning

structure.

to the

renewal projects were

after his initial leadership

determining

tor,

contributions

of the expanding

As chief planning

administra-

he served as the central figure in the complex

structure

of executive

commissions,
planning

staff,

elected officials,

processes.

the Mayor,

line agencies,

quasi-independent

and others involved

Accordingly,

the HRA, the Planning

in the

his relationships

with

Board, the Model Cities

and others cons t i.t ut.ed much of the charact.er of the

renewal

planning

position,

structure.

Because of his integral

the analysis of his role is contained

within

those of the roles of the Mayor and the various
of the planning

agencies

st ruct.ure rather than under a separate

heading.
The role of the Mayor.
chapters,
skills

As was discussed

!'layorTaupier was highly impressed

and abi.lities of Douglas Guyett.

planning

of the Model Cities renewal

precise
Guyett

and expertise.
character

Regarding

because of the commonality

the

he continued

Coordinator 's

It was difficult

of the relationship

with the

projects,

to t.ru s t. and rely upon the Development
judgment

in previous

to assess

between

of viewpoints

the

Taupier

and

of the tHO
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men

and because

between

them out of which an empirical

relative
data

of the lack of substantive

conflict

determination

influence might have been rendered.

suggest that in the minds of observers

pants

in the planning processes,

approximately
providing
str~cture.
judgments
followed

and partici-

roles in

of the renewal

planning

Guyett claimed that he usually made the key
on planning-related

matters

his advice and provided
for them. ~

reliance
Mayor

and direction

7'

support

Interview

the t.women played

equal, although different,

leadership

of

and Taupier

the essential

Taupier acknowledged

upon Guyett.

72

It is unlikely,

generally

political

his strong
howove r , that the

wou Ld have hesi ta·ted to impose his ultimate

and power had a difference

of opinion

between

authority

the two

arisen.
The Mayor maintained
of the
office.
Mayor's

Model Cities program

Guyett,
policy
affairs
with

throughout

The MCA staff functioned

capacities

that characteristic
while maintaining

the leadership

his four terms in

upon the skills and

of the staff in a manner
of his relationship
firm control

matters and a high degree
and operations

control

as a line agency of the

office, with Taupier reliant

administrative
unlike

full and unchallenged

of the program

73

with

over important

of involvement

of the Agency.

not

in the

His satisfaction

by Gerald Hayes
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reflected

both his view of Hayes as an able administrator

and an effective
to function
direct

political

leader, and Hayes' willingness

as a line agency department

supervision

head under the

of the Mayor.

The roles of the BRA and the Planning Board.
and the Planning Board proved willing
leadership

of the Development

of the professional
program

developers

commissions

and semi-professional

substantive

considered

the members

of the

for such commissions

the deliberative
ordinarily

allotted

judgments

and to withhold

members,

to review

and

to them by the staff,

and ultimate decision-making

I'lhilethe Commissioners

to legislative
of both institutions

'to assert their independent

their approvals

had been met , they proved
of the coalition

in planning

primarily

presented

the formal authority

directives

to

In effect,

possessed

demands

presented
or

of proposals

responsibilities
assemblies.

Both

controversy

These functions pertained

essentially

and

concerrt.r
at.ed on the qua si.v Leq i.s La t i.ve functions

appropriate

consideration

planners

significant

modification.

t.wo agencies

and the advice

staff.

approved all of the proposals

them by the staff without

theory.

to accede to the

Coordinator

of the multi-agency

Both the HRA

until

their

highly amenable

comprised

mainly

to the

of staff

consul tan ts, resi.derrt.s
, and the Mayor which

carried out, the project. planning

and design

functions.
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For the Planning Board,
which

such a role paralleled

it had assumed in the concurrent

processes

and reflected

and politically

CBD planning

its constructive,

coordinated

relationships

coo~erative,
with both Guye-!:t

and 'l'aupier. For the HRA, on the other hand,the
ness to follow the leadership of the planning
the Development

Coordinator

record of possessiveness
and its readiness
domain.

Several

orientation

contrasted

concerning

to resist mayoral
factors underlay

willing-

staff and

sharply with its

the Riverview project
encroachments

upon its

this change in the

of the HRA.

First, the great expansion

of the number,

and magni-tude of the city's renewal planning
during

that

Taupier's

to maintain

first term overloaded

scope,

endeavors

the HM's

capacity

the extensive role it had carried throughout

the Riverview

processes.

To have continued

to play such

a role while dealing with the Model cities renewal
the CED revitalization

effort, and other related

program,

programs,

as well as the Ward Four project would have required
inordinate

amounts of time and energy by the Commissioners.

Furthermore,
particular

the Commissioners

appeared

interest in doing so.

To the contrary,

seemed eager to work cooperatively
knowledgeable

to harbor no

planning professional

they

with a firm and
and administrative

leader, and the view of Guyett as such a person was
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virtually

unanimous

questioned
HRA.74

among the participants

on the matter,

including

1970's,

the several renewal

projects

the BRA became increasingly

leadership

the menillersof the

agreed t.hat in the course

It was also generally

of processing

and observers

in the early

reliant

upon the

of the staff in the ·technical matters

of

'
" .•
i
ba
si
Li.icy reconunendaat.i.ons
t.i
P 1ann.i.nq
, anc
ud lng
asi,cpo
.75
In addition,
the HRA throughout
processes

of political

and professional
principals

rationality.76

who opposed the Mayor consistently

related to the Riverview

or the prerogatives
proclivities

planning

cardinal

and planning

to challenge

or the Development

project,

of the Authority

on

the HRA staff,

displayed

the leadership

Coordinator

of

and reflected

leadership

that were Taupier's

effectiveness

The Commissioners
matters

of Mayor Taupier

toward mayoral

guidance

of the Commissioners

the Model Cities renewal

were appointees

the orientations
planning

the majority

no

of the Mayor

on the Ward One renewal

,
P 1annlng
en deavors. 77
In the early 1970's, Holyoke was involved
larger and more comprehensive
planning

than had been

program

the case during

t.he Riverview project had constituted
focus of attention.

Through

in a far

of physical

renewal

the 1960's when
almost

the concurrent

alone

the

activities

the Mode 1 Cit.ies, CBD, and Ward Four pro j ects,

of

the city's
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expanding

corps

of planning

personnel

aggregated

structure

and coordination,

previously.
assumed

the status

primarily

maintained
planning

the Mayor.

predominant
structure

through

the Development

HR~ and the Planning

The staff-resident

relationship.

of establishing

setting

its housing

The MCA

st af f

participation
assist

ing.

"hidden"

of the

linkages
of the

It has been demons t.raced
developed
Cities

capacity

made

of power

in the early
program
and

here

and

strategies.

of resident

and then had

of a sufficient

of the staff-resident

be critical

political

objectives

the beginning

has been

assertions

and

the remainder

the structure

and functional

No attempt

the nature

would

improvement

in the development

organizational

Agency

direct

and the membership

the Model

had organized
from

by

Board.

that a pat.t.er
n of staff-dominance
processes

exercised

Cities

over

headed

to the governing

Taupier

his strong

Coordinator

structure

bureaucracy

the Model

influence

in the city

planning

and linked

au t.ho.r
it.y over

supervisory

evident

of a multi-agency

through

bureaucratic

as "rational-technical"

the renewal

Coordinator

development

degree'of

as well

Increasingly,

the Development

with

a greater

ca pac i.t.y , than had been

planning

body

and program

sought

degree

of

to continue

to probe

relationship

by the staff

to

deeply

ope ratinto

in search

or the Mayor

of
as

'
ci
k il.l1g.
,,78
to an ana I YS1.S
0 f ,.
'non- d eeC1S1.0n-ma
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The essential
a visible,

fact relevant

officially

cant display
housing

structured,

of resident

development

was achieved

projects

and maintained
significant

Ultimately,

the importance

the maintenance
facilitated
Federal

of the Model

Renewal

Cities

in the virtual

aldermanic

and

program

absence

of

of opposition.

of the participation
derived

that

signifi-

of the

from its consequences

of the aura of non-controversiality
approvals

for

which

and the satisfaction

of

administrators.
The analysis

the following

of the role of the residents

conclusions:

(1) that

in maintaining

a functioning

participation,

although

explained

below,

unambiguously
planning

and never

or influence

did not appear

planning

or policy-related

a sufficiently
to maintain

supportive

as

the requirements

of

remained

to the executive-centered
achieved

enough

organizational

it; and

to be notably
issues
attitude

·the vi·tal neighborhood

In the absence

succeeded

difficulties,

to satisfy

to challenge

residents

yielded

of resident

(2) that the residents

subordinate

staff

the staff

structure

not without

adequate

HUD administrators;

power

for the Urban

expressions

in the program

is simply

and·politically

support

politically

residents

to this analysis

of a thorough

(3) that
concerned

and continued
toward

the
about

any

to display

the renewal

plans

consensus.
and sys·tematic

analysis
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of the wor ki.nq relationship
~esidents,

the following

circumstantiaL

evidence

conclusions.
resident

proposals

the staff and the

limited, and in some cases
is offered

in support of these

First is the fundamental

participation

improvement

between

boards relevant

planning processes

presented

tive controversy
,,,asprimarily

fact that the
to the housing

consistently

to them by the staff without

or conflict.

in a few cases, according

(e.g., the "mini-mall"

and asserted effective
that faced uncertain

substan-

developed

Cities Director Gerald Hayes, they originated
ideas

the

The role of the residents

to respond to the proposals

the staff, although

approved

neighborhood

political

prospects

demands

by

to Model
useful

shopping

center)

for undertakings

with the Board of Aldermen

(e.g., the decision. to rebuild the West Street School).79
Besides the Policy Board, the MCA staff organized
at least eleven other citizen boards
of the program,
Area Committee
medium

including

participation

the Urban Renewal

development

programs

Policy Board

to serve as the

in the processes

projects

to be carried

accordance with Federal

purposes

an entity known as the Project

(PAC), which was designated

for resident

planning

for various

guidelines,

of

and the housing
SO

out by the CDC.
neither

(nor any of the other resident

allotted the power of veto of planning

In

PAC nor the
boards)

proposals

was

developed
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by the staff.

Only the HRA or the Planning

veto a proposal

in the planning

Board could

stage of the process.

Mayor Taupier made clear to the neighborhood

representa-

tives that their roles were to "influence"

the decisions

while his was to carry"

responsibility

and authority ....

the ultimate

" for 'the program. 81

MCA Director Gerald Hayes, who expended
able effort to develop and facilitate
participation

processes,

concluded

tended to concern themselves

the citizen

that the residents

less with the broad policy

issues than with more tangible and immediate,
ultimately

less important,

neighborhood
bodies

adequately
details

He argued that legislative

lack sufficient

capacity

either the broad policy

of complex programs

Cities.

although

issues such as jobs for

residents.82

typically

a consider-

to comprehend

issues or the technical

such as Urban Renewal

or 110del

Hayes ranked the Policy Board and PAC, respectively,

below the Board of Aldermen
The most significant,
evidence

although

circumstantial,

for the claim that the residents

subordinate
pertained

to the staff throughout

to a sequence of events

These events demonstrated
manipulate
incurring

in terms of such capacity.

the planning

that took place

the ability

the structure of resident
any substantive

remained

reactions

processes
in 1972.

of the staff to
participation

without

from the residents.
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They

also showed that the major problem

to satisfy

HUD's demands for more extensive

representative

participation

to cope with assertions
demands

and more

by the residents

rather than

of power or potentially

from the residents,
0f

num b er

for the staff was

troublesome

as proved the case in a

"
83
at h er CJ.
t i es ..

In June, 1972, HUD informed Mayor Taupier
would

not fund the city's Third Action Year Plan until

certain

modifications

were made in the program's

i t iJ.zen par t'J.cJ.pa
,
t'J.on.
84
f or CJ.

Board,

that it

provisions

In a letter to the Policy

Taupier cited four principal

reasons

given by HUD

(paraphrased) :
1.

Since no election had been held since early
1969, despite the specification

of yearly

Policy Board elections

in the First Action Year

Plan, there was " ...

no evidence

Neighborhood

Residents continue

that Mod.el

to support the

persons elected at that time."
2.

The excessive

number of mayoral

the Policy Board did not refleot
of separation

appointees

on

HUD' s concept,

of responsibilities

in Model

Cities ..
3.

There were too few minority
serving on the resident

4.

group representatives

boards.

The city lacked a stated procedure

for filling
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.
85
vacanc~es.
The most important problem was the lack of adequate
representation

by the minority populations

Neighborhood,

especially the expanding

community. 86

Throughout

the program,

staff had faced difficulties
adequate participation
community.

of the Model

Puerto Rican
the Mayor and the

in their efforts to achieve

by members of the Puerto

The original Policy Board elections

Rican
had

produced

only one member of Spanish surname and he had not

remained

active for more than a short period of time.

87

Furthermore,

the Mayor's appointments

representatives

to fill vacancies

PAC in almost every case resulted
one or two meetings,
absence

on the Policy Board or
in their attendance

A review of the minutes

of the Policy Board and PAC revealed
attendance

only one case of

by a person of Spanish

surname.

Model Cities Director Hayes directed the process
reorganizing

the structure of resident

participation.

plan approved by HUD called for new elections
Board employing
Neighborhood

a new method

into electoral

of dividing
districts.

districts,

from sub-districts

The

the Model
One representative

within

for a total of twelve elected

of

to the Policy

was to be elected from each of three districts,
representatives

at

(if any), followed by continuous

and non-participation.

continuing

of Spanish-named

and three

each of .che
members,

nine of
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whom

by const i tuencies

wou ld be elected
88

five hundr ed persons.
that

Spanish-speaking

neighborhood

would

In the elections
person

margin

candidates
stand

greater

surname

Rican

community

plan

order

II

. to achieve

ethnic

about

from elections.

and by March,
the Policy

Board

.

represen t atlves.

Plan document

were

Blacks

Project

HUD then

extensive

than

such. a situation,
to appoint

to the Policy

Board

if it does
however,

Rican

Action

not come

persisted,

Plan was

of Spanish-named

Area

Committee,

in

the problem

community

void

claimed

resident. review

in the program's

by a wide

for the Mayor

the Final

thirty-one
Rican.

boards

turned

and more
task

the Policy

Ricans
below

submitted,

Board.92

councils,

Action

two of whom

The document

also

out of 150 members
the level

its attentions

meaningful

forces,

the Third

members,

91

and one a Puerto

Board,

for more

other

when

The lone activist

Still,

a toted. of e"'ighteen Puerto

of eleven

not one

90

Year

Policy

,,89

remained

As fort-he

cited

however,

balance

by the Puerto

1974,

1, 1972,

had called
residents

of non-·involvement

elected.

To remedy

Neighborhood

of the

of being

was defeated

four Model

zones

chances

was elected.

in his sub-district.

the reorganizatioll

it was anticipated

in certain

held on August

of Spanish

of the Puerto

In this way

of approximately

of the

to the need

resident

participation

and review

Ultimately,

however,

boards
nothing
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of significance

for the renewal planning

from these efforts or concerns either.
corrmunity never became significantly
eventually

resulted

The Puerto Rican

involved, and HUD

stopped pressing the matter.

According
pressures

processes

to Gerald Hayes, the only significant

from HUD on the local program

. d. to
pertalne

C1. t'lzen

for performance

an d program eva.l' uatl0n.93

...
partlclpatlon

He noted that the staff enjoyed wide latitude and
flexibility

in the processes of design and execution

most of the projects and programs
Cities Agency.

undertaken

'Ihis finding contrasts

James who concluded

excessive

by the Model

sharply with ·that of

from a study of Federal administration

of the program that Federal pressures
of tangible

for rapid production

results, or "delivery of services,"

t.o the point of retarding

other goals, such as meaningful
hood residents

and thoughtful

in the development
and physical

were

the development

participation

and deliberate

of comprehensive

rehabilitation

Informants

innovations

approaches

to the social
94

of the Model Neighborhoods.

unanimously

agreed that the fundamen·tal

lack of any form of significant

organization

or leadership,

although

for greater political

'was the

political

it was granted

a small number of ac·tivists we re trying
the community

of

by neighbor-

reason for the lack of Puerto Rican participation
near-total

of

that

in vain to organize

effectiveness.

Closely
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related

to the failure of organization was the fact that

the Spanish-speaking

population was new to the neighborhood

and the city, still bighly mobile, and not yet settled
into the employment,

residential,

life of the community.
voting

A cursory examination of Ward One

data showed that as the "native" white population

declined,
While

social, or political

voter participation

declined proportionately.

there was no way of ascertaining

Puerto

9"
-'

the numbers of

Ricans who voted either in municipal

elections or

in those for the Policy Board, it seems safe to conclude
that the proportion

was very small.

Conclusions

In the absence of significant
opposition

or

to the renewal plans for the Hodel Neighborhood,

and in view of the consistent
Ward Aldermen
leaders

controversy

and various

support for them by the

social, religious,

and political

of the corrununityas well as the official

organizations
to challenge

of residents,

t.heAldermen

found no reason

either the plans or the coalition

96

behind them.

Their prompt and facile approvals of all of the project
proposals

brought before them also reflected

of objections
brief,

the absence

at the public hearings, which amounted

pro forma, affairs uSlli>llyheld im~ediately

to the unanimous voce s for the projects

to

prior

and the bondi.ng
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authorizations.
Also, there were no reported or alleged
tions problems"
coa Li.t.Lon

between the Aldermen

"communica-

and the planning

such as had marked the early Riverview

processes.

Informants

generally agreed that the staff managed

previously

sensitive matter of communications

Aldermen

very effectively.

with the

MCA Director Gerald Hayes

cited Ward Alderman and later H~~ Commissioners
Provost

as particularly

the

Leonard

helpful to the program

in

f aCliLi.t;
i.ca t lons.
i
97
1 a t.i
lng communlca

Hayes earned a reputation

for himself

with Mayor Taupier,

as well, especially

skillful management

for

of relations with the Aldermen.

Douglas Guyett, who se political

leadership

(and his interest

in the matter as well) in the CED and Ward Four endeavors
had been of questionable
of the experiences
nurtured

concluded

on the basis

with Model Cities that carefully

-- and limited -- processes

tion could help develop
primarily

efficacy"

of citizen

participa-

support for plans drawn up

by the professionals

as well as to "keep the

technicians

honest. ,,98 Given the lack of controversy

surrounding

the Model Cities renewal

con®unicaticns

function was considerably

out successfully
Riverview

program,

however,

easier

than was the case with either

to carry
the

or the CED project.

Another

notable difference

between

the

the Ward One
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renewal

endeavors and those of Ward Four or the CBD

pertained
projects

to the nature of the plans.
had involved widespread

case of Riverview especially,
existing

community,

emphasized

consensus

of neighborhood

and stabilization

and maintenance

residents

of

of the

behind the program,

the people of the "ethnic community"

One could mount as forceful a campaign
plan as could the "ethnic community"

against an unwanted

of Ward Four.
the

of the residents

the planning processes was more significant
success of the endeavor.

for

of l~ard

the question is left open as to whether

nature of the plan or the inclusion

political

of an

Most likely this factor was critically

to the achievement

Therefore

and, in the

the dislocation

of buildings

important

presumably

clearance

the Model Cities renewal program

rehabilition

the neighborhood.

Where the other

in

to the

The two factors were

inext.ricably tied together in the rules and guidelines
the Model Cities program and in the pattern
response

that developed

around the housing

of

of political
improvement

program of Holyoke's Model cities experiment.
While the ultimate
renewal

consequencies

of the physical

efforts of the city's Ward One program,

viewed

terms of housing units constructed

or rehabilitated,

the extent of social or demographic

stabilization,

another matter, the planning

processes

associated

in

or in
were

with the
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Model Cities program were politically
renewal

planning structure developed

capacity.

successful.
greater

The Model Cities renewal

program

The

functional
emphasized

rehabilitation

of buildings and stabilization

neighborhood.

Most likely this factor was critically

important

to the achievement and maintenance

consensus

of neighborhood

for presumably

residents

behind

Four.

of the
the program,

the people of the "ethnic community"

Ward One could mount as forceful a campaign
unwanted

of the

against

plan as could the "ethnic community"

in the planning processes was more
political

of Ward

of the residents

significant

success of the endeavor.

inextricably

to the

The two factors

response

were

tied together in the rules and guidelines

of the Model Cities program and in the pattern
that developed around the housing
of Holyoke's Model Cities

of political

improvement

experiment.

While the ultimate consequences
renewal

an

Therefore the question is left open as to whether

the nature of the plan or the inclusion

program

of

efforts of the city's Ward

of the physical

One program,

viewed

terms of housing units constructed

or rehabilitated,

the extent of social or demographic

stabilization,

another matter,

the planning

processes

or in
were

associated

with

l>IodelCities rorogram were politi.cally successful.

The

renewal planning structure developed

greater

in

functional

the
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capacity,

achieved greater coordination,

leadership,

and learned valuable

art of constructing
objectives,

cooperation,

and

lessons in the political

an effective consensus on goals,

and strategies within the target area prior

to the submission of·their plans to the Board of Aldermen.
How these achievements would relate to the city's
transition

to the Community Development

format at the end of 1974 is considered
chapter.

revenue sharing
in the

;following
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Notes
lTranscript,

July 25, 1973.

20ther undertakings of Holyoke's Model Cities
program, such as those concerned with problems in education,
health care, and employment in the Model Neighborhood, are
acknowledged to have been important and integrally related
to the concept of neighborhood rehabilitation stressed in
l-1odelCities.
The analysis, however, is limited to the
processes of planning the physical renewal programs.
3The 150 Model Cities grants were awarded by HUD in
two stages:
seventy-five in November, 1967, and the
remainder in May, 1968. For an analysis of the criteria
and processes of selection used by HUD, see Neil Gilbert
and Harry Specht, "'picking Winners':
Federal Discretion
and Local Experience as Bases for Planning Grant Allocation;'
Public Administration Review 34 (November, 1974) :565-74.
4rnformation ~egarding the city's Community Action
Co~~ittee and its attempt to secure a Model Cities grant
in the first round were taken almost entirely from accounts
in the Transcript (various editions, 1965 through 1967).
5Late in 1967, after Congress enacted the "Green
A'Tlendment"requiring local Community Action Programs to
become official agencies of state or local governments,
Dibble said he thought the change was not a good idea, that
he was "...
not sold on their being under political
control."
Transcript, November 17, 1967.
6rnterview with Daniel H. Dibble,

September

19, 1975.

7Edward C. Banfield, "Making a New Federal Program:
Model Cities 1964-68," in Alan P. Sindler (ed.), Policy and
Politics in America:
Six Case Studies (Boston:
Little,
Brow~ ar.d Company, 1973).
8The best known and probably most comprehensive
cri t i.que of ·the experience with citizen participation
in
the Community Action Program is Daniel P. Moynihan,
Ma~jmum Feasible Misunderstanding:
Cownunity Action in
lrlardon Poverty (New York:
The Free Press, 1969).
9Record of Board of Aldermen and Mayor, meeting
the Board, January 16, 1968.
The vote was 14-0.
.
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10Transcript,

February

27, 1968.

lIThe Planning Board's decision to hire Candeub and
Transcript,
Fleissig came on a vote of three-to-two.
February 8, 1968.
12The importance to HUD administrators of the city's
poor record in achieving coordination was underlined at a
meeting of Planning Director Guyett, the Planning Board,
and a representative of the consulting firm of Metcalf and
Eddy, among others.
Transcript, February 1, 1968.
13Ci,ty of Holyoke, "Application to the Department
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C HAP
THE TRANSITION

T E R

V I I I

TO CO~~UNITY

This chapter completes
experiences

DEVELOPMENT

the account of Holyoke's

in Urban Renewal and related antecedents

Comnlunity Development.

It begins with a discussion

the city's decision to undertake

an industrial

of
of

renewal

project with funding from the state planned and approved
between

1971 and 1974.

detailed

In contrast

accounts of previous endeavors

chapters,

the events and circumstances

be examined in brief form.
rejection

and

in the preceding
of this project

can

The chapter also considers

the

by the Board of Aldermen of an opportunity

i:he city by HUD to participate
assistance

program

in 1972.

to the Conmlunity Development
This transition
designation
(CDA) , and

consisted

Finally,

structure

the city's

given

housing
transition

block grant forma't is examined.

of two principal

(2) the institution

parts:

Development

of relatively

(1) the

Agency

minor

changes

to comply with the requirement

of the Corrmunity Development
essentially

in an experimental

of the local Community

in the planning

therefore

to the extensive

program.

free of substantive

The latter

controversy

requires only brief description.
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remained

or conflict

and

Its significance
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lay primarily
in which
citizen

in the possible

the city satisfied
participation

implications

the Federal

in Community

of the form

requirement

Development

Beneath the politics of the designation
however,

lay opposing perceptions

city's record in the antecedent
Development.

planning.
of the CDA,

and assessments

The Mayor's proposal

for a reorganization

in the city.

the Board to the Mayor's
concern

to retain the division

that had marked
nearly

the dissertation,
development

heading

Accordingly,

of Co~~unity

the account of this
a link to the terminus of
of the city's

subsumed

local approval

after 1974 under the

Development.

The Millrace-South

Industrial

Renewal

Early in 1971, a group of Aldermen
"to be opposed

its

and influence

to plan and achieve

and projects

response of"

in the field for

the summary analysis

of capacity

for programs

of authority

process provides

obstacle

in turn reflected

the city's experiences

two decades.

decision-making

The negative

proposal

of

his assumption

that the Board of Aldermen had been the principal
progress

of the

programs of COIT~unity

the st ruc t ur e of planning aut.horLt.y reflected

to renewal

for

to the CBD revitalization

shape offered a counter-proposal:
st.at e-iai.ded r-eriewa L project

Project

known or thought

plan then taking

to opt instead

in the canal

for a

industrial

area.

\
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The objective

of such a project was to encourage

in the city of new or expanding

industrial

boost the city's ailing economy~
revitalization
members

objectives

1966-67

The interest in industrial

dated back to the ill-

from the Gas and Electric Department

for a massive redevelopment

the entire canal district.
of the new movement

Among the Aldermen,

for industrial

agains·t CBD-North;
the acknowledged

Board President

in

program encompassing
the leaders

renewal were James P.

Kane, who also became the key spokesman

for the case

Thomas M. Monahan;

and

leader of the faction most often opposed

to the Mayor and to the renewal
Edward J. Sullivan.
planning

firms and thus

for renewal projects among the

of the Board of Aldermen

fated proposal

location

proposals

Thus, provided

he supported,

the Mayor and the

structure would cooperate,

the prospects

for local

approval of such a project appeared bright.
After a brief reconsideration
for resurrection

of the Gas and Electric

Board of Aldermen,
planning

of the possibilities

structure,

with little direct

involvement

passed a resolution

in May, 1971 requesting

the Planning

area suitable for an industrial

the
of the

by unanimous

Board to outline

renewal

it to the Aldermen as soon as possible
.
conSli.d exatlona

proposal,

project

vote
an

and submit

for their

,
.1.

Mayor Taupier

gave his unenthusiastic

consent; as he put it, he "allowed

the planners

to work on
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it.,,2 In Harch, 1972, the Planning
results

of its study of the possibilities

project,
either

and identified

for such a

a seventy-nine-acre

site along

side of the First Level Canal southeast of the CBD.3

HUD's policy regarding
precluded

Urban Renewal projects at that time

funding for industrial

the CBD-North

project

earlier.4

to rely upon the Massachusetts
Affairs

Board released the

for fifty-fifty

renewal,

just as it had

Accordingly,
Department

matching

funds.

the city had

of Community
The DCA, however,

made it clear to the city that it would not be able to
support both the CBD-North
South" proposal. 5
mutally

project and the new "~lillrace-

In effect, the two proposals were

exclusive.
Mayor Taupier was determined

of the downtown revitalization

to press for approval

project.

political

struggle over CBD-North,

advocates

of industrial

Alderman

renewal anticipated

of some version of the possibilities
preliminary

Millrace-South

the latter was removed

the substitution

plan for the downtown

acquiesced

of the early planning

the

Kane and other

identified

from the agenda.

res.erva t.Lon , Mayor Taupier
"processing"

Throughout

Despite

in the
plan once
his

in the formal

stages of Millrace-South

in 1972 and early 1973, prior to the decision

on CBD-North.

The HRA applied to the DCA for a survey and planning

loari

·totalling $31,702, representing

of the

seventy-five

percent
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total cost, and all required approvals
without

difficulty

were obtained

with the understanding

that the DCA

could not be expected to fund both Millrace-South
CED-North.

and

6

Once the downtown project had been defeated,
process of delineating

a specific renewal project

larger, more comprehensive

preliminary

Director

of Development

Robert Bateman, Principal

engineered
within
7

DCA.

Coordinator

the development

Planner James Wininger

of a small-scale

the cost limitation of $3 million

project

imposed

Because of the funding limitations,

to minimize dislocation

of jobs and tax revenues,

Under the

Guyett and Planning

proposal

by the

and because

the desire of the planners and the proponents
renewal

from the

plan developed

earlier began to assume increased significance.
direction

the

of existing

of

of industrial

firms and loss

the project was reduced

in size

from 79 acres to a choice between
considered

by the Aldermen

alternative
abandoned

12.3 and 9.5 acres to be
.8
early in 1974.
The smaller

would involve acquisition

structures,

and demolition

one for which the owners

arrears to the city for $56,000, and would
$1.8 million,
12.3-acre

half to be contributed

site would have required

functioning

wire manufacturing

seventy persons.

were

in tax

cost an estimated

by the state.

the closing

companies

of two

of two

employing

In the view of some observers,

The

about

howeve r ,
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the larger site would have comprised

' d ustr~a
' 1 re-use.
.
9
f or ~n

parcel of property

The aldermanic
chaired

committee

1974 with representatives
community,

the matter

Taxpayers'

in March,

By a vote of

12-3, the Board approved the formal application

11

on March 19, 1974.

that any industrial
and irregular
Alderman's
increase

Opponents

negative reaction

in the tax rate"

Pliska).12
co~~itment

Industrial

Subsequently,

cited the low probability

its amenities,

~alysis.

the DCA indicated

obstacle

of the contract

William

its informal

the Board of

the process

with

13

with the HRA.

encountered

no significant

in gaining the support of the Aldermen

was favored from the beginning
amenable

"unbearable

of the plan in October;

1975, the DCA completed

Millrace-South

as well as one

(Ward Four Alderman

Al.de.rrnen
granted its formal approval

its formalization

in the small

to any additional

to the project in September;

and in January,

to the DCA

Renewal Project

firm would be interested

site, despite

thus

and sent the

to the full Board· for its decision.

for the 9.5-acre Millrace-South

the

Association~O

approved the smaller project,

to save the two wire companies,

proposal

development,

of the Chamber of Commerce,

and the Holyoke

It then unanimously
opting

on industrial

by James P. Kane, discussed

banking

a far more saleable

by the Aldermen

to the Mayor's d i.r
ect i,ves, and because

because

it

least
it aroused
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no serious opposition
including

from any segment of the community,

the affected property

nearby neighborhoods.

owners or residents of

It also benefited

from the Chamber of Commerce,

the Taxpayers'

the Transcript

(albeit somewhat

from organized

labor.

14

slim to warrant

Mayor Taupier's

attitude

for sale and redevelopment

political

since the CBD-North

and

toward

than enthusiastic.

the investment.

be no significant

Association,

less than rigorous),

the endeavor was more permissive
felt its prospects

from its support

He

were too

Since there appeared to

risk involved, however,

plan appeared

and

unlikely .to be 'brought

back to life in any guise, he found no substantial

reason

to try to block the undertaking.IS
The low-keyed political

atmosphere

the Millrace-South

project through

adoption

the continued

reflected

of Aldermen

become accustomed
proposals.
oriented

its non-conflictual

willingness

to support the concept

some, if not all, of its forms.
to granting

The Riverview

renewal endeavors

and only its rejection

as a potential

objectives

established

project

to renewal

and the several

of Model Cities
marked

housing-

lay behind

by

it,

the current

to the achievement

and pursued

cerrt.er
ed planning structure.

in

By 1974, the Board had

its approval

threat

of the Board

of urban renewal

of CBD-North

membership

which surrounded

of the

the executive-
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The contrast in political
and CBD-North

offers further evidence

the Holyoke political community
uncertain
based

the Mayor, the business

planning

bureaucracy,

class population

typical working people's

strength

of the Aldermen

identifiable

indefinite,

the political

of the Board by

body,

limited in most cases to a choice between
proposals

which had originated

In effect, the Worker-Aldermen

possessed

of power to dispose but little

to propose.

to this rule was Millrace-South.

substantial.

in the city's

structure was in its legislative

or rejecting

the

after 1966.

Because their major strength

were

While

wages

as representa.tives

in the presidency

11. Monahan continuously

for

through

of this group on the Board was always

fact was reflected

mental

the

of the city

concerns

and stimulation of the economy

of the "\IJorkers"was similarly

Thomas

and civic elites,

than profits for downtown merchants.

proportion

This

The first,

The second, the "vlorkers,"

was based in the large working

emplo~nent

and

and a shifting and uncertain

of the Aldermen.

and reflected

cultures."

of

segment of the community,

included

proportion

of the division

into two shifting

factions, or "political

in the "Managerial"

rather

fortunes of Millrace-South

govern-

the "Workers"
accepting

elsewhere.

a proven

measure

The exception
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A Negative Reaction 'to Subsidized
Holyoke and springfield
in 1972 to participate
ance Research Program
granting
rather

were selected by HUD early

in its experimental
(HARP).

Housing Allow-

The experiment

housing subsidies to qualified

than to private housing
,

section

Housing

involved

tenant families,

sponsors,
-

as under the

236 program, or to the local Housing Authority

coriverrt
i ona L or leased public housing.
in a number of localities

throughout

1971 and 1973 in accordance
Act of 1970.16
program

were incorporated

Development
allowance"

the nation between

features

of the Housing

of the experimental

in the Housing

Act of 1974 as the Section

and Community

8 "housing

program.

The HARP proposal reached
time.

The Housing Authority's

public

and subsidized

to concentrate
had resulted
complex,

It was carried out

wit!'J,
provisions

The essential

for

the city at an awkward

policy

of seeking

units throughout

them in the lower-income

the city rather than
core areas recently

in its proposal of a subsidized

known as the Jarvis Avenue

236), to be located

in the uphill

the city's developing
the view of Alderman

middle

to disperse

housing

project

portion

(under section

of Ward

and upper-income

Thomas M. Barrett,

Six near

district.

who sponsored

order calling for the city to participate
expcr i.ment.,the acrimony and consternation

the

in the HARP
stirred by the

In
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Jarvis

Avenue proposal had triggered

of the Aldermen
especially
Alderman

against subsidized

among some

or public housing,

that aimed at dispersal

of low-income

Kane, of Ward Six, claimed

the experiment

a reaction

and

families.17

that participation

would have meant that "..•

Holyoke would

draw more than its share of the unproductive
When Barrett proposed an Order calling

in

poor."IB

for the city to

accept the program, Kane moved to defeat the Order and the
ioz i.t; y. 19
Boar d concurre d b y a I arge maJorl

The HARP experiment bore no direct relationship
Lmmed i.at.e

any renewal project and was of only marginal
concern

to the renewal planning

Housing Authority.

structure,

Its rejection,

to

other than the

however,

provided

further evidence of the ability of the Board of Aldermen
to obstruct

any kind of renewal,

corrmunity development
did not agree.
housing

housing, or related

program with which its membership

Despite the Board's

in the Nodel Neighborhood,

approvals

in the Prospects

Heights Urban Renewal Project, and elsewhere
it was clear that the Aldermen

of subsidized

in the c.lcy,

had not granted

"blanket" endorsement

of such programs.

r.he Boa.rd's rejection

of HARP also demonstrated

refusal to accept passively
city's renewal planning

the "expert"

structure

More

any kind of
si.gnificantly,
again its

judgments

of t.he

or any of its constituent

par t.s, including the Housing Authority.
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The Mayor's Developmeht

Holyoke's

transition

Council Proposal

to the Community

format can be dated from mid-1973.

In May, soon after the

defeat of CBD-North, Mayor Taupier proposed
the creation of a nine-member
comprised

of representatives

concerned

with planning,

Board of Aldermen,

Development

Community
would

Council to be

the Chamber

commissions

of Commerce,

and the Mayor's office.20

(CDA) responsible

Development

to the Board

of the various

would be to serve as the designated
Agency

Development

block grant funds.

Development

Its function

Community

for administration

the

Development

of Community

The Council would allocate

funds and the HFA and other agencies

serve as executive,

or policy

implementation

.
21
agenc1es.
Upon receiving

the Development

Council

Board sent it to the Public Service Committee
Alderman

Ernest ~roulx where it remained

During this time, the Mayor engaged
tions over the make-up
amendments
tion.

increasing

two as originally

proposed,

negotia-

and agreed to

reported

its representa-

favorably

in June, 1974,. called

council of eleven members,

by

for over a year.

its size and altering

public Service Committee

chaired

in informal

of the Council

As amended, the proposal

Order, the

with. five Aldermen

by the

for a
instead of

and with one representative

each from the HRA, the Housing

Authority,

the Planning
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Board,

the Chamber of Commerce,

and the Mayor 'f"
s
called

flce. 22

0

Taupier's

for a representative

Finance Authority,

Association,

original proposal had

from the Industrial

as well as an additional

for another representative
commissions,

the Taxpayers'

Development

"swing" seat

of the three major planning

and had not included a seat for the Taxpayers'

Association.
Taupier agreed to the amendments
desire

to see the adoption of at least a reasonable

facsimile

of the idea and because

the increased
unduly

because of his

he was confident

proportion of Aldermen

would not threaten

the prospects of the Council

city's coordination
institutions
Development

for improving

of planning-related

the

agencies and

and its capacity to formulate

sound Community

policies.23

According
Development

that

to Taupier, the general purpose

of the

Council would be to serve as

. a vehicle for generating an undated
philosophy in accordance with the phasing out
of federal categorical grants and the phasing
in of special revenue sharing grants of block
or limited application.24
The Mayor, however, also had in mind a more specific
objective,

that of achieving

greater

participation

rcnewa L (or Community Development)

planning

the Board and therefore,

greater

the objectives

he hoped,

established

in the

processes

by

commitment

to

in those processes.

A letter
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from Taupier

to the Board dated September

the point clearly and demonstrated
of the city's long-standing

9, 1974 made

the Mayor's

political

problem

assessment
in renewal

policy-making:
Historically, one of the major reasons for the lack
of accord and the development of adversary positions,
confusion, and misunderstanding on urban renewal
projects and other redevelopment proposals is the
differing degree of participation in the preparation
of these proposals by the executive and legislative
branch[es] of city government.
The Mayor is nearly
always deeply involved in the early planning stages
and in the program development process for most major·
projects.
Conversely, the Board of Aldermen has
nearly always suffered a severe handicap in not
having enjoyed early access to the planning process
whcr e its input would have been considered throughout
the various stages of program development.
Without
this type of participation, t.he Board of Aldermen is
relegated to a role of simply reviewing already
prepared proposals.
Not having participated in
pr.oject planning, the Board of Aldermen has received
completed proposals with confusion and suspicion;
even t.o the extent that several worthwhile programs
were rejected by 1ge Board of Aldermen and never
undertaken. . . .
Thus

r

Taupier' s presumption

was that if the Alderman

more

involved

more

likely to support the endeavors

processes,

in the planning processes

and consequently

of CBD-North

" ...

design."

in t.hose

such as the defeat

could be averted.

In the same letter, Taupier
make

they would prove

decided

"mistakes"

wer e

valuable
Beneath

claimed

and constructive

this flattery

that formal involvement

the Board could

input

lay Taupier's

in a Development

in program
expectation

Council

would

effect.ively co-opt the Board, or pre-ernpt its tendencies
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toward hostile reactions,
process. 26

planning
regarding

by integrating

Whether

it into the

any significant

concessions

program design or the types of objectives

would have to be made was, of course, unclear,
Mayor's

efforts were predicated

sought

but the

upon the assumption

that

the result on balance would be a net gain for his versions
of the appropriate
Development

directions

of the city's

activities.

After the Development

Council

w i t.h a favorable recommendat.i.on
Committee

Order had been reported

by the Public Service

in June, 1974, the Board sent it to the Committee

on Ordinances
Widely

future Community

chaired by Alderman

recognized

Edward J. Sullivan.27

as a leader of the forces on the Board

most prone to oppose the Mayor,

Sullivan was also known to

be skeptical of the Development

Council

addition,
appeared

little, if any, significant

proposal.

political

momentum

to have formed in support of the Mayor's

Thus Taupier recognized
Development

that the prospects

Council proposal were dubious

Nevertheless,

he was determined

to press

In

proposal.

of the
at best.

for its adoption.

In a letter to Sullivan dated July 5, 1974, Taupier
the necessity

stressed

for the city

. . to demonstrate that it is prepared to conduct
a rational and comprehensive planning process.
The
establishment of a Deve Loprnerrt;
Council is an important
first step in that direction.
The Mayor then added a bit of bluff:
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The City cannot afford to forfeit millions of dollars
because we were not. able to provide an adequate
admi.n i st rat i.ve structure.
Similarly, we cannot run
the risk of squandering this money because of the
absence of s~lid administrative and planning
capability. 2
Sullivan,

however, recognized

He knew that if the Development

the inflated

rhetoric.

Council were not adopted,

the Mayor would have to name an alternative
CDA, and that it would be the HRA.

agency as the

Sullivan

continued

hold the Order in Comrnd t.t.ee
, In September,

to

Taupier

finally gave in and designated ,the HRA as the city"s
Conwunity

Development

then promptly

Agency.

reported

29

The Ordinance

the Development

z ecommenda t.Lon that it be defeated"

Council

..

Corr®ittee
bill w i t h a

due to the Mayor's

action to name the HRA as the vehicle. ,,30
1'he refusal of the Board to cooperate
in the creation
implications

of a Development

for the functioning

system in the administration
funds.

held important

of the city's

of Community

political

Development

In effect, the Board had opted to retain

separation

of powers between

branches,

thus maintaining

"checking

force" constraining

p.l.ar.n
i.nq st.ruct.ure
.
Council

Council

with Taupier

the executive

its traditional

and legislative
role as the

the executive-centered

Its refusal

to create

a Development

implied its cOnll'nitment
to maintaining

distinction

in roles between

coalition,

and thus suggested

the

the sharp

the Board and the planning
the possibility

of a
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continuation
and rejection

of the tendencies
that had marked

toward conflict, delay,
the city's turbulent history

in Urban Renewal.
The Transi tioh to Colnmunity Deve'lopment
The principal
structure,

task remaining

for the planning

or CDA, to complete by the end of the year was

to establish
participation

an advisory body to satisfy the citizen
requirement

of the new legislation.

such a body of citizens was established
the process of allocating

Once

and organized,

the block grant funds, could

begin.

citizen

participation.

In October,

Gerald Hayes announced
Deve 1opment C"
ltlzens

I

Development

the formation

of the Corrununity

i
A dv
vlsory
Councl'1.31

to consist of fifteen members

appointed

confirmed

by the Board of Aldermen.

represent

the neighborhoods

"central" and Churchill

Coordinator

Th e CDCAC was

by the Mayor and

The members

were to

of Wards One and Two and the

areas, which consisted

of portions

of Ward Five and Six, as well as representatives

of the

business

In

addition,

community and human services
the three members

Redevelopment
members.

agencies.

of the aldermanic

Corrunitteeon

were to serve on the CDCAC as ex officio

The group was to be appointed

the end of the year and to begin meeting

and confirmed
and carrying

by
out
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its designated

responsibility

representation

of the views of the lay citizenry

beginning

appointments
of them.3)

ha' confirmed

Church, wa s elec·ted Chairman

The group quickly organized

expenditures

of the Community

It was generally

that citizen participation

neighborhood

of Community

con st.i, tuencies of each.

consisted

the most

Development

to citizen participation

lay in the

'l'hemembership
entirely

and

of the

of residents

'I'hu
s the Policy Board at least represented

·target ar ea of the program,
proportionate

Development,

In Holyoke,

Model Cities Policy Board had consisted
of Ward One.

as

resident:s that had marked

between the Community

M0clel Cities approaches

funds.

by staff members,

Action program,34

difference

the

of retreat from the relatively

on neighborhood

the OEO Community

in

under the new format represented

step in the direction

st.r
oriq reliance

regarding

Development

we Ll, as in the early literature

of

of the

and public hearings

recognized

most

with the help of CDA

to gather views of the community

important

at the

The Reverend Dr. Ronald Wallen, minister

staff and began holding meetings

another

for

the Mayor had named the

and the Board of Aldermen

the city's Episcopal

January

channel

of the new year.32

By late November"

CDCAC.

as the official

manner.

even if not in an ethnically

The CDCAC, on the other hand,

of only a small proportion

of members

from any

the
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single,

identifiable

neighborhood.

"citizen participants"
lower-income
proportion

on the CDCAC represented

neighborhoods,

constituting

of the total population

single neighborhood

As a result, the
a group of

a much larger

of the city, and no

Gould feel that the CDCAC was "its

own ... 35

First-year
structure

fund allocations.

By early January,

had arrived at a tentative

allocation

the planning

schedule for the

of the block grant funds over the first three

years of the program.36

The allocations

the formal participation

of the members of the CDCAC.

However,

were decided with

the degree to which the citizens'

to effect genuine

group was able

influence in the process was questionable

since the newly-formed

and inexperienced

group was forced

to act quickly and was heavily reliant upon the advice
and leadership

of the CDA staff.3?

In terms of quantities
priority designated

$1.7

the first

$4.95 million over three years for

housing rehabilitation
which another

of funds allocated,

in the Churchill

million

recently

from the defunct Bower-Mosher
went to CBD improvements

neighborhood,

had been transferred

.
38
II proJect.

totaling

for

Secon d' pr~or~Lt,
Y

$1.05 million

over three

years, most of which was for new parking

facilities.

major allocations

of Ward One housing

supported

continuation

projects' already underway,' a reduced-interest-rate

Other

loan
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program

for housing improvements

out the Community Development
continuation

through-

"target" area, and

'of the "software" programs of Model Cities,

principally
education,

in neighborhoods

existing programs pertaining
child care, recreation

to health care,

facilities, and crime

prevention. 39

Holyoke's

transition

to the Community

format involved no major changes
authority

and political

of planning.
authority

of

relative to the processes

the central decision-making

in planning as the CDA, and the structure

staff leadership
throughout
continue

in the structure

influence

The HRA remained

Development

and mayoral

developed

the tenure of Mayor Taupier appeared

functioning

with essentially

in approximately

before the transition.
planning processes

Citizen participation
Development

in form, but in practice

little more than a formal review

in the
was

coalition.

for

and to.'

contributions

little or no power to alter the directions
planning

system as

seemed destined

function

effect only nominal or perfunctory

and

with other

in the local political

under Community

the executive-centered

set to

the same manner

the same relationships

agencies and institutions

established

supervision

of

with

and designs

of
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The key issue in the transition

was the future role

of the Board of Aldermen in the processes
programs
failure

and projects of Community
of Taupier's attempt

legislative

branches

Development

Council resulted

determinations

that chaired by Alderman
that headed by Alderman
the rejection

to merge the executive
processes

of two aldermanic

committees,

Proulx which held it up a year, and

independence

and therefore

the capacity

the ultimate policy decisions

body responsible
for the city.

proposal,

however, was not articulated

observers

interviewed,

generally

do not turn as much on theoretical

because

as on the perceptions

concerning

more tangible and immediate

Board's

it is not possible
regarding

rejection

died

or

such issues
or academic

of rival politcal
political

actors

issues.

here to draw any firm

the fundamental

of the Development

For whatever reasons,

Council

by participants

principles

conclusions

of the Board

theory of the Development

probably

lay

from the executive

for making

political

Behind

Council Order, however,

to serve as the deliberative

Accordingly,

through a
political

of Aldermen

The underlying

and

from the subjective

of the Development

processes

The

Sullivan which killed it.

the issue of legislative
planning

Development.

in the planning

of the members

of planning

reasons
Council.

the Development

and Holyoke made the transition

for the

Council

to the Community

idea
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Development
influence

format under the structure

and authority

since the enthusiastic
the late 1950's.

that had evolved over the years
but narrowly-based

beginning

in

Thus, the city carried into the new

era both the advantages

and the disadvantages

record to date in the antecedent
Development.

of planning

programs

of its

of C0n4~unity
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CONCLUSIONS
At the outset of this dissertation,
that between the mid-1950's

it was noted

and the late 1960's, Urban

Renewal was transformed from an innovative policy of a few
cities to a commonplace,
municipal

if not conventional,

practice of

governments of all sizes throughout

the nation.

Most of the hundreds of municipalities

which undertook

renewal during this period had to establish
of organizational,

administrative,

new structures

and technical

facility

and to achieve the political unity and coordination
required

to carry out Urban Renewal.

local governing
activities

to the requirements

and policy-making

political modernization:
and institutionalization

may be viewed

and often

'l'headaptation
of renewal
as a form of

the establishment,
of a new municipal

The review of the literature

development,
function.

of local Urban Renewal

in Chapter One cited the incomplete

two fundamental
comparative

powerful

functions of Urban Renewal.

of local governments

policy-making

these

systems had to expand the scope of their

to encompass the potentially

controversial

planning

In effect,

scholarly approaches

"systems" analyses
394

status of

to the issue:

and case studies.

The
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comparative

studies of local renewal outputs by Clark,

Aiken and Alford, Duggar, and others described
conditions

and correlates of greater

and each suggested the necessity
develop

"bridging linkages,"

"interorganizational

institutions

not well-suited
implications
were

formed.

processes

The comparative

to produce

to explorations

and

Previous case studies of local renewal
a number

determinants

success and failure.

remained

for further study, particularly

of valuable
of renewal

It was concluded

and

and of the nature and implications

in which the local political

to the introduction

that a need

of the processes

cf smaller cities to Urban Renewal

activities

planning

was

through which such linkages

planning

the manner

and

policy development

into the nature

insights regarding the political

related

actors

or

the

method, however,

were found to have provided

of adaptation

to

"integrative mechanisms,·

of local political

of the processes

activity,

for the localities

necessary for successful

and implementation.

local renewal

necwo rks " adequate

degree of coordination

similar

of the complex

systems

new functions

of

responded
of renewal

and decision-making.

The present study has examined
t.Lon of renewa L policy-making
industrial

in a small, declining

city of the Northeast,

It has described

the politics

the institutionaliza-

Holyoke,

of planning

Massachusetts.
and decision-
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making

by the local governing body relative to each

the city's major renewal endeavors,
implications
which

and assessed

the

of the patterns of initiative and response

comprised

pal function.

the city's accommodation
Although Holyoke

to the new munici-

has not been presumed

be typical of cities undertaking

to

renewal for the first

time, it has been assumed that a case study of one
could result in the identification
regarding

of

of significant

the nature of local governmental

the arrival of a new era of programmatic,

locality
insights

adaptation

to

change-seeking

policy development.
The analysis has focussed
political

and governmental

from its participation

on the changes

system of the city that

in the Federal

Renewal and related programs during
period examined.
been considered
government
policies

in the

The principal

Urban

the seventeen-year

measure of such change

to be the capacity

to plan and achieve

(and state)

resulted

of the municipal

local formal agreement

for its revitalization.

has

This concept

on

of capacity

has been assumed to consist of both technical-administrative
and political
qualitative

dimensions

dimensions

and to bear both quantitative

of policy

Viewed in the broadest
ci ty' s renewal policy-making

outputs as well.

perspective,
endeavors

Group A seeking support from Group

each

consisted

of the
of

B for its renewal

and
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objectives
Events

under Conditions

and Circumstances

consisted

proposals, one of which was adopted,

Democratic"

primarily working

the Board of Aldermen.
represented

whose

class, or
The arena

was consistently

In effect, therefore,

specifically by the members

Group B

of the Board

approval was required for local adoption

implementation

of renewal or renewal-related

Following
the dissertation(
review

Group B was

culture of the community.

for the conflicts over renewal proposals

was

involved,

With the exception of the two industrial

in the non-elite,

"Worker

and civic activists,

and staff of the public agencies

and the Mayor.

based

of specific

In most cases, group A

of a coalition of business

Commissioners

renewal

D.

C, in the context

analysis

of the context, or "political

(conditions

projects.

the research design employed
the concluding

C), in which the renewal

and

throughout

begins

environment"
policy-making

arose and in which the structure of authority,
and power rela~ive to such policies
seventeen-year

period examined.

by the municipal

governing

terms of the relationships
circumstances

influence,

during

the

of planning

on the proposal

of each set of events

to the underlying

of the coalition

function

body can then be assessed

political

The focus is on the manner
direction

evolved

The politics

and the politics of decision-making

with a

in

and

context.

of leadership

of wielders

plans

and

of authority

and
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influence which developed and sought adoption of the major
renewal projects which were proposed
Aldermen.

to the Board of

Concentration on mayoral

leadership

strategies provides an organizing principal
can be subsumed all of the relevant

around which

factors of the plan-

proposal processes, including leadership
actors other than the Mayors.

styles and

contributions of

A comparative

the three Mayors under whose administrations

analysis of
the city's

turbulent history of involvement in the ante~dents

of

Development was played out is thus developed in

Commun i.try

"the context of a review of the two phases of the city 's
renewal planning activity.
The Context of Renewal Planning
In the examination of Holyoke's
presented

political

in Chapter Two, it was observed

that there might

be a tendency of the commullity and the officials
representative

institutions to divide

the lines of socioeconomic attributes
traditions

and perspectives.

history

of its

and polarize along
and political

The two principal

factions

were labeled the "Managerials" and the "Workers" after
Litt's typology of the political
Although

cultures

the methods of the research

the d i st.Lnct.Lon combined to render

of Massachusetts.

and the vagueness of

it impossible

identify clear and consistent divisions
actors along these lines, such a division

to

of the political
appeared to
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underlie

most of the city's endeavors in the renewal field.

Only the Model Cities program seemed to escape noticeable
identification

with such an underlying cleavage of the

conununity.
Holyoke's governmental institutions, established in
its charter, were overlaid upon this bipolar division of
the citizenry.
continued

The executive and legislative branches

throughout the period examined their long)

standing

tradition of rivalry, confrontation, and conflict.

Although

with varying degrees of commitment and widely

varying

leadership

aligned

with the forces of "progressivism" rooted in the

middle

styles, all three Mayors were consistently

and upper-middle

upon whose electoral
membership

support all three were dependent.

The

of the Board of Aldermen was divided between the

two factions.
however,

class segments of the population

The proportions aligned with either side,

were never clear or consistent, in part because of

the absence of the "rationalizing" force of political
parties.l
Aldermanic reactions usually were not highly
predictable,
executive

due to the tradition of independence of the

branch and to the lack of discipline,

or organization

cohesiveness,

that resulted from the absence of parties.

The responses of the Board displayed some consistencies,
no·tably a division along class-cultu~e
perceived

lines on proposals

(whether accurately or not) to represent chiefly

the interests of the city's civic and business elite.

As
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a number of informants pointed

out, a sure way to mobilize

at least a segment of the Board against a proposal was to
get the Chamber of Commerce or the Transcript behind it.
Some also added the Mayor to the list.
division

of the Board remained

susceptible

Nevertheless,

uncertain

the

and appeared

to relatively wide shifts from one issue to

anot.he r ,
Politics on the Board of Alderman was characterized
by vigorous

activism, a tendency

traditional

forms of political

observable

toward conflict and

negotiation,

but imprecise degree

the class and cultural division

and an

of crystallization

with

of the community.

These

factors helped keep the Board at the center of most
controversies.

In effect, the Board~snon-predictability

renewal questions,

and others as well, enabled it to

maintain

a position of approximate

branch.

The rise of programmatic

Federal

parity with the executive
government,

and state funding for bureaucratically

executed programs,

and the corresponding

the status of the part-time

Board of Aldermen.
history examined,

designed

the modern

in th~

politicians

of the.
political

age of governmental

in the city.

power and influence of the Board
complexities

and

establis~~ent,

During the period of Holyoke's

"11anagerialism" arrived

technical

increasing

increase

size and scope of the executive-bureaucratic
threatened

on

Lest the relative

wither

and a monopoly

in the face of

of the initiative

by
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the

"experts," a significant proportion

were

concerned

important

to maintain the Board's traditionally

role of deliberators

Another

power lay in the state enabling

governing the mode of the city's formal

organization
city

and ultimate policy-makers.

significant factor relative to the fragmenta-

tion of policy-making
legislation

of the Aldermen

of planning authority.

The necessity

to employ the quasi-independent' commission

wherein
could

Commissioners

for the

form,

of the HRA and the Planning Board

assert a considerable degree of autonomy and resist

the leadership

efforts of the chief executive,

pose a potentially
renewal

serious divisive

proved to

factor within

the

planning alliance.
The confrontation

between

the Mayor and the liRA that

marked

the first two terms of the Taupier administration

showed

that the agreement and cooperative

executive

branch with the planning

automatic

nor necessarily

"bridge"
means

of designating

Authority.
proved

Although this rupture

only temporary,

executive
period,

new members

of the

officials was neither

reliable.

this gap in the alliance

alliance

Taupier managed

only through

to

the routine

to fill vacancies

on the

in the planning

coalition

and the relations

between

the chief

and the HRA were solid both before and after this

the incident showed the potential

fragmentation
the planning

of authority
structure.

of the formal

for future divisiveness

with the designation

within

of the HRA as
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the local ConmlUnity Development

Agency,

the defeat of the Development Council
significance
Community

Development planning

the fragmentation

of authority

and influence,
and conflict,

among the disparate centers
Accordingly,

and planning

structures

styles and strategies

is needed.

literature

ship is intended to provide
Typologies

and evaluate

of accomplishment

a typology, or model,

of the scholarly

of power was

To compare

roles and the records

three Mayors,

a workable

the various plans and sought their adoption

by the local governing body.
leadership

the need

follows focusses on the

of the renewal coalitions

which developed

and the

the review of the city's two

of renewal activi-ty which

leadership

of politics in Holyoke,

political means of achieving

extraordinary.
phases

the

in Holyoke is obvious.

toward confrontation

for effective
consensus

proposal,

by

of this factor for the future politics of

In view of the volatility

tendencies

necessitated

of mayoral

of the

leadership

The following

concerned

brief review

with mayoral

leader-

such a framework.

of Mayora~

The scholarly literature

Leadership

on mayoral

leadership

been cited fer its paucity and for the overwhelming
tion of the small quantity of published
2

case studies of single Mayors.
"types" of mayoral

the

approaches

research

orienta-

toward

From these studies,

and orientations

has

a few

have emerged.
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Shank and Conant borrowed from Barber's study of presidential
leadership

the approach-orientation

matrix summarized

in

Table IX-l below, which is taken directly from their work. 3
Table IX-l
A Typology

of Mayoral Leadership

Passive Leadership

Active Leadership
Positive

positive

Negative

Program-Politician

Boss-Politician

Cosmopolitan

Renegade

Maverick-Independent

Polarizing

Source:

Styles and Roles

Negativ~

Caretaker Figurehead
or Evader

Alan Shank and Ralph W. Conant, Urban Perspectives:
Politics and Policies (Boston: Holbrook Press,
Inc., 1975), Table 5.1, p. 146.
This typology provides a useful means for a summary

of the mayoral
literature.
authors
typology

leadership

types found in the case study

Where appropriate,

references

are made to the

of the studies upon which the Shank and Conant
•....
as based.

the progressive,
executive.

The "active-positive"

policy-oriented,

Under this heading,

best represented
"cosmopolitan"

by Richard

programmatic

is

of Pittsburgh:6

the

John Lindsay

" and

of Detroit;-

by Sam Massell

as

chief

S. Lee of New Haven;4

New York, and Jerome Cavanaugh

Peter F. Flaherty

emerges

the "program politican"

by Kevin White of Boston,

nmaverick-independent"

Mayor

of Atlanta

the
and

of
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The "active-negative"
best exemplified

includes the "boss-politician,"

in modern times by Richard J. Daley of

Chicago; 7 t.he "renegade," Samuel W. Yorty of Los Angeles; 8
and the "polarizing,"

9

Frank L. Rizzo of Philadelphia.

Under the heading of "passive-positive,"

Shank and

Conant de.sczLbed t.he "caretaker" m"!-yoralstyle and cited
the research
lO

in point.

of Charles Adrian without

Finally, the "passive-negative"

attributed

to the "figurehead-evader"

publicity,

conflict,

any significant

The "evader"

and pressures

any case

style was

who avoids the

that might accompany.

effort to alter the existing patterns

power distribution

account

identifying

or allocation

of

of public resources.

simply refuses to "rock the boat."

Pressman's

of Oakland Mayor John R. Reading was cited as an

example. 11
In a study of the leadership
of former Mayors of twenty cities
were

styles and strategies
(whose terms of offices

in the 1960's), Kotter and Lawrence developed

model of mayoral

leadership

based upon observed

behavior

pertaining

setting,

(2) network building,

They identified

to three basic functions:

to determine.

incorporation

of descriptions

through

of some of the Mayors,

Mayor pursued

each strategy.

patterns of
(1) agenda

(3) task accomp I,~s run.ent.12

a spectrum of approaches

and attempted

studies

and

a complex

to each function

interviews

provided

the

in previous

case

the extent to which

each

They then identified

patterns
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of associated

behaviors on all three dimensions.

basis they hypothesized five fundamental
(1) the Ceremonial,

types:

Personality/Individualist,
Program

On this

mayoral

(2) the Caretaker,
(4) the Executive,

leadership
(3) the

and

(5) the

Entrepreneur.
An attempt was made here to fit the three Mayors

Holyoke

into the Kotter and Lawrence

that of Shank and Conant.

Neither

typology,

proved fully adequate to describe
h
renewal endeavors by te

framework,

as well as

however,

the leadership

hr ee Mayors. 13
tree

of

of Holyoke's

.
?he followlng

summary analysis of the city's two phases of renewal
activity

prior to 1975 concentrates

on leadership

renewal planning and policy initiation
focus on mayoral
typologies,

leadership,

processes.

by those previous

literat1re,

limits of its utility, it is necessary

a function

the Mayor· sets substantive
long-range

framework

perspectives.

policy

it is

to the

first to outline

of the three mayoral

Agenda setting:

but

efforts.

TO employ the Kotter and Lawrence

authors' definitions

In its

it draws upon the two

as well as the previous

not constrained

of the

the

functions.

of the extent
objectives

to which

in terms

of

On a scale of one to four,

agenda setting behaviors range
frame and most limited scope

from

(1) the shortest

(Lindblom' s "muddling

to (4) "rational" comprehensive,
the ideal of the urban planning

long-range
profession.

policy
(Given

time
through")

planning,
the
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extremely

long-range perspective which Kotter and Lawrence

attributed

to (4), it is not surprising

that they failed

to find a single Mayor exemplifying that approach to agenda
setting. )
Network building:
political
policies

alternative means by which

support for the Mayor's program
are sought.

Network building

objectives and

strategies

by Kotter and Lawrence included the following
presumed
need

to be sufficiently

for explanation):

coercion,
against,

(3) purposive
(5) cooptation,

self-evident

(which are

to preclude the

(1) discrete exchanges,
appeal - for,
(6) personal

identified

(2)

(4) purposive appeal - reference

group

'appeal, (7) personal - friendship appeal,

(8) personal -

charismatic

appeal, and

the formal/legal

perquisites

of the office.

building
widely
means

strategies,

(9) reliance upon
Besides their

choices of network

the Mayors were observed

to vary

in the extent to which they attempted
of any kind to develop or "shape"

to employ

their networks of

\

support.
Task accomplishment:
attempts
principal
process

in which the Mayor

to carry out the tasks set on, the agenda. Three
approaches were identified:

(1) the Bureaucratic

(the Mayor as chief administrator

bureaucracy,
influence

the manner

imploying the formal authority

of the municipal
or the informal

or power to assert such leadership);

Entrepreneurial

Process

(2) the

(the Mayor as a goal-oriented

policy
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innovator

seeking to induce other relevant actors to

undertake

the desired actions, especially when the Mayor's

executive or administrative powers are limited); and (3)
the Individualistic Process

(the Mayor relying primarily

upon himself for accomplishment

of tasks).

These distinctions in mayoral
of political
comparative
Holyoke's

styles and strategies

leadership now can be employed in the
analysis of renewal policy-making

leadership in

two phases of renewal activity prior to Community

Development.

14

The First Phase: The Failure of
"Blue Ribbon" Renewal Planning
The introduction of Urban Renewal and the related
activities
planning

tt.at came with it, such as the development

structure and the beginnings

of comprehensive

planning, gave the city its first major experience
progra~~atic,

change-seeking

policy development.

the city's initiation of renewal activities
1950's, its government and politics
the execution of basic caretaker

functions:

public welfare, and the like.

Prior to

primarily

of

education,

parks and
The city had

virtually no familiarity with the complexities
like Urban Renewal.

with

in the late

consisted

public works, police and fire protection,
recreation,

of a

of a program
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The Resnic Administration.
initiation

As the leader of the city's

of Urban Renewal activity,

set an agenda of greater long-range
relative

to this field of endeavor

Samuel Resnic clearly

policy objectives
than had his predecessors.

In the terms of the Kotter-Lawrence

scheme, Resnic's

Urban

Renewal agenda rates a (3) on the scale, representing

a

policy objective of' five to ten years into the future.
Besides

the establishment of the HRA and its development

of an Urban Renewal plan, Resnic's agenda included
creation

the

of the city's first Master Plan and other

requirements
Improvement

of the Workable Program

for Community

required by the Federal government

participation

for

in the Urban Renewal program.

For network building, Resnic relied primarily
"purposive
reference

appeals" - for," and the relat.ed "personalgroup appeal."

The renewal

created under his administration
authority

planning

concentrated

for planning in an appointed

dominated by representatives

socioeconomic

elite.

organized
mobilize

power

For "citizen participation,"

a group of "leading citizens"
a broad base of support

mainly the same segment

as

Program,

in an effort

for the renewal

In fact, however, Resnic's Citizens'

and

of the community's

under the provisions of the Workable

represented

structure

body of lay

commissioners

required

upon

Advisory

he,
to

endeavor.

Committee

of the community

HRA and in practice it proved weak and disorganized.

as the
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Residents

and proprietors of the area slated for demolition

we re "planned without."
strategy

represented

Thus, Resnic I s network building

the narrow, elite-based

rban Renewal characteristics

t

era of the program.

approach

to

of the early "blue ribbon"
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For accomplishment

of the Urban Renewal task, Mayor
\

Resnic employed primarily the entrepreneurial

process.

left the leadership of the renewal planning function
to the appointed

Commissioners

He

largely

of the HRA and to their

staff and consultants.

Due to the virtually

achieved

among the Mayor, the HRA, and the

and maintained

total consensus

small cadre of active supporters of the Riverview
there appeared

plan,

to be no need for Resnic to try to assert

a more direct, or "executive," style of leadership
planning

processes.

The interaction of Resnic's leadership
strategies

with the underlying

renewa L endeavor,
surrounded
combined

political

to demonstrate

context

strategy.

his six-year

the inadequacy

and

of the

as the Board of Aldermen

a broad

surrounded

consensus·

the new

and all parties

quickly and eagerly moved to establish
and begin the processes

Master Plan and a specific project

tenure,

of the Mayor's

At the outset,

of uncertain depth or reliability

consultants,

styles

and the events and ci.r
cums t.ance s which

the process throughout

"blue ribbon"

endeavor,

of the

concerned

the HRA, contract

of development

plan.

of a

Once the residents
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of the neighborhood
renewal

selected by the planning

activity began to protest,

consensus
mayoral

began to break apart.

however,

elite for
the initial

The intensely

divisive

election campaigns of 1961 pitted the Resnic

administration,

as well as the Urban Renewal coalition

and

its Riverview project, against a group of the "common
people" of the community aggrieved
shape.

by the plan then taking

The struggle assumed the proportions

class and political
Combined

cultural division

of the community.

with the consistent inability

officials

or the Mayor to satisfy

their objections

of a social

of the planning

the residents

to the plan, the division

of the communit

on the plan and the election of 1961 in effect
the renewal
cleavage

issue with the underlying

or mitigate

"crystallize,"

socio-political

system.16

of the community political

The result was the rejection

of the Riverview

by the Board of Aldermen in the last month

Plan

of Resnic's

tenure.
The Dibble Administration.

Daniel H. Dibble

!-Iayor'soffice in 1964 in the middle
controversy.
implementation

His agenda included

through

the adoption

("purposive appeals - for").

and
to persuade

with the bond

the routine means of mayoral

the

of the Riverview

of the plan, and he attempted

the Aldermen to approve it, along

assumed

issue,

pronouncements

He did not extend

the network
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building
only

strategy established by his predecessor,

significant

consisted

and his

approach to "shaping" the network

of his appointments to fill vacancies

on the HRA.

Dibble was a relatively passive Mayor, despite the
occasional

"threats" he issued to the Aldermen

the bond issue to carry out the Riverview
provided

to approve

project.

little significant leadership of the bond

referendum

campaign

in 1965; he support~d

force to the unsuccessful

instigate

a massive

and a nuwber of Aldermen

redevelopment

area; and he explicitly

but added little

effort led by the Manager of the

Gas and Electric Department

avoided any contributions

Dibble added no major renewal
to his agenda.

other

for a "first-

round" Model Cities grant by the city's Community

objectives

to

of the canal-industrial

than his general support for the application

agency.

He

Action

or renewal-related

He did support,

although

with

little direct network building activity on his part, the
objectives

set elsewhere

in the municipal

policy-making

arena.
In terms of task accomplishment

strategies,

approach

is difficult

to fit into the Kotter

scheme.

His style clearly was not that of the

while

he continued

staff

(and consultants),

or goal-oriented

Dibble's

and Lawrence
"executive";

Resnic's reliance on the HRA and its
he was not sufficiently

to meet the definition

ial" chief executive;

innovative

of an "entrepreneur-

and no evidence was found upon which
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to assess his utilization of the "individualistic"
approach.
Summary:
endeavor

Phase I.

Despite its defeat of the city's first

in Urban Renewal, the Board of Aldermen

not opposed

in principle to the concept of the program.

Even in 1964, a sixty-percent majority
voted

still was

of the Aldermen had

for the plan, and only the inability

of the proponents

to persuade one additional member of the Board to support
the bonding of the approved project in order to attain the
necessary

two-thirds blocked the execution

Furthermore,

while the HRA lay dormant

of the plan.

throughout

the tenure of Mayor Dibble, a group of Aldermen
initiative

to reactivate

most of

took the

the city in Urban Renewal

visit to the Regional Office of HUD in New York

with its

in June,

1966.
The effort by the Gas and Electric
~ore precisely,
instigate

Department

by the Manager of the Department)

a massive

industrial

canal area interested

renewal project

some of the Aldermen,

those of the "Worker" faction on· the Board,
also to pose a potential
the underlying

Electric

particularly
and appeared

problem of "crystallization"

cleavage of the community.·

of the two political

Department,

to

in the

In this

the basis of the cleavage was in the fundamental
institutions

(or,

factions:

the traditional

patronage

with

instance,

economic

the Gas and
base of the
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Worker

Democrats of an earlier age, and still

of the political

ideals.of the "old politics";

Holyoke Water Power Company, the private
aligned with the Transcript,
the community
discourage
apparent

and the

utility

company

most of the city's

social and economic

the ambitious venture

elite.

Mayors,

HUD's

reflected

figures in the community

may have substituted

for an explicit

and

decision

in part

to

the

lack of consensus of the major institutions

influential

making

reflective

and

on such a plan

and

act of non-decision-

by the city elite through the office

of the Mayor

and the planning authority of the HRA.
The revival and ultimate adoption
Plan in 1967-68 represented,

of the Riverview

as was determined

in Chapter

Five, not so much a "vic·tory" of the blue ribbon

planning

coalition

had

declined

as a recognition

to the point that the case against

become obsolete.

The process of planning

future of the neighborhood
probably
area.

that the neighborhood

the plan

and debating

over a span of nearly

added to the forces of deterioration

Nevertheless,

comparison

the demographic

trends

"ethnic community"

In other words,

a decade

evident

social change and eventually

of resident turnover.

the "defense" against

aggrieved

residents on the grounds

the days

of saving

in the

a high

the plan posed

the

pointed
degree

of the

of the Ward Four area appeared

numbered;

the

infecting

of 1950 and 1960 Census data clearly

toward extensive

had

to be

by the

a viable,
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historic neighborhood became increasingly obsolete.
On balance, Holyoke's first phase of activity in the
field of Urban Renewal was a political failure.

The

renewal planning coalition devised under the administration
of Mayor Resnic and continued with only minor changes by
Mayor Dibble fell far short of the broad-based structure
of community

support which Dahl found supporting Urban

Renewal in New Haven; it lacked the established bureaucracy
or the chief planning administrator, or "renewal entrepreneur:
found by Kaplan in Newark, as well as in other cities; and
the political
comparable

leadership provided by its Mayors was not

to that of a Richard Lee or a Richard Daley.

city's would-be
political

"power elite" failed to muster the necessary

resources.

Political power in Holyoke relative

to the Riverview Plan was polarized.
leadership

The

Neither mayoral

nor that exercised by the HRA and its staff (nor

the influence of the supporters of the plan, notably the
Transcript

and the Chamber of Commerce group) proved

ultimately

to playa

the Riverview

Plan.

key role in the belated adoption of
By contrast with -the developmental

syndrome relative to Urban Renewal policy-making suggested
by Duggar, noted in Chapter One, the city's first Urban
Renewal project, even after its belated approval, did not
result in a "feedback" of positive assessments and
increased confidence

in renewal planning or the city's

renewal planning officials.
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The Second Phase:

The Bureaucratic

Model of Renewal Policy Leadership
The second phase of Holyoke's
antecedents
coincided
William

of Community Development

involvement in the
began in 1968 and

with the four-term administration

of Mayor

S. Taupier.

The Taupier Administration.
renewal

Taupier

sought to centralize

planning power in his office and to effect a new

form of political

leadership of the city's endeavors

Urban Renewal and other aspects of planning.
wrest control from the quasi-independent
planning

and administrative

leadership

in

He sought to

HRA and to invest
in the hands of the

city's new Planning Director whom he later would name to
the newly-created

post of Development

Coordinator.

Working

closely with Douglas Guyett, he steered the city toward a
project

aimed at revitalization

business

of the declining

central

district through a joint public and private

venture with leaders of the downtown

business

to\iard a seco:ld, and more professional,

community,

application

for a

M~dzl Cities grant, and toward a number of other renewalrelated activities,

as well as the execution

Four project which was approved

of the Ward

a few weeks after his

inauguration.
In some of his efforts,

Taupier

For one, after a lengthy and costly

largely

succeeded.

struggle with the HRA,
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he managed

to "tame" it and to shift the major responsibility

for planning

initiatives and policy direction

ing professional

and administrative

to the expand-

staff of the planning

structure, while leaving to the appointed commissioners
primarily

the quasi-legislative

ideas presented

roles of considering

to them by their staff.

of office, the position of Development
established
Planning

by ordinance,

During his tenure
Coordinator was

the professional

Department was increased

several related administrative

commissioners,

representatives
institutions
expanded

staff of the

from one to four and

positions were added, the

Model Cities Agency staff was established,
staff ~a~ers,

the

and a network

of

citizens' organizations,

of interest groups, and various community

was established

and nurtured.

This, greatly

structure of planning officials and supporters

both formed and was in part formed by the processes
in the CBD-North Plan, the Model Cities program,

involved

and the

other renewal projects and related endeavors.
By comparison

with his predecessors,

Taupier

set a larger and broader agenda for renewal
tion of the city.

clearly

and revitaliza-

In effect, he was the first Mayor

to

make a concerted effort to lead the city into the age of
rapidly expanding urban development

and renewal

which was nearing its apex when he assumed
For political

l7

the office.

support for his renewal

(his network building strategy),

programming

objectives

Taupier continued

to seek
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the support of the community elite, primarily
purposive appeals.

through

By comparison with his predecessors,

however, he relied far less on such a strategy and
emphasized

to a considerably greater extent more traditional

"political" methods: _ discrete exchanges
assistance

for two Aldermen), coercion

cajole the recalcitrant Aldermen),
Development

Council proposal).

(e.g., employment
(his efforts to

and cooptation

Taupier

(his

sought to lessen

the association of Urban Renewal in the city with the elite
groups and institutions that historically
principal supporters.
requirement
inclusive

had comprised its

To do this, he used the Federal

for citizen participation
(yet non-threatening

in a broader ,_more

and essentially

manner, and he justified his renewal programs

powerless)
more on the

basis of the advice of the expanded professional
staff.

planning

Taupier did not, however, fully extricate

the

renewal planning function from the "Establishment,"
his al11ance with the downtown business

as

leaders on theCBD

plan clearly demonstrated.
Regarding task accomplishment,
entrepreneurial

approach with a concerted

effort to gather power and influence
dominance of the renewal planning
processes.

Taupier

and persistent

in his own hands for

and policy-initiation

On balance, his strategy

tion of the entrepreneurial

represented

and the executive

identified by Kotter and Lawrence,

combined the

a combina-

approaches

and that of the "active-
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positive:

program-politician"

in the typology of Shank

and Conant.
In their treatment of task accomplishment,
and Lawrence considered

Kotter

primarily the strategies employed

and the extent of th~ efforts made the Mayors, and left
the actual consequences
largely implicit.

of those leadership

behaviors

The record of actual accomplishment

ren9wal tasks under the political leadership
Taupier contrasted

of William S.

sharply with those of his predecessors,

yet it was by no means a record of unmitigated
Taupier's

accomplishments

in the renewal

the political

capacity of the planning

success.

field can be

assessed in terms of (1) the organization
administrative

of

and technicalstructure,

success in the local governmental

the renewal programs and projects proposed

and (2)

arena of

during

his

tenure of office.

The renewal planning structure.

In terms of staff technical

and administrative

as well as in the degree

of coordination

capabilities,

and ability to work together,

the city's

renewal planning structure at the time of the transition
to the Community Development

format possessed

greater capacity than it had when Taupier
of the ~ayor.

Between 1961 and Fiscal

b~dgetary

appropriations

increased

from $10,624 to $64,695.

considerably

assumed

the Office

1975, Holyoke's

for the Planning

Department

During the same period,
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the number of professional employees increased

from one

to four (exclusive of the Development Coordinator).
authorizations

for the HRA varied irregularly

reflect the city's increasing willingness

Budget

and did not

to support

renewal planning, since most salaries and administrative
overhead were paid from various Federal and state project
accounts. IS
This expanded structure had proved itself capable
of executing the processes of comprehensive,
and project-level
the single-project

intermediate,

planning to an extent far surpassing
focus of the earlier,

"blue ribbon"

planning structure .. It had achieved and carried
Cities program, invested extensive energies

out a Model

in the

development

of the ill-fated CBD-North

Plan, carried

a Community

Renewal Program, done what it could with the

Ward Four project under difficult circumstances,
and seen the adoption of a small industrial
Although
Aldermen,

out

and devised

renewal

project.

the CaD-North Plan was rejected by the Board of
the city's activities in the field by rnid-1973

gained recognition

from the U. S. Conference

of Mayors,

was pointed out earlier, for its ". . . innovative
imaginative comrauni t.y development programs
In effect, Taupier achieved an informal

and

and policies. ,,19

centralization

renewal planning power and influence in a context

of

formally decentralized

not

planning authority.

as

While

fully a line agency as the Mayor would have preferred,

of

the
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coordinated

renewal planning structure which he engineered

fun~tioncd

ith relatively little internal friction and

more or less at his behest.

Thus, the Taupier era in

renewal policy-making differed from the earlier period in
terms of the

xtent and form of assertive political

leadership from the office of the chief executive,

technical

and administr tive leadership of a larger, more professionalized, and more capable planning structure, and a wider
scope of

ctivities.

Policy-making

accomplishments.

Little direct credit can

be attributed to Taupier for the adoption of the Ward Four
residential

project in the second month of his first term.

The fate of the project thereafter, however, which continued
to be marked by controversy and conflict

for several more
(

years, was significantly influenced by Taupier's
and by the staff and the Commissioners
BRA.

leadership

he appointed

to the

The Mayor was forced to endure a lengthy delay and a

political defeat in the rehabilitation

issue of 1971 dealt

by the "anti-Taupier" forces on the Redevelopment

Authority.

Once he h d succeeded in "taming" the HRA through

the

fil ing of vacancies and through staff changes
the basis of that newly-achieved
relationship,

dominant

the substantive political

''lardFou:: project were ended.

effected

on

influence

issues of the

By the Mayor's

third term,

inflation, a recession in the housing industry,

fiscal
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limitations,

bureaucratic delays in the Federal-city

relationship,
plan.

and other assorted misfortunes befell the

As a result, by the end of 1974 only a single

apartment

building for elderly tenants sat in the midst of

a large tract of vacant land.

On balance, Taupier's record

in the Ward Four endeavor might best be judged "neutral":
a degree of political success matched by the delay imposed
by a four-year stalemate in the struggle for policy
leadership.
CBD-North.

Despite the lessons of Riverview, Mayor

Taupier and Development Coordinator Guyett allied with a
group of downtown business leaders to confront the elements
of the community and the faction among the Aldermen most
antagonistic

toward the business community and the Mayor

with a controversial
revitalization.
beginning

and relatively expensive plan for CBO

These antagonisms surfaced at the

of serious discussions of the joint venture of

the public and private sectors.
businessmen

When the group of

who had "promised" a matching investment came

up short, the skeptics were affirmed and the demise of the
plan all but confirmed.

Taupier and Guyett continued to

commit their resources and their prestige to the plan
nevertheless.
Riverview

More fully than had been the case with the

Plan, the CBD-North coalition included all the

elements of Salisbury's

"new convergence of power":

the

Mayor, a cadre of business leaders younger and more vigorous
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than had been the early backers of the Ward Four endeavor,
and an expanded planning structure.

Despite the strengthen-

ed second and third elements of the coalition, still they
could not make the power converge.
As with the analysis of the defeat of the early
Riverview decisions, the objective here is not to assign
exact causation but to point out the continuing ability and
willingness
obstruct

of a segment of the Board of Aldermen to

the intentions of the executive-centered planning

coalition.

Neither Taupier's more activist orientation nor

the expanded and more professionalized planning structure
was sufficient to offset the opposition to the plan.

CBD-

North "crys·tallized" with the underlying social class and
political cultural schism of the community more manifestly
than had the Riverview Plan a decade earlier.

It pitted

City Hall and the activists of the downtown business
co~~unity

against the merchants of the northern end of the

CBn and the anti-Establishment
Aldermen.
downhill

faction of the Board of

The conflict posed the uphill against the
segments of the city, the middle class against the

working class, the Managerials

against the Workers.

Again,

political power in the co~nunity political system relative
to renewal policy-making
Model Cities.

proved pluralistic.

By contrast, Taupier's successes in

the political management of the Model Cities program and
its component renewal-related

parts suggested a possibly
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significant
planning

expansion of the political

structure under the Mayor's

view, however, must be measured
which

related

guidance.

against

tend to diminish the stature

program.

capacity of the

approval

difficulty

there was no apparent reason to oppose
of the official

of the neighborhood,

ly divisive

class-cultural

cleavage

primarily

for housing rehabilitation

Furthermore,

"ethnic community"

than clearance and relocation

policy Board, as well

of the community

the funds were intended
and conservation

of the neighborhood,

for redevelopment

case in the Ward Four project.

Such objectives

by the Federal legislation,

there was no display

of opposition

within or without the Ward One neighborhood
or proposals generated by the Model

cities

The political success of the renewal
improvement components of Model

of
rather

as was the
were

as was the expenditure

of the funds in a "target area" of low-income
Finally,

organization

little; and they did not invoke the potential-

system.

mandated

They carried

they cost the city

political

the existing

them.

and School Committee

who represented the ward;

comparatively

largely because

representative

the Model Cities

as that of the several Aldermen
members

program and the

of Model Cities gained the

of the Aldermen without

the endorsements

several factors

of the successes of the

First, the housing improvement
Urban Renewal projects

Such a

Cities

families.
from anyone
to the objectives

program.
and housing

thus proved only that

•
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the planning

structure and the Taupier administration

could

gain local approval for projects of such a nature, at such
a cost, and which did not arouse indigenous opposition.
Taupier had not achieved any apparent expansion of the
political
making

capacity of the renewal planning and policy-

system of the city on the basis of the Model Cities

program.

Probably the most s{gnificant

the experience,

lesson learned from

one which might serve the city well in

future activities, was the importance and the possible
benefits

of taking care to achieve and maintain

cooperation

and the support of neighborhood

residents.

Even this factor, however, must be discounted
relationship

between neighborhood

of the planning process.
residents

by the close

support and the objectives

It seems unlikely

of the Model Neighborhood

that the

would have proved so

amenable to the designs of the planning
those designs called for the clearance
of their neighborhood

the

officials

had

and redevelopment

for housing of significantly

higher

cost, as was the case in Ward Four.
Finally, the Millrace-South

industrial

project hardly can be credited to Taupier's
to the enhanced capabilities
originated

of the planning

renewal

leadership

or

structure.

from a request of a group of Aldermen

It

who were

leading the fight against CBD-North and its acceptability
to the Board seemed all but assured from the.beginning.
All that was required for adoption of the project,

given its
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careful

side-stepping

dislocation

of any form of controversy

of operating businesses

(namely

and loss of jobs), was

for the Mayor and the planning officials to give it their
support.
Summary:

Phase II.

administration
mixed.

On balance,

the record of the Taupier

in renewal planning

and policy-making

was

On the one hand, the renewal planning structure

was significantly
budgets,

expanded

in terms of personnel and

as well as technical

and administrative

to execute the functions of planning
for the city relative
revitalization.
structure derived
utilization

to programs

The formal fragmentation

planning authority was effectively

planning

centralization

of the planning

commission

form of

overcome by the

of the structure

influence and leadership

with the assistance

for urban

legally-mandated

of the quasi-independent

politically-based

and policy guidance

and projects

from the city's

capacity

of Development

engineered

of

by Taupier

Coordinator

Guyett.

capacity

to plan thus expanded,

planning

structure was able to generate a considerably

the city's executive-centered

greater output of program and project proposals
Board of Aldermen

for the

to consider.

Politically,

however,

the technically-enhanced
vulnerable

Its

the Taupier administration

planning

to the vicissitudes

structure proved

and

as

of the politics of approval
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by the Board of Aldermen as had the earlier,
planning

structure.

The political

Taupier administration
the "backbenchers"
persuaded

"blue-ribbon"

successes of the

in renewal policy-making

were what

allowed, not what the ~Iayor coerced or

anyone to accept.

Taupier was blocked on CBD-

North and forced by the demise of his Development
proposal

to accept a continuation

separation

Council

of the prevailing

of powers -- and community political power

-- between the legislative and executive branches.
Taupier was largely frustrated
city moving,"

in his efforts to "get the

as he had promised

as he seemed genuinely concerned
Analysis:

Thus,

in his 1967 campaign

and

to do.

The Political

Constraints

of Renewal Planning
The tasks of this section are to re-state
principal

findings of the research

the

in summary form, and

to draw from those findings a set of conclusions

represent-

ing an interpretat.ion of their meaning and significance.
The thesis of the research

can then be formulated

in terms

of the capacity of the city to plan and adopt programs
and projects

for its revitalizati.on and renewal.

The capaci.ty to plan such endeavors

and to achieve

their formal adoption by the local governing

body has been

assumed to depend on two principal

(1) The city's

ability to generat.e renewal

factors:

ideas and to carry out the
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application,

survey, planning, and administrative processes

required for the development of a specific action proposal;
and (2) the ability of the city to achieve the necessary
levels of agreement and formal commitment of decision-makers
to adopt such proposals.
Holyoke's technical-administrative

capacity to plan

clearly expanded significantly between the early period
under Mayor Resnic and the fourth term of the Taupier
administration.

The city's indigenous professional planning

staff grew from none to five and its corps of planningrelated administrators

expanded far more than that,

especially with the addition of the Model Cities Agency
personnel.

Corresponding

authorizations

increases in local budgetary

for planning, greater utilization

of Federal

and state funding programs, and a generally broader s.cope
of planning-related' activities also contribu·ted to the
expanded technical capacity of the city to initiate policy
proposals to deal with the city's needs for renewal and
revitalization.
Under the leadership of William S. Taupier, significant changes also were effected in the internal structure
of influence of the renewal planning coalition.

During

Taupier's tenure, the locus of planning leadership and
influence shifted away from the H~~ and became centered in
the hands of th.eMayor who both dominated and relied upon
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the planning

staff and especially

Coordinators

whom he appointed to their posts.

HP~ was subordinated
later arrangement,

As the

in influence and role under the

its function approached

that of a quasi-legislative
retained

the two Development

body.

more nearly

The Co~nissioners

integral and important parts in the planning

processes,
required

of course, since their formal approval was

for any project requiring execution

authorized

Local Public Agency.

Authority's

Compared

by the city's

with the

role in the Riverview processes,

HRA under Taupier was more nearly a

vital

however, the
"team member" of

the renewal planning structure rather than its principal
guiding

force.
Professionalism,

administration,

and mayoral

leadership

replaced "blue ribbon" control

planning.

Mayor Taupier achieved informal

coordination

of ,the renewal planning

relative centralization

of renewal
political

structure

of influence

in the executive

branch in a cent.ext,of formally decentralized
The policy output consequences
successful

reorganization

however, were mixed.

authority.

of Taupier's

of the planning

structure,

While his administration

city's first renewal policy-making

and a

"successes,"

suffered a decisive defeat on the CBD-North
was forced to endure lengthy and debilitating

oversaw the
it also

proposal and
conflict,
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division, and delay in the execution of the Ward Four
project •.
To assess the city's development of functional
capacity to plan and adopt renewal programs and projects,
or renewal policy outputs, i't is useful to compare the
principal

factors found relevant to the four major renewal

endeavors.

The four plans proposed and considered by t.he

local governing body included two poLi.tical successes al'ld
two failures.

The Model Cities housing improvement program

and the Millrace-South
comprised

industrial redevelopment plan

the successes, while the original Riverview

proposal and CBD-North marked ,the city's record with
internal failure to reach agreement.
ultimately

Although it was

approved and enacted, the later version of the

Riverview plan did not constitute a political success

On

the part of the renewal struct.ure and coalition.
The comparative analysis of the four policy-making
processes can be organized in terms of the oonditions
determinants

and

of the responses of t.he Board of Aldermen.

The most useful approach to the analysis of the
responses of the Board of Aldermen

is to conpider

factors relevant to its two negative
ing list of such factors represents

decision.

The follow-

the principal

of the research regarding the conditions
of the aldermanic rejections of Riverview

the

findings

and determinants
and CED-North:
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(1) indigenous

opposition

from residents

the area proposed for renewal

activity, provided their

opposition

appeared to be relatively

insistent,

and persistent;

(2) "crystallization"
the underlying

of the renewal

widespread,

issue in question with

social class and political cultural

cleavage of the communtiy
institutions

or proprietors of

(particularly

of the perceived

if the key

"Establishment"

city appeared to be the primary benefactors
(3) a perception
the planning
were managing

officials and their associated
the processes

of planning

of a relatively

aggrieved

that

supporters

in an elitist

manner, and giving inadequate

to the problems of the parties

treasury

of the plan);

by members of the Board of Aldermen

and unresponsive

(4) a perception

of the

attention

by the plans;

high cost to the city's

for a project for which the projected

and fiscal payoffs were thought

economic

not likely enough to

occur; and
(5) a purportedly
provisions

"rational" assessment

of the proposed

of the technical

endeavor

by members

Board which led them to the conclusion
an inappropriate

or otherwise

of public resources

that it comprised

ill-conceived

and municipal

and low degrees of relevance

.
.
20
eaCH proJect.

investment

authority.

Table IX-2 divides each of these factors
moderate,

of the

into high,

and applies

them to
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Table IX-2
in Negative Decisions by the Board of

Factors

Aldermen by Degrees of· Relevance
Riverview
(1963-1964)

Factor
(1) Indigenous
(2)

opposition

High

Status crystallization

(5) Technical

expectations

assessments

Low

Moderate

High

Moderate

High

the politics

of the renewal projects

of Model Cities and the Millrace-South

plan also can be.

in terms of these five factors.

improvement

The housing

progranl of Model Cities was designed with the

formal participation
objectives

High

High

For comparison,

assessed

Moderate

Moderate

(3) Mismanagement
(4) Cost-benefit

of residents

of the neighborhood.

set for the program through

the interactions

t.ne staff and the residents were acceptable
of the area.

In the absence of opposition

crystallization

with the underlying

cleavage was irrelevant.
processes

Management

produced no significant

assessments

CBD-North

of

to the people
or controversy,

community political
of the planning

controversy.

of the merits of the program

for productive

The

While

and its prospects

success might have been modest in some cases,

the costs of the program were extremely

low.
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Millrace-South

had no "victirns"and hence no opposi-

tion from persons directly affected.

Mild disagreements

existed over the prospects of the project for success, but
the Mayor's agreement to proceed with the plan negated their
significance.
cost-benefit

Thus the factors of technical assessment and
expectations were rendered largely irrelevant,

since there was no direct political confrontation.
It is clear that the most important factors
differentiating

the adopted plans from those that were

rejected were indigenous opposition by persons directly
affected and crystallization
plan proponents

of the conflict between the

and the residents with the underlying

cleavage of the community.

The most fundamental

finding

of the research is that only those renewal proposals which
did not arouse significant opposition

from persons

adversely affected were approved by the municipal
ture.

legisla-

In both cases in which such opposition arose, the

proponents and the opponents were found to have been
pe.rceived to represent the two factions of the political
<::ommunity,the Managerials

and the Workers.

Thus, when

Urban Renewal became perceived as a matter of direct
confrontation

between the two cultures, the prospects

adoption were considerably reduced.
controversial

for

Although both of the

projects were defeated, the margins of the

votes on the Board of Aldermen were too small to conclude
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that

the Board or its Worker

faction consistently

deal

such defeats to the renewal

the ability and the willingness

coalitions.

could

Nevertheless,

of the Board to mount a

poli-tical obstacle in the path of the renewal coalitions,
and its two successful assertions
held

serious implications

making

for the outputs of renewal policy-

in Holyoke.
The principal conclusion

stated
Board
city.
renewal

from persons directly affected

plans yielded costly and debilitating

controversy,
concerned

parties before taking a renewal proposal

the

of consensus needed was to design project plans
would not evoke such opposition.

Thus, the qualita-

activities

to plan and approve was constrained

the city was

significantly

the politics of governing body approval.

and the other more tangible and specific.
the constraining

the community.

specific

lay in the Board of Aldermen,

level,

in which

general

On the general

force lay in the Worker

On the more

by

The constraining

force can be viewed on two levels, one relatively

plane,

of

to the

The only reliable way to achieve

tive nature of the renewal project
able

by

political

it was important to achieve a consensus

of Aldermen.

which

of this power of the-

to affect the renewal policies of the

Since opposition

degree

of the research can be

in terms of the implications
of Aldermen

Board

of such effort, clearly

culture

of

the constraint

the Worker

faction
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was best represented

in the city's policy-making

institu-

tions.
The range of alternatives
planning

available

to the renewal

structure in Holyoke thus was constrained

significantly

by the "checking force" of the legislative

branch and by the political representation
culture.

of the Worker

This meant that in Holyoke neither a "blue

ribbon" alliance nor an executive-centered

bureaucratic

structure of planning influence could expect to overwhelm
the residents

and proprietors

of areas designated

redevelopment

against their wishes.

for

Concluding Observations
It is quite possible

that the rejections

of the

Ri.verview Plan irit.hemid-1960' s and the CBD-North
decade later constituted
be duplicated

in the future.

for this assertion.
Communi icy Development
rehabilitation;
.
21
out of style.
dropped,
epithets,

isolated

incidents

can be cited

First, the focus of attention

relocation

and demolition

removal," which overwhelmed

the term itself was adopted

has been

connotations

program"

the program

a.nd

are, in effect,

Even the name "Urban Renewal"

such as the "bulldozer

under

conservation

largely because of the negative

Ironically,

not likely to

Several reasons

is on neighborhood

Plan a

and

and "Negro

in its later years.
in 1954 in or.der
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to replace

the similarly discredited "slum clearance and
22
urban redevelopment."
Holyoke's administrators of
COffinlunityDevelopment
to consider

funds accordingly are not likely even

seriously any kind of project comparable to

that of its initial endeavor in Urban Renewal.

Nor has it

done so for many years.
Second, the neighborhoods in Holyoke where relocation might yet be required for "substantial rehabilitation"
of housing
newcomers

are increasingly becoming inhabited by minority
to the city, predominantly natives of Puerto

Rico who lack political organization, clout, or meaningful
representation
late 1960's,
familiar

in city government.

Especially since the

the city has become increasingly caught in the

pattern of "white flight" and minority influx.

Federal

Census data, however, do not yet document the

extent of such changes, since most of the turnover has
occurred

since 1970 .. Nor is it clear how far the process

of demographic
conditions

turnover will proceed under present

of the city, the region, and the national

economy which largely determine patterns of internal
migration
already

throughout

been observed

the nation

As has

in Ward One and the Churchill area,

relocation

of Spanish-speaking

t.o produce

any significant

effective

(and Puerto Rico).

families does not yet tend

display of opposition or any

political mobilization

of resources.

The new
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Spanish community
make it possible
occur.

has not yet settled down in the city to
for political

organization

Under such circumstances,

to begin to

it does not appear

likely that their interests will be represented
city's elective
politicians
respect

institutions

with particular

in this traditionally

the ballot box, political

tion, and ultimately

political

in programs

for conservation

The

"political" city

leadership and organiza-

of the two dominant

factions of the community

common purpose

vigor.

clout.

Third, the representatives
political

highly

in the

may increasingly

find

through Community Development

Or

and minor,

maintenance-oriented,

rehabili.tation of housing, without

relocation,

in

ne i.qhbo rhood s located farther uphill where the city's
remaining
present

,;mrking-to-middle class

trends continue,

threa·ts of demographic
ultimately

physical

"natives" reside.

such "gray areas" face mounting
turnover,

deterioration

economic decline,

estate values.

Community

block grant funds may be used for improvement

of the conditions

of families

and individuals

income as well as "low"· or "poverty-level,"
the definition
the city.23

and

through owner disinvest-

ment in the face of declining.real
Development

If

of "moderate"

Thus, funding

and stabilization,

covers

of "moderate"

and in Holyoke

a large proportion

for neighborhood

and for associated

of

conservation

rehabilitation
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inducement

programs, may be extended to most of the

city's remaining working class, white neighborhoods.
Comrnuni.t.y Development
application

funds are restricted

in their

to central business district revitalization

to industrial renewal.
major confrontations

Accordingly,

or

it is not likely that

will occur .Ln the city on the basis of

plans along these lines.

However,

if the city were to

consider another major CBD proposal with local funding
only or with state assistance,

it is possible that the

same alliances would form again.
the participants

and observers

The consensus view of

interviewed

was that CBD-North was irrevocably

in this research

laid to rest and that

no similar proposals were likely to be advanced
future.

Taupier's

in the near

successor, Ernest Proulx, a former

Alderman who was 'elected in 1975, however, came ,to the
office a firm and outspoken of improving the CBD.
Furthermore,

a modest but notable portion of the first-

year Community Development
primar~ly for alleviation
parkinq spaces.

funds was allocated

to the CBD

of the critical shortage of

If the CBD idea is to be revived,

probably will be slowly and cautiously,

it

and with careful

attention to the need to attain and maintain

aldermanic

support from the beginning.
Industrial renewal, on the other hand, appears now,
as it has throughout Holyoke's

involvement

in the field,
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to be the objective upon which local political agreement
can be achieved most easily.

Ironically, the proclivity

toward industrial renewal displayed by the faction most
often opposed to the Mayor, the planning structure, and
their "Establishment"

supporters, which appeared out of

line with Federal policy in the Lat.e 1960' s and early 1970' s,
is now increasingly becoming fashionable
nationally

in renewal circles

and in the legislative and administrative

guidelines of Federal urban policy.24
In retrospect, one can see irony also in the
"obstructions
especially

of the city's progress" which some observers,

the advocates of the city's two controversial

and ill-fated projects attributed

to the Board of Aldermen.

In each case of purported "obstructionism,"
decision had the effect of preventing

the Board's

the city from under-

taking a renewal project of a type that either was in the
prooess of falling out of fashion

(the residential

clearance

project which, of course, was later approved) or was already
out of fashion (CBD renewal).
ideological

The philosophical

or

underpinnings of the national attitudinal

changes concerning

"bulldozer renewal" and the expenditure

of funds for middle class purposes and fiscal objectives
were primarily the liberal perspective

which stressed the

need for attention to the housing and social service needs
of the poor.

Thus, the Board of Aldermen can be seen to
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have acted consistently in the interest of the lowerincome segments of the population of the city, if not
necessarily

its poorest and least politically mobilized

groups.

Advocates of renewal or Community Development

spending

primarily for the lower-income people of the

community,
might

such as Frieden and Kaplan, Gans, and othe~s,

therefore view the "obstructionist" Aldermen as the

"heroes" and the members of the planning coalitions the
"villains."

In this view, the Aldermen "saved" the city

from two costly mistakes.
Whether the city could have made even a modest dent
in the demographic
throughout

and economic changes occurring

the 1960's and afterward through Urban Renewal,

much less reversed them, seems dubious at best.

Neverthe-

less, whatever chances it did have, they were seriously
compromised

by the great loss of time between the initia-

tion of the intention in 1958 and the beginnings of project
execution

in 1971.

During that period of thirteen years,

the city's prospects for using the Federal funds to try to
bolster

the weakening middle class base were diminished

considerably.
redevelopment

By the mid-1970's, as prospects for
of the vacant project land finally began to

rise; only subsidized housing for lower-income families
and the elderly remained even a remote possibility.

Such

honsing might be exactly what the city and especially its
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lower-income
might
people

residents

need most.

While such housing

improve the living environments

of a, given number of

(which is not an insignificant

factor), however, it

is not known for its revitalizing
local economy, a demographic

effects on an ailing

base increasingly

toward the poor, or an overburdened

skewing

tax base.

The point here is not to argue normatively
Co~munity

Development

stabilize

the community

conserve

funds should be used to try to
through programs designed

the middle class.

that such a perspective
residents,

business

that

to

Instead, it is to point out

"comes naturally"

to the "native"

firms, and taxpayers of all levels of

income who feel their historic
by further economic decline

sense of community

and'demographic

threatened

change.

Thus, with the arrival of the city's new, minority
underclass,
identified

the Worker Dernocrat.s become more clearly
as middle class in a three-part

social classes and political

cultures.

division

The city's

phase in Urban Renewal activity was dominated
its socioeconomic
objectives

of
first

by members

elite who sought to use the program

reflecting

their class biases,

the era of "blue ribbon"

renewal

planning.

of

for

as was typical

in

Ironically,

their opponents may in the third phase join them in common
purpose.
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